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ABSTRACT

The thesis aims to assess the nature of any relationship between the level of capital
gains realised by owner-occupied households and their residential mobility within the
South Australian real estate market. The data derive from sales records produced by
the South Australian Department of Environment and Natural Resources, and are used

to pursue three principal goals:

o To analyse the residential mobility process, and its dominant characteristics, in the
Adelaide region as well as investigate the process of upgrading through mobility.

o To investigate the levels of household capital accumulation realised by residential
mobility.

o To examine the capital accumulation performance of the housing stock in the
Adelaide housing market.

The data represent mobility and accumulation events that have occurred between 1968

and 1991. The thesis addresses the issue of accumulation beyond the superficial
consideration of nominal values, and therefore all sales values used are adjusted to
1989190 values to enable calculation of real levels of capital gain. The major finding
of the thesis is that more than a third of owners have made a loss from owner-
occupancy, and that the proportion of capital losers is greater for home unit owners
than house owners. Moreover, for individual dwellings, the proportion of losses

generated for their owners approaches 40 percent. Further, the accumulation
performance of individual households and individual dwellings is subject to
considerable variability. Therefore, for mobile households, there is an element of luck
associated with their prospects of deriving a capital gain from ownership.
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CHAPTER 1 PRELUDE

1.1 Introduction

The principal aim of this thesis is to examine the relationship between the process of

residential mobility and the generation of capital gains associated with home

ownership. Hitherto, each process has tended to be examined separately by different

arms of enquiry. Capital gains considerations have usually been linked with

inequalities between different housing tenure types, and residential mobility processes

have been examined in the context of their implications for urban demographic

structure. Only isolated efforts have been made to explore the links between the two

phenomena. Generally, these investigations (see especially Smith and Thorns, 1980

1 1 ; Thoms, I 98 1 a: 212-21 5 ; Thorns, 1982: 75 8 ; Thrall 1983 : 224-225 ; Owen and

Green, 1989: 122; AIlen and HamneIt,l99I: 6; Forrest and Murie l99I:63; Hamnett,

1992: 56; Owen and Green, 1992:22-23) have conceptualised a relationship between

house price inflation, or capital gains, and mobility which stems from linkages

between a household's housing market position and its labour market position. It has

been argued, on evidence from New Zealand and the United Kingdom in particular,

that processes associated with globalisation since the 1970's have caused substantial

regional inequalities in developed westem economies. In response to changed

regional labour markets occasioned by these events, households may have determined

to shift to regions offering improved employment prospects. However, the propensity

to move predicated by a changed labour market perception has been diminished by the

reduced level of house prices which reflect lowered demand in regions with declining

economies. Potential movers who might want to move because of improved
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employment prospects at another location compared with those at their present

location may be forced to adjust their plans because of the relatively low sale prtce

they would receive for their house compared with the likely higher price they would

need to pay for housing in a region offering improved labour market prospects.

Others (Boehm, 1980: 376; Clark, 1982 35; Megbolugbe and Linemaru:',1993: 670)

have argued that transaction costs are significant factors in housing consumption, and

given that capital gains can be embraced in the notion of transaction costs, these

observers have suggested that capital gains considerations can play a role in a

household's decision to move.

V/hile there is a conceptual basis to a relationship between mobility and house price

appreciation, it is the case that our understanding of the question at the moment is

based on a mixture of theoretical speculation, guesswork and aggregate statistical

models (Hamnett, 1992:63). Furtherrnore, the basis of the conceptual relationship

derives from considerations at the regional level and not at the intra-regional level. It

is also the case that to this point little empirical work has been completed to explore

the existence of a relationship. There are two possible reasons for this. Firstly, it may

be because no relationship exists. Alternatively, the reason could be due to the

absence of, or difficulty in obtaining, suitable data,pafücularly at the household level,

which would enable close scrutiny of the question. This constraint has been overcome

in the present investigation, and it is hoped that an objective assessment can be made

as to whether, and if so how, capital gains and residential mobility are inter-related.

Every person and household has a vested interest in housing. Housing serves a

variety of purposes, be it simply shelter, a place to rest, a "home" in contrast to a

"house", an investment, or an asset for the next generation to inherit. It is, without
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question, an important and fundamental issue, regardless of global location, and a

multitude of enquiry avenues have developed around it. Two of these research

directions are relevant to the purposes of this thesis. The first has explored the

process of residential, or intra-urban, mobility, caused as households, or individuals,

move from one urban housing location to another, an exploration which commenced

four decades ago with the publication of Rossi's (1955) lIrhy families move. Thts

group of researchers has comprised mainly planners, demographers and geographers

and their mission has been to elucidate the demographic context of housing (Clark et

al,1994: 138). Questions related to the consumption of housing have occupied the

analyses of the second group, generally comprising urban and housing economists, as

they have attempted to explain the "social relations of housing" (Paris, 1993: viii) to

show how social, political and economic environments influence the distribution and

consumption of housing and create groups of "winners and losers" in the housing

system. In Chapter three the development of these two arenas will be described in

depth to show how each group's research agenda gradually converged to the point

where each recognised that the same general set of factors worked to influence

outcomes in their respective research areas. This intersection of ideas and approaches

resulted in a cross referencing of the two directions and influenced the direction of

subsequent research. It is useful, however, to note some of the main elements which

have characterised mobility and housing studies and how the two approaches have

established a relationship between residential mobility and capital accumulation.
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1.2 Interpretingresidentialmobility

Residential mobility has been defined as a re-location by households with varying

socio-economic characteristics between different segments of the housing stock

(Moore and Clark, 1986: 186). Importantly, it is a general and pervasive phenomenon

with implications for both the individual and aggregate levels (Clark and Everaers,

1981: 322). At the individual level there are implications for household tenure,

household costs and dwelling and location satisfaction, whilst at the aggregate level it

can effect suburb change, population densities, housing densities, population

composition and economic status. Initially, residential mobility research described

and explained the process in behaviouralist terms, endeavouring to determine who

moved, their destination and, to a lesser extent, what changes mobility caused to the

origin and destination locations. Models developed from this research suggested that

households moved due to dis-satisfaction with their present dwelling occasioned by

family life cycle changes. As a household moved through the different family life

cycle stages, it responded to a whole range of changing environmental stimuli. To

some of these the household would react favourably, but others would cause stress on

the household (Coupe and Morgan, 1981 :201). 'Where the sum of individual stresses

experienced by a household reached a threshold level, it caused the household to

become dis-satisf,red with its location (Speare et al, 797 5: 207 -231 ; Bach and Smith,

1977:163) and to seek a housing adjustment so that place utility could be re-

established. In this way the family life cycle paralleled a housing cycle, and the two

cycles were linked because "housing needs ...are generated by the shifts in family

composition that accompany life cycle changes (Rossi, 1955:4)
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Not surprisingly, the concept of satisfaction was subjected to considerable scrutiny

and subsequent refinement. Newman and Duncan (1979:161) found that perceived

satisfaction had little impact on mobility, whereas factors such as age, income, tenure,

presence of school aged children and single family households had highly signihcant

effects on mobility. In other research (Michelson, 1977: 360-372) satisfaction was

shown to be based on short term expectations, and did not predict mobility as well as

the influence of long term housing goals held by a household. That is, a household

could be satisf,red with its location, but move despite that satisfaction. The residential

mobility model was evolving to the point where a household's attitudes and

preferences might play a role in the decision to move, but that decision was also likely

to be caused by the household's position in an ongoing "...web of social relations"

(Landale and Guest, 1985: 218; Moore, 1986: 498). Clearly, there were other

relationships at work which caused a household to move, and these needed to be

incorporated into any comprehensive mobility model. In this context, the likelihood

increased that the concept of capital gains associated with ownership might soon also

be assessed as a factor in explaining mobility, simply because the research emphasis

had moved to a consideration of the linkages between mobility and other aspects of

the housing system

1.3 The social relations of housing

The housing system concept was developed during the 1970's and comprised the

multitude of inter-relationships between the housing stock, the households and the

relevant institutions. In total, the housing system has seven components - consumers,

dwellings, producers, exchange professionals, financial institutions, investors,
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governments and statutory authorities (Paris, 1993:28). These components provided

the actors whose inter-relationships could create the various outcomes which represent

the housing system, and which can be expected to influence a household's decision to

move. There developed an appreciation that mobility patterns represented a diversity

of contexts and motivations, and that the task of investigation was to determine what

role was played, in developing these patterns, by a raft of factors. Some principal

factors assessed included tenure type, tenure change, change ofoccupation, changes in

personal circumstances, be they caused by change of life cycle or stage of life cycle,

cyclical swings in the economy (Case, 1992: ll3-174), injections of funds from

government and changes in the nature of housing supply. Moreover, early mobility

research had identihed variations in propensity to move between renters and owners,

and the different mobility patterns between the tenures had been explained by the

higher transaction costs associated with ownership (Clark, 1982:35; Speare et al,

1975:177)

Transaction costs (see Section3.5.2) therefore have a relationship to mobility because

they will be taken into account in making a decision to move. At any time, the tenure

undertaken by a household is a function of expected future mobility (Boehm, 1980

375; Megbolugbe and Linneman, 1993:670). When a household purchases a

dwelling there is an expectation that future mobility will be limited because a longer

time is required to amortise the transaction costs incurred with ownership than with

rental. Further, an owner may not sell if there are risks associated with the

transaction, particularly if the sale cannot generate sufficient capital gain to finance

the deposit gap required to move to the next location. The high financial investment

in home ownership is usually expected to be retrieved at time of sale, but this can act
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as a constraint to mobility if, at certain times, this is difficult to achieve (Landale and

Guest, 1985: 201; Coupe and Morgan, 1981 202). Moore (1986: 506) has shown that

although owners may indicate an intention to move the actual level of movement is

considerably less than might be expected by their statements of intent. The reason for

this may well lie in the fact that, at any particular moment, mobility might involve

financial costs which are unable to be met, to the satisfaction of the owner, by the

level of capital appreciation generated by the dwelling, which causes the household to

arrive at a decision to remain at the present dwelling. In a similar way, the generation

of a capital gain which does not represent a "cost" to the owner may encourage a

decision to move.

1.4 Residential mobility and social relations - an intersection

The recognition that transaction costs influenced mobility may represent the point

where an intersection commenced between housing mobility and housing

consumption research. In all probability this was due to the residential mobility

research being informed by the independent research of urban and housing economists

who were describing housing costs as part of the social relations of housing.

Signihcantly, in the context of this thesis, the acknowledgement that capital gains

considerations were apart of a household's transaction costs established some need to

examine the nature, if it existed, of any relationship between mobility and capital

gains derived from home ownership.

More recently, the social relations of housing have been influenced by economic,

financial and demographic restructuring processes which have occurred globally

(Badcock, 1984: 151; Badcock, 1991 129 Megbolugbe and Linneman, 1993:675;
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Maher, 1994:17). These developments have had significant social implications for

demography, by modifying birth rates, marriage tendencies, household formation,

international and intra-national migration, as well as an impact on patterns of

residential mobility

Sociologists, rather than geographers, demographers and planners, were the first

social scientists to become interested in the concept of capital gains generated by

ownership of housing when they theorised that urban property markets might operate

to modify existing social theory. Their interest dates back at least to the late sixties,

and the observation that house prices were adopting a generally upward trend. At the

time, Rex and Moore (1967) suggested that housing class, or tenure, could influence

life chances, in much the same way as social class, by its capacity for wealth

accumulation through capital gains on the sale of owned housing.

For more than a decade sociologists, with some input from geographers, pursued the

generation of wealth from ownership, or capital gains, predominantly to show its

impact on existing class structures and to explore any processes that might be

operating within the phenomenon to establish a new "property class". There was no

research to show how wealth accumulation might influence the process of residential

mobility until Thorns (1981:2ll-212) linked the two processes through his pursuit of

a relationship between accumulation and a household's position in the labour market.

In arguing for a relationship between position on the social scale and mobility, Thorns

raised several questions of immediate relevance to this thesis. Firstly, do households

have a conscious housing strategy whereby they move through a number of dwellings

over time to achieve their final goal? Secondly, if such a strategy existed, it would be

possible to conceive of a housing career existing alongside an occupational career. In
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this conceptualisation, mobility is implicated because an individual's, or household's,

occupational career impacted on its housing career through the process of residential

mobility. Finally, what is the extent of temporal housing mobility from low cost to

high cost sub markets, and if mobility does exist, is it upwards, downwards or

horizontal?

It is clear that there are conceptual aspects of the household decision making process

which might reasonably lead to an expectation that mobility could be associated with

capital gains considerations. For example, the price received for a household's

current dwelling will influence the type of dwelling to which it moves. If the price of

their current dwelling is insufficient to purchase the quality of housing sought, the

household may modify its mobility options. On other occasions, the sale of a

dwelling may be used to release equity, which in turn will influence the mobility

behaviour of the household. There does seem, therefore, to be a conceptual basis for

linking residential mobility to capital gains considerations, and it is a range of

questions raised by this conceptualisation which will be addressed in this thesis.

The concept of capital gain as a transaction cost was shown to have significant

implications for the residential mobility process. Specifically, where capital garns

have not accrued at the rate a household might have expected it has been seen as a

constraint which has worked to raise the household's threshold for dissatisfaction and

thereby inhibit any tendency to move (Landale and Guest, 1985: 201). More

significantly, however, capital gains expectations have been incorporated into the

mobility model as a factor which has encouraged many household moves, even

though the household may have no dissatisfaction with its current dwelling
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Morrow-Jones (1988: ll77) has used the accumulation capacity of ownership to

explain some interesting, and new, implications for mobility models. She found a

negative correlation between housing price and buyer age, and explained this new

tendency by suggesting that as housing became increasingly expensive during the

1970's and 1980's, younger buyers ignored the traditional model and opted for

ownership as a more desirable tenure because of the perceived hedge against

economic problems it provided, in contrast to rental. In addition, she reported a

negative relationship between unemployment and age of transition from rental to

owned accommodation, and suggested that where young households are unemployed,

or under employed, they might try harder to achieve ownership through both partners

seeking employment, in the case of couples, and delaying marriage and having

children, so that the economic hedge inherent in ownership could be obtained. What

these observations suggest is that increased awareness by households of the

accumulation potential of housing caused certain life cycle events, such as the

transition from rental to ownership, to be brought forward. However, other

demographic events, including time of marriage, departure from workforce, and child

rearing, were delayed. At the same time the tendency towards two income families

increased

As early as 1981, Coupe and Morgan were trying to understand residential mobility

more in terms of constraints and competition than in terms of emphasising the role of

the stage of life cycle. Their view was that constraints and competition created by

institutions established pervasive reasons for mobility by households. Their research

showed that the role of space in movement was significant, but more importantly, the

desire for more space for its own sake, or for prestige, seemed to be more important
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than had previously been recognised (Coupe and Morgan, 1981: 213). Indeed, there

was developing a view that the more expensive is housing, the more people want to

buy it (Monow-Jones, 1 98 8 : 1 1 8 1). The refinement to the model suggested by these

developments suggest that households may establish, at avery early stage in their

housing career, housing goals which might not be achieved immediately. Therefore,

they plan to achieve the goal by a series ofsteps, so that each departure from a

residence is not due to stress or dissatisfaction with that house but because the move ts

part of the household's plan to achieve its housing ambitions. In the previous model,

trading up was incorporated, and explained by the need for more space by a growing

family. The increased cost of the larger house was managed by the household because

of the direct relationship between age and income. In the new model, trading up takes

on a different meaning, and the role of capital accumulation in this plan needs to be

examined to determine how much of the plan is based on the notion of acquiring

wealth from capital gains on the way through the housing cycle. This possibility will

be explored in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

1.5 Aims and objectives

The intersection of mobility and housing studies research has established the context

in which the present study into the investigation of any linkages between mobility and

capital gains has been undertaken. Accordingly, the over-riding purpose of this thesis

is to examine the mobility behaviour of home owning households, and evaluate the

evidence for a role for capital gains generation in driving the mobility process. A

number of more specific aims are embraced within this goal and their order of
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presentation below is an indication of the direction the analysis will follow in the

thesis.

o The mobility behaviour of the sample households will be described and explained

The approach will emphasise the spatial characteristics of mobility at both the

intra-urban and the urban-rural levels, as well as analyse household mobility

patterns within and between the house and home unit sub-markets.

o The magnitude of capital accumulation derived by households at each ownership in

their housing history will be computed so that a number of aspects of the

relationship between capital accumulation and residential mobility can be explored

o The data will enable an examination of the relationship between residential

mobility and housing upgrade, as well as an investigation of the levels, and

incidence, of equity release to households on the sale of their dwelling at each

stage of their housing history

o The research will resolve whether huge wealth gains are possible from ownership.

These findings should therefore provide further evidence to assess the theorised

relationship between wealth accumulation and the erosion of traditional class

barriers (Saunders, 1978:246;Pratt,1986a: 367;B.all,l985: 27), and contribute to

the debate between those who argue a powerful role for accumulation (Pahl, I975:

291) and those who believe it is over-rated (Edel, 1982:2I5).

o The literature centred around capital gains generation has theorised a relationship

between a dwelling's age, the length of its ownership and its location, and the srze

of any capital gain it creates. These relationships will be analysed using actual

house price data which have been adjusted to discount for inflation, and using
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variables which control the level of gain for size of dwelling and length of

ownership. Significantly, these variables are linked to actual house price data.

o Actual house price data which have been compiled specifically for this thesis, and

the accumulation levels they suggest have been generated, will be matched with

real estate market conditions which have prevailed throughout the study period so

that the impact of cyclical "boom" and "bust" periods on both mobility and

accumulation can be gauged.

o Households which left the ownership market will be identified and reasons

determined for their departure. Further, the subsequent location and housing tenure

of these households will be investigated, with the expectation that their destination

details might provide useful, and possibly new, insights into the internal migration

process in South Australia.

o For previous o\¡/ners identified as moving into the rental market, their ownership

record will be analysed to provide possible explanations for their tenure change.

This strategy is a test of a view that the deregulation of the Australian housing

finance market in 1986 affected the cost relativities between owning and renting

and therefore made it possible for marginal households to become owner-

occupiers, often for the first time. Support for that view may be established if it

can be shown that this group entered the market at the relevant time, was highly

geared to effect their purchase and incurred a financial cost from home ownership

o Finally, the thesis will explore the capital gains generation capability of the actual

housing stock to resolve a number of pertinent questions. For example, has each

dwelling provided enduring rates of return for each of its owners or have returns

been cyclical, or even spasmodic? Further, have all dwellings generated the same
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rate of return at the same time, representing a form of temporal harmony in terms

of the creation of capital returns? Is there variation between housing classes, or

housing types, in the generation of benefits, in that the style, or the size, of a

dwelling may influence the hnancial performance of the dwelling? And finally,

what is the role played by location, or space, in the ability of a property to generate

capital gains? It is expected that these questions will provide more insights into the

prospects of any household for achieving sizeable capital gains through home

ownership and the residential mobility process.

One of the main features of the thesis is the unique and rich dataset which has been

assembled. The aims of the study will be pursued through analyses of three unique

datasets - a housing history file, a housing stock file and a household departures file.

The housing history file contains data for each household which bought or sold a

house or a home unit during June, 1986 in the Adelaide metropolitan area. This file

records extensive details about each property these households owned between 1968

and 1991. The housing stock file includes each of the houses and home units which

were sold during June, 1986. Within the file have been collected the sales history

details for each of these dwellings between 1968 and 1991. The household departures

file goes beyond the housing history and housing stock databases to provide details on

why households left the real estate market between June, 1986 and July, 1991, and

where these households were locatedin 1994. The first two databases will be

described extensively in Sections 2.5.2 and2.5.3, and the third database will be

described in Section 4.8. The relationship between them is illustrated in Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.1: Relationship between housing history, housing stock and household
departure databases
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The important feature of these databases is their composition of precise data derived

from actual housing transactions which have occurred throughout the study period.

Most studies which have investigated capital accumulation through home ownership

have been based on assessments of macro scale aggregate data which may have

masked differences at a number of levels. These differences could be particularly

significant at the household level. Therefore, the present data, based at the individual

household level, may provide important rehnements to the conclusions reached by

earlier studies

1.6 The Adelaide context

Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, and occupies a coastal strip on the

eastern side of Gulf St Vincent (Figure 1.2). The South Australian Colonisation Act

was passed by the British parliament in August, 1834, and in the following year a

Board of Commissioners, with Colonel Robert Torrens as Chair, was appointed to

oversee the establishment of the colony. His son, Robert Richard Torrens, was to

migrate to the colony in 1839 to become Collector of Customs, and subsequently was

appointed to the Legislative Council in 1851, became Treasurer in 1852 and Premter

and Colonial Secretary in 1857. In that year he introduced into the parliament hrs

Real Property Act aimed at simplifying the transfer of freehold land between parties.

Further details of this initiative, and its impact on the data used in this thesis are

presented in Chapter Two.
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1.6.1 Populationtrends

Presently, Adelaide and its metropolitan area is contained within the Adelaide

Statistical Division, occupies 1,841 square kilometres, and contains 30 Local

Government Authorities (LGAs), or councils. As indicated in Table 1.1, these LGAs

vary in area from 3.5 square kilometres to 350 square kilometres, with aîaverage area

o16I.4 square kilometres and amedian area of 23.7 square kilometres. Those LGAs

adjacent to the central business district of Adelaide, located within the Adelaide LGA,

are characteristically small, with a median area of 4.8 square kilometres, whereas the

peripheral LGAs are substantially larger and have a median area of 124 square

kilometres.

Table 1.1: Area of Local Government Areas in the Adelaide Statistical Divrsron

Local Government Area Area, km' Local Government Area Area, km'
Walkerville
St Peters

Kensington and Norwood
Thebarton
Glenelg
Hindmarsh
Henley and Grange

Payneham
Prospect

Brighton
Gawler
Unley
Adelaide
Elizabeth
Campbelltown

Burnside
Vy'est Torrens
Port Adelaide
Woodville
Enfield
Marion
Mitcham
Stirling
East Torrens
Tea Tree Gully
Salisbury
Noarlunga
Happy Valley
Willunga
Munno Para

3.5

3.9
4.2
4.8
4.8

6.9

7.1

8.1

8.6

8.8

t4.2
15.3

t9
ZJ.J

24.2

31.2
35. I
43

50.6
54.3

71 .5

107.7
121.4
124

I 59.1

166.1

175

191.3

350.3

Total Adelaide Statistical
Division area,km2
Average LGA area, km
Median LGA area, km2

Source: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics. 1973:.20-21

1841.00
6t.37
23.10
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Figure 1.2: The study location
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During the study period, Adelaide's population has been recorded at six national

censuses, details of which are shown in Table 1.2

Table 1.2: Population (millions) for Adelaide Statistical Division, South
Australia and Australia, 1966 to l99l
Census ASD Intercensal SA Intercensal Australian Intercensal

Year population change, %o population change, o/o population change, %o

t966 771 1095 rr599
rgtr 843 9.3 1200 9.6 13067 r2.7
1976 924 9.7 1274 6.2 14033 7.4

1981 931 0.8 r3r9 3.5 14923 6.3

1986 978 4.9 1383 4.9 16018 7.3

r99r 1024 4.7 1446 4.6 11284 7.9

Source: 1966 data from ABS, 1978: 1 l7
1971 data from ABS, 1982: 122

1976 and l98l data from ABS, 1984: l2l
1986 and l99l data from ABS, 1994c:53

During the second half of the 1960's Adelaide's and South Australia's population

growth almost matched the national population growth rate. In the f,rrst half of the

1970's, Adelaide's rate of growth was greater than that recorded for South Australia

and Australia. However, since 1976 the population growth rate of Adelaide has

tended to match that of South Australia, but has not kept pace with Australia's

population growth, nor the growth rates of the other Australian capital cities (Table

1.3). As result, Adelaide is the smallest of the mainland capitals.

1.6.2 Dwelling trends

The Australian Bureau of Statistics has collected dwelling statistics at each of the six

censuses conducted during the study period. However, the only category of dwelling

which has remained unchanged throughout the period is separate house. For non

house dwellings there has been a lack of consistency associated with their counts at

each census, mainly because of changing construction trends in dwelling types other
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than separate houses. The form of dwelling data which have been collected at

censuses from 1966 is presented in Table 1.4

Table 1.3: Estimated resident population of capital cities, 1966 to l99l
City Population and percentage change in

1966 197 t 1976 r 981 1986 1991

Sydney
Percentage change
Melbourne
Percentage change
Brisbane
Percentage change
Adelaide
Percentage change
Perth
Percentage change
Hobart
Percentage change
Darwin
Percentage change

2s4220',7

2230793

778193

77 t56t

ss9228

t4t31l

I 8695

293s937
15.5

2503022
12.2

869s79
I 1.7

842693
7.2

703199
2 5.7

153216
8.4

37060
98.2

31437s0
7.1

2723700
8.8

1 000850
15,I

924060
9.7

832760
I8.4

164400
/.J

44200
19.3

3279500
4.3

2806300
3.0

1096200
9.5

9s4300
3.3

922040
I0.7

l7l I l0
4.1

56500
27.8

3472700
5.9

2931900
4.5

1 1 96000
9.1

l 003800
5.2

1050400
r 3.9

179000
4.6

74800
32.4

3672900
5.8

3156700
7.7

1358000
I3.5

I 057200
5.3

l I 88500
t 3.1

191000
6.7

76700
2.5

Source: CBCS, 1970: 129-130;ABS, 1994d: 117

Table 1.4: Dwelling data collected at censuses between 1966 and 1991

Separate
house

Self
containe
d flats

Home Flats or
apartments

Semi-
detach-
ed
houses

Row/terr-
ace house

Other
medium
density
dwelling

Semi-
detached,
row/terr-
ace or
townhous
e

Flat or
apartment

, 2 or less

storeys

Flat or
apartment

,3or
more
storeys

units

1966
1971
1976
l98l
1986
1991

1966
1971 197 I

1976
1981

1 986
1991 1991 1991

It is, therefore, difficult to use census data to provide an assessment of trends in home

unit type housing within the study period. At best, the census data allow two broad

dwelling types comprising separate houses and other dwellings, excluding caravans,

improvised houses and houses/flats attached to shop/offrce, to be defined. The other

1981

1986
1981

I 986

dwellings group comprises those dwellings types which have been recorded separately
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at various times between 1966 and 1991, and the conflation of these data is shown tn

Table 1.5

Table 1.5: Separate houses and other dwelling types, Adelaide Statistical
Division, 1966 to l99l
Year Separate

Houses
Intercensal
change,Yo

Other
dwelling

types

Intercensal
change,%o

Total
occupied
private

dwellings

Intercensal
change, o/o

1966
t97t
1976
1981

I 986
1991

21995
30548
71688
71892
80369
88763

r92009
220515
231668
243s60
263310
284761

t(

12.9

4.8
4.9
7.5

7.5

*

28.0
57.4
0.3

10.6

9.5

216297
2s1063
289350
320160
349048
379s51

13.9

13.2

9.6
8.3

8.0

*

Source: l966datafromCommonwealthBureauofCensusandStatistics, 1969:244'247
1971 data from Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1973:20'21
l9T6 data from ABS, 1978

1981 data from ABS, 1988, Table 25, Structure of Occupied Private Dwellings, Dataset P

1986 data from ABS, 1988, Table 36, Summary of Dwellings, Dataset C

1991 data from ABS, 1994e, Table 45, Structure of Dwellings, Disk 2

For separate houses, the data reveal that growth was strong in the last half of the

sixties, but that growth in the other dwelling type, which involved mainly home unit

type dwellings, experienced a growth of 28 percent. These growth rates were a

reflection of the boom economic conditions which were experienced in this period,

but as these conditions deteriorated during the seventies changes in dwelling

preference occurred. Growth in separate houses reduced by some two thirds, but there

was continuing expansion of the home unit type of dwelling, caused by changes in

family structure and size. Consequently, the growth rate for total occupied private

dwellings matched that of the previous period. In all probability, these trends are a

response to the world wide economic downturn which commenced at the beginning of

this period and demographic changes which lead to an increasing demand for smaller

dwellings. Between I976 and 1991, the proportion of single person households in

Australia increased from 15.7 percent to 19.8 percent (ABS, 1994f:35), whilst the
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proportion of family households reduced from 84.3 percent to 80.2 percent. In the

Adelaide Statistical Division, between 1986 and I99I,lone person households

increased from 20.1 percent to 22.3 percent and households comprising families

declined from79.9 percent to 77 .7 percent (ABS, 1989, Table 45 and ABS, I994c,

Table 42). These tendencies, and their impact on housing type demand, were caused

mainly by plummeting marriage rates and increasing divorce rates, but also by the

development of an ageing population. During the second half of the seventies, the

prevailing trends intensified and housing development in Adelaide reduced almost to

a standstill.

In the eighties, both separate house and home unit, row/terrace houses and other

medium density housing achieved steady growth. For separate houses, growth rates

were nearly twice the rate recorded during the seventies, and higher density housing

recovered substantially from the almost negligible growth rate recorded in the 1976-

1981 period, probably reflecting demand caused by the youngest cohort of the baby

boom population as it entered the ownership stage of life cycle. This recovery

occurred despite a prevailing economic environment in which interest rates increased

from 9 percent at the beginning of 1981 to 17 percent at the end ofthe decade, and

house price inflation increased by 63.6 percent as average house prices in the

Adelaide Statistical Division rose from 539,475 in 1980 to $108,506 in 1989 (DENR,

1ee4).

The preceding sections have described the changing characteristics of the Adelaide

Statistical Division's population growth and housing stock between 1966 and 1991.

This population has created households which have hltered through the dwelling

stock, and some of these have provided the data on which this thesis is based.
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The purpose of this section has been to describe a context in which residential

mobility and real estate transactions have occurred in South Australia. In the

following section some details on the sales activity of houses and home units are

provided so that an indication of the proportion of the total stock changing hands in

any one year can be gauged, and an indication provided ofthe fluctuations in sales, or

boom and bust characteristics, experienced temporally in the Adelaide metropolitan

area.

1.6.3 Real estate sales trends

In South Australia, the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) is

responsible for monitoring property sales, and has published time series data on the

number of house and home unit sales, and their average price, since 1975 as well as

median price information since 1985, and these details are provided in Table 1.6.

Table 1.6: House and Home Unit sales, Adelaide Statistical Division, 1975 to
1991.

Year Number of Average Median
House Sales House Price House Price

Number of
Home Unit

Sales

Average
Home Unit

Price

Median
Home Unit

Price

1975
1976
1977
t9'78
1979
1980
1981

1982
1 983
1984
1 985
1986
1987
I 988
1989
1990
t99t

4856
9675
12752
I 3058
14104
15370
15323
14655
16399
19610
174s6
15952
16691
20796
1 8598
19040
18061

28440
32376
35421
35979
36672
3947 5

42803
46927
52025
67060
79224
83437
8s291
94266

1 08506
114894
I 1 8558

72200
13500
74s00
80400
90400
97200
103900

3027
3384
3 153

26t8
2882
3623
3802
3937
4568
s824
5409
4204
4095
5642
5344
5659
5311

2434s
29s99
31537
30750
3t979
31997
34334
3 8887
4s213
58238
66352
70354
68268
13555
80973
9164r
95680

61600
65400
64200
67000
72900
81300
86000

*
{.

*
*
*
*
*
,'

*
,<

*
,(

*
,<

*
*
{.

*
,<

*

Source: Department ofEnvironment and Natural Resources, 1994.
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Using data from Table 1 .5 and Table 1.6, it can be shown that 4.18 percent of

Adelaide's stock of houses were sold in 1976, whilst the proportion of houses sold in

1981 , 1986 and 1991 was just over 6 percent in each year. Similar results are

obtained when the number of units sold is compared with the number of other

dwellings. The proportion in 1976 was 4.72 percent and this increased to 5.23

percent in both 1981 and 1986, and to 6 percent in 1991. Therefore, in any one year,

about 6 percent of the available houses and medium density dwellings will be sold.

Table 1.6 provides a detailed consideration of house and home unit price trends

throughout the study period. In Figure 1.3, the South Australian trend in median

house prices is compared with similar trends in the other mainland capital cities. This

comparison suggests that prices in the Adelaide housing market have generally

matched those of the Brisbane and Perth markets, except for the period between 1984

and 1989 when Adelaide prices surged ahead of those in Perth and Brisbane and

virtually matched those recorded in Melbourne. However, throughout the study

period Sydney has exhibited significantly higher prices than in the other cities, and

from 1985 onwards Melbourne has clearly asserted itself as the second most highly

priced housing market in Australia.
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Figure 1.3: Median house prices in Australian mainland capital cities, 1979 to
1991
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During the study period the market has been characterised by cyclical surges and

depressions in price levels paid for houses and home units (Amling, 1989: 23-27;

Sirota, 1996:5-7; Dunstan,1996:26). The natute of this phenomenon can be

described by analysing annual changes in the number of sales and prices for houses

and home units. In Table L7 the percentage change in number of sales for houses and

home units is presented, together with the annual change in average and median price.

This analysis reveals that houses and home units have experienced sales volatility
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throughout the period and that the spacing of peaks and troughs in number of sales has

tended to reduce through the eighties.

Table 1.7: Annual change in actual sales, average and median price for houses

and home units, Adelaide Statistical Division, 1975 to l99l
Year Percentage

change in
number of

sales of
houses

Percentage Percentage Percentage

Increase Increase change in

Average House Median House number of
Price Price sales of home

units

Percentage Percent
Increase Change CPI

Median Home Adelaide
Unit Price

Percentage

Increase

Average
Home Unit

Price

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983

1984
1 985
1 986
1987
I 988
1989
1990
1991

*

49.81

24.13
2.34
7.42
8.24
-0.31
-4.56
10.63

16.37
-12.34
-9.43

4.43
19.14
-11.82
2.32
-5.42

*

12.16

8.60
1.55

1.89

1.10
7.78
8.19
9.80

22.42
15.35

5.05
2.17
9.52
t3.12
5.56
3.09

1.77

1.34

7.34
l1.06
7.00
6.45

t(

10.55
-7326
-20.44
9.1603
20.453
4108
3.429
13.813
21.s66
-7.672
-28.66
-2.662
27.419
-5.576
s.s664
-6.432

*

17.75

6.15
-2.56

3.84
0.06
6.81

tt .71

t3.99
22.37
12.23

5.69
-3.06
7.19
9.16
tt.64
4.22

5.81

-r.87
4.18
8.09
10.33
5.47

*

12.23

I 1.86
7.02
7.8s
9.03
8.99
9.83
9.80
3.89
6.82
7.95
7.47
O.JJ

7.02
6.47
3.90

*
,<

t!

*
*
t<

,<

*
*
*
,<

Source: Deparlment ofEnvironment and Natural Resources, 1994.

Whereas in the seventies, troughs in sales gro\Mth might have been as many as four

years apart, their periodicity had reduced to altemate years by the end of the eighties.

A similar conclusion can be arrived at from considering the annual percentage change

in average price for houses and home units, although in this series the periodicity has

not reduced as signihcantly as for actual sales data, and from a trough in 1978, prices

grew consistently to their highest rates for the period in 1984. From there, price

growth dwindled each year to 1987, after which prices began to recover, occurring

over the next two years, for houses, and three years for home units. As can be seen

from Table 1.7, prices for houses were subdued after 1989 and after 1990 for home

units.
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Figure 1.4 compares the cyclical performance of house prices in Adelaide with the

performance of housing markets in the other capital cities. These markets, too, have

experienced peaks and troughs at fairly similar intervals to those experienced in

Adelaide. On this evidence, the Australian housing market has peaked three times

during the 1979 to 1991 period, although both Adelaide and Perth did not experience

the same level of market buoyancy in 1982 as occurred in the other markets.

Figure 1.4: Annual percentage change in median house prices in Australian
mainland capitals, 1979 to l99l
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1.6.4 Mobilify trends

In this thesis, details of house and home unit sales in the Adelaide housing market

between 1968 and 1991 will be used to derive estimates of residential mobility. The

methodology by which mobility can be deduced from sales records will be fully

explained in Chapter Two, and the patterns of residential mobility identified from the

data will be described and explained in Chapter Four. In setting a context, however,

the aim of this section is to provide a brief illustration of the level of mobility

occurring in Adelaide and to compare these levels with those which prevail in the

other Australian capital cities. There is considerable variation in the nature and rate of

residential mobility in Australian cities. For example, between 1986 and 1991, total

population turnover for Adelaide was 41.5 percent. That is, for every one hundred

persons living in the Adelaide metropolitan area,4l.5 did not live at their 1991

location in 1986. Rather, they might have lived elsewhere in the metropolitan area,

elsewhere within the state, in another state or overseas. By comparison, the other

capitals recorded higher population turnover rates, but there was considerable

variation between Perth, with a level of 50.5 percent and Melbourne with 41.8

percent. In between these two extremes were Brisbane (49.8 percent) and Sydney

(43.6 percent) (Maher and Whitelaw,1995:14). Regardless of city, however, more

than half of all moves are intra-urban moves, made by individuals and households

moving within the metropolitan area. This phenomenon is most pronounced

Melbourne, Adelaide and Sydney, where 62.9,61.5 and 60.1 percent of all population

turnover is categorised as intra-urban. The level of intra-urban mobility in Perth is 56

percent of all moves and in Brisbane records the lowest level at 51.6 percent (Maher

and Whitelaw, 1995: I9).
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1.7 Summary

The primary task of this chapter has been to show how the aims and objectives of the

thesis have stemmed from an environment created by the intersection of residential

mobility research, on the one hand, and research which had given priority to the social

and economic relations of housing, on the other. When the mutual inter-relationships

between the two areas were recognised the exploration of any relationships which

might exist between residentially mobile households and their levels of capital

accumulation became a possibility. This thesis hopes to realise that possibility

Whilst a full consideration of the development of the intersection between residential

mobility studies and housing studies will be detailed in Chapter 3, a brief statement

has been provided in this chapter to establish a context against which the aims and

objectives have been presented. These aims will become the foundations on which

the analyses in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 will be conducted. The research findings, their

implications for theory, policy and further research will be based on data sources and

methodologies which will be discussed and assessed in Chapter 2. ln Chapter 7 there

will be a summary of the investigation, together with a statement indicating the

outcomes of each of the aims of the thesis. This statement will identify a number of

conclusions as well as indicating some future directions for research.



CHAPTER 2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

Studies which have investigated house prices per se have generally utilised aggregate

data, be it based on average or median values or some other indicator of change. This

has been an appropriate strategy for studies which have sought to demonstrate

temporal changes in house prices at either the city, state or national level. Similarly, it

is an appropriate data form for studies which seek to show a relationship between

house prices and other factors, for which dataare also aggregated. There is a

problem, however, associated with aggregate datawhich ultimately means that any

conclusions can only represent an average situation, but will actually mask the fact

that an individual's capital gain will depend on factors such as date of purchase, size

of deposit and the cost of housing finance (Badcock, 1989: 77). lf conclusions are

sought with more specificity so that they can relate to consequences for the individual

household, then data must be obtained at a unit record level, usually specific to a

household. In recent housing research, Thoms (1981 : 708) has been the first to

acknowledge this need. In his Auckland study he employed temporal valuation data

as a surrogate measure of house price change to relate capital gains from housing to

labour market position of households and in turn to particular suburbs. Munro and

Maclennan (1987:65) were able to extract data from the Register of Sasines in

Glasgow, in which details of price and source of finance for every transaction in

Scotland are recorded, in order to base an analysis ofintra-urban house prices on

actual data. They noted, however, that amajor problem with housing price studies

was associated with generating a representative sample and sustaining any sample
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through time. Similarly, Badcock in an early investigation into the accumulation

potential of housing in Adelaide, advised that "[T]he measurement of accumulation in

the domestic property market is a major undertaking...(which) should ideally be

approached as a longitudinal study. But in the interim one has little choice but to

impute capital gains and rates of return from aggregate data on house prices"

(Badcock, 1989:77). Badcock's earliest research into household accumulation was

based upon aggregate sales data (Badcock, 1989) but in a subsequent investigation he

created a database based on the housing transactions of a sample drawn from eight

suburbs in the Adelaide metropolitan area (Badcock, 1994: 612). Hantnett's (198a;

19S9) studies in the UK have been based on aggregate house price data from building

societies to show relationships between levels of house price inflation and labour

market changes, and to derive from these relationships implications for inter-regional

migration at the household level. Cadwallader (1993: 308), used median values for

house prices in major American cities and correlated these with a number of variables

to explain house price variation across the United States. Engelhardt and Poterba

(1991: 540) used indices of constant quality new house prices, prepared by the US

Bureau of Census and Statistics and Statistics Canada as measures of house prices and

their relationship with several indicators of demographic change.

Any research can be conducted at a number of levels. The use of aggregate data

positions the research at a particular level. There are important implications

associated with the use of aggregate data, the most important of which is the difhculty

of arguing at the individual level based on conclusions founded at the aggregate level.

In the case of housing studies which use aggregate data for house prices and then

relate this to the accumulation potential at the household level, there are clear dangers
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(Thoms, 1981: 708) that any conclusions may not represent the real situation, and

therefore there is a possibility that such conclusions are spurious.

Despite this potential problem at the household level, there have been very few studies

which have used data generated at the household, or individual level, in researching

house price change and its impact on mobility and accumulation. The reason lies in

the fact that empirical data are difhcult to assemble at the individual level, for two

reasons. Firstly, the data may not exist. In the United Kingdom, for example, there is

no central organisation which maintains records of all official house prices at the

individual level (Saunders, 1990: 125). As a result, researchers are obliged to use

indices prepared by the various building societies in the United Kingdom. There are,

however, some dehciencies with these indices, as they generally relate only to houses

which have been purchased with a mortgage (Barlow, 1990:86). The Inland Revenue

survey is based on all sales, but is confined to data collected in one week in each year

in England and Wales (Fleming and Nellis, 1981: 1109). A further problem with

these indices is that they are based on prices data for all types of dwellings. However,

as housing is not an homogenous product conclusions based on these data are unable

to be controlled for differences between houses and home units, for example, and size

of dwelling.

The second reason why research tends to use aggregate data despite a preference for

data collected at the individual level is that its collection is difhcult (Munro and

Maclennan,lgST:65; Badcock, 1989: 77). Saunders (1990: 4I-55,384), in his three

towns comparison, did use actual house price data obtained from a questionnaire

survey, but admitted that there were some problems involved with this method,

mainly associated with respondents' ability to recall precise details associated with
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purchase price and sale price of dwellings they had owned during their housing cileer

In the present study, there is no doubt about the accuracy ofthe data, as they have

been extracted from databases maintained by the South Australian government as part

ofits legal responsibility to register prescribed details ofall real estate transactions

which occur in the State. Nevertheless, the compilation of the three databases on

which this study is founded has involved a great deal of effort in terms of accessing

the sources and retrieving those data required for the investigation. However, given

that the study is concerned with the relationship between household residential

mobility and capital accumulation, both processes occurring at the individual level,

the data are particularly suited for arriving at conclusions which are real and

meaningful, which may not be the case for conclusions based on aggregated data.

In this chapter, the main task is to detail the character and quality of the sources from

which the data sets have been derived so that the findings of the thesis can be

appropriately interpreted. The datasets are the result of a painstaking, and time

consuming, data collection procedure which has employed ownership and sales

statistics maintained by the South Australian government. The end result is three

databases which provide the evidence on which the findings of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are

based.

2.2 The Torrens system

Prior to 1858 property transactions in South Australia were conveyanced under

general law (V/halan,1982:5-8; Stein and Stone, l99l: 17-26). The system was

extremely complex because each time a property was transferred there was a

requirement that the history of the property be traced back to the original grant from
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the Crown, and that every mortgage deed, release, conveyance and settlement be

produced and examined by the purchaser's solicitor to ensure that no outstanding

equities existed to affect the title. It was unacceptable to rely on the history of the

property prepared by the owner's solicitor at the time of the property's last transfer

(DHL, 4 June 1857, C264). Against this background R R Torrens introduced a

private member's Bill into the Legislative Assembly on 4 June 1857, claiming that

"...the existing law relating to the transfer of real property is complex and

cumbrous in its nature, ruinously expensive in its working, uncertain and

perplexing in its issues and especially unsuited to the requirements of the

community" (DHL,4 June 1857, C202).

Torrens's Bill, the Real Property Bill, proposed to

"...abolish a system irremediably wrong in principle and to substitute a

method which [would be]...consistent with commonsense, perfectly
feasible and effectual for all the purposes required" (DHL, 4 June 1857,

c2o3).

From the Real Property Bill of 1858 emerged the Torrens Title System, which

required, for every parcel of land created, the establishment of a Certificate of Title

which was guaranteed by the government. To guarantee the Certificate of Title, the

Torrens System insisted that all aspects of a property's transfer be registered with the

Registrar-General of the Lands Title Office. Purchasers of property would need to

submit details of the transfer and any associated encumbrances before a Certificate of

Title, confirming every aspect of the transfet, was issued. Whenever details of the

Certificate of Title changed, such as a mortgage being discharged or a property being

transferred to a spouse after the death of an owner, these details were noted by

memorial on the Certificate of Title.
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The Torrens system enabled any enquirer, at any time, to ascertain the legal status of

any property simply by viewing the title with its various memorials relating to

transfer, mortgage, discharge of mortgage, encumbrances, leases and caveats. It

upheld the claims Torrens made for it by increasing enormously the efficiency with

which property transfers occurred, and was soon adopted by Queensland in I 861,

Victoria, Tasmania and New South Wales ayear later and Western Australia in 1814.

The Northern Territory adopted the system in 1886 and the Australian Capital

Territory in 1925 (Whalan, 1982:8-9). As well, the system was subsequently

introduced to many countries throughout the world.

In creating the Torrens system a database containing substantial amounts of socio-

economic data was created. Not only does the Certificate of Title contain a wealth of

data, but Transfer documents provide name, address and occupation details for both

vendors and purchasers as well as the price paid for the property. Mortgage

documents describe various arrangements entered into by the purchaser and the

mortgagor, including details of the amount borrowed, interest rate, repayments and

period of repayment. However, the research potential contained in this database

remained latent and untapped, mainly because of procedures employed by the

Registrar-General. As documents associated with the Real Property Act are deposited

at the Lands Title Offrce, they are given a document number and filed in order of

receipt. In 1994, the Lands Title Ofhce housed nearly 9 million Real Property Act

documents, all in order of lodgement, with the result that all documents associated

with a particular property transfer are not necessarily lodged successively, may not

even be located relatively close to each other, and some may not be lodged until some

considerable period after the others were lodged due to delays of various kinds.
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Therefore, although each of these documents is available for public perusal, the

diff,rculty confronting any researcher wishing to utilise this significant database lay in

locating documents relevant to their investigation.

2.3 Automating the Torrens system

In 1979 the Department of Lands, which was responsible for the Lands Title Off,rce,

moved to automate property transfer procedures by creating a Land Ownership and

Tenure System (LOTS). This was to be a multipurpose database, gathering data from

a number of sources, centralising it in one comprehensive recording system and

making the data available on-line to various users, including government departments

and agencies, banks and hnance companies, land agents and brokers, solicitors and

other interested parties. LOTS comprises a number of separate systems, each with its

own authority to input data and update files, but which are integrated by the

interdependence of the systems (LOTS, nd: 1). The seven systems of LOTS are

o Automated Registration Indexing and Enquiry System (ARIES)
o Title System
¡ Valuation System
o Sales History System
o Land Tax System
o Debtors Ledger System
o Government Property Register

ARIES receives all Real Property Act documents as they are lodged at the Lands

Titles Ofhce, at which point a bar code as affrxed to each document to facilitate the

recording of their progress through the registration process. In this system, details

from the documents are entered into the system, validated against the LOTS database

and used to update ARIE,S in real time
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The Title system is the basic component of LOTS. It contains a title hle, plan and/or

allotment index and ownership files, and other selected information for every land

parcel, in South Australia, regardless of whether the land parcel be freehold, Crown

lease, reserve or unallotted Crown land. The system monitors all ownership and title

changes, new land parcel creations and maintains current addresses on the ownership

files. Ownership and mortgage data are fed automatically into it from ARIES, and

other changes emanate from other government sections. The title system is updated

each night.

The Valuation System is used to provide valuation data for each of the state's 660,000

rateable properties, each of which are uniquely identified by a 10 figure valuation

number, and it provides these data to other government departments. local

government authorities, the private sector and the general public. V/ithin the Sales

History System an historical record of property sales throughout the state is

maintained, based upon input from ARIES and the Valuation System.

The Land Tax system is designed to calculate, maintain and facilitate the collection of

land tax, whilst the Debtors Ledger System's main function is to create accounts for

outstanding debts associated with occupancy of Crown land. Finally, the Government

Property Register assists the management of government owned property.

The key objective of the Land Ownership and Tenure System was to make possible

the automation of Certificates of Title, and this occurred in May 1990, when

computerised Certificates of Title were issued in South Australia, using an eighth

component of LOTS, the Torrens Automated Title System (TATS). From a scholarly

viewpoint, LOTS has provided a very convenient pathway into a mass of socio-

economic data which had previously been inaccessible, mainly because each record of
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the database was filed on an "as received" basis. Through LOTS, any researcher can

make very efficient and systematic enquiries of the database to utilise its information.

With LOTS, data of a kind which have been collected since 1858 have been made

available for analyses

2.4 LOTS and scholarly enquiry

The present author used LOTS data to investigate aspects of mortgage commitments

by home and home unit buyers in the Adelaide metropolitan area during May and

June, 1986 (Harris, 1989). Through LOTS, a Sales Report, providing name and

address details of vendor and purchaser, purchase price and numerous other details,

was generated for all houses and home units sales which had occurred during the

study period. Key elements of the Sales Report enabled access into other systems of

LOTS so that details of size of mortgage and name of lending institution could be

obtained for each of the properties which had been bought with a mortgage. The

insights into LOTS which this research provided allowed further uses of its data to be

considered.

Two signif,rcant products created by LOTS are the Sales Reports and the Ownership

Lists. Sales Reports are produced each month from the Sales History System of

LOTS, and each year the twelve monthly summaries are consolidated into a calendar

year Annual Sales Report. These reports provide 28 pieces of information for each

sale which occurred during the year. The more signihcant data for each sale include

name and address ofboth vendor and purchaser, date ofsale and price, the address of

the subject property, a selection of property characteristics including number of

rooms, roof and wall materials, size and number of rooms, style and year of
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construction, allotment size and frontage and the actual land use classification and the

legal (zoned) use of the property. Sales Reports record sales in valuation number

order, and this allows links to be made between them and other outputs from LOTS.

In understanding the compilation of the Sales Reports, there are a number of questions

which can be asked which have a relevance to the residential mobility process. For

example, each dwelling sold represented a household leaving the dwelling and another

household moving into the dwelling. 'Where 
had the purchasing household lived

before moving (or buying) into the present dwelling, and where did the vendor locate

after selling the present dwelling? Further, how long would the purchaser remain in

the dwelling before selling, and if they did sell, was another property purchased and,

if so, where was this new property located and what kind of property was it? The

details of the Sales Reports also allowed questions to be raised which queried how

much funding o\À/ners might bring from their previous ownership(s) into the current

ownership, and how much capital the current ownership generated for them to take

into any succeeding ownership. These questions lead to a consideration of capital

gains, and not only capital gains generated by ownership of a single dwelling, but also

capital gains generated by previous and subsequent ownerships. In this way capital

gains became linked with mobility, and the research topic for the thesis was

established. Therefore, as was indicated in Chapter 1, the present investigation has

been encouraged not only by the coneptual links which exist between mobility and

house price inflation, but also by the opportunities inherent in the LOTS database.

Further, as has been indicated in the introduction to this chapter, this type of

investigation might not have been possible in another country, simply because of the

un-availability of the type of data which have been compiled in South Australia. It
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might be expected, however, that the incidence of systems such as LOTS will be

employed increasingly throughout the world by agencies charged with registering real

estate sales data, and that the techniques used to generate the data for this thesis can

have a wider applicability.

2.5 Assembling the databases

Each year the Land Tax System of LOTS produces an Ownership List, which

provides, in surname order, the valuation number, address of owner and property

address and Certificate of Title number for each property owned by every owner in

South Australia. The link between the Ownership Lists and the Sales Report are the

owner's name and the properties' valuation number. Owners' names from the Sales

Reports allow access into the Ownership Lists for additional information, and the

valuation numbers in the Ownership Lists allow access into the Sales Reports for

additional information. Between them, the two products can be used to create

additional databases, and for the purposes of this study two were created.

2.5.1 ldentiffing the sample

Firstly, through utilising a time series of Ownership Lists an ownership history could

be created for any owner, showing the portfolio of properties owned in each year of

the history. By linking this information to the Sales Reports, additional data could be

appended to each property owned, including type of property and other characteristics,

date of purchase, price paid and date of sale and price received, where relevant.

Secondly, for any one property it was possible to produce a property history by

determining the number of times it had been owned, and the price paid and received
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for it at each sale. The production of these ownership history and property history

databases is time consuming, and will be elaborated upon later

As its first step, the research proposal required that a sample population of households

be identified, and it was resolved that an existing computer print-out file be used.

This sample had been used in a previous research effort (Harris, 1989) and comprised

a Sales Report for all houses and home units sold in the metropolitan area during June

1986. The Sales Report contained 1319 dwellings and therefore, because each sale

comprised a vendor and a purchaser, 2638 households, defined as an individual, or

group of individuals, who owned a dwelling. However, not all of these sales were

considered, and 176 were discarded from the outset because a company, rather than a

household, was involved in the sale transaction. A company was defined as a

proprietary company, a trust, a goveûìment department, semi-government agency,

local government authority, or an housing association. In these cases, a company was

usually the vendor, sometimes the purchaser, but rarely both vendor and purchaser

The presence of a company in the sale of a property was considered not to be part, or

in the spirit, of the residential mobility process and were therefore excluded from the

analysis.

Microhche copies of Sales Reports were obtained for each year from 1978 to 1991,

together with a consolidated set of Sales Reports for the years 1968 to 1977. The

consolidated Sales Report listed all sales occurring during these 10 years, in valuation

number order, so that if any property had experienced more than one sale during the

time, all the sales would be grouped together in consecutive date of sale order. Copies

of Ownership Lists, also on microfiche, were obtained for each year between 1978

and 1991 . These datasets were used in conjunction with the Sales Report print-out for
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June 1986 to create two new databases - a housing history f,rle and a housing stock

2.5.2 Creating the housing history file

The purpose of the housing history file is to record the property ownership chronology

of each of the sampled households. This hle would then enable the housing history of

any household to be extracted for analysis. In the present context, a household's

housing history is defined as those dwellings which it has occupied since entering the

ownership tenure, and through which it has moved sequentially as part of the

residential mobility process. In this respect, the concept of housing history is different

from that of housing career, principally because housing history emphasises the

owner-occupancy of a household. Davies and Pickles (1991 : 632) refer to the

sequence of dwellings that any household has occupied from its formation to its

dissolution as a household's housing career. They add that it is the plot of a

household's progress through the housing market, regardless of tenure type within the

market. This def,rnition has been adopted by Gober (1992:175) who asserts that a

housing career identifies the way in which people change their housing as they

progress through their life course. The concept is linked to the family life cycle model

and therefore to most residential mobility models and a household's career is

influenced principally by changes in its economic resources (Kendig,1984:273;

Paris, 1993:52). Housing career considerations would seem to be interested in the

changing relation between household circumstances and housing types. Housing

histories, in the current context, are interested in ownership and its influence on

accumulation, and the consequences of this relationship for a household's location in
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an urban area. The term has been adopted simply because of its emphasis on

chronology and not through any rejection ofthe housing career concept. Forrest and

Murie (1991 : 73) used the same term in the same sense that it is used in this research,

as a statement of the dwellings which a household has owned during its lifetime.

They have a preference for this term because the concept of a housing career implies

that households consciously plan their mobility from one dwelling to another with the

deliberate intention of progression and betterment (Forrest, 1987: 1624). Of course,

there are those who believe that this has been exactly the intention of mobile

households, particularly since the period of rapid house price inflation at the

beginning of the 1980's (Saunders, 1990:641).

When the June 1986 Sales Report had been used in an earlier research project (Harris,

1989), each property sale had been assigned a f'our figure reference number. In the

present study, this number was assigned to the vendor of the property, and the

purchaser was assigned the same number, plus the letter "P". In this way each record

in the housing history file could be linked back to the June 1986 Sales Report which

provided the sample. The primary task in creating the housing history file was to

determine, for each vendor and each purchaser on the June 1986 Sales Report, the

details of their housing history between 1968 and l99L

Housing history details were to be entered on a sheet of A4 paper identified with an

appropriate reference number at the top right hand corner. The process took the name

of the vendor of the first property in the sample and searched for it in the 1991

Ownership List. If the name were found, then the ownership details for 1991 were

recorded - valuation number, address of property and Certificate of Title number - on

the A4 sheet of paper. Where the owner's address coincided with one of the property
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addresses on the ownership list, the owner was deemed to be an owner-occupier of

that property and an appropriate notation was made. If there was no coincidence

between the owner's address and that of the properties listed, the owner was deemed

to be a land-lord and, again, an appropriate notation was made. In some cases,

intuitive judgements had to made. For example, where the owner's address was a

Post Office address a decision had to be made as to whether one of the properties was

likely to be the owner's residence. Sometimes, the data suggested strongly that one of

the properties might be used as a holiday house, and it would therefore be

inappropriate to assert that the owner was a land-lord at this property. If the name

were not found on the 1991 Ownership List, then a notation "No Property Owned"

was entered for 1991, indicating that the household left the South Australian property

market at some point after June 1986. The process was then repeated for 1990, and

for each year back to 1978, creating the property ownership record during these years

for a single household - the vendor of the first property in the sample. In an identical

fashion, an ownership history was created for the purchaser of the first property in the

sample, and these details were entered on the reverse side of the A4 sheet containing

the vendor's ownership history, and the four figure reference number ended with the

letter "P".

This task was repeated for 2286 vendors and purchasers to provide property

ownership details for the period 1978 to 1991 . On completion of this task, a number

of the histories could be categorised as developers because they revealed that owners

were buying properties which were either converted into units or were demolished for

units. Thirty-one housing histories were placed in this category and therefore

eliminated from the analysis. Decisions were also taken to categorise a further 27
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owners as investors, based on the nature of their ownership portfolio, and they too

were removed from the analysis, simply because the prime intention of the research

was not to investigate the profits of developers, speculators or investots, but to

examine an important urban process - residential mobility - and to identify any

bonuses and/or costs associated with the process accruing to individual householders.

The impact of these deletions on the database is detailed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Establishing the valid records in the database

Number of sales in June, 1986

/¿ss Sales involving a company

Number remaining sales

multiplyby 2

Number of households for which
housing histories are to be completed
/ess developers
/ess investors
Number of households for which sales

data to be obtained
/¿ss histories for which assembly of
record difficult ¿r sales data missing
/ess duplicated histories
Number of histories in database

1319
t76

rt43

31

27

2286

58

50

132

2224

t82
2042

The information extracted from the Ownership Lists only provided data on how many

properties a household owned and where they were located. Determining what kind

of properties were owned, when they were bought and sold and their transfer price

required another stage using data contained in the Annual Sales Reports.

Each of the remaining ownership histories contained information to identify the

period when specific properties in any history had been purchased andlor sold, but to

determine the price paid and/or price received for these properties required access to

the Annual Sales Reports. The link between the Ownership Lists and the Annual
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Sales Reports was the valuation number, and this was used to discover the price

involved each time a property was added to, or removed from, each housing history.

Normally, the Sales Reports provided additional data, and if these were available they

\ilere recorded. Where-ever possible, date of sale, number of rooms, condition of

dwelling, roof material, wall material, area of dwelling (m2), year of construction,

style of building, description of dwelling, land use classification (actual use of the

land) and planning zone description (legal use of the land) were recorded. These data

were recorded on the A4 sheets in red to ease the subsequent identihcation of thrs

information. Sales Report data were obtained for more than 3700 properties identified

in the housing histories. Furthermore, during this stage the consolidated Sales Report,

1968-1977 allowed ownership details to be extended to one of two possible

conclusions. For any property owned at 1978, the consolidated Sales Reports 1968-

1977 could be used to determine the date at which the property had been purchased

between 1968 and l9ll, together with other relevant sales data, such as zone and

house description. If the consolidated Sales Reports contained no reference to the

property, it could be asserted that the property had been purchased before 1968.

Hence, this survey is based upon ownership data relevant to the period from 1968 to

t99t

At this point a fuither 50 housing histories were discarded from the analysis either

because difficulties of various kinds had been experienced in assembling some

ownership histories from data in the Ownership Lists or because full sales data could

not be obtained from the Sales Reports for some properties. Furtherrnore, a number of

histories had been duplicated, because individual households appeared on the June

1986 Sales Report on two or more occasions. These households were a sizeable
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group of 132, which had bought and/or sold more than one property during the month

As double entry of duplicated histories into the database was pointless, these records

were deleted from the investigation. The various reductions which have been made to

the number of households which were potentially available to the investigation have

been detailed in Table 2.1

2.5.3 Creating the housing stock file

The housing stock file was created to investigate the sales turnover record and capital

gains performance of the dwellings which comprised the June 1986 sample. Each of

these dwellings were bought and sold during June 1986 and each of them therefore

appears as an entry on their respective vendor and purchaser housing histories. It is

also possible that some of these dwellings \À/ere subject to sale before and after June

1986. The housing histories of vendors identihed the tàct of a previous sale, together

with the year in which it occurred, whereas the housing histories of purchasers

identified the fact of any subsequent sale and its date.

For ownership changes before June 1986, the Sales Reports could be accessed to

discover the name of the person from whom the property had been purchased. Then,

that person's period of ownership of the dwelling could be traced by systematically

working back through the annual Ownership Lists until no record of ownership of the

property was found. The year in which ownership last occurred was then used to

enter the Annual Sales Reports to determine the name of the vendor on this occasion.

This process was used to determine ownership changes back to 1978,the first year for

which Ownership Lists were produced. However, the housing history could be

extended back to 1968 using the consolidated Sales Report for 1968 to 1977. To
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ascertain ownership for any property between 1968 and 1977, it was simply a matter

of using the property's valuation number, obtained from the 1978 Ownership List, to

locate it in the Sales Report. Any sales which had occurred in the ten years from 1968

would be consolidated together in descending date of sale order. If Sales Reports

from 1968 to 1991 had been consolidated, the task of creating the housing stock hle

would have been much simpler, as all sales of a given property during the period

would have been located together in a single Sales Report.

At each change of ownership, Sales Report data for date of sale and sale price data

were recorded, together with number of rooms, condition of dwelling, roof material,

wall mater ial, areaof dwelling (m2), year of construction, style of building,

description of dwelling, land use classihcation (actual use of the land) and planning

zone description (legal use of the land) if it were available. In a similar manner, using

information from the Ownership Lists and the Sales Reports, each dwelling's

ownership changes after June 1986 were detailed, except that in this case the annual

Sales Reports provided the names of persons to whom the dwellings were sold. At

each ownership change after 1986, data were recorded to match that taken for the pre-

1986 owners.

Where a dwelling had existed before 1968, the procedure allowed the "pre-1968"

owner, and all subsequent owners, to be identihed. Where a dwelling had been

constructed after 1968, the procedure allowed the first owner of that dwelling to be

identified, and also enabled the sales history of the land on which the dwelling had

been built to be recorded, either back to its "pre 1968" owner, or back to the time at

which the allotment had been created from broad acre rural land.
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The concept of the housing history and the housing stock files has been described

earlier in Figure 1.1 of Chapter One. The housing history file contains all the

properties which a household has owned during its housing career. These properties

may include houses and home units which were occupied by the households or

dwellings and other properties which were used for investment, recreational or leisure

purposes. The housing stock file contained details on all ownerships of an individual

property, particularly those details concerning the price paid and received by each

owner, and the duration of each ownership.

The data for the housing stock file were recorded manually on the same sheets of A4

paper which held the housing history file data. Assembling this mass of handwritten

information required 620 hours of laborious microfiche work to extract the relevant

material from the Ownership Lists and the Sales Reports. The next two stages, data

entry to create two computer files - the housing history f,rle and the housing stock file

- took another 242holrs. Each file was created in an SPSS Windows environment,

and most of the findings in the thesis are based on analyses executed by SPSS and

Microsoft Excel software packages.

2.5.4 Coding the housing history file and the housing stock file

To enable computer based analyses of the data contained on each side of the more

than 1 000 A4 sheets, their information needed to be converted into two sets of

systematic code, one for each of the files. For the housing history file 39 variables

were identified with each variable defined by one or more characteristics. Each of the

variables was given a name, or a label, and each of the characteristics of any variable

was assigned a number value which, in SPSS terminology, became the variable value.
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The variables, and their variable values, were then used to translate the details of the

housing history file onto a computer file. Full details of the variables employed in

creating the housing history file, and their values, are presented in Appendix 1. In an

exactly similar fashion, the housing stock computer file was compiled. In this case

there were 38 variables, and their details, together with a description of their

characteristics, have been presented in Appendix 2. For both Appendix I and

Appendix 2,therc is attached a comprehensive set of notes which fully explain the

meaning and interpretation that has been placed on certain variables in each of the

files. For those variables whose description is virtually self explanatory, no notes

have been provided in the appendices.

2.6 Some definitional approaches

The preceding sections have detailed the methodologies employed to create the

databases which provide the essential foundation for this research. However, the

interpretation of these databases also depends on the definitions assigned to a number

of key concepts. These definitions are fully explained in the relevant sections of

Chapters Four, Five and Six. However, several definitions of key significance to the

thesis are:

o Household. A household is a single person or group of persons who have

purchased real estate (typically a house or home unit) in South Australia between

1968 and 1991.

. Mobility is defined as the movement of a household from one owner-occupied

dwelling to another owner-occupied dwelling (see Section 4.4).
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o Distance. To measure the distance moved by mobile households, the study has

employed straight line distances between the origin dwelling and the destination

dwelling. Each suburb in the metropolitan area was assigned a geocode, and when

these geocodes were applied to Equation 4.1 (see also Appendix One), the distance

moved by a household could be computed.

o Capital gain. The measure employed uses Australian Bureau of Statistics

Consumer Price Index (CPD datalo convert all house prices to 1989/90 values

The difference between selling price and purchase price represents capital gain,

which was annualised by dividing by the number of years the household had

owned the property (see Section 5.2)

. Equity release. The procedure to compute this concept involves deflating the price

of any new dwelling purchased by a household back to the year they purchased the

house they are selling and taking the difference between the deflated value and the

purchase price of their present house. A positive value will indicate equity release

and a negative value will indicate a reinvestment of accumulated equity into the

new dwelling (see Section 3.4.5)

o Sectors, zones and mosaic regions are spatial units employed to describe the spatial

aspects of mobility and the generation of capital gains in the Adelaide metropolitan

area. Eight sectors, centred on the Central Business District, have been used, as

well as eight zones, based on distance from the CBD. Each zone is five kilometres

wide. The intersection of sectors and zones has created a spatial unit called a

mosaic region. Each spatial unit is comprised of discrete postcode areas, and their

full definition, together with an indication of the postcode areas which fall within

their boundaries has been fully explained in Appendices Fout, Five and Six.
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. Upgrading. Although there are a number of approaches to defining the concept of

upgrading, the thesis employs a measure based on the area, in m2, of ahousehold's

origin dwelling compared with its destination dwelling (see Section 4.5 and

Appendix One).

2.7 Summary

South Australia has a proud history associated with pioneering initiatives to facilitate

the transfer of property from one party to another. ln 1975 it added to this record

when the Lands Titles Office of the then South Australian Lands Department set upon

an ambitious programme to automate its procedures. In so doing, it made available to

scholars a clataset which had previously been nigh impossible to access. Real

Property Act documents, associated with the transfer of property in South Australia,

contain a wealth of socio-economic data, and have always been available for public

perusal. However, the means by which these documents were stored, in strict receipt

order, meant that locating relevant documents often involvecl tedious manual

searching procedures. The establishment of a computerised Land Ownership and

Tenure System (LOTS) in 1975 meant that the rich database of the Lands Title Office

could be accessed electronically, thereby reducing the tedium, and near impossibility,

of previous search procedures involving the database. The output of a number of

components of LOTS has been used to create a unique dataset to analyse some of the

relationships between residential mobility and capital accumulation, and this chapter

has been primarily concerned with detailing the mechanics which have been

employed to produce that dataset. Essentially, data for a sample of households, drawn

from those which purchased a home or home unit during June 1986, have been
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assembled into two files to allow two discrete analyses to be undertaken. The housing

history file was designed to facilitate investigations into the movement of households

within South Australia, and the kinds of capital gains which might accrue to these

households as a result of ownership. The second file, the housing stock file, has been

constructed to investigate the performance of the actual housing stock in terms of its

temporal capacity to generate capital gains for its owners. Relevant data for these

files were extracted from LOTS output, particularly its Sales Reports and Ownership

Lists, and coded against selected criteria. These two databases are somewhat unique,

in that they provide data for a range of variables, at the individual household level,

which have previously been diffrcult, if not impossible, to assemble in the past. They

will be employed to examine the capital gains perforrnance of households, as they

move from one location to another, and the temporal performance of individual

houses and home units, with each analysis seeking to report on local patterns, issues

and implications, rather than those which might derive at the macro level. In Chapter

3 the literature exploring mobility and accumulation will be examined so that the

present investigation and its research avenues, which were detailed in Chapter 1, may

be positioned relative to existent theory and findings.



CHAPTER 3 LITERATURE REVIB\ry

3.1 Introduction

The literature reviewed in this chapter is, in the main, confined to that produced since

the lal.e seventies, but in order that an appropriate context be established there is a

brief consideration of relevant research during the preceding two decades. Most of

the latter relates to residential mobility, as the investigation into wealth accumulation

through home ownership did not commence until Saunders' work of the late

seventies. However, there are a number of somewhat oblique references in the early

mobility literature to the potential role of capital gains in driving the intra-urban

mobility proccss, and these will be highlighted. The aim of this chapter is to position

the currcnt research project within the relevant body of literature and to show how the

efforts of urban sociologists and economists, on the one hand, and geographers and

demographers on the other, have explained the residential mobility process.

Accordingly, this chapter will establish the reasons why households move and, more

importantly, the implications of these moves for urban structure, policy, and equity

issues between the various groups owning homes. It will also delve into a number of

important areas including the relationship between capital gains from housing and

social cleavage, labour markets, housing markets, space and time, and how each of

these factors impacts upon the mobility process. Further, it will consider the various

measrues available to quantify capital accumulation through ownership and the range

of problems associated with measuring this phenomenon.
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3.2 Early mobility research

No review of residential mobility can start without mention of Rossi's pioneering

work llrhy People Move (1955), in which the mobility process is conceptualised as

principally based on the notion of "dissatisfaction" which in turn is established by

changing characteristics of households, usually associated with transition through

stages of life cycle. For Rossi, the choice of any new dwelling is made on the basis of

the household's needs and mobility reflects "adjustments" made in response to these

changing needs. His work established the pattern of investigation for the next decade

during which most research was generally descriptive and sought to discover who

moved, together with where and why they moved. In this sense, the research was

extremely geographical, except that in these early years the research omitted to

investigate the implications of residential mobility, but this early oversight was soon

redressed.

Within this research effort two broad approaches could be identified, There was the

macro, or ecological, approach, which used aggregate data, often from censuses, to

define and explain intra urban movement from origin to destination locations. The

attraction of this line of enquiry lay in its predictive power and, therefore, utility for

policy makers. The various models (Huff and clark, 1978; varaprasad, 1980)

developed could predict the dynamism of household flows and the consequences these

have for population size and composition and therefore urban form and structure.

These studies emphasised the role of space, especially in terms of migrant flows, and

neighbourhood and urban structure changes. This was neglected during the late

seventies and early eighties, but was re-emphasised in more recent times as various

commentators (King, 1990: 358; Maher,7994:17; Badcock, 1990: 363; Badcock,
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1994b:284) stressed the role of location, and its relationship to housing price, in

generating enduring wealth for home owners

Although aggregate analyses were useful for policy purposes, they were lirnited in

their ability to explain why mobility occurred" To provide these kinds of answers

required data to be gathered at the individual or household level, and thus the micro

approach to mobility enquiry was developed which tried to answer questions the

macro approaches could not answer, especially relating to the motivation behind the

flows. Therefore, these investigations were usually directed at the individuals

responsible for the behavioural decisions which caused the flows (Clark, 1982:29)

The early behaviouralists engaged in rigorous analyses, involving longitudinal studies

and housing histories to demonstrate that frequency and timing of moves could be

related to the household's stage of the life cycle. However, stage of the life cycle

alone could not fully explain the propensity to move, and a new line of enquiry

developed which considered the role played in mobility by socio-psychological

influences. This approach explored concepts such as mental maps, stress, perception

and information processing and their relationship to the mobility process ('Wolpert,

1965: 162; Munro and Lamont, 1985: 1332)

The behaviouralist approach to residential mobility was threefold (Clark, 1982:29),

involving explanation, an examination of constraints on relocation and consideration

of the contexts within which mobility occurred. Explanation revolved around a set of

hypotheses based around models associated with demography, stress, housing

expenditure, and search procedures.

Demographic models sought to explain residential mobility by emphasising the

decisions of various cohorts through the demands they created for parlicular types of
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housing. These models considered the influence of household age, socio-economic

status and ethnicity, or racial composition, on the propensity to move. With time,

other factors, including the impact of decreasing size of household and single person

household, were incorporated into the models. The relevance of this latter group not

only for mobility but also for its impact on capital accumulation through house price

inflation was identified by, Rudel and Neaigus (1984), Rudel (1987), Linneman and

Megbolugbe (1992) and Maher (1994)

The emphasis on household characteristics and the relationship of these to housing

needs led several investigators to incorporate the concepts of satisfaction and dis-

satisfaction into the model. Speare and his associates believed that residential

satisfaction was a major intervening variable in explaining mobility and developed an

index of satisfaction based on questions relating to respondents' housing,

neighbourhood amenity and locational characteristics (Speare et al, 1975:207-2Il)

This represented an advance on Rossi's concept of dissatisfaction, in that it

acknowledged that a household could become dissatisfied with its location, or

environment, as well as its dwelling. Speare et al reported a strong relationship

between residential satisfaction and the wish, or desire, to move, although the

relationship was not strictly linear. Nevertheless, they believed that their results

provided substantiation for a stress-threshold theory of human mobility as proposed

by V/olpert (1965), Brown and Moore (1970) and Clark and Cadwallader (1973), with

the qualification that although a desire to move was different from an intention to

move, it provided a strong indication that the household would give some

consideration to moving (Speare et aI,l9J5:230). In a similar vein, Newman and

Duncan assessed the impact of the house and its environment on a household's
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nobility, without discovering a relationship between dissatisfaction and mobility.

Almost in surprise, they reported that "(T)he most startling result of this analysrs rs

the generally minimal total effect of housing and neighbourhood problems on actual

mobility..." Qrlewman and Duncan,1979: 155). One of the difficulties with the

dissatisfaction model is that it assumed that satisfied households would not move,

despite the possibility that a move for these liouseholds may contain considerable

economic benefits. It also assumed that satisfaction could only be obtained by

movenent, although it had been suggested (Brown et al, 1970; Moore,1972) that a

number of possibilities existed to increase "place utility" without changing residence

Further, there was a curiousness about a model which was driven by "satisfaction"

ancl did not consider other factors such as age, duration of residence and, most

significantly, income (Quigley and Weinberg,1977:48). When income effects on

mobility were considered, differing impacts were reported, ranging from assertions

that movers had lower incomes than non movers (Abu-Lughod and Foley, 1960), to

an inverted U-shape relationship between mobility and income, with middle income

households having the greatest mobility, to results which suggest that mobility

decreases with increasing income (Quigley and Weinberg, 1977: 54)

Some time later, a re-examination of Speare et al's work reported that the concept of

satisfaction only works partially as a predictor of mobility and that it was more

significant in making people think about moving residence (Landale and Guest,

1985:2I7). It seemed that more significant processes, associated with constraints to

relocation (Clark, 1982:35; Quigley and'Weinberg, 1977:47) and with household's

achieving life time goals (Landale and Guest, 1985: 205), were at work and that these

made it unreasonable to expect satisfaction to be closely related to actual moves
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The difficulty with satisfaction models in explaining mobility was that although

dissatisfaction could be demonstrated it could not be associated statistically with

mobility. A new approach developed in which dissatisfaction became housing stress,

which developed with time spent in a given dwelling and was caused by changes in

family circumstances and the house's environment. Simultaneously, other factors

developed, and these established an inertia which operated to keep the household at its

present location. In this stress-ineftia model, a household's probability of moving

became a trade off between the stress of the location and the inertia of factors which

bind the household to its current location (Clark, 1982:32). But if stress, or

satisfaction or dissatisfaction were not principal factors in explaining mobility, what

factors affected inertia? What factors worked to reduce inertia and caused the

household to consider a move?

It was contended (Hanushek and Quigley,1978; Quigley and Weinberg,1977) that a

housing disequilibrium model could be employed to better explain propensity to

move. For any household, an equilibrium housing situation existed when it was

satisfied with its housing, but when its housing became unsuitable then a

disequilibrium situation would develop, causing the household to relocate so as to

restore housing equilibrium. Whereas preceding models had tended to emphasise

sociological factors to explain the mobility process, this model adopted an economic

explanation for mobility which recognised the dynamic role of the housing market in

which the price of housing could change in relation to other goods, thereby creating

consumer demand which would lead to mobility. In these conditions, housing needed

to be regarded as an investment, and in this light there would be times when a change

would need to be made in the interests of the investment's financial performance.
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Furthermore, it highlighted the role of the household's economic dimension in

mobility considerations, because if consulners were moving to newly built homes they

must have access to funds, through either personal equity or mortgage finance, to

facilitate the move. A third factor impacting upon disequilibrium was changes in the

cost of transportation and the influence this has on accessibility

This model asserted that households would move when their housing did not suit their

needs, and in this respect is very close to that proposed by Rossi in that instead of life

cycle changes causing mobility it is "utility maximisation" which drives the mobility

process (Clark, 1982:33; Quigley and Weinberg, 1977: 57). Its explanation of

mobility is simple

"If the dollar value of the benefits derived from moving to a new dwelling
unit exceed the costs associated with that move, a household will be more
likely to move" (Quigley and Weinberg,7977: 56).

The model is representative of a new direction in mobility research which emphasised

household economic considerations as likely to be paramount in explaining residential

mobility. The surprise is that it took so long to consider this as the driving force of

mobility, particularly given that labour market economists had always used economic

factors to explain inter-regional labour mobility and Alonso (1964) and Muth (1969)

had, during the sixties, proposed models of urban location and housing markets which

recognised the influence of economic factors in a range of decision making processes.

Further, Grigsby (1963:79) had argued against the conventional wisdom and

suggested that, in principle, mobility should be affected by the price and availability

of housing, and had also cast doubt on the trading up phenomenon associated with
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stage of life cycle models by demonstrating that whilst the majority of movers did

move to a dearer dwelling, others moved "sideways" and downwards.

Near the end of the seventies a number of studies suggested that whereas life cycle

could be correlated with mobility, the causal factors involved remained to be

elaborated. Although the irnpact of life cycle events on mobility was important

"...they are not a sufficient explanation of that mobility" (Coupe and
Morgan, 1981 : 213)

and the observed relationships between life cycle events and mobility were

"...largely a result of changes in income and accumulated wealth"
(Bonnar, 1979:83).

Explaining residential mobility was becoming more complex and it was clear that

"...people act not only on their attitudes and preferences, but also because
they are part of ongoing webs of social relationships" (Landale and Guest,
1985:218).

The social relationships within which households exist create a series of contexts each

of which potentially influence the household's propensity and ability to move, and

these contexts create the second and third lines of enquiry for behaviouralists

interested in residential mobility.

The ability to move at will is not available to all households. Instead, households can

find themselves subject to mobility constraints, and the assessment of constraints to

mobility has become a second investigative avenue for mobility research. There are

individual and institutional factors which operate to restrict the propensity of

households to move within urban areas. For example, where an institution engages in

redlining certain districts as poor investment propositions and encouraging investment

in others, the mobility process is compromised for certain households and encouraged
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for other household types due to differential availability of finance (Boddy, 1975: 58).

Alternatively, there may be households whose family life cycle position presses for a

move to a different housing type but this does not occur because the housing system

cannot distribute resources according to need (Murie, 1974:119). Fur1her.,

govelrment policies which rationed housing finance and made mortgage queues

(Meen, 1989:240) a general feature of housing markets in countries like Australia,

New Zealand, Canada and the United States acted to constrain mobility. When

housing finance was deregulated in these countries during the eighties a new

dimension was added to the factors which worked to motivate households to nove.

Until their lifting, these constraining influences in the housing market created the

phenomenon of the "urban gatekeeper", where the decisions of rental managers

(Hamnett and Randolph, 1988: 380) and bank managers (Smith and Thorns, 1980: 7)

constrained individual household's access to rental accommodation or to ownership

tenure. There is, in these observations, the earliest hints of the role played by markets

and capital shifting on mobility, and these issues would soon be developed by others.

There were other constraints, and a number of them were bundled into a single group

called transaction costs of moving and included the actual costs of shifting a

household's possessions from one location to another, as well as the collection of fees

and charges levied by individuals and organisations associated with the sale and

purchase of property. These costs meant that a household could be dissatisfied with

its present location but not move, a prospect for which the satisfaction model did not

allow. Moreover, the role of housing information could be regalded as a constraint on

mobility due to the role it played in creating any feelings of "disequilibrium" with a

household's present location. If housing information were not accessed for its
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information on ruling prices and the establishment of advantage or otherwise for the

household if it were to move, then the household remains "satisfied" with its location

and according to the satisfaction model of Speare (1975) it will not move. However,

if a household avails itself of information, and on the basis of this recognises

advantage for it in making a move, then the household will move despite it being

"satisfied" with its current location. The advance of the economic model over the

"satisfaction" model is that it offered a means by which a "satisfied" household could

shift, whereas the Speare model assefied that a "satisfied" household would not shift.

A third line of enquiry into residential mobility developed during the latter part of the

seventies and further emphasised the role of filtering and trading up, and developed

the housing market (Clark, 1982:39) concept to explain mobility. Filtering was

argued to be a consequence of trading up, which involved wealthier buyers rnoving

out of housing they considered to be obsolete, and buying into newer, more modem

and more expensive housing. In the process of trading up, their mobility created a

housing vacancy which was filled by lower income households and it is from this

sequence of events that the filtering concept has arisen. Filtering is a two dimensional

concept whereby households progress up the housing scale and houses filter down the

social scale. Significantly, filtering implies changes in occupant characteristics,

dwelling quality and price (Jones, 1978: 551) because it is related to the ageing of

dwellings. As a dwelling ages it declines in physical quality and value, and therefore

becomes more attractive to lower socio economic groups. It is important to recognise,

however, that filtering, which implies change (Boume, 1976: 140), is not the same as

mobility. Usually, mobility occurs in the absence of filtering, but when the two occur

simultaneously the outcome is neighbourhood evolution and a consequent
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modification to urban structure. Mobility which involved the incoming household

having the same characteristics as the outgoing household does not cause change, and

therefore filtering has not occurred. With tine, and the ageing of the housing stock,

there will be a transition and incoming households will differ from those leaving, and

this will allow filtering to occur. Filtering has consequences for suburb, or

neighbourhood, change which has been shown to have signifìcant consequences for

the mobility process. When gentrification began to occur from the mid seventies, a

variation to the filtering nlodel needed to be made because gentrification reversed the

direction of neighbourhood change. Gentrification causes specific social groups to

ftlter dot+,n the housing scale, in the sense that the higher socio economic groups turn

to buying aged housing stock in the inner areas. Put another way, gentrification

represents reverse filtering (LeGates and Murphy, 198I: 266-267; Gober, 1992: 183)

Early studies showed that much intra-urban mobility in Australia is local, with a short

distance between origin and destination, and later work tried to establish a link

between these observations and the operation of housing markets. Michelson (1977

317) regarded the housing market as the context in which mobility took place and

argued that the market's objective qualities such as type of product available, the

concept of supply and demand and the boom and bust phenomenon help drive the

mobility process. These characteristics of the housing market meant that it was both

sporadic and imperfect and at all times dynamic, so that "the housing construction

process and family life cycle create and continuously transform the physical and

social fabric of western cities" (Adams and Gilder , 797 6: 1 59). Kendig (1984: 27 5)

regarded the housing market and its processes as relevant to the concept of housing

careers, or mobility, because moves could be explained in terms of household incomes
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relative to the cost of housing and in terms of market conditions With time, the role

played by housing, and other, markets on mobility would be intensified

3.3 Housing studies

The 1980's saw an intensifìcation of housing research which shows little sign of

abating. Much of this research was initiated by a massive shift in tenure status in

Britain which occur¡ed from the late sixties, and which prompted some commentators

to suggest radical class changes were possible as a consequence. These possibilities

were also considered in other western countries and the debate around ownership and

wealth accumulation from ownership developed. Slowly, the impact of these events

on mobility has been incorporated into the research agenda, and this section will

attempt to synthesise some of the conclusions reached from the various research

efforts

In Britain there has been steady growth in the proportion of owner-occupied dwellings

since 1960, when 44 percent of all dwellings were of this tenure. By 1986 the

proportion had risen to 59 percent, increasingto 64 percent in 1991, largely at the

expense of the private rental market which had dwindled from 3 I percent in 1960 to

eight percent in 1986. In the same period, public rental housing expanded from a poor

third to a clear cut second most dominant tenure type in Britain in 1986 (Thorns,

1982: 7 551' Gentle et al, 1 994: I89). Government policies in Britain during this time

meant that owner-occupier tenure became available to a broad range of the

community, and to every occupational group. The developing trend caused some

observers to propose that it would obscure the fundamental lines of class cleavage,
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erode working class collectivism and absorb the working classes into the dominant

ideology (Saunders, 197 8: 233).

Although Saunders became the main spokesperson for these views, he did not initiate

the debate, which commenced when Rex and Moore (1967) argued that the housing

tenure system promoted a system of "housing classes" on the basis of advantage and

disadvantage associated with each tenure type, and that an individual's housing class

could influence life chances in the same way as social class. Later, Pahl (1975 29I)

asserted that a family could derive more from ownership in a couple of years than

from a lifetime of work. Saunders pursued the notion of wealth accumulation through

home ownership to develop hypotheses of social divisions and political conflict in

advanced econornies. Toward the end of the seventies, his view was that owner

occupation leads to accumulation of wealth and that this will create interests within

the tenure group which are different from the interests of capitalists and the interests

of non-ownels of capital. On this basis, owner occupation represented the basis for

the formation of a distinct political force of "militant conservatives" (Saunders, 1978

246), a distinct middle property class which had significant consequences for class

structuration (Saunders, 1978: 234) Some years later he revised this position,

replacing it with the opinion that owner occupation, at least in Britain, may well

become a more significant societal force than traditional class alignments because of

the differing consumption power it affo¡ded non-owners. He believed that

accumulation of wealth through ownership would cause "sectoral alignments"

between owners and non-owners sufficiently different to create new social cleavages,

or a new fault line in British society, which may well come to outweigh existing class

alignments (Saunders, 1984 203). The relevant point here is that the concept of
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capital gains was being investigated for the first time. Significantly, the investigations

were being made not by economists, but by sociologists whose interest was to

examine the relationship between capital gains from housing and social structure.

This interest posed three critical questions. First, was ownership an enduring source

of wealth. Second, \ /cre owner-occupiers an homogenous economic and political

interest and, third, how significant was housing tenure for social cleavage? (Saunders,

1984:204-205). Answers to these questions were sought by other sociologists durirrg

the remainder of the eighties, and their conclusions attracted geographers' attention

later in the decade, at about the same time as economists became interested in capital

gains to,explairi the phenomenon of house price inflation. Importantly, all these

developnents added to the understanding of the relationship between capital

accumulation and residential mobility

3.3.f Explaining accumulation from ownership

Marxists argue against those who believe that substantial capital gains could be

derived frorn home ownership; They claim that any gains from housing are illusory,

caused by inflation and that high interest lates, falling inflation and a stagnant market

lower the rate of return to owners However, they do concede that there could be times

when house prices competed favourably against inflation, but there would be other

periods when they did not. For example, during the depression of the 1930s minimal

demand meant that house prices did not compete with inflation. Marxists have also

claimed that the introduction of public transport and motor vehicles operated to reduce

demand inflation because the space for housing production could be expanded but still

be accessed by consuming households (Edel, 1982 215). To an extent, this point is
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valid, but on the other hand, as long as the rate of return is positive, the owner will

accumulate an absolute increase in wealth upon sale of the property. There have been

instances in Britain, and other countries, where falling inflation and a depressed

housing market have left some owners in a "negative equity" situation, in which the

size of their ntortgage is greater than the value of their house (Gentle et al, 1994: 19I)

The Marxist argument is that although an owner may sell for more than the purchase

price, the difference is due to inflation, and will need to be expended on a new house

whose price has inflated at an equal rate during the period the new owners owned their

previous dwelling. In a capitalist system, Marxists say real accumulation by home

o'wners is not possible, simply because of the operation of market forces. Their

argument is that housing is a capitalist commodity and as its price rises more

dwellings will be constructed so that the producers can capitalise on the increased

demancl. However, this inevitably leads to oversupply of, and lessened demand for,

housing which drives prices back to the general inflation level. The result is that

housing prices remain linked to incomes (Edel, 1982:216;, Ball, 1982:64; Ball, 1985

32)

The major problem with this argument is that it ignores the fact that virtually

everything associated with the housing system is in short supply, be it land, finance or

vacancies (Saunders, 1984:204), as well as the fact that prices can rise relative to

income, even over a long period of time. Specifically, in relation to housing, prices

can continue to rise without regard to incomes if the supply of land for housing

construction is restricted and./or if other alternatives for investment provide more

attractive returns (King, 1989a: 455). In addition to these factors, demand can be

expected to increase for as long as govemments continue to subsidise o\ryner
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occupancy at the expense of other tenures. Where real gains can be made from

ownership, Marxists assert that they are at the expense of the new buyers, and that, as

a group, owners are exploiting each other, and that this has no implications for the

establishment of a distinct propefty owning, tenure based, class.

Marxist arguments notwithstanding, there is within the literature a substantiated case

that the accumulation potential of housing for owner-occupiers is real, and that the

investment performance of housing has outstripped other forms of investment (Pratt,

1986a: 367). But is the evidence convincing on this point? Have data for a

sufficiently long period been assessed to arrive at this verdict? Edel et al (198a)

investigated long term housing price trends for Boston over an 80 year period from

1890 and deterrnined that prices only kept pace with inflation. Moreover, these

owners r,vould have received a greater return on capital had they invested their equity

in the share market. An Australian study reported that over a 15 year period the return

to home owneLs in Adelaide was 5.5 percent per annum, compared with a share

market performance of 1 1.7 percent per annum during the same period (Badcock,

1989:77; Dunstan, 1996: 109). However, this finding has been criticised for its

relatively short tirne frame, and King (1990; 360) has provided contrary data for

Melbourne which supports the notion that home ownership is an enduring source of

accumulation. The Australian Treasury has shown that since 1961 house prices, after

adjustment for inflation, rose only 10.2 percent, or 0.3 percent per annum (Tomlinson,

1995: 61). In New Zealand, Thorns (1989: 297) is in no doubt that real gains have

been made from housing and that the gains were better than those obtained from the

share market and other f,rnancial institutions between 1961 and 1985. However, the

same writer hacl earlier reported that capital gains from housing were not assured
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(Tlrorns, 1981a: 207). Clearly, by the end of the eighties, the findings on whether

ownership represented a 'ource of enduring wealth were variable, mainly due to the

sparseness of the evidence (Badcock, 1989 72). The various issues relating to

enduring accumulation thlough ownership are relevant to this thesis and data have

been collected which will enable a number of the stances to be tested with rigour and

for significant conclusions to be reached

Demand for housing often outstrips the supply, causing house price inflation beyond

the level of general inflation, but this is the least significant source of wealth

accurnulation (Saunders, 1978: 245). k is unusual for banks to apply the full effect of

inflation, particularly during periods of high, and sustained, inflation, in arriving at

their nominal rates of interest applicable on home loans - therefore these loans are

charged at below market clearing rates (Meen, 1989: 240). Sometimes the difference

between general rates of inflation and nominal interest rates on home loans is such

that real rate of interest on home loans is negative (Phillips, 1988: 495). Under these

circumstances, owners experience a windfall from ownership and are in fact

subsidised by the banks' depositors. For a number of consecutive years durirtg the

mid seventies, in Australia, the United States and Britain, real interest rates were

negative resulting in substantial increases to the accumulated wealth of owner

occupied housing in these countries (Badcock, 1984:2I9-220; Dunstan, 1996: 103)

The most significant source for real accumulation from home ownership in each of the

home owning democracies has been from government policies which provide benefits

to owner occupiers at the expense of households in other tenures (Phillips, 1988: 488-

492). In particular, tax relief associated with housing is not tenure neutral, with the

result that resources have been allocated to owners at the expense of non-owners. In
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Australia, the most significant of these is the non taxation of capital gains derived

from the sale of a household's principal residence, a taxation advantage to owner-

occupiers which also exists in the United States and Britain (Badcock, 1984:217),

provided, in the United States, that the tax payer moves to a new home of equal or

greater value or is over 55 years old (Megbolugbe and Linneman, 7993: 673; Wood,

1990b: 81 1). There are other advantages which are afforded owners at the expense of

lton owners. In the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, mortgage interest

repayments are allowable taxation deductions (Rudel, 1987:259; Peiser and Smith,

1985: 346; Saunders, 1984: 203). In the United States, interest repayments up to

$US 1.1 million may be deducted on both the principal residence and the second

horne, ahd in the United Kingdom taxation deductions for mortgage interest

repayments is allowed on the first 30,000 pounds of any mortgage for owner occupied

housing (Wood, 1990b: 811). Additionally, local property taxes can be claimed as

taxation deductions in the US, and in West Germany owner-occupiers can depreciate

their property at 5 percent of the purchase price for the first eight years of ownership,

up to a limit of DM300,000 (Wood, 1990b: 811). Within the owner-occupier tenure

group, these substantial upper limits for concessions also mean that those who have

spent the most receive the biggest advantages, and therefore the system tends to

reinforce existing advantages held by those in the best labour market position and in

the best housing market position (Champion et al, 1988; Coombes et al, 199i: 187)

The value of these concessions to owner occupiers is considerable. For example, in

1972 they represented a transfer of $US9,000 million from government to owner-

occupiers, whilst in Canada taxation exemption for home owners in 1976 were

estimated at $Canl,570 million (Pratt, 1982:489; Hanis and Hamnett,1987:774-
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175). By 1989, this level of taxation assistance for home owners had climbed to

between $US49.7 billion and $US51.9 billion (Megbolugbe and Linneman, 1993

673). In Sweden, 1972 data has indicated that the taxation benefit of morlgage

interest payrnents meant that owners' housing costs were reduced by 33 percent, and

this represented an income increase for owners of seven percent per arulum (Kemeny,

1978:319). Australian evidence for 1984-85 has revealed the level of taxation

revenue foregone through the non taxation of capital gains at $4930 million, which

represents a subsidy of $A5.11 per week per owner occupied dwelling (Flood and

Yates (1987) quoted in Wood, 1990a: 873).

The non taxation of imputed income stemming from owner occupied housing is

untaxed in the UK, Australia, Canada and the United States (Badcock, 1984 217;

Pratt, 1986a: 369; Walker and Marsh, 7993: t547), but is taxed in Denmark, Finland,

Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain and Sweden. In Finland, it is computed at

three percent of assessed dlvelling value, less interest repayments and with properties

below a certain level being exempt. (Wood, 1990b: 811). The estimated value of

imputed income in Australia during 1982-83 was $46.6 billion, and if this untaxed

income were taxed at arate of 30 percent it would yield a taxation return to revenue of

$42 billion (Williams, 1984 39; Henderson, 1985: 7-8). Other estimates put the

subsidy value of imputed income not being taxed at $43.24 billion foregone revenue

in 1984-85 (Flood and Yates (1987) quoted in Wood, I990a:873). This represented a

subsidy of $417.31 per week for each owner-occupier in the nation.
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3.3.2 Housing studies and accumulation - the cmpirical evidencc

Saunders developed a number of significant theoretical propositions concerning the

relationship between property and social cleavage and enduring accumulation of

wealth. A number of these were subjected to empirical analyses by several

researchers. In particular, Thorns (1981a; 1981b) in New Zealand and Pratt (1986a)

in Canada, examined aspects of the relationship between property and social cleavage.

Pratt confined her work to the impact of home ownership on class and conservatism,

whereas Thorns argued for significant links between ownership, labour markets and

household mobility. In this respect, Thorns' work provides a number of pertinent

considerations which inform this study and which can be further tested using the data

which have been assembled here.

Pratt was particularly concerned to test empirically the relationship postulated by

Saunders between ownership and political cleavage and political alignment. Although

her work suggested that in Canada tenure does influence wealth and political

behaviour. she concludes that housing class (that is, tenure) and social class do not

overlap perfectly (Pratt, 1986a: 367). The reason lies, possibly, in the diversity of

people in owner-occupancy tenure. Voting analyses in Britain suggest that although

council, or public, tenants have a bias towards Labour politics, owner-occupiers are

neutral as far as voting intentions are concerned. Further, these studies provide no

support for the argument that owner-occupancy turns people towards Conservatism

(Ball, 1985:27-28). The main relevance of Pratt's work to this thesis therefore lies in

its comments on the issue of capital gains from housing and its measurement. She

found no evidence that gains from ownership have been experienced only by the

middle classes, a reflection no doubt of the widespread distribution of owner tenure
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throughout Canadian society. For example, in 1979, 50 percent of households

categorised as working class owned their own home (Pratt, 1986b: 380). Further,

between I970-74, dwellings owned by households in more expensive areas

appreciated in value by 75 percent, compared with a 68 percent increase for houses in

the least expensive suburbs (Pratt, 1986a: 368), For Pratt, these results were at

variance with conclusions reached by Thorns (1981), who claimed that the largest

gains were generated by wealthy areas, and by implication, wealthy owners. She

therefore argues that there is "hardly a compelling difference", and refuted Thorns'

claim for a relationship between accumulation and position in the labour market

These differences raise an important issue for the accumulation debate which centres

around how data should be computed to indicate the level of accumulation, or capital

gains, and the various approaches will be considered in a later section of this chapter

Thorns used nominal gains in value, not rates of gain as was used by Pratt, and these

differences caused the two researchers to interpret their findings differently. As

Badcock (1989; 216) states, possibly in defence of the Thorns stance, relative rates are

one thing, but they can translate into quite compelling differences when applied to the

original investment (Saunders, 1990: 131). For example, if a wealthy owner makes a

15 percent gain on a house costing $200,000 the cash value of this appreciation is

$30,000, considerably more than the $7,500 the owner of a $50,000 dwelling would

make if it also appreciated by i 5 percent

Thorns' interest in Saunders' theory of a property class was based around a number of

questions raised by Saunders, particularly those which asked whether capital

accumulation through ownership created a new middle class, and if so, where between

the owners of capital and the working classes was it placed? Further, did the
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accumulation characteristics of ownership weaken working class solidarity and

therefore affect class structure? In addressing these questions Thorns sought to

determine whether differentiation existed within a home owning group in New

Zealand, by looking for any differences in rates of capital gains between different

housing sub-markets. This analysis would enable him to gain insights into the way in

which capital accumulation, or capital gains, affects the creation of a property class

(Thorns, 1981a: 206), and he points out

"The analysis of the rate of capital gains achieved by owners of domestic
property is not an area which has previously been investigated" (Thorns,
1981a:207).

Kemeny (1978) had atternpted some work at the aggregate level but ignored the role

of local housing sub-markets. Thorns, however, could not provide a clear cut

identification of a link between accumulation and a developing property class. His

conclusion was that there was a range of potential for accurnulation within the

ownership group and that some owners did better than others. Further, capital gains

were not assured and they depended on time of purchase, duration of ownership,

location and position within the labour market. In his study of fìve suburbs in

Christchurch, New Zealand, Thorns showed that the middle classes benefited most

from ownership and that these benefits reflected existing class boundaries. Moreover,

his findings identified a spâtial dimension to class, and this was related to

occupational status or position in the labour market. Since capital gains were related

to class, there was a spatial bias to their distribution within cities and this reflected

existing social structures. His major point was that, in opposition to Saunders' thesis,

wealth created no new class divisions. What Thorns' work did reveal was a
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relationship between accumulation and mobility and a link between gains and position

in the labour market. Further, he maintains that

"These data on the relationship between capital gains and mobility raise
two further questions. The first is whether people have a conscious
housing strategy whereby they move through a number of houses over
time to achieve their final housing goal. If such a strategy existed it would
be possible to conceive of a housing career existing alongside an
occupational career. The second is the extent of housing mobility from
low to high cost sub-markets over time and whether the rnobility which
exists is upward, downward or horizontal" (Thorns, l98l a: 212).

The possibility of a juxtaposition of a household's housing career and its occupational

career encouraged Thorns to pursue the relationship between wealth accumulation

from housing and the position of an owner in the labour market, reasoning that

"to explore fully the class dimensions of owner occupation it is thus
necessary to examine the connections between income derived from the
labour and property markets and the degree of rnutual reinforcement
which occurs" (Thorns, 1981a: 215).

The second question raised by Thorns is linked to the invasion and succession model

of urban development. This model theorised that households would trade up by

moving to progressively more expensive housing as they moved from one location to

another. The proposition had been considered before (Grigsby, 1963) and was further

pursued by Kendig (1984: 276)who found that about 60 percent of households moved

to a more valuable dwelling, defined as more expensive by at least 10 percent of the

price of the previous dwelling, whilst the remainder either moved sideways or

downwards. If ownership generates enduring wealth, then mobility should be

accompanied by upgrading of housing, unless households make decisions to release

some of their equity in their home for other purposes. Exactly what happens with the
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phenomenon as a result of the mobility process can be examined objectively using the

data collected for this tliesis

Saunclers' sociological interest in capital gains set off a research regarding the

relationship between accumulation and rnobility. In particular, Thorns' extensive

enquiry into the link between the two phenomena has subsequently drawn further

researchers into this arena of enquiry. In the following sections the expansion and

reñnement of these relationships will be examined

3.4 Housing markets

Housing markets have come to exist in order to mediate the transfer of housing from

producers and vendors to housing consumers. The housing market is substantially no

different from other markets in that it brings together sellers and buyers (Bourne,

I976: 113). Like the housing system, the housing market has its complernent of

"actors", including buyers and sellers as well as builders, brokers and policy makers.

The development and growth of industrial cities, and the separation of home from

workplace which they encouraged, meant that housing markets became a feature of

industrialising countries. In Australia, the United States, Canada and New Zealand,

housing markets have undergone significant expansion and diversification since

World War Two, encouraged by government policies developed to promote housing

production and consumption. Housing market expansion during the fifties and sixties

has been described as a period of socialised consurnption (Saunders, 1984: 209-2I0),

in which cities became consumption artefacts (Badcock, 1984: 134; Harvey, 1985:

210; Hanis and Hamnett,1987:175) based around low density sprawl and unrelieved

consumerlsm.
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There is, however, no universal dehnition of a housing market and different groups

employ different definitions (Paris, 1993: 18). For example, neo-classical economists

have a fairly precise definition of the housing market, in which their faith is placed in

the perfectness of the market so that supply and demand work to create balanced, and

predictable, outcomes. Others argue that housing markets are imperfect mechanrsms

in which supply and demand rarely operate in harmony (Whitehead,799l: 872;

Linneman and Megbolugbe, 1992:370). For most lay people, the housing market

sirnply represents the buying and selling of dwellings and the price at which these

transfers occur. There are also other markets which are associated with the housing

market, and which sometimes become confused with it, such as the land market and

the housing finance market, and there are sectors of the housing market defined in

terms of tenure - the home owner market, the first home owner market and the private

rental market (Paris, 1993: 19)

3.4.L Housing sub markets

Housing markets can be defined by their scale, and they can exist at the national, or

macro, level and the regionallcity, or micro, level. Whether considered at the macro

or micro level, any market possesses a number of discrete sub markets. These exist

due to the huge differentiation, segmentation and structuring within the housing

market, and there are a variety of ways to def,rne sub markets. They can be

differentiated in terms cost of housing, and this is the pre-eminent method, or by

predominant tenure type - public or private sector rental or o\ mer occupation. Other

criteria for identification of sub markets include age of dwellings, type of dwellings

predominance of owners versus renters and ethnicity (Bourne , I97 6: 1 1 9). Other
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approaches to defining sub markets have ernployed the activities of lending

institutions and the practice of red lining or blue lining certain districts, in which

severe restrictions are placed on lending to buyers wishing to pulchase houses located

in areas deemed too risky for investment by the lending institution (Harvey and

Chatterjee, I974:24-25), their ability to generate wealth, or capital gains, and the

varying levels of affoldability of their housing stock (King, 1989c: 866). In this thesis

the sub rnarkets identified are in fact sub sets of the owner occupier sub market,

although they can nevertheless be referred to as sub markets. Principally, the study

will distinguish sub markets on their ability to generate capital gains for owners, as

well as by various attributes of dwellings, such as price, area, and number of rooms

Regardless of the definition employed, the sub market concept is useful because it

enables the identification of systematic variations within markets (Paris, 1993: 19)

Each of the sub markets can be likened to vessels in which various social, and housing

system processes occur and which have significant implications for the city's

geography. Indeed, a Glasgow study (Munro and Lamont, 1985: 1343-1344) revealed

that 82.7 pelcent of all moves were in the same "sector", or sub market, of the city,

and the 1981 British census indicated that 69 percent of residential moves were less

than 10 kilometres (Owen and Green, 1992:21). In Australia, Bell (1995: 42; 1996

7) has used census data to show that 24 percent of all residential moves are less than

10 kilometres, with a further third of all moves being between 10 and 30 kilometres

Although the Australian data reflects the low density of housing in Australian cities,

each statistic suggests that housing sub markets may act as a form of spatial constraint

affecting intending movers
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in support of this view, it has been argued that the residential search procedure is

subject to spatial biases, and these can significantly influence the outcome of the

relocation process. The search process works to link mobility to markets. or perhaps

sub markets, because there is spatial variation in the number of vacancies meeting a

household's needs and there is a spatial bias in the search strategies employed by

households (Huff, 1986: 209). Therefore, most moves will occur within specific

markets, unless there is some form of upgrading occurring, or a household's work

commitrnents cause it to move from one labour market to another, or filtering is at

work and the local sub market is undergoing demographic, or structural, change.

Generally, it is argrred that the housing market in any city will develop "quasi-

independent subsections" (Munro and Lamont, 1985: 1348) which will exist for

relatively long periods

Flousing markets are intrinsically linked to residential mobility. When a household

decides to shift residence, the move is usually effected by the household participating

in the housing market and its processes to locate and purchase its next dwelling. The

number of times a household uses the housing market to facilitate mobility is

relatively low, and in the current study nearly half the sampled household entered the

housing market only once during the period 1968 to 1991. Some 30 percent of

households have used it twice to shift residential location. Despite this, there are

many buyers and sellers at any one time, or during any one year. The number of

movers is approximately two times the number of sales, since each sale involves a

vendor and purchaser, although sales to institutions and investors do not normally

impact on the residential mobility process.
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In any one year, only a small proportion, rarely more than 5 percent (Paris, 1993:22),

of the housing stock of any housing market is for sale and, as was shown in Chapter l,

this fairly represents the situation in the Adelaide housing nrarket where (see Section

1.6.3) in any one year about 6 percent of available houses and medium density

dwellings will be sold. There are periodic booms and busts in housing markets, as

prices rise and then fall in response to supply and demand changes, or market

disequilibrium, and policies of government. Housing construction rates are never

constant, and there are periodic booms in investment in rental properties which divert

funds away from new housing construction. Moreover, the extent of these changes in

housing prices can vary spatially, between cities, between regions and within urban

areas

3,4.2 Housing markets, accumulation and mobility.

Thoms (1981) noted some factors related to homeowners' labour market position

which impacted upon an owner's propensity to move. Among owners in low status

areas of Christchurch he argued that the low interest rate applicable to State Housing

Corporation mortgages, which was lower than the rates offered by other lending

institutions, acted as a disincentive for these groups to move because if they were to

move they would be ineligible for another low interest rate Housing Corporation loan.

On the other hand, higher occupational status groups, with rising incomes, seemed not

to be as restricted by the lower interest rates and were more prepared to be

residentially mobile to both acquire better housing and to take advantage of the

accumulation potential of ownership (Thorns, 198Ia 2l1). Thorns is, therefore, the

earliest researcher to postulate a conceptual link between accumulation and mobility,
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even though the relationship is restricted to households occupying a relatively high

poSition in the labour market.

At the same time, Thorns' interest in housing markets and labour markets broadened

in scale from a consideration of the intra-urban level to the regional level, and

provided considerable insight into the relationship between a household's labour

market position, housing market position and mobility. He examined labour narkets

and their relationship to property markets, as well as their modification by global

economic changes which occurred from the beginning of the seventies. In a rigorous

analysis he described how British labour markets had restructured spatially and how

these changes had translated into significantly different opportunities for different

socio-economic groups. He then considered the housing market in Britain and was

able to determine that it, like the New Zealand urban housing market, was spatially

uneclual, and that the ability of owners to benefit financially from home ownership

was unevenly distributed. Moreover, there was a strong positive correlation between

the labour market and the property market, and a household's position in each. and

this led to some pertinent hypotheses concerning links between accumulation and

mobility

The first mobility hypothesis related to persons living in regions which had become

economically depressed and suffered, as a consequence, a possible lowering of house

prices due to reduced consumer demand. Essentially, Thorns suggested that the

depressed conditions in some regions resulted in depressed housing prices which

prevented owners in these areas from improving their lot through migration to

structurally favoured regions and the job opportunities they offered. 'Were these

households to move from one labour market to another, they would need to sell their
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existing house, which may nean that they incurred a loss, not necessarily an absolute

loss, but in the sense that their level of capital gains from the sale of the property

might not be as large as they might have expected had their property market not fallen

in sympathy with the labour market. Further, a move to another labour market might

involve higher costs of accommodation due to higher housing dernand in that area

with the result that the household may choose not to relocate. It followed, then, that

unemployment in regions suffering persistent economic decline would intensify, and

labour shorlage was likely to occur in the structurally favoured regions

Even in the prospering regions, there were mobility consequences. Owners might be

reluctant to sell and move to another region for two reasons. Firstly, by selling they

rnay deny themselves potential capital gains by quitting the market before it peaks,

and secondly, by leaving the market they may find themselves priced out of it and

unable to return to it at a later point. Thorns showed, upon assessnent of land and

house prices within selected New Zealand urban centres between 1960 and 1987, that

labour and property markets were mutually reinforcing and that their impact on

mobility was quite clear (Thorns, 1989b: 305). In fact, this was a more categorical

assessment than that which he made for the UK. There, he concluded that the

property market was nrore likely to be a reinforcement of the labour market than vice

versa (Thorns, 1982:761). In regions which became economically depressed, the

level of unemployment would increase and the property market would slump, and

mobility into and out of the region would be stymied. Inward mobility would

diminish due to minimal employment opportunities and out ward migration was made

difficult because owners were tied to their homes through substantial asset

depreciation associated with the slumped property market.
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3.4.3 House price inflation

House price inflation became a common phenomenon in western countries during the

seventies and the eighties. A deregulated money supply meant that latent demand for

housing could be satisfied, thereby encouraging price increases. However, there is not

universal agreement on this point, and Nellis and Longbottom (1981 : 12) have argued

that the supply of rnoney was not to blame for house price inflation in the 1970s

There is a view that incomes rose at arate greater than inflation, especially among

sonre occupational, and socio-economic, groups, and this was a key factor in the

housing price spiral which occurred through the seventies (Hamley,1992:2I;

Hanrnett and Randolph, 1988: 381-382), with interest rates and the supply side of

housing as important secondary factors Q'Jellis and Longbottom, 1981: 19). As well,

there was atypical demand factors generated as the baby boom cohorts began to enter

the housing market, which worked to make supply and demand become unusually out

of step. However, the most signifìcant development during this period was a changed

perception of housing from being regarded as a store of wealth and a hedge against

inflation to one whereby housing was a source of wealth through capital gains

(Hamnett, 1983: 98). From the late seventies, the upward trending spiral of house

prices may have been self sustaining, encouraging home buyers to pay excessive

prices in the expectation of earning generous gains at a time when inflation had

eroded real earnings on other forms of investment (Phillips, 1988: 495;' Case,7992

174). In Canada, home ownership rates actually increased between 1971 and 1981

despite substantial increases in house price inflation. This was because the housing

market responded by building smaller, and cheaper, housing units to cater for a
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segment of the market which might have been excluded from ownership by rapid

house price inflation (Harris, 1986: 303). Murie (1986: 352) has proposed another

factor, whicli he calls "leakage", to explain house price inflation. In the United

Kingdom, since 1980 the amount of mortgage finance issued has outstripped the

personal sector housing investment, with the implication that mortgage funds are

circulating within the personal sector and being used for consumption purposes

(Evans, 1991: I73). This is a variation to the normal means of achieving "equity

release" through either trading down, or by bonowing more than might be needed to

buy a dwelling, and then use some of the proceeds from the sale of the previous

dwelling to fund consumption. An alternative method releasing equity from a

dwelling is not to cary out necessary repairs and maintenance. Landlords, especially,

are often accused of milking the capital value of properties in this way, in a process

called dissaving. The normal way of dissaving is by borrowing against the value of

the asset (Doling et al, 1986:54). These developments, it is argued, worked to

establish significant consequences for the trends which occurred in regional variation

in house prices, not only in Britain, but also in the US (Cadwallader, 1993 Phillips,

1988: 488; LeGates and Murphy, 1981) and Australia (Maher, 1994).

In Britain, Hamnett (1983;1989) has conducted extensive enquiry into house price

inflation at the regional level and shown substantial variation between eleven regions

London is, by far, the most significant housing market, closely followed by the South

East, and in these two regions house prices were 25 to 50 percent higher than the

national average during the period 1969-1988 (Hamnett, 1989: 349). Other regions

which performed well in terms of price increases were the South'West and East

Anglia. These regions \¡/ere grouped as the South, and their performance contrasted
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markedly with the performance of regions in the north of the United Kingdom. For

example, the three regions of Northern, York and Hurnberside had house price levels

20 to 30 percent helow the national average, and experienced a declining trend

tluoughout the six years to 1989 (Hamnett, 1989: 349). Although these patterns

remained generally static over tl-re period, there were distinct and regular fluctuations

in the variation between regional price differentials, so that the price gap between

regions was not a continually increasing phenomenon. The price gap at the end of the

period was greater than at the beginning, but this difference did not occur linearly

with time. A second characteristic of the performance of housing markets in Britain

in this period is that market peaks in one region have not coincided with peaks in

other housing markets. Indeed, market lags have been noted, so that the London and

South East markets peaked in 1972, the East Anglia market peaked in 1973 and the

South West market peaked in 1974 (l{amnett, 1989:352). Furthermore, this lagging

phenomenon in the performance of markets has worked in such a way in Blitain that

'when the processes which produce boom market conditions reached the regions of the

north, their housing market performances were almost counter cyclical in relation to

the southern markets.

Hamnett's interest in the spatial variation of housing markets concentrated on the

processes which caused rapid price rises in the London and South East regions. He

showed how internationalisation of capital had caused a change in emphasis from

rnanufacturing to services in a number of key "global" cities. London was one of

these cities, and its global significance caused an industrial shift into financial and

corporate producer services and an accompanying occupational shift to professional,

managerial and technical categories at the expense of the more traditional
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occupations. With these changes came changes in income distribution, and a gulf

developed between the well paid service occupations and the lesser paid servicing

occupations (Hamnett, l99I: 192), with the result that there has been a reorganising of

the class relations of cities, and therefore of housing markets. Put another way,

western cities began to "disorganise" after I 973, and social and economic processes

since then have worked to "reorganise" a number of aspects of cities' urban structure

(King, 1989a: 453; Beauregard, 1991:93;Daly,1988: 149). Significantly, there has

developed within cities groups with high income and cultural views which impact on

their levels and types of consumption. Since 1973 there have been processes working

to create a more diverse class structure than previously existed, and these processes

have created groups with varying amounts of economic, cultural and social capital

(Bourdieu, 1984; quoted in King, 1989a: 453), each of which work to influence levels

cf housing consumption and housing preferences. Recognising these developments,

various actors in the housing system, be they developers, speculators, landlords,

institutional lenders, agents, or state planning agencies and other regulatory bodies,

have catered for, and encouraged, the consumption tastes of these new groups, with

significant impacts for certain sub markets within cities, especially in older, inner city,

sub markets, and have created the gentrification phenomenon (Badcock, I99I: 130;

Smith, 1987:165-170).

Importantly, these occupational changes translated into housing market power which

ultimately led to increasing social and spatial polarisation within the housing market,

so that it was possible to note, simultaneously, changes in the labour market that were

matched by changes in the housing market.
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Hamnett argues that although these forces are autonomous there is no causal

association between the two markets because they are created by two different

processes, The origin of the increase in owner occupation tenure in London stemmed

from private landlords' decisions to sell because rental income was less profitable

than that obtained by developing flats for private occupation (Williams, l97B;

Hatnnett, 1980; Hamnett and Randolph, 1984). The changes to the tenure structure

caused by these decisions created a change of social relations within the sub market as

a result of

. increasing income differentials between groups within the sub market

. an increase in the size of one group compared with others

o changes in consumer preferences or tastes (King, 1989a: 445).

Changes in the London labour market were linked to changes in the operation of

global capital, and the two markets were "contingently" (Hamnett, 1 991 : 204) related

to changes in household income. This argument is similar to that employed by King,

who has said that changes within housing markets are caused by two sets of processes.

One involves modification to economic activity at the local, national or global scale

labour market, and the other hinges upon changes in social relations (King, 1989a:

445). Thorns took a slightly different view, and argued for a causal link between the

t'çvo markets in which the labour market "reinforced" (Thorns, 1982:761) the property

market. Although Hamnett acknowledges the work of Thorns as important and

commendable, he is not prepared to accept the causal link, saying that housing market

position is not something that can be simply "read off ' (Hamnett, 1 991 : 191). The

reason for this is that a household is a complex of different labour market participants,

and that the housing needs of the household may therefore bear no direct relationship
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to the labour market in which each participant is located (Randolph, 1991: l8).

Moreover, inheritance and the generation of capital gains from ownership can blur the

relationship between an individual's, or household's, labour market position and thcir

housing market position. V/hat Hamnett says, and others agree (Randolph, I 991 : I 8;

van weesep and van Kempen, 7992:981; Hamley, 7992:21), is that the two markets

are related by tlie intermediary, or mediating, role of households and their income

levels, and their ability to pay. The relationship between income and house prices is a

significant one. Indeed, Stutz and Kartm an (1982:230) have argued that the income

level of a region is a surrogate for a number of cost of living variables, including not

only housing but also food, clothing , transportation and utilities. Therefore, although

Hamnett's point may be technically correct, it may also be a little pedantic and ignore

the fact that labour changes have occurred, that these have modified demand for

particular types of housing, that the producers of this housing have recognised this

demand, provided accordingly and charged the appropriate price. That the market

acts as a fltlter, whereby the pricing mechanism sifts and sorts different groups into

different locations almost insists on a tight relationship between the two markets. If

the owner occupiers can be shown to have occupations created by the

internationalisation of capital, then I think that Thorns'view is upheld and the

relationship is causal, and reinforcing.

In the literature, it has been Thorns who has sought to examine the role played by

housing markets, through the ability of property to generate capital gains, on the

creation and perpetuation of inequalities. In parlicular, the critical question is whether

"...life chances as structured by the labour market are similar to those
structured by the property market" (Thorns, 1982:745).
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The evidence is compelling that the opportunities to accumulate capital from housing

is unevenly distributed, or that house price inflation varies spatially (Thorns, 1982:

758; Maher,1994:17; Badcock, 1989: 81) and that these patterns reflect labour

market patterns. Moreover, each of these markets has experienced temporal change,

depending on whether they have been subject to economic decline or structural

favouritism (Thorns, 1982:753), and this will cause wealth transfers to be uneven

throughout the country. Thorns carried out a detailed assessment of this relationship

using British data and established a number of significant implications for mobility,

inequalities and their intensification.

Thorns' has been criticised for basing his assertions on the relation between labour

market and housing market on an assessment of housing market characteristics for

1979 only. Hamnett has claimed that had Thorns looked at housing market

characteristics over a longer time period he would have noticed that the price gap

between regions fluctuated and was not constantly increasing, and that housing market

peaks in the various regions did not occur simultaneously (Hamnett, I984: 152). The

point here is that even in so called depressed regions there are boom and bust

conditions occurring in housing markets, providing variable opportunities for owners

to benefit from capital accumulation. Moreover, in all of the regions of Britain, there

have been very few instances where average prices have fallen to levels below those

for the previous year. Therefore, Thorns may have overstated the case when he

claimed that house price inflation created inequalities which were enduring and

cumulative. Hamneff's view is that although inequalities exist, they are not enduring

and certainly not cumulative. Perhaps there is a middle ground which agues for the

concept of a reinforcing relationship between labour markets and housing markets,
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and this is explored in the next section. Nevertheless, Hamnett stresses that these

observations in no way detract from Thorns conclusions concerning house price

variation and inflation and its effect on mobility. He goes on to ask whether

increasing unemployment levels at the intra regional level, particularly in the inner

city areas where, in Brita.in, unemployment levels have been higher than those found

at the regional level (Hamnett, 1984: 160), can have the same effect on housing

market position, and what consequences this might have for propensity to move by

households located within these regions. In this respect, the data accumulated for this

thesis may be able to extend theory in this area by examining the level of

accumulation achieved by owners selling and moving within different sub markets of

the Adelaide housing market.

3.4.4 Housing markets, labour markets and mobility

Generally, labour markets and housing markets are approxirnately congruent, their

spatial linkage effected by the journey to work (Allen and Hamnett, 1991 : 5)

"Inasmuch as travel to work is an irnportant consideration for many
people, it would be expected that the boundaries of the local housing

market will coincide, at least to a fair degree, with local labour market
areas..." (Coombes et aI, l99I: 169).

The spatial similarity between the two markets provides a framework for

understanding many problems and issues which affect individuals and localities

When households change jobs within any labour market, there is usually not a

requirement to also change dwelling. Similarly, when moves are made within a

housing market, there is no need to change job. In both cases, the linkage between job

and house is the journey to work, and it allows few constraints to be imposed on
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individuals who decide to move within either market. However, where people move

from one labour market to another, they usually have to change their job and their

home. The decision to make these kinds of moves may be constrained by the

differing performances of housing and labour markets (Ailen and Hamnett, 1991 : 6).

Regional variations in house prices have a number of social implications flowing frorn

changed accessibility to ownership within and between different areas. The danger is

that as house price inflation occurs at different rates from one region to another, the

price gap will intensify and households' ability to transcend the gap may become

impossible. The developing tendency also means that a dwelling's ability to generate

capital gains will vary spatially, and this will impact upon residential mobility, access

to mofigage funds and the perpetuation and intensification of inequalities in cities.

Regional variation in house prices affects mobility in a number of ways. Households

u'hich might want to move from low priced areas to high priced areas, particularly for

employment reasons, may decide against the move because the developing price gap

distorts the transaction costs considerations in the mobility equation (Thrall, 1983:

224-225). In Britain, it has been noted that even when house prices in the

London/South East region began to slow, this did not encourage north-south mobility

because the perception existed among potential movers that if they bought into the

south-east under these changed conditions house prices would not appreciate

sufficiently for a reasonable return on investment to be made (Hamnett, 1992: 56;

Owen and Green, 1992:22-23)

The housing market has long been regarded as a barriel to migration, or a "hurdle"

over which movers had to jump if they wished to transfer from one labour rnarket to

another, a move which would normally involve a move from one housing market to
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another. In Britain, a lack of suitable rental housing, and the difficulty in obtaining

this form of housing, due to the operation of bureaucratic red tape, rules and

procedures, used to be a critical factor inhibiting mobility (Forrest and Murie, 1992

78). With the steacly increase of owner occupancy in Britain since the end of the

Second World War, and especially since 1970, when housing policy changes enabled

more than 1 million households to change from council rental tenancy to owner

occupation (Forrest and Murie, 1990:617), it might be assumed that this constraint to

niobility between labour markets would be reduced. Owner occupiers are considered

to be able to move when they wish, simply because tliey do not have the

encumbrances of location possessed by public renters. For owner-occupiers,

movement between labour and housing markets is related solely to their ability to pay

for varl,ing quantities and qualities of housing at various locations. Household

income is, therefore, the functional link between labour and housing markets

(Randolph, 1997: 18). However, Owen and Green have argued that the high cost of

housing and differential house price inflation has qualified the role of income on

mobility between markets, and have become significant factors inhibiting mobility

between both labour markets and housing markets (Owen and Green, 1989: I22;

Forrest and Murie, 1991: 63). Essentially, the situation has arisen because owner-

occupier tenure is not an homogenous group. "As more of the nation becomes home

owners, so there are more nations within homeownership" (Forrest el al, 1990:217).

In fact, as ownership expanded, the process of marginalisation increased (Doling and

Stafford, 1987: 103). Recognising the signifìcance of constraints on mobility within

the owner-occupier tenure has prompted the observation that
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"Home ownership may be a game that we all can play, but the chances of
winning are skewed heavily in certain directions.... For some, the stake in
tlre system is indeed very limited" (Forrest, 1983:214).

Therefore, the ability of owner occupiers to move needed to be seen in an appropriate

context, one which acknowledged the interaction of opportunities and constraints, and

accepted that choice could only exist within certain boundaries

However, mobility between labour markets, and therefore housing markets, is not

simply related to availability of rental accommodation or house price inflation

"Housing does not generally have a primary effect on mobility" (Fomest

and Murie, 1992:96).

It is suggested that there are other more important factors. 'fhe propensity to migrate

varies directly with occupation, (Murie, 1986: 354) and the British evidence suggests

that the higher an individual's occupational status the greater the propensity to

migrate, to rnove further and move more often (Owen and Green, 1992:30). On the

other hand, unemployed people and those in low status occupations are relatively

immobile, tending to trade off housing security against labour market insecurity. For

this group, spatial immobility is a rational response (Owen and Green, 1992:31)

However, there is some danger in "reading off'from the British experience of

mobility because it is quite different from, say, the Australian experience where the

spatial mobility of unemployed persons is higher than for most other groups (Bell,

1995:35-36)

In summary, housing histories are structured by employment imperatives (Forrest and

Murie, 1991:87). Or, a household's ability to move is increasingly determined by its

"opportunity sets" (Munro, 1992:6), and these take into account household factors
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such as location, socio-economic status, labour market position, tenure type, cohort

and housing history characteristics.

Barlow (1990: 95) adds a cautionary note that it is difficult to generalise about the

precise effects of geographical differences in house prices on migration and Coombes

et al (1991: 185) suggest that the complexity of the field means that there remain

many additional empirical and theoretical issues to be addressed. Finally, as owlrer-

occupancy has become increasingly diverse, so it has become increasingly rnore

clifficult to generalise as to its impact on propeusity to move (Munro, 1992: 6)

Despite this, there has developed a view that if movement between labour markets is

constrained in any way, then coincident labour and housing markets will reinforce

each other in their performances (Coombes et al,I99l: 171; Champion et al, 1988).

This relationship has been described by Thorns (1982: 761) as mutual reinforcement,

and simply means that processes of decline or expansion will build up cumulatively,

through the operation of feedback processes between each market. Forrest and lvlurie

(1989: 27) say that in Britain "...home ownership dominates housing provision in

those areas where employment opportunities are greatest". Coombes et al (1991 179)

state the case as strongly as Thorns for a causal relationship between local labour

market factors and local house price trends. Thorns has stated that in his opinion, the

critical direction of the relationship is from labour market to housing market. in this

respect, Thorns and Coombes et al are supported by Doling et al (1986: 49), who say

that they are disposed to the view that any favourable position in the housing market

is dependent upon an advantageous position in the labour market, and by Hamnett and

Randolph (1988: 380) who assert that a weak labour market position is usually

associated with a weak housing market position.
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The implications of this relationship are generally agreed. Households wanting to

move to higher priced areas will find it hard to do so, and those wanting to move from

high priced areas to low priced areas may be reluctant to move, particularly if there is

a chance that they will need to return later to the high priced area, In these

circumstances, they may not be prepared to lose their foothold in the high priced area.

Where factors such as these constrain mobility, firms experiencing labour shortages

may be forced to subsidise housing for employees, with the result that house prices

may rise further in the corresponding housing market (Coombes et al, 1991 : I 85),

thereby reinforcing the cumulative advantage of one region over another.

3.4.5 Summary

Despite the implications for mobility of Thorns work, and the conceptual grounds it

has established for this thesis to investigate further the relationship between house

price inflation and rnobility, research at the individual level has yet to be car¡ied out

so that the causal inferences based on aggregate analyses can be substantiated. There

has been no survey work completed at the level of the individual household to show

that decisions to migrate is based on house price and equity considerations (Hamnett,

1992:63). This will be addressed in this thesis as data exist to determine the size of

housing to which households are moving and whether, and if so how much, equity is

released. This can be determined by deflating the price of the housing being bought

back to the year the household bought the house they are selling and taking the

difference between the deflated value and the purchase price of their present house

(Purchase price of current house minus deflated price of new house). A positive

answer will indicate equity release and a negative ans\À/er will indicate a reinvestment
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of accumulated equity into the new house. A negative answer will also indicate that

the household lias traded up, other factors being equal. Of course, this computation

for equity release takes no account of the capital which might have been invested into

upgrading a household's current dwelling. Although renovation id a factor rvhich

icleally should be incorporated into the calculation of both capital gain and equity

release, reliable data to measure the amount spent in renovating particular dwellings

are not readily available. Notwithstanding conceptual generalisations about mobility

and capital accumulation which suggest that homeowners are aware of the potential

for capital accumulation and that many of them develop strategies designed to

maximise it , there is no hard evidence to support it (Hamnetl,1992:63). Indeed,

there have been assertions to the contrary which claim that the evidence to support the

notion that housing moves are plamed to maximise financial gains in the longer terrn

is insnbstantial, and that the greater likelihood is that those who make the most of

accumrrlation through mobility are those households which move for job related

reasons (Forrest ct al, 1990: 157) It is possible, therefore, that much of the cun'ent

knowledge surrounding house price inflation and equity and its influence on mobility

may be based on a mixture of theoretical speculation, guess-work and aggregate

statistical models (Hamnett, 1992:63). Given that data for individual households

form the basis of any findings made for this thesis, it is to be anticipated that a number

of advances to theory can be made
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3.5 l\{obility studies from 1980

This section will show how residential mobility studies in the 1980's changed their

emphases frorn those conducted during the previous two decades. It will describe a

movement away from studies which tried to explain mobility in terms of socio-

economic characteristics of households and other demand-side considerations to an

approach that saw more powerful factors at work involving transaction costs, and the

role of policy makers and the housing system, particularly in terms of creating supply

side factors which worked to influence the mobility process. The section will also

show how many previous factors believed to influence the household decision making

processes had, in fact, only a contingent impact on propensity to move and rvere, in

reality, only surrogate measures of more powerful factors whose significance had not

been appreciated until the eighties. Finally, this section will explain how processes

colrnected with house price inflation were identified as being related to the intra urban

mobility process

In early behavioural investigations, the objectives were to describe and explain why a

household chose one location in preference to another (Hall, 1919:62; Clark and

Everaers: 1981: 322). Coupe and Morgan (1981: 201) argued that early

behaviouralists hacl utilised a paradigm which emphasised the role of variables which

measured the current status of a household to explain questions of who moved and

where they moved to, but tended to ignore the linkages between tenure and expected

mobility (Boehm, 1980: 375). The problem with the early research approaches which

emphasised the role of stage of the life cycle and its associated emphasis on family

space requirements was that the links between these factors and mobility were based
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on unsubstantiated theoretical foundations and that too many unjustified inferential

leaps between corlelates of residential mobility and reasons for it had been made

(Coupe and Morgan, l98l:202).

"Although...these types of...approaches are valuable within their limits
they do not do justice to the theoretical conceptualisations of the decision
to seek a new residence" (Coupe and Morgan, 1981 : 202).

They saw mobility in terms of changes in the stress levels a household perceived as a

consequence of changes in its relationship with both its dwelling and its environment

(Coupe and Morgan, l98I: 201). Within the replacement, or new, paradigm, the

definition of the family's environment was to become critical, and the definition was

influenced by considerations of the role of allocative systems in the housing market as

well as concepts of constraints and competition. Their firm perception was that

housing institutions, and more broadly the housing system, held the key to

understanding urban processes. This realisation developed from previous

investigations which had found that although households might want to ûìove,

mobility did not occur. Explaining this apparent dilemma became the task for the

next stage of enquiry into residential mobility (Moore, 1986: 499-500).

very few households were now seen to have complete choice, and that more

realistically, most households were perceived to have only a few effective choices at

their disposal. One outcome of this new perspective was a refinement to a number of

models which had been developed during the seventies to explain the search process

associated with mobiiity. Choice, or compensatory, models had been based, usually,

on utility theory which had households engaging in very sophisticated processes to

select a new residence. Their principal flaw was that they considered the consumer

was able to assess a complex array of options in choosing between dwellings available
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in the market. In this sense these models were unrealistic, and were replaced with

models which were informed by the developing paradignr which emphasised

constraints to mobility (Talachek, 1982:34). These newer mobility models

recognised that human brain chamrel capacity is limited, and therefore complex

processing was not possible. In their place non-compensatory models were developed

which reduced the complexity of the decision making process. Their main feature

was that a large number of possible housing alternatives could be eliminated after

only a fèw attributes had been considered (Mackett and Johnson, 1985: 175-1771.

Young, 1984:24-27)

Therefore, by the early 1980's, urban residential mobility theory had advanced to a

point which acknowledged a minimisation of household choice and highlighted

constraints on household mobility as significant factors influencing the mobilitl,

process, but at the same time stressed that a complete picture of the process must

invoh,e consideration of both perspectives. (Coupe and Morgan, 1981 : 201)

3.5.1 Policy, structural change and mobility

The behavioural approach, with its emphasis on demand side factors, ignored the

capacity of supply-side factors to influence households, and therefore the mobility

process. It failed to identify inter-relationships mobility might have with the wider

urban system, and to appreciate the impacts that systems of various kinds could have

on mobility (Clark and Everaers, 1981:322). For example, housing policy, and the

housing system it produces, can create a huge range of inputs to the mobility process,

especially in the form of second hand housing and new housing. It can cause changes

to existing markets, and the establishment of new markets, and provide a range of
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supply side factors which impact on the mobility process. However, the housing

system does not comprise only the housing stock, but a whole range diverse

institutional and individual actors (Everaers and Clark, 1984:242). A residential

mobility model which emerges from any consideration of the role of the housing

system would envisage a continuing realignment process between the existing

housing stock, new housing products created from housing policy initiatives, other

relevant actors and households (Everaers and Clark, 1984:243; Hall, 1979: 62).

Early, or pre-1980 mobility research at the macro-level, sometimes called ecological

studies, had their roots in the Chicago School's approach to urban differentiation.

This approach emphasised the characteristics of movers and stayers, and based its

enquiry around the decision to move, the search process and evaluation processes

(Cadwallader,I9S2: 458-459). As mobility has come to be seen as increasingly

influenced by factors outside the household, the macro approach has enjoyed a

revival, and is particularly relevant to housing markets. The new macro approach has

identified a spatial distribution of mobility rates, and has sought to locate reasons for

these variations within the prevailing systems of individual sub markets. More

importantly, this approach recognised an important need to discover the extent to

which two way relationships exist. From this there are two important implications.

Firstly, the relationship between socio economic variables and mobility has long been

demonstrated, but is it not the case that residential mobility could influence the socio

economic configuration of a suburb? (cadwallader,lgS2:460). Secondly, the

approach reinforced the relationship between mobility and policy, but demonstrated

for the first time the powerful effect that policy could have on mobility (Cadwallader,

1982:460;' Moore and Clark, 1980: 16-18).
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Urban social change in advanced global economies has been caused by economic

changes imposed onthe system since the early 1970's. Moreover, these social

changes have been accompanied by increasing income differentials between groups,

with the result that discrete sub markets, defined principally by the consuming

characteristics of their households, have been created. Within each of these sub

markets, the forces of supply and demand operate differently so that whilst one sub

market may experience over-heating another may experience stagnant sales activity

(Whitehead, l99r: 872). The relatively recent housing market phenomenon of

affordability stems from the fact that housing markets are imperfect mechanisms in

which supply and demand rarely operate in harmony (Whitehead,lgg|:872;

Lirureman and Megbolugbe, 1992: 370).

The discreteness of these sub markets enables processes of urban structural evolution

to occur through capital switching - the abandonment by capital of one sub market in

preference for the enhanced accumulation possibilities identified in another sub

market. For capital to move between sub markets it is necessary that sub market

differences exist so that some sub markets can offer accumulation potential at the

same time as others are devaluing, or overaccumulating (King, 1989c: 859).

Overaccumulation can occur at any level of the capitalist system. Usually, it occurs in

the primary circuit, and stems from reduced demand for the output of capital. It is

characterised by unproductive capacity or liquidity with no opportunities for

accumulation. Under these conditions, capital usually turns to the secondary circuit of

capitalism, represented by investment in consumption, be it housing or offices or

infrastructure, for opportunities to encourage accumulation and simultaneously

provide a fillip for the ailing primary circuit. within the housing market,
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overaccumulation can occur within the sub markets, so that areas within cities may

have atypically high proportions of unlet buildings, will experience declining property

values and possibly develop characteristics caused by neglect of the built

environment. Harvey (I974) argued that despite periodic overaccumulation in sub

markets, capitalisrn could successfully accumulate in the total housing market, at any

level, by moving its investment attention between the various sub markets, so that the

differentiation of the city varied both spatially and temporally (Harvey, 1974:243-

249), something that Smith referred to as seesawing uneven developrnent at the urban

scale (Smith, 1984: 150-151).

However, despite the uniqueness of sub markets, (Munro and Lamont, 1985: 134s)

they are interdependent, in that changes in one will cause changes in another, with

consequences for capital investment and urban structure. It is argued that residential

mobility is a cruoial force in the interdependence of sub markets. For example, where

out migration from a sub market results in a new social group replacing the previous

inhabitants then social change occurs in both the origin and destination sub markets

and this kind of social see sawing has been evident in western cities for more than half

a century. In Australian cities sub markets have evolved from processes associated

with high fertility, the immigration programme, the maturation of the baby boom

cohorts, as rvell as the internationalisation of capital, the rise of the service sector and

tlre affordability crisis of the 1980's (Badcock, l9B4; Forster, 1988; Daly, lggg;

Maher, 1994). In the creation of these sub markets, residential mobility has been an

enabling process.

When mass movement of households occurs from one sub market to another, the

origin sub market is rendered under-used and devalued because the incoming
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households usually have less access to capital than the departing households (King,

1989c: 866). This notion agrees with the traditional concept of filtering. In a reverse

sense, gentrifìcation is associated with revaluation of areas within cities, where

incoming residents usually have more capital, in an economic and cultural sense, than

the out-going residents. The important point is that both filtering and gentrification

can be associated with spatial shifts of capital within the city. The gentrification

process has presented the filtering concept in a new light, and its explanation has

illustrated how social change could both occur, and be prevented, through policy

initiatives deriving from a multitude of urban institutions in the urban housing market.

Moreover, if capital gains were to be regarded as an institution, then perhaps this

represented one of the earliest points at which a link between capital gains and

mobility was envisaged, without being stated, by geographers and demographers

engaged in mobility research. A number of these issues can be explored with the

current dataset, by creating a subset of dwellings potentially capable of gentrification

and analysing tlieir sales history, and in particular their rate of price inflaticn and

capital accumulation.

3.5.2 Transactioncosts

In the early 80's, transaction costs became an increasingly prominent factor in the

analysis of mobility pattems. In this model, two sets of considerations were relevant

to a household in deciding its tenure type. Firstly, households needed to be aware of

the transaction costs associated with various tenures - that there were lower, but

regular, costs comected with renting, and substantial, but often one off, costs

involved with ownership. Secondly, the key factor in determining the type of tenure
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for which to opt was the expected length of stay in that tenure (Boehm, 1980: 376). If

a short stay was expected, the decision would come down to renting, but if a longer

stay were anticipated, then the economics of the choice would select ownership as the

appropriate tenure choice. Of course, thc household's current wealth would be critical

to the type of decision taken

This developing model predicted that, regardless of the tenure chosen, future mobility

will reflect the tenure choice made on the basis of the critical importance of

transaction costs. Boehm (1980: 376) suggests that previous studies have ignored this

set of "simultaneous equations", that is, a consideration of expected mobility and

transaction costs associated with specific tenure, and as a result had assigned causal

effect to certain socio-economic factors, such as age of household head when, instead,

these factors were likely to be surogates, or proxies, for the more critical factors of

expected mobility and wealth of a family. Kendig (1984: 279) makes much the same

kind of point when noting a relationship between stage of life cycle and income,

caused by the fact that as people get older there is a tendency for the occupational

position, and therefore income, to increase, which facilitates mobility. Further, as

people get older partnership prospects increased, together with the opportunity, at

least for a limited period, of double income (Myers, 1985; V/ulft 1982: 35), agarn

with enhanced prospects for mobility. Further, with increasing income, trading up

may have more to do with realising gains generated from ownership than with the

need to buy a larger house (Kendig, 1984: 272). The 1980's saw the beginnings of an

awareness of the potential for capital gains considerations to operate as a player in the

process. Transaction costs were seen not only as charges associated with a property

sale, but also in terms of risks and rewards involved with ownership. Nevertheless,
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during this tirne there were virtually no references in the mobility literature to the

concept of capital gains. Instead, surrogates for the role of capital gains were sought,

and it was argued that high satisfaction, generated hy pricle of ownership ancl

"...the higher costs of moving from an owned home which increases the
threshold for dissatisfaction" (Speare, 1977, quoted in Landale and Guest,
1985:201)

rather than constraints, such as a substantial investment which, at certain times, might

be difficult to retrieve through the sale of the dwelling, controlled propensity for

owner occupiers to move.

One of the earliest oblique references to the role of capital gains on the mobility

process involved research findings which suggested that space increasingly influenced

mobility, and in parlicular space for its own sake, or for prestige, seemed to be more

important than had previously been recognised (Coupe and Morgan, 1981 213). This

observation had also been noted by Clark et al (1984:31), and was reinforced by

another conclusion that the more expensive the form of housing the more people

wanted to have it (Monow-Jones, 1988: 1181). These views are, in all likelihood,

forerunners to subsequent findings that space, which is related to size of house, and

price, can be linked to a dwelling's ability to accumulate capital gains (Thorns, l98la:

208; Badcock, 1989: 81). In the United States house prices outstripped incomes

between 1970 and 1978, and it has been suggested that these developments helped

comrnodify housing so that it increasingly came to be seen as an investment rather

than simply an item of consumption (Rudel and Neaigus, 1984: 129). Consequently,

house price inflation increased the attractiveness of housing as an investment, with a

direct relationship between price of housing and return from investment. Therefore,

affluent owners tended to upgrade to housing which was larger than might have been
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necessary in order to capitalise on its investment potential, and other owners tended to

trade up as soon as their finances allowed, again in order to take advantage of the

accumulation potential of housing.

Tliis developing explanation for trading up was a refinement on earlier proposals

which had argued that households may have housing goals which cannot be achieved

immediately but are planned for through a series of steps. This idea was advanced as

early as 1977 when Michelson noted that the ideal tenure type among all subgroups in

the United States was the self-contained, single family, house, and he went on to say

that:

"There is no reason why people cannot and do not adhere to their
aspirations...while making changes which incrementally satisfy pragmatic
problems and interests which have arisen" (Michelson, 1977: 35).

This "deficit compensation" model saw households achieving their housing goals

ttu'ough mobility, although at this point the role of fìnancing these goals through

capital gains had nc;t been defined. Nevertheless, within the deficit compensation

model and hypotheses that had households acquiring space for the sake of it, the

household did not leave its current location because ofstress factors but because any

move was part of the household's housing plan (Coupe and Morgan, 1981:213)

Seek was also aware of the impact of transaction costs and/or constraints on the

mobility process when he argued that the decision to adjust housing is a two part

process, where the first stage involves a decision to adjust, and the second stage a

decision on whether to move ol improve. Importantly, the first decision is encouraged

by the recognition of a housing gap, which is created by changes in socio economic

circumstances, tastes, preferences, changes in house prices and public policy. This

model contains clearly implied financial cost considerations centring around the likely
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capital gains to be accrued by the sale of the current dwelling, and the relationship of

this to the expected cost of next dwelling, as well as the costs to the household of

renovations which would satisfy the household's needs at the cun'ent location (Seek,

1983:456).

This evolving view of the mobility process was, in fact, just one step removed from

the discovery of important relationships between transactions costs, house price,

capital gains and mobility. By recognising constraints, but explaining them as factors

which increased satisfaction with an existing location, and linking satisfaction with

the plice of housing, they were just failing to grasp the relationship between market

buoyancy and the generation of capital gains, and the significance of capital galns ln

financing housing goals. In trying to move on from the "satisfaction" model of

residential mobility, without being sure with what to replace it, it was noted that

"People act not only on their attitudes and preferences. but also because

they are part of ongoing webs of social relationships" (Landale and Guest,

1985:218).

I-lnquestionably, the housing system is part of the social relationships of communities

in developed countries (Paris, 1993 39-55) and its influence on residential mobility

has become well understood over the last decade.

Geographers, too, were also failing at this time to elucidate the relationship between

mobility and accumulation, and instead their emphasis seemed to be on understanding

the association between mobility and housing markets. The research aims at this time

were to understand mobility's role in changing urban structure so that it could inform

public policy (Clark, 1986: 359). Researchers strongly asserted mobility's two way

relationship with policy - that not only could mobility influence policy but, more

significantly, policy could be implemented by encouraging specific aspects of the
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mobility process. This view saw mobility linked increasingly with housing markets,

so that

"...the challenge is to see mobility in terms of its relationship to different
segments of the housing market..." (Moore and Clark, 1986: 186).

Further, the housing market was subject to change through public policy. Where

public policy caused investment to occur in a sub market, levels of household

satisfaction in these areas could increase with consequences for mobility. On the

other hand, if investment in a sub market leads to increases in rents, one group may be

forced to leave and another enter the sub-market through the process of filtering. If

policy initiatives lead to overall rent increases across sub markets, additional policies

may be necessary to house those who could not afford the increased rents (Moore,

1986: 499). Data have been generated for this thesis which will enable considerable

insight into the relationships between mobility ancl space to be developed, ancl enable

an examination of the ways in which capital gains from ownership might drive the

mobility process.

3.5.3 Housing consumption and mobility

The characteristics of housing consumption have received attention from urban and

housing economists, and they have tried to relate these to aspects of the mobility

process. On the other hand, geographers, demographers and planners have tended to

explore the demographic characteristics of housing and theorise their significance to

the mobility process. Interestingly, the two approaches have rarely intersected

(Gober, 1992: 171-173), despite some commonality between the models, concepts,

variables and ideas employed by the two approaches (Clark et al, 1994 138). In this
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section the key notions developed by economists to explain housing purchase and

investment, and therefore parts of the mobility process, will be presented. The prime

point to be made is that consideration of capital gains, the perception by buyers that

housing is a commodity with investment potential, and tl-rat owner-occupancy should

be attained as soon as possible in any housing career are powerful factors driving

housing markets. Further, although these financial, or economic, considerations may

have correlates with demographic variables, it is argued that the economic factors

have the more causal consequences for mobility. This is not to say, however, that

these econonric factors do not then have consequences for household demography,

and possibly for the household's housing career

The internationalisation of capital, global and regional restructuring, inflation and

boom/bust cycles for capital and economic development which have occurred since

1972have many implications. The impact of these economic and social changes has

been spatially and temporally uneven. Therefore, in the following discussion, the

group or regions most affected by particular developments will be identified.

Evidence from the United States shows that between 1970 and 1978 inflation and

restructuring resultecl in rates of house price increase outstripping the rate of increase

in income, with the result that household incomes did not, generally, increase at the

same rate as the deposit gap (Rudel and Neaigus, 1984: 129). Laf.er, the same

phenomenon was observed in Australia where, during the late eighties, house price

inflation accounted for more than 90 percent of the increase in the deposit gap (Wood

and Bushe-Jones, 1990:587). The lag between a widening of the deposit gap in the

United States and its observation in Australia was due to housing finance regulation in

Australia until 1986. After this time, finance for housing became increasingly
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available, and unleashed the same kinds of demands which had been experienced in

the US a decade earlier. In America, home ownership became problematical for a

large proportion of middle American households, and for these households there were

a number of possibilities. They could refrain from purchase while they saved the

increased deposit gap, often achieved by establishing two income households whicli

could have demograpiric consequences, or they could purchase less housing, such as

units or other smaller housing which was being developed by the housing rnarket in

response to these developing conditions (Harris, 1986: 303). Another possibiiity was

to downgrade, and in the American context this was seen as part of the "back to the

city" trend, in which deteriorated, and/or smaller, inner city or near-inner city housing

was bought instead of price inflated suburban housing. This tendency is generally,

but not universally (see LeGates and Murphy, I98l:266 for an opposing perspective),

recognised as gentrihcation. Williams (1984: 49) says that it may be the case that

capital has migrated back to the city, in the guise of gentrification, but gentrification is

not a "back to the city" movement in the direct sense, because it is not an attempt by

the in-movers to save on transport, and other, costs which they would incur if they

lived in the outer suburbs

The economic environment established in the post World War Two era has been

called the socialised consumption phase of economic development (Saunders, 1984),

and was succeeded by the privatised consumption phase as a result of global

restructuring following the oil crisis of 1973. These changes created important new

attitudes to orvnership which highlighted the investment capacity of housing. The

notion of the family home underwent a significant definitional change from being

principally an item of consumption to a commodity with tremendous potential to earn
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income for its owner. Accordingly, in an environment of increased housing prices,

housing became more attractive, causing existing owners to buy bigger and more

expensive housing and encouraging non-owners to enter the market and begin the

trading up process as sooll as possible so that they niight begin to realise the

investment potential of their dwelling (Rudel and Neaigus, 1984: 137; Hanis, 1986

303). In trading up, the existing owners created a vacancy chain which may have

been filled by other owners) also moving up, or by new owners. Whether those

households trading up did so to capitalise on the enhanced investment status of

housing or because of the demand created by the incentives for ownership among

non-owners, or both is difficult to say. Whatever the reason, non-owners were

encouraged to enter the owner-occnpier housing market in such a way as to modify

existing mobility theory

Accompanying house price inflation and an increasing deposit gap was a reduction in

real interest rates which made ownership even more attractive (Saunders, 1978:245)

In some countries this phenomenon occurred for a number of years and was no short

term occurrence. For example, Britain experienced negative real interest rates for

nearly a decade aft.er 19J3, whilst Australia and the United States experienced the

phenomenon for 5 and 4 years, respectively, from around 1973 (Badcock,I994b:

283). This phenomenon had occurred previously in Australia in the period 1948-

I 95 1 , with real interest rates as low as minus I 5.6 percent (King, 1989b: 716) and

then, as now, it caused purchasers to bid up the price of housing. In the seventies and

eighties, these changes to the economics of ownership impacted on the concept of

transaction costs, and their relationship to mobility, and modified the propensity for

owner-occupiers to move, and the propensity for renters to shift their tenure to owner
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occupancy. Fufther, the econonic changcs experienced by households caused, in all

likelihood, a change to their demographic characteristics, which modified some of the

previously accepted relationships between stage of life cycle and propensity to nìove

residence, In the United States it was noted that, between 1973 and 1978, new home

owners became rnore distinctive in terms of income and income-earning females in

households, and less distinctive in terms of household size and number of children in

their households (Rudel, 1987: 263). Similar disturbances to normal relations

between demographics and ownership have been repor-ted by Morrow-Jones (1988:

lI77) who found that, in the period from 1977 to 1983, the higher the unemployment

measure for households the lower the peak age for transition from renting to owning.

'Ihis suggested that the existent economic environment encouraged young

unemployed, or under employed, persons to strive for ownership by doing previously

atypical things such as both partners working, and/or delaying marriage and having

children, so that they might capitalise on the perceived advantages of home ownership

(Phillips, 1988: 488). The same reasons caused an indirect relationship between price

ofhousing and age ofnew owners, as young people, daunted by the prospect ofprices

continuing to increase, and affordability reducing, turned to ownership as soon as

possible so as to benefit financially from ownership.

The concept of affordability developed out of the economic conditions created by the

oil crisis of 1973. Rising house price inflation, an increasing deposit gap and stagnant

or declining incomes encouraged the notion of affordability as households

endeavoured to buy housing in an increasingly market-oriented housing system,

containing as it did a number of imperfections which meant that developing demand

could not be met (Linneman and Megbolugbe, 1992:370). Concerns with
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affordability reflected the social restructuring which was a consequence of global

industrial restructuring. In terms of housing consumption, market place changes

caused by house price inflation, unemployment or under-employnent and lagging

income growth nteant that an increasing proportion of the middle classes and

substantial proportions of the working classes found a new set of obstacles

constraining home ownership. These groups are numerous and geographically

widespread, and therefore they have considerable political power, and this has made

affordability a political issue since the mid 1970's. It is a reality for those groups

whose previous levels of consumption depended on industrial occupations which have

been restructured out of their local economies to other regions or offshore to Third

World countries. The significance of the phenomenon, together with the processes

which create it, cannot be overstated, as it has consequences fol housing careers, for

residential mobility, for housing markets and for urban structure. King measured

affordability by calculating an "access charge" (King, 1989b: 722). Others have

defined affordability in terms of the "effort to purchase" (Thrall, 1983: 224) or "entry

costs" (Doling et al (1986: 52). In Melbourne, between 1973 and 1977,the "access

charge" for owner occupied houses increased by 53 percent, and by 38 percent for

owner occupied apartments, or home units (King, 1989c: 869). More significantly, as

capital shifts from one sub market to another, thereby affecting house price inflation

and affordability, it causes a change in the spatial distribution of affordable dwellings.

The observation that affordability varies spatially, as well as temporally, has

substantial implications for residential mobility.
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3.6 Measuring capital gains

This literature review has demonstrated the possibility of causal linkages between

capital accumulation and modifications to traditional class definitions, the creation of

new social classes within the community, and urban residential mobility patterns.

Housing can afford its owners the opportunity for capital gains. It is instructive to

consider that "housing" comprises both a structure and land. Each component is

subject to demand. In the case of the land, its demand is typically influenced by its

location, particularly to the Central Business District, but also in relation to other

activities which might be developed from time to time. It is possible, then, that the

demand for land can fluctuate in cycles, depending on location and supply. In a

sirnilar fashion, the demand for housing which is deployed on land will also fluctuate.

Factors rvhich contribute to the demand for housing include a dwelling's size, style,

age and condition. Dwellings will inevitably be subject to depreciation and

obsolescence. Although these processes can be stemmed or even reversed by

maintenance and renovation, usually the dwelling component of "property" or

"homeownership" is subject to variation and with time is likely to not contribute to

the generation of capital gains. Of course, these tendencies are always subject to

demand, and where population increase characterises an area, the general tendency for

the structure component to depreciate and not contribute to the generation of capital

gains will be arrested.

These considerations notwithstanding, it is difficult to obtain data which only

measures the value of land, and which is separate from the value of any structure

constructed on it. Although rating systems have been implemented which utilised an
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estimation of a property's land value, these systems have tended to be replaced with

systems which use capital value and take into account the land and any associated

structures. Therefore, altliough analyses of capital gains from home ownership rnight

ideally be more inforrned if based on genuine land value considerations, it has not

been possible to locate any studies which have used this kind of data. Instead,

investigation into any aspects of capital gains frorn holne ownership is obliged to use

the sale price of housing as its fundamental data source.

With this in mind, the issue of measurement of capital gain is of basic importance.

Often, the significance of any relationship between capital accumulation and other

variables has depended on the formula by which it was measured. There are, in fact, a

variety of methods available to compute a value for the capital accumulated by a

household t-hrough home ownership, and this section will describe the evolutionary

refinements which have occurred in measures of capital gain.

Typically, when a household sells its dwelling, the initial reaction is to compare the

seiling price with the purchase price to obtain one of two nontinal measures of

accumulation. The monetary difference between the two values is an absolute

measure of capital gain, but the selling price can be expressed as a percentage of the

purchase price to provide a rate by which house price inflation can be expressed.

These are the simplest measures of accumulation and assume cost-free ownership. In

South Australia such data are released each quarter by the Valuation Division of the

Department of Environment and Natural Resources, and regularly published by the

media. Home owners often base their decision to sell purely upon this information

(Maher, 1994: 8). Indeed, the earliest empirical studies on capital accumulation

through home ownership (Hamilton, 1976; Thorns, 1981a: 208; Pratt, 1986a: 368)
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used these measures. None of these early studies discounted the selling price for the

level of inflation which had occurred during the time since the property was

purclrased (Badcock. 1989: 72; Dupuis.1992 28). By the late eighties, however, this

oversight had been addressed so that reallevels ofabsolute gain and house price

infl ation were employed.

At the same time, there was dispute regarding the basis by which rates of house price

inflation should be calculated, and whether the rate should reflect the

increase/decrease measured on the purchase price, or the level of owner equity

invested in the dwelling. This debate recognised that most households establish a

mortgage to buy their house, with the difference between purchase price and moftgage

representing the owner's equity or deposit. In Adelaide in 1986, 26.8 percent of

house and home unit buyers purchased their dwelling without recourse to mortgage

borror,ving (Harris, 1993:216). British evidence suggests that most people bonow up

to 85 percent of the house's purchase price, and even previous owners have only about

42 percent equity in subsequent purchases (Saunders, 1990: 124). 'Iherefore, the

argument is that rates of return should be based on the owner's equity, so that it might

be regarded as the interest rate earned on the capital (deposit) invested in the dwelling

(Dupuis, 1992:30). Badcock (1989: 80) and Peiser and Smith (1985: 348, footnote

10) go further and base their rate of return on the actual costs incurred by the owner

These costs are the sum of the deposit, interest payments, maintenance costs and

transaction costs. Absolute gains should take into account the outstanding mortgage

commitment at the time of sale. It also recognises that, for most households,

ownership is rarely cost-free and that these costs need to be offset against any profits

which might be created by ownership
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In these calculations the rate of return is indirectly related to tlie level of owner equity,

or size of deposit; the smaller the deposit the greater the rate of return per unit (dollar)

of investment and vice vctsa, cxccpt that the statistic camot be calculatecl where a

household has effected its housing purchase without mortgage finance. Interpletation

of any spatial patterns created by this statistic is problernatic, in that the patterns are

influenced by the size of deposit, and do not reflect the accumulation potential of the

dwelling. Indeed, the size of deposit may reflect a whole variety of processes

operating in any area, including the proportion of first time owners and level of

ethnicity (Saunders, 1990: 131). First time owners generally have low equity, and

would therefore generate higher rates of return than previous owners whose level of

equity is greater, and some ethnic groups demonstrate a propensity to invest heavily in

their housing, despite the fact that this tendency results in lower returns to capital

invested upon the sale of their house (Viviani, l99I: 123; Hamis, 1995:195-196). On

the oiher hand, any spatial patterns created by the house price inflation statistic are

rnore likely to provide a measure of the accumulation potential of housing in different

areas. Importantly, this is an early indication that there is no one perfect statistic to

measure capital accumulation, and that each can be employed provided that the user is

mindful of what can be implied from their use.

Of course, each of these calculations can be computed either as a nominal value or as

areal value. However, the magnitude of any answers obtained using these

computational approaches is directly related to the length of time that any property

had been owned. Accordingly, it is important that length of ownership be

incorporated into each of the calculations.
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The early tendency to ignore mortgage considerations in computing capital gain

measures stems mainly from the difficulties encountered in obtaining these data. The

database on which this study is based contains a subsef. of owners for whom mortgage

information has been obtained, and the rates of return on their level of equity,

cotnpared with rates of return on the purchase price of their house will provide useful

comparisons on the worth of each measure.

Strictly speaking, the nominal and real statistics which have been described so far do

not take into account any costs associated with generation of capital gains. Norninal

estimates of gain use actual values. whilst real estimates of gain adjust the values for

inflation, When mortgage and transaction costs (that is, buying and selling costs) are

offset against strictly capital gains of ownership, the new statistic is a measure of

wealth (Dupuis, 1992: 29). The calcul ation of nominal wealth increase involves

subtracting from the selling price the final mortgage debt, the selling costs and the

owner''s deposit. Real wealth increase is computed by inflating the initial deposit to

take account of inflation. As was indicated earlier, the results obtained from formulae

which include size of deposit, or level of owner equity, can provide unexpected

results, in that the greatest returns per unit investment are generated fo¡ owners with

the smallest deposits. Nominal wealth increases during the ownership of a property

do not change, regardless of size of deposit, However, real wealth increases are

inversely related to the size of deposit (See Dupuis, 1992: 29 for calculations which

demonstrate this).

while the wealth increase computation takes some account of mortgage and

transaction costs, there are many additional costs which can be worked into the

calculation of wealth gain from owner occupancy. Some of these allow for pure
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housing prices (Duncan, 1990: 199) to be determined and used in the calculation of

wealth increase. Pure house prices are real housing prices whicli have been deflated

for quality and quantity changes. Quality changcs are related to the level of lepairs,

rnaintenance and decorations completed by the owner and quantity changes occur

tln'ouglr structural altcrations, including space heating (Duncan, 1990:200; Fleming

and Nellis, 1981 : I 1 I 8- I 120). These refinements to the wealth increase calculation

are significant, in Duncan's view, because quality maintenance is critical to

maintaining premium value for housing and maximising capital gains. It may well be

the case that poor maintenance has contributed to the link between capital

accumulation and labour market position identified by Thoms (1981 : 215). In inner

Birmingham, between 1975 and 7979,tbe average house price u'as actually )) percen1

below the average costs of repairs required to bring the house up to a 3 0 year life

lKarn et al, 1985 cited in Duncan, 1990: 201). However, there are some major

problems involved in establishing pure house prices. One is the availability of

suitable data, which may involve official, unpublished or survey data, and the

complexity involved in accessing or analysing it. Principally for these reasons,

Duncan (1990: 201) could only apply his technique to two of the 11 regions in

Britain. Secondly, official data are generally aggregate data, and there are

methodological problems associated with applying these to individual cases because

any conclusion derived may not reflect the situation of the specific case. One way

around this problem is to ask individual households for details of expenditures they

have made on their dwelling and apply these values to the computation of wealth

increase. However, this creates a third problem, in that not all owners recall

everything they have done to their house, not all owners reveal everything and
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because maintenance and repair is a subjective concept, all owners may not consider

the same activity in the same way. For these reasons, Saunders (1990: 127) resolved

to omit housing costs from any computations of wealth increase.

Economists, however, are prepared to measure as many of the costs connected with

home owrership as possible, and offset these against as many of the financial benefits

of home ownership as is possible in constructing models to measure the gain from

home ownership. The literature contains, therefore, aplethora of considerations that

ought to be taken into account in determining the level of accumulation deriving from

horne ownership, an indication of which have been presented in Table 3.1
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Table 3.1: Selected housing cost estimates

Housing cost consideration Estimate and source

Owner equrty

Length of loan

Maintenance
Maintenance, insurance, rates and taxes
Maintenance and repairs

Maintenance, repairs and insurance
Transaction costs

Selling fees

Legal fees

Depreciation and maintenance

"Physical decay" (depreciation)
Imputed rent

Opportunity costs

20% of purchase plice (Peiser and Smith, I 985 : 348; King,
1989c:868)
l8%o for first-tirne owners (Saunders, 1990: 126)
3TYofor second and subsequent owners (Saunders, 1990:
126)
25% ofpurchase price (Badcock, 1989: 80)
30% ofpurchase price (Bourassa and Hendershott, 1993:
36)
25 years (Peiser and Smith, 1985: 348; Badcock, 1989: 80;
King, 1989c: 868)
l% ofcapital value per year (Badcock, 1989: 80)
l5%o of loan repayments (King, 1989c: 868)
|.4o/o of current house value (Engelhardt and Poterba,
1991:545)
0.90lo of cunent capitalvalue (Smith, 1990: 82)
4Yo of purchase price (Badcock, 1989: 80; King, 1989c:

868)
3% of selling price (Doling et al, 1986: 53)
3% of selling price (Bethune,1977)
I % of selling price (Bethun e, 1977)
3.5%o ofannual house value (Bourassa and Hendershott,
1993:35)
2.5Yo of cunent value (Engelhardt and Poterba, l99l : 545)
3%o of capital value (Saunders, 1990: 125)
11.84% of current house value (Peiser and Smith, 1985:
34s)
l0% ofnominal annual value (Badcock, 1989: 80)
Sum of deposit and transaction costs, inflated I .25 times
prevailing interest rate, discounted by marginal rate of
taxation (King, 1989c: 868)
180-day Treasury Bill rate (Bourassa and Hendershott,
1993:36)
Treasury long term (15 years) bonds (Smith, 1990: 82)
90 day Treasury Bills (Engelhardt and Poterba, 1991 : 545)

The principal considerations in the accumulation equation revolve around cost

involved in buying a house, and costs associated with maintaining a house. In the first

category of costs are expenses incurred in buying the house, which include agent's

fees, stamp duties, conveyancing costs, bank or building society charges to prepare

the mortgage. However, the principal cost in buying a house is the level of interest

repayments attached to any mortgage. The second cost category includes household
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expenses such as repairs and maintenance, insurance, rates and taxes and any other

costs which would not be incurred by a household in rental tenure. In housing

research, these costs are difÍìcult to determine at the individual household level, and

there is really little option to the use of estimates when these costs are used in any

housing computations. However, the variety of estimates which have been employed

enhance the degree of "averageness" which must consequently be read into any

conclusions reached in these calculations

The variation in some estimates is in large part due to government policies in different

countries. in the United States, mortgage interest and property taxes are subject to

taxation (Pieser and Smith, 1985: 346) and therefore there is an imperative that they

be considered in any equation for level of capital accumulation

In West Germany, depreciation is allowed as a deduction for taxation purposes at a

rate of five percent of purchase price during the first eight years of ownership (Wood,

1990b: 811). Some transaction costs can be quite high in countries whose taxation

base rests heavily on indirect taxes, or goods and services taxation, than in countries,

like Australia, which raise most of their taxation income through direct levies

(Strassman , 1991: 7 63).

As well as transaction and maintenance costs, other costs have been considered in the

calculation of capital accumulation from home ownership. The role of imputed rent in

accumulation is contentious, and the reasons for this can be understood by hrst

defining the term. Since there has not been an outlay for rent by owners, the money

retained by such a household can be conceptualised as imputed rental income.

Altematively, imputed rent can be defined as the rent which would be received for the

house if it were let to a tenant (Peiser and Smith, 1985: 345), minus various "housing
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costs" such as interest on mortgage, rates and taxes and maintenance (Srnith, 1990

80). imputed income from housing has also been defined as the difference between

investmcnt in housing and invcsting in thc ncxt bcst invcstmcnt (Lerrnan and Lerman,

1986:324). 'Where imputed rental income is not incorporated into any accumulation

calculation, the justification revolves around the fact that owner occupiers are usually

making principal and interest repayments on a moltgage so that mortgage costs are

cancelled out by irnputed rental incorne,

"...in which case they can be ignored for the purpose of calculating capital
gains" (Saunders, 1990: 131).

There are two difficulties with this proposition. Firstly, it may be that mortgage

repayments are less than rental payments for dwellings of comparable quality, and this

is usually the case, simply because rents are based on all the costs of constructing and

maintaining dwellings, plus a profit margin for the owner (Stretton, I978: 40;

Saunders, 1990: I32). Australian data suggest that owner-occupier weekly housing

costs are lower than tenants' rental payments (Badcock, 1984: 184 and 217; ABS,

I992b:323). Secondly, when an owner-occupier becomes an outright owner the

magnitude of imputed income becomes even greater (ABS, 1992b:323). Tliat

imputed income from owner occupancy is not taxed stems mainly from the prevailing

perception of housing as a consumption good which generates no "clirect" cash benefit

whilst occupancy occurs (Flood and Yates, 1987). Ideally, though, some measure of

imputed rental income should be included in any assessment of accumulation from

home ownership. Provided it is offset by the costs associated with any mortgage

commitments, there seems to be little argument against its inclusion. However, the

principal problem in considering imputed rent is its measurement. A range of
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estimates have been proposed and these are presented in Table 3. I . These values are

rent:value ratios and derive from expressing the rent which could be obtained for the

dwelling as a percentage of the drvelling's value. However, the use of fixed ratcs to

measure imputed rental income can become problematical, particularly in a volatile

intelest rate environnent, and boom and bust property cycles, both of which can

influence tlie value of the dwelling through house price inflation. The value of any

dwelling also changes temporally as increasing amounts of mortgage debt are repaid.

.In the United States, between 1963 and 1981, the rent:value proportion decreased

frorn 11.84 percenr.b 7.13 percent (Peiser and Smith, 1985: 354).

Finally, in buying a dwelling, home owners deny themselves the opportunity to invest

any deposit and transaction costs they might pay into other more rewarding

investments. A view exists, therefore, that any lneasure of accumulation from home

ownership should take this opportunity cost into account by at least measuring the

return that owner equity could generate on the bond market, or some other "safe" form

of investment (King, 1989c: 868; Smith, 7990:82; Engelhardt and porerba, 1991:

545; Bourassa and Hendershott, rgg3: 36). As with other measures, however, the

difficulty is knowing what this opportunity cost actually is for individual householcls.

Therefore, a range of estimates, shown in Table 3. I, have been derived which centre

around returns which could have been obtained from alternative investment

opportunities.

3.7 Summary

This section has reviewed a number of considerations which need to be taken into

account in computing measlres of capital gains each household has generated for each
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dwelling owned during its housing history. Flowever, in being aware of the nunlerous

factors which can operate to create capital gains, a dilemma is established. For

virtually all of the factors involved, it is almost impossible to obtain data which are

specific to each dwelling, or ownership. Instead, to make the computation of capital

gain, it is necessary to resort to "average" vallres derived from aggregate analyses.

This, then, is the dilernma, for although the thesis lias collected precise data for

individual dwellings, it has not been able to collect specific data for mortgage interest

rates, council rates, transaction costs, opportunity costs, depreciation and repairs and

maintenance. This means that although any calculations will appear to be precise, by

the very nature of the formulae from which they are derived, they will lack the status

rvhich would accrue a statistic which completely represented the accumulation status

for a specific property. Such a statistic is, however, unattainable and the enquiry must

proceed on a compromise basis. In this kind of research, compromise cannot be

avoiclecl, and an assumption is made that the results of any computations will produce

a statistical surface whose shape is likely to mirror reality, albeit that the magnitudes

established will probably vary frorn absolute reality.



CHAPTER 4 RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

4.1 Introduction

The goal of this thesis is to relate residential mobility to household accumulation. To

this end, a two stage procedure has been adopted, in which patterns of residential

mobility exhibited by the sample households will first be identified, so as to compare

mobility in Adelaide with that in other urban contexts. The patterns of mobility

which are described will then be related to accumulation in Chapter Five. However,

before describing and explaining the patterns of household mobility, a number of

elements need to be discussed. First, the way in which the housing history file can be

utilised for analysis of,mobility will be discussed. Secondly, there will be an analysis

of the demography of housing sub-markets in the Adelaide area, since these create the

fabric, or framework, which fosters and structures residential mobility, but which is in

turn also influenced by the process. Adelaide's housing demography is considered at

the metropolitan area scale, before attempting to identify aspects of its spatial

differentiation.

With the housing demography discussion as a contextual backdrop, the third objective

is to extract each discrete residential move from the housing history database to create

a f,rle of single moves assessed in terms of distance moved, mobility within and

between sectors and zones of the metropolitan area, as well as to and from regions

outside the metropolitan area. Further, these moves will be analysed in terms of

housing upgrade, and the relationship of mobility to the concept of filtering (see

Section 3.2). Moreover, these analyses will be sub-divided into moves from a house

to another house, a house to a home unit, a home unit to a house and a home unit to

another home unit.
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Fourthly, the mobility of households will be examined in terms of their movement

between sub-markets, the duration of ownership at any location, the spatial patterning

of mobility, and the relationship between mobility and housing upgrade. Finally, the

chapter will focus on a significant proportion of the sample households who left the

housing market between June 1986 and July 1991.

4.2 The data

This analysis of residential mobility uses dataextracted from the housing history file.

The housing history file records the sales activity of each of the sampled households.

It is important to appreciate that although a sale generally means a move, they are not

the same thing. Nevertheless, it is possible to derive mobility estimates from sales

records, and the methodology employed to ensure this derivation is detailed in Section

2.5.2 andTable 2.1. Households in the f,rle have owned more than 3 600 properties

during the study period. At the time of purchase, nearly 74 percent of these

ownerships were owner-occupied. However, within the housing history file there are

a number of households whose tenure changed during the course of their ownership.

Those who changed to owner-occupier should be added to the group of potentially

mobile households, just as those whose tenure changed from owner-occupier should

be deleted. When these households are considered, the proportion of properties in the

housing history file which were owner-occupied at the time of their sale increased to

81 percent. Full details of the number of properties owned by the sample households,

their tenure at the time of purchase and changes to tenure during ownership have been

provided in Appendix 3. It is from these properties that a smaller group of
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residentially mobile households can be derived, and the behaviour of this group will

be analysed in Section 4.5

4.3 Establishing the mobility context

The housinþ market is the context in which residential mobility occurs (Michelson,

1977: 317), and is segmented into a number of sub-markets. The relevance of housing

markets to mobility has been detailed in Chapter Three. In this study, the house sub-

market and the home unit sub-market are most significant. Of all the ownerships, 71

percent occurred within the house sub-market, with a further 14.I percent occurring

within the home unit sub-market. For each of these sub-markets data are available to

define the demography of housing. Paris (1993: 78) has defined house demography as

the physical characteristics of houses, and states that "...no systematic official records

of physical condition or stock loss are kept in Australia" (Paris, 1993:79). In respect

to "condition", this can be challenged as the Valuation Division of DENR has been

collecting a substantial amount of house demography data in a systematic fashion

since 1 968. These data have been used in the present study.

In the following demographic analysis of housing, data have been extracted from the

housing history file for all houses and home units, to provide a demographic statement

of the house and home unit sub-markets. In terms of the aims of this study, it is the

demography of housing which is, in all likelihood, a major element driving the

mobility process. Further, it is these characteristics of the housing stock which have

influenced their individual accumulation performances, which is the subject of

Chapter Six.
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4.3.1 Housing demography at the metropolitan area level

The age structure of dwellings in the Adelaide metropolitan area is shown in Figure

4.1 . The low concentrations of older dwellings built before 1920 can be explained by

analogy to the ageing process. Many have been demolished which has caused their

proportion in the total population to reduce. The low levels of youthful houses built

since 1980 can be explained by changing economic conditions associated with the

internationalisation of the Australian economy (Daly, 1988: 149; King, 1989a:453:.

Beauregard,l99l: 93). This period of Australia's, and South Australia's, housing

history has been characterised by generally low levels ofnew housing approvals and

housing starts. On the other hand, the large numbers of houses constructed during the

"long boom" (Saunders, 1984:209-210; Badcock, 1984: 134; Harvey,1985:210;

Harris and Hamnett,198'7:175) is reflected in the high concentration of houses built

from 1950 to 1979. Like population age structures, significant catastrophes are often

reflected in the shape of the structure, and the age of houses structure clearly shows

the impact of the Depression and World War Two years from 1930 to 1949, which

resulted in relatively little housing construction.
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Figure 4.1: Age of dwellings in Adelaide's house and home unit sub-markets
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Given that home units are a relatively recent phenomenon in the Adelaide atea, the

presence of these dwellings built before 1940 would seem anomalous. However, it is

most probable that at least some of these home units have been created from house

conversions, possibly as part of the gentrification process (Hamnett and Randolph,

1984; Smith, 1987 165-170; Badcock, 1991: 130). Indeed, 46 home units \Mere in

this category, distributed between 22 postcode areas, and all of them were located

either in older inner suburbs adjacent to the CBD or in older coastal, or near coastal,

suburbs such as Glenelg, Somerton Park, Alberton and Semaphore. Further, a full 50

percent of these older home units were located in just six postcode arsas, four of

which were inner locations and the other two were older established coastal suburbs.

¡ Houses ¡ Home units
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The largest proportion of home units were built in the first half of the 1970's, with a

slightly lower proportion built in the second half of the decade. However, from the

beginning of the eighties, the home unit sub-market has responded to economic

changes in much the same way as the house sub-market, and relatively few starts of

home units were made from then through to the end of the study period.

Size of housing can be measured by its area, in square metres. The distribution of

house sizes is shown in Figure 4.2, and is slightly negatively skewed. The

distribution of area for home units is a reflection of the standard "smallness" of home

unrts.

Figure 4.22 Ãrea of dwelling in Adelaide's house and home unit sub-markets

¡ Houses ¡ Home units
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Brick is the most significant material from which houses and home units have been

constructed, with two thirds of houses and an overwhelming 87 percent of home units

built with this medium. Alternative wall treatments include cement rendering and
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local stone, comprising mainly bluestone, freestone and Basket Rangel stone. Figure

4.3 gives more complete details of the wall materials of houses and home units in the

Aclel aicle metropol itan area.

Figure 4.3: \ilall material of dwellings in Adelaide's house and home unit sub-

markets

Vy'all material

Source: Derived from tables generated in hsedemog sps frles

The almost singular preference for brick wall construction is reflected in a similar

preference for either tiles or galvanised iron for roofing materials. For both houses

and home units, these two materials have been used to roof more than 90 percent of

dwellings. Paris (1993: 83) has criticised the "...continued absence of housing

condition surveys..." in Australia, but in Adelaide the general well being, or

healthiness, of the housing stock can be gauged by data recorded by the Valuation

Division of DENR to measure the condition of dwellings. On a 9 point scale, ranging

from very poor (1) to near excellent (9),71.4 percent ofhouses are graded at 7 (good),

I A sandstone building material quarried at Basket Range, in the Adelaide Hills, located 25 kilometres
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8 (very good) or 9 (near excellent). Only 3 percent are below average. On the other

hand, the "health" of home units in Adelaide's housing market is better than that of its

houses probably because of this sub-market's relative youthfulness. Of all home

units, 80.2 percent are in good, or better, condition in contrast to only 0.7 percent

being below average.

Finally, the mix, or "multiculturalism" or "ethnicity" of the housing stock can be

considered by analysing the style of houses found in each of the sub-markets. There

are more than 40 styles of dwelling recorded by DENR in its sales reports, and these

have been detailed in Appendix 11. Only those styles with 3 percent, or more, of

occurences within both the house and home unit sub-markets have been reported in

this discussion. Those styles meeting these levels are displayed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1
markets

Prevailing style of dwelling in Adelaide's house and home unit sub-

Style Houses Home unlts
Number Percent Number Percent

Conventional
Bungalow
SAHT conventional
Contemporary
Villa
Ranch
Symmetrical cottage
Colonial
Austerity
High quality conventional
Single fronted villa
Spanish

974
263
190

137

93

89

17
72

66

43.7
I1.8
8.5

6.1

4.2
4.0
3.5
3.2
3.0

216 49.5

5.7

11.9

tl.7
4.t
3.4

25

52

5l
l8
l5

Total 2229 100.0 436 100.0

Note: The styles of dwelling are described and illustrated in Appendix Nine

Source: Derived from data generated from hsedemog.xls

t 
See Variable 31 in Table 4.1 .l
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Firstly, there is more diversity of styles for houses than there is for home units. In

demographic terms this highlights the degree of cultural diversity which has

developed between the post World Vy'ar Two period, when very few styles of houses

were built, and the more recent period which has witnessed a diversification (Persse

and Rose, 1981). The community has become more wealthy and more sophisticated

Within the house sub-market, 69 percent of styles coded by the Valuation Division of

DENR, or 34 individual styles, are represented, but this reduces to 31 percent for

home units, reflecting, in large part, the recency of the home unit dwelling

phenomenon and the fact that it occurred during a period of restructuring which

tended to reduce the variety of housing styles in pursuit of cost efficiencies.

Secondly, conventional style houses and home units predominate, with each recording

more than 40 percent in their respective sub-markets. Both markets also have lower,

and relatively equal, shares of contemporary style dwellings. Thirdly, some styles are

peculiar to the house sub-market and others to the home unit sub-market. For

example, bungalow, villa, ranch, symmetrical cottage and austerity styles are

restricted to the house sub-market, whilst high quality conventional, single fronted

cottage and Spanish styles seem to be more predominant in the home unit sub-market

There are a number of factors which can explain these differences. The austerity style

was built in large numbers immediately after V/orld War Two, and as austerity tumed

to boom its style was discarded. Other styles do not lend themselves readily to home

unit construction. More recently, the Spanish and single fronted cottage styles have

become fashionable and have been built almost exclusively at the expense of other

styles. Fourthly, the colonial style for home units is more evident than for houses, and
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is due to a combination of fewer styles utilised for home units and the recency of the

home unit phenomenon.

4.3.2 Spatial differentiation and housing demography

Within any entity there will be differentiation, and several approaches are available to

describe any patterns which exist. An exhaustive treatment of the spatial variation in

housing demography is not appropriate here but the existence and magnitude of

differentiation is reflected in the index of dissimilarity. This measure defines the

percentage of one variable which would need to relocate in order to have the same

percentage distribution of another variable, which is typically a bench-mark variable.

In this case, the distribution of houses has been used as the bench mark variable, and

the levels of dissimilarity between this variable and other housing demography

variables is shown in Table 4.2. The higher the index for any variable the greater the

degree of differentiation because a high index indicates that a high percentage of the

variable would need to re-locate in order to have the same percentage distribution as

the bench mark variable.
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Table 4.2: Index of dissimilarity for selected housing demography variables

Demographic variable Index of Demographic variable Index of
diss

Wall material
- Brick
- Rendered
- Asbestos, weatherboard
- Stone, bluestone
Roof material
- Tile
- Galvanised iron
Number of rooms
- 3or4
- 5 o16
- 7 or more
Area, m2
- <100 m2
- 100-139 m2
- 140 m2 or more

13.1

39.3
47.9
48.2

Condition
- Average or less

- Above average

Dwelling style
- Conventional
- Contemporary
- Colonial
- Ranch
- Bungalow
- SAHT conventional
- Symmetrical cottage
- Villa

40. I
7.2

17.9

32.9

23.1
29.4
40.3

48.5
48.7
56.3

63.5
65.2

36.0
8.5

29.6

25.4
10.2

24.9

Source: Based on data extracted from hsedemog.sps fìle

The indices of dissimilarity suggest that there is marked differentiation associated

with the demographic characteristics of houses in the Adelaide housing market.

However, the distribution of brick wall materials and tile roofing materials throughout

the housing market is ubiquitous. Similarly, houses with "average" numbers of rooms

and an "average" floor area are also evenly spread throughout the Adelaide urban

area, as are houses in "above aveÍage" condition. For many demographic

characteristics, though, there are quite marked spatial variations, based on their index

of dissimilarity, and these will have consequences for residentially mobile households

if their housing goals includes any of these dwelling characteristics. As Figure 4.4

shows, households searching for particularly large or small houses will tend to have

their search process confined to selected and discrete areas within the Adelaide region.

The largest houses are located in areas relatively close to the CBD, excluding areas to

the north and north-west. On the other hand, those areas containing small houses are
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more distant from the CBD, located in the relatively newer suburbs to the north-east

and the south where large tracts of budget priced housing has been constructed. The

spatial variation of dwelling size is likely to guide the mobility patterns of households

which are seeking to upgrade their housing through the purchase of a larger residence.

Perhaps more significantly, if a household wishes to purchase a house of a particular

style, or with walls which have been rendered, or built from stone, then the evidence

of Table 4.2 would fuither suggest that the search process would be conducted in

prescribed regions ofthe urban area.

The geography of housing styles is linked to the era of their popularity, and therefore

their age. Older styles are therefore most concentrated in the inner areas, whilst more

recent styles have highest concentrations in the post war suburbs and the newer areas

which developed after the mid sixties. Therefore, the villa and symmetrical cottage

are located close to the city centre because their construction period generally

extended up to 1915, whereas the bungalow is more widespread because it was built

up to the early 1930's. These specific geographies are represented in Figure 4.5
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of small and large houses in Adelaide based on ur.u, rnt
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Note: This map is bæed on mosaic regions - see description in Appendix 6.

Source: Based on data extracted from hsedemog.sps and dmog-mos.xls files
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of top quartile of eight most purchased house sfyles

House style and building era

Conventional (1935 - )

SAHT conventional (1950 - )

Bungalow (l9lGl930)

Contemporary (1950 - )

Villa (1880 - lgls)
Rench (1950 - )

Symmetrical cottage (1860 - l9l5)
Colonial (1950 - )

0 5 l0 15 Kilomeres

Note: These styles are described and illustrated in Appendix Nine.

Source: ,Based on data extracted lrom hsedemog.sps fìle
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The SAHT (South Australian Housing Trust)l conventional house is very much a

phenomenon of the long boom of the 1950's and sixties, which saw widespread

btrilding activity in the then suburbs, as well as in the clevelopìng satellite city of

Elizabeth, some 30 kilometres north of the CBD (Stretton, 1970 154-157;PeeI,1992

10-11; Peel, 1995: 39-42). The colonial style emerged during the sixties, when 41.7

percent of its number were built, but in the succeeding two decades its popularity has

waned steadily down to 30.6 percent and223 percent. There would appear to be very

few colonial style houses being built at the present time. The ranch style is a product

of the seventies, which saw 69.7 percent of its type built, but not withstanding its brief

popularity, its distribution has been fairly widespread, particularly in suburbs located

between 5 and 20 kilometres from the city

4.4 Residential mobility

This section describes the pattems of mobility produced by mobile households

represented in the housing history file. Household mobility is defined as movement

from one dwelling at which owner-occupier tenure was held to another property with

the same tenure. Normally, any definition of mobility would not use tenure as a

classifying concept, simply because much intra-urban mobility is inter-tenure

movement. Indeed, the investigation which is conducted in Section 4.8 is testimony

to this fact. However, because the study's aim is to examine a possible relationship

between mobility and capital gains generation it has been necessary to restrict the

analysis to households which move within the owner-occupied tenure. Accordingly, a

I 
See Appendix Nine for descriptions and illustrations of selected house styles in the Adelaide

metropolitan area.
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procedure \À/as needed to extract from the housing history file those ownerships which

represented residential mobility. At any location, owner-occupier tenure at the time of

sale of the dwelling was deemed to exist if the owner had been an owner-occupier for

the entire ownership, or if tenure had changed from landlord to occupier during

ownership, or if a dwelling had been constructed on vacant land and the owner

subsequently occupied that dwelling. Using these criteria, each household's property

ownership details in the housing history file were interrogated to provide information

about properties between which a household had been residentially mobile. In Table

4.3 the lower diagonal set of data show the number of households who moved from

the first dwelling in their housing history to their second dwelling, and the number

who moved from their second dwelling to the third dwelling in their history, and so

on. However, there is an extra piece of information in Table 4.3 which is represented

by the values above the lower diagonal set of values. For example, there were 51

households who moved from the first dwelling in their housing history into the third

dwelling in their history, clearly suggesting that the second property they owned

during their housing history was not a property at which they had been an owner-

occupier, but one used for some other purpose such as a rental, investment or holiday

property.

Significantly, the moves which have been identified in Table 4.3 represent 50.3

percent of all the properties recorded in the housing history file. It suggests, therefore,

that in any real estate market only about half of all sales will be for owner occupancy

pu{poses, and therefore be part of the residential mobility process. The remainder of

properties are represented partly by the kind detailed above, and also by owners who
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purchased only one property during the study period. Owners in the latter category

represented 26.9 percent of all properties in the ownership histories.

Tablc 4.3: Mobility and olvner-occuparrcy

Origin
dwellings

Destination dwellings

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1l
I
I

3

4
5

6

1

8

9

10

11

l7
l0
10

688 5l
204

4

J

J

20

J

I

9

Source: SPSS syntax that extracted information for the movers.sav file.

In line with the def,rnition of mobility provided above, it is critical to reassert that the

moves in Table 4.3 represent the completion of sale of a dwelling at which the

household was the owner-occupier and the purchase of a new dwelling where the

household's tenure was also owner-occupier. In the subsequent discussion it is the

characteristics of the origin and destination dwellings for each of these moves which

have provided the bases for any analyses. Moreover, it needs to be noted that these

moves occurred over the period from 1968 to July 1991, and an indication of the

frequency of moves in each of these years is provided in Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.6: Moves by year of sale of original dwelling
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The significance of the year 1986 in Figure 4.6 is caused by the fact that the sample of

households was drawn from all households which bought or sold a house or home unit

during June 1986 and that the table is based on the sale date of the original dwelling.

Many of these households would have moved to a new dwelling, thereby creating a

residential move as defined earlier and causing a high concentration of moves for

1986. Values for the years on either side of 1986 indicate the level of moves made by

the sample households in their ownership histories leading in to and out of the

benchmark year of 1986. It would seem that households have exhibited steady

movement characteristics in the seven years before 1986 and the subsequent five

years. As the study period concluded in July 1991, mobility levels for 1991 are lower

than might otherwise be expected. These data suggest that owner-occupiers shift

residence at arafe of 6.7 percent per annum, a level which supports census based
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findings which have revealed that some 30 percent of owners and purchasers in

Sydney and Melbourne had shifted residence between 1986 and 1991 (Maher and

'Whitelaw, 1995: 85-86).

4.4.1 Distance moved

The literature suggests that mobility is strongly influenced by location, or space. A

household's intimacy with its location creates a more heightened awareness of their

locality's qualities compared with their understanding of the qualities of other

locations. This household characteristic then impacts upon the search process when a

new residence is sought, and consequently nearby opportunities are more likely to be

explored than opportunities situated in other locations, with the result that when any

move is made it is probably a relatively short move (Michelson, 1977: 317).

Data on distance moved were obtained by geocoding each property purchased within

the metropolitan area of Adelaide with an easting and northing value, or grid

reference. Details of this procedure are presented in Appendix 11. Properties located

outside the metropolitan area were not assigned a geocode. The geocodes were used

to determine a distance moved variable for each residential move, which represented a

straight line distance between origin and destination location computed according to

the formula in Equation 4.1. Although this approach may result in an underestimation

of the road distance between residences for a proportion of moves, it has not been

possible to determine the proportion of moves whose distance is underestimated or to

employ a technique which relates distance moved to the shortest road distance

between any two locations.

I 
See Variables 10, 17,17 and 18 in Table 4.1.1
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where
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distance.o : {(r" - xo)t t (J^ - yr)t

x" is the easting value for location a

xo is the easting value for location b
y" is the northing value for location a

yo is the northing value for location b

Data for distance moved between residences is presented in Figure 4.7, and reveals

that nearly half of all moves are 5 kilometres or less. In a city such as Adelaide,

whose north and south extremities are some 85 kilometres apart, this finding is a

resounding confirmation of early residential mobility theory.

Figure 4.7: Mobility and distance moved
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Source: Frequencies ofvariable distrcde in mobility.sav ltle

There are several observation which can be made from the hgure. Firstly, about 11

percent of all moves are very short, being no further than one kilometre. Secondly,
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moves are between hve and ten kilometres. Therefore, some 60.1 percent of moves

were 10 kilometres or less, which compares with census findings in the UK, where 69

percent of residential moves were up to 10 kilometres (Owen and Green. 1992:21)

In the early I970s, Humphreys (1973 : 33-34) showed that more than 80 percent of

high socio-economic status households moved up to 8.5 kilometres. For low status

movers, the proportion moving up to 8.5 kilometres was marginally higher

Simmons' (1974:54) work in Toronto determined that 36 percent of intraurban moves

were less than l0 kilometres, whilst other Australian studies have regularly reported

that the majority of residential moves in urban areas are within the same LGA, or to

an adjacent LGA (Maher, 1984: 47;Maher et al, 1985: 17; McDonald and Moyle,

1996:303)

4.4.2 Spatial dimensions of mobility

Three spatial measures are employed here - sectors, zones and mosaic regions. Each

of these dimensions of space have been defined in Appendices Four, Five and Six, and

they have been used to facilitate the spatial interpretation of the mobility process in

the Adelaide area. Analyses of selected processes in cities have revealed a sectoral

pattern in their spatial distribution, and these patterns have often been related to socio-

economic variables (Burnley, 1980: 174; Badcock, 1984: 8). Therefore if, in the

present study, a sectoral bias can be attributed to the residential mobility patterns of

households it may indicate that the process is grounded on socio-economic factors

Maher and V/hitelaw (1995: 53) have pointed out that mobility has a distinct spatial

bias, with links to the mental map used by households to facilitate their search

process. Moreover, these mental maps have a sectoral shape which is a function of a
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city's transportation routes and their relationship to the city centre (Adams, 1969:3171,

Maher et al, 1985: 18). Figure 4.8 shows the sectoral nature of moves which occurred

within and between the eight sectors of the metropolitan area. It is important to be

guided by the notes accompanying the hgure to interpret and fully appreciate the

mobility patterns it represents

Figure 4.8: Mobility within and between sectors
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Notes: The figure comprises two parts The cumulative percentage bars are read olf the left hand axis and represent the

proportionofmovesoriginatinginagivensectorandendinginaparticularsector. Forexample,usingtheSectorlbar,
it shows that ofall the moves which originated in Sector l, 30.4 percent ofhouseholds' new residence was also in Sector
l,whereasforl96percentofhouseholdsthenewresidential locationwasinSector2 Similarly,54percentofmovers
from Sector I relocated to each ofSectors 3, 4 and 5. The proportion ofnrovers who originated in Sector I and re-
located to Sector 8 is 21.4 percent.
The two bars superimposed on each cumulative percentage bar are read from the right hand axis. The left hand bar
represents the proportion ofall moves which originated in any particular sector and the right hand bar represents the
proportionofall moveswhosedestinationwasaparticularsector. Forexample,Sector4provided30Tpercentofall
households which moved, and it was tbe destination sector for 33 5 percent ofall mobile households.

Source: Derived from crosstabulation ofvariables secvl or and secvl de in mobility sav file
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The moves which have occurred within the metropolitan area represent some 89.1

percent of all moves made by the sample population. The figure is revealing in terms

of identifying sectors which are substantial origin locations of residential moves and

those which are significant destination locations for movers. As might be expected,

the sectors containing the bulk of Adelaide's new housing development over the last

two decades are the most significant destination locations for residential moves. The

sector with the most destinations is sector 4, the Southwest-south sector, but the

Northeast-north (sector 8) and the Northeast-east (sector 7) sectors are also quite

significant in this respect. However, these same sectors are also equally significant

sectors for originating residential moves. It is therefore important to see these areas as

regions racting not solely as destinations in the residential mobility process, but also

making a significant contribution to the origin component of the process. Areas

which are simultaneously origin and destination location for residential movers are

regions within the sub-market with large real estate turnovers. These are the sections

of the urban area where the greatest numbers of households are likely to be engaged in

the process of housing adjustment.

The detail of Figure 4.8 can be dissected to provide some insights into the

geographical, or spatial, constraints to mobility. In Table 4.4 residential moves have

been classified in terms of the spatial location of the origin sector and the destination

sector for each move. Table 4.4 provides strong evidence that mobile households are

constrained in terms of their movement patterns, particularly given that well over half

of all moves occur within the same sector, and that more moves occur between nearby

sectors than between more distant sectors. Munro and Lamont (1985: 1343) have

shown that in Glasgow 82.7 percent of all residential moves were within the same
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"sector". It is undoubtedly the case that socio-economic factors contribute to these

constraints (Thorns, 1981a: 207;Clark,1982:35-38; Badcock, 1994b:283), and the

relationship between sale price of origin dwelling to purchase price of destination

dwelling is also related to this concept. It has been argued (Maher et al, 1992:33) that

in the residential mobility process the housing market's role is critical, in that it

rations the availability of different housing types, styles and locations through

differential pricing. Thorns (1981) and Badcock (1989) have demonstrated a

relationship between house price and socio-economic status, with the implication,

therefore, that higher socio-economic households will move within the higher land

value areas of cities and lower socio-economic households will make their locational

choices outside ofthe high land value areas. In the next chapter, these considerations

will be explored in more detail

These data also suggest that there is a radial component to the direction of moves, that

they are predominantly likely to be centrifugal or centripetal, and this is clearly

contributory to such a high proportion of moves being constrained within their origin

sector. This tendency has been noted elsewhere, with Adams (1969: 317) pioneering

investigations into "directionality" and intra-urban mobility. In a Melbourne study,

Humphreys (1973: 34) observed a randomness for very short moves but a significant

directional bias for longer moves. Others (Maher, 1984:39; Maher et al, 1985: 18;

Maher and Whitelaw,1995:53) have confirmed this characteristic of residential

mobility in Melbourne, and in Adelaide, Ward (1976:173) demonstrated a similar

characteristic, especially in the inner and outet zones ofthe urban area.
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Table 4.4: Sectoral destination of moves within metropolitan area

Type of move Percent

V/ithin same sectors
To an adjacent sector
To a sector 2 removed from origin sector
To a sector 3 removed from origin sector
To a sector opposite origin sector

535
224
100

61

42

55.6
23.3
10.4

6.3

4.4

Total 962 100.0

Source: Derived from Figure 4 8, and based on crosstabs of sector_o and sector_d variables in mobility sav file.

Spatial aspects of residential mobility can also be investigated in terms of concentric

zones, as displayed in Figure 4.9. The interpretation of this figure is the same as for

Figure 4.8, and again it is suggested that the reader use the accompanying notes to

interpret and fully appreciate the mobility patterns it represents. The first four zones

are the most significant as they have provided 86.5 percent of all origins and 84.5

percent of all destinations. This characteristic of intra-urban mobility has previously

been identified by Ward (1976:228) in Adelaide and by Maher and Saunders (1996:

23I-234) in Melbourne. Furthermore, it would seem to be characteristic of mobility

pattems in all large cities.

Zones 2 and 3 are the most significant for originating moves, whilst zones 2 and 4 are

the most significant reception zones. The outlying zones have developed as housing

tracts more recently, and therefore their relatively low numbers are the result of the

zones' limited capacity to generate and receive movers throughout the entire study

period. This has clearly not been the case for the inner four zones, which embrace an

area radiating only 20 kilometres from the CBD.

In Table 4.5, origin and destination zone data have been aggregated to provide an

indication of the nature of moves within and between zones. Earlier, it was suggested
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that there was a radial character to residential mobility in Adelaide, and the existence

of this quality would seem to be confirmed in the table. Only 46.9 percent of moves

occurred within the same zone. and this has occurred because once moves became

longer than 5 kilometres, even though they may remain in the same sector, they would

terminate in another zone. Furthermore, within urban areas there are socio-economlc

processes which deter circumferential residential mobility (Maher and Whitelaw,

1995: 53) within a given zone. Households which moved too far in this fashion

would hnd that they had moved from their origin sub-market to a destination sub-

market whose land value surface was greater than the household could afford

Therefore, it would need to retreat closer to its original sub-market to locate new

housing opportunities within its hnancial capabilities, which in turn would be

conclitioned by the price which had been received from the sale of the origin dwelling.
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Figure 4.9: Mobility within and between zones
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Table 4.52 Zonal destination of moves within metropolitan area

Type of move Number Percent

Within same zone
To an adjacent zone
To 2 zones removed from origin zone
To 3 zones removed from origin zone
To 4 zones removed from origin zone
To 5 zones removed from origin zone
To 6 zones removed from origin zone
To 7 zones removed from origin zone

451
294
116

56

27
13

4
I

46.9
30.6
12.6

5.8

2.8
1.3

0.4
0.1

Total 962 100.0

Source: Extracted from crosstabulation analyses of zone_ori variable and zone_des variable in mobility.sav file

To illustrate this point, Table 4.6 provicles house price data by sector, based on the

price movers paid for their original house. These prices have been adjusted to

1989190 prices and clearly show the sectoral pattern of house prices in the Adelaide

metropolitan area. These data illustrate how households in various sectors are

"hemmed in" and somewhat constrained in their housing choices. For example,

households in the northwest-north sector might expect to move to the north\À/est-west

sector and possibly the northeast-north sector, based on median prices, but might also

expect not to be able to buy into the southwest-west and the northeast-east sectors,

simply because the difference in median prices between these sectors was suff,rciently

large to prevent households from entertaining any prospect of purchasing a dwelling

in these sectors from the proceeds of the sale of their hrst house. Therefore, mobility

originating in these sectors is likely to be constrained within these sectors. Similarly,

movers originating in the higher land value sectors are also constrained, but for

different reasons. They are unlikely to want to choose residences in sectors with

lower median house values, particularly if residential upgrading is a motivating factor
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in the decision to move, and therefore these households, too, will be constrained to

selected sectors of the metropolitan area in searching for new residences.

Table 4.6: Mean ¿nd median house prices irr sectors

Sector Mean house price, $ Median house price, $
Northwest-north
Northwest-west
Southwest-west
Southwest-south
Southeast-south
Southeast-east
Northeast-east
Northeast-north

78 774

92268
100 068
74 959
121 567
127 443

92 695
10 164

66 s00
72 502
97 728
75 916
112 671
tl2 431
92 9t0
74 188

Source: Price paid for origin houses, extracted from mobility.sav file

In summary, then, the proportion of moves which occur within zones is lower than

that occurring within sectors, whilst a higher proportion of moves are to an adjacent

zone than to an adjacent sector. The reason for this would seem to be that the

residential mobility process is constrained by socio-economic factors which influence

the land value surface ofany urban area. Evans (1973: 130-139) developed the

concept of "social agglomeration" to describe the process underlying social

differentiation in urban areas and which caused particular social groups to occupy

specific areas of the city. From this feature of urban social geography, it might follow

that people seek to live among their fellows with equal or similar socio-economrc

status. There will, however, be some individuals in any group who seek not to live

among their social peers and aspire to better localities and surroundings. Despite their

aspirations, their goals may remain unfulfilled due to the linkage between labour

market position and housing market position, which has been demonstrated

particularly well by Thorns (1981:210) and Hamnett (1984: 159-160; l99I:203-

207). Their work has shown that the market allocates the available housing stock in
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the various housing sub markets on the basis of price. As Maher and Whitelaw (1995:

89) have observed

"... socioeconomic differentiation is premised on the relationship between
the structure of the housing market (particularly price differentials
between areas) and the ability of households to afford housing of different
pdces".

The market is, therefore, a rationing mechanism (Murie and Forrest, 1980: 13; Forrest

and Murie, 1989: 30). For housing of any style, and in any location, which is in short

supply, the minority which can afford the market price will obtain ownership. Harvey

(1973:171) has argued that "...the rich can command space..." and those below them

are allocated to urban locations on the basis of their ability to pay

The implication for mobile households is that their economic relationship with the

housing market results in relatively short moves, because they are restricted to a

particular price segment of the housing market. Further, the spatial distribution of

house values in the Adelaide area, which have been described in the discussion, cause

the majority of moves to be sectorally directed.

4.4.3 The geography of mobilify

In the previous sections, spatial characteristics of mobility have been based on zonal

or sectoral considerations. However, mobility can also be described using mosaic

regions. Of all the moves, 33.4 percent of all moves occurred within the same mosaic

region. Moreover, a correlation analysis of movement between origin and destination

mosaic areas produced a coefficient of +0.941. Even when those moves which

occurred within the same mosaic areas were removed, the correlation coeff,rcient

remained very high at +0.832. Both results confirm earlier assertions about the
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constrained nature of residential mobility in the Adelaide area and its corollary that

moves are generally of very short distances. Figure 4. 10 and Figure 4. I I show the

distribution of residential mobility origins and destinations respectively. As would be

expected from the preceding comments, the two pattems are very similar because of

the tightness of the link between origin and destination locations. However, the two

maps between them highlight some importanf characteristics about mobility patterns

in Adelaide. Firstly, the areas with the lowest propensity to mobility are almost

opposites in terms of socio-economic status, with the south-east sector being

predominantly high status and the north-west sector having generally low status

(Badcock, 1984:205-206; Glover and Woollacott, 1992: 32,38 and 92). The mobility

similarities between these two socio-economically different regions are due, in all

probability, to two different processes working to cause the same symptom. In the

high status area, low levels of mobility occur not because there have been no

opportunities for mobility during the study period, but because households living in

these areas are satisfied with their location and do not wish to move. On the other

hand, the low levels of mobility in the generally low socio-economic areas may not be

due as much to satisfaction as to constraint, with constraining factors being low

income, possibly high mortgage commitments and an inability to enter higher value

housing sub-markets even if the wish existed

The regions in between these two extremes, one to the north-east and the other to the

south-west, are regions with a high propensity for residential mobility because so

many households in these areas are in a state of flux, in that their housing histories, or

housing career ladders (Paris, 1993: 52) are still evolving and because their middle

socio-economic characteristics give them greater flexibility to move in order to
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achieve housing satisfaction than households in the north-west sector, although not as

much as households in the south-east sector. Households in these "middle" areas tend

to move residence almost exclusively within the same region because they are not

interested in opportunities in the north-west sector and there are relatively restricted

opportunities, and a higher priced sub-market to penetrate, in the south-east sector.

This proposition will be investigated more fully in Chapter Five. Moreover, these

areas offer a diversity of housing choices for mobile households, which has enabled

many mobile household to remain in the "same" area whilst simultaneously achieving

their housing goals (Figure 4.12). These results suggest that there is a U-shaped

relationship between socio-economic status and mobility, with lowest mobility at the

extremes and highest mobility in the middle. Similar kinds of results have been

reported in the past, with Brorvn and Kain (cited in Quigley and Weinberg,1977: 54)

suggesting in 1972 that mobility and income behaved in this fashion.
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Figure 4.10: Origin locations of residentiat mobility
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Figure 4.11: Destination locations of residential mobility.
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Figure 4.12: Residential mobility within the same urban location
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4.4.4 Metropolitan to rural and rural to metropolitan moves

Not all moves originate and terminate within the metropolitan area, and the map

shows the mobility characteristics of households which moved from urban to rural

locations and from rural to urban locations. Although Figure 4.13 is based on 10.5

percent of all moves, it is possible to make several observations. Firstly, throughout

the entire period, metropolitan to rural moves outnumber those from rural to

metropolitan, and in this there may be some evidence of support for the population

turnaround hypothesis considered to have become operational in various economres

affected by global structural adjustment since the early 1970' s (Jarvie and Browett,

1980; Bell, 1980; Smailes, I99l; SaIt,1992; Hugo and Smailes,1992; Bell, 1996: 15-

16). However, one of the problems associated with turnaround analyses has been

determining what proportion of the urban-rural mobility increase has been due to

metropolitan overflow into adjacent non-metropolitan areas (Birtles, 1990: 7l; Sant

and Simons, 1993: II5-LI7;Bell,1992:63-68; Bell, 1995: 9l-92). In the present

investigation, a region adjacent to the Adelaide Statistical Division has been identified

and labelled "Mt Lofty (adjacent metro area)". Its relationship to the ASD and other

regions in South Australia is shown in Figure 4.13. Some 27 .9 percent of urban-rural

mobility ended in this zone. Similarly, 17.8 percent of rural-urban moves originated

in the Mt Lofty (adjacent metro area) region. However, when these moves which had

ended or originated in the Mt Lofty (adjacent metro area) region were removed from

the analysis, support for the turnaround hypothesis continued to be sustained, with

59.5 percent more metropolitan-rural moves than rural-metropolitan moves
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Figure 4.13: Metropolitan to rural and rural to metropolitan moves
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The bulk of rural-metropolitan mobility has originated in the Mt Lofty (adjacent

metro area) region and the Mt Lofty (remainder), South East and Kangaroo Island

region. Signihcantly, in terms of population tumaround, or "renaissance" (Hugo and

Smailes, 1992: 29; Hugo, 1994:4), considerations the latter region has provided the

greatest proportion of movers from these two regions. A further observation is that

the Eyre Peninsula region has contributed the only other sizeable level of rural

movement into the metropolitan area, andthis has most likely been caused by

adjustment processes (Smailes, I99l'37-39) which have operated in rural regions,

commencing with the rural crisis of the early sixties, and continuing with the a range

of structural changes caused by Australia's evolving position in the global economy

(Salt, 1992: 65; Hugo and Smailes,1992:36). On the other hand, it is clear from

Figure 4.13 that four rural regions have received fairly significant proportions of

households from the metropolitan aÍea. These are Mt Lofty (adjacent metro area), Mt

Lofty (remainder), South East and Kangaroo Island, Upper South East and Riverland

and Yorke Peninsula, Pirie and Northern Adelaide Plains. These mobility patterns

may be the result of a household's increase in leisure time or retirement activities

(Hugo and Smailes,1992:37), and involve, in all likelihood, a high proportion of

older movers (Murphy andZehner, 1988: 323; Drysdale, l99I:271). Indeed, Bell

(1995: 20) has shown a greater proportion of persons aged between 50 and74 moving

from the metropolitan area to other parts of the state than in the opposite direction

Finally, a number of residential moves were from rural origins to rural destinations,

but the actual numbers involved were so small as to make a meaningful discussron

impossible to sustain.
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Of the moves which originate in the metropolitan area and end in the Mt Lofty

(adjacent metro area) and Mt Lofty (remainder), South East and Kangaroo Island

region. the largest numbers have been drawn from mosaic regions situated in zones 2,

3,4 and7, and the Southwest-south and Northeast-north sectors. More significantly,

however, is the origin of moves which end in the Upper South East and Riverland and

Yorke Peninsula, Pirie and Northern regions. Fully three quarters of these moves

originate in mosaic regions located in the inner four zones of the metropolitan area,

which adds support to the retirement hypothesis proposed earlier as a process which

might be motivating these moves. The inner four zones are also significant for rural

to metropolitan moves as they contain the destination mosaic regions for the three

main origin locations - the Mt Lofty (adjacent metro area) region, Mt Lofty, South

East and Kangaroo Island region and the Eyre Peninsula region

4.5 Residential mobility and upgrading

It has been suggested (Rossi, 1955; Kendig, 1984:276) that upgrading is often

associated with mobility, although the reason why upgrading occurs has been less

well documented. Initially, upgrading was regarded as a response to stage of life

cycle (Rossi, 1955) and subsequently related to concepts linked with housing

satisfaction and utility (Newman and Duncan, I975: 155; Speare et al, 1975:207:

Quigley and Weinberg, 1977:56; Clark, 1982: 33). Later, the notion of upgrading

was related to a household's achieving lifetime goals (Landale and Guest, 1985: 205)

and more recently its role in generating enduring wealth (Thorns, 1981a: 215; Coupe

and Morgan, 1981 :213; Rudel and Neaigus, 1984: I29) for home owners.
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In this section the available data are assessed to investigate whether dwelling upgrade

occurs as part of the residential mobility process. Suitable data have been obtained in

this research to enable an investigation into whether households upgrade their

dwelling as a result of residential mobility. One aspect of mobility theory has

suggested that mobility is a response to some form of dis-satisfaction with a

household's current dwelling (Rossi, 1980; Speare et al, 1975:201-11), and there ts

the likelihood that movement will result in a "better" dwelling for the household. Of

course, "better" can be measured in a number of ways, and the concept of dwelling

upgrade is only one of them. In the following discussion data arc considered only for

residential movers who have shifted dwelling within the metropolitan area. Land Use

Classification (LUC) information in the housing history database was used to identifu

each dwelling as either a house or a home unit, and in Table 4.1 the movement of

mobile households between these two dwelling types has been identif,red

Table 4.7: Mobilify between houses and home units

Origin dwelling
House Home unit

House

Home unit

691
84.8
88.4
91

80.5
I 1.6

124

t5.2
84.6
22

19.5

15. I

815

87.8

113

12.2

Total 782
84.3

146
15.'7

928
100.0

Note: Each cell shows count, ro\ry percent and column percent respectively.

Source: Extracted from crosstabulation analysis ofluc_orig with luc_de in mobility.sav fìle

There are several points which can be made from these results. Firstly, nearly 85

percent of households leaving a house move to another house. However, the reverse

is true for home unit owners, and when they move, some 80.5 percent move into a
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house, having used the home unit as a stepping stone to home ownership. Secondly,

nearly 20 percent of home unit owners move to another home unit, which may suggest

that two separate processes are at work. On the one hand it may be that young

households are moving to upgrade their existing unit accommodation with a longer

term intention of moving into the housing market. On the other hand, it may be older

households moving between home unit accommodation, possibly as part of a housing

downgrade process. Ageing households may also account for those 15.2 percent of

households which moved from a house to a home unit. It may be representative of

households which have been forced to adjust their housing ownership out of the

housing market and into the cheaper home unit market.

The findings for any upgrading are based on the evidence of four groups of movers -

those who moved from a house to another house, those who moved from a house to a

home unit, home unit to house movers and the small group who moved from a home

unit to another home unit (see Table 4.7). Each of these groups of movers will be

assessed separately in the following discussion to see how much upgrading of

accommodation occurs in the process of moving residence.

Several sets of data are avallable to measure upgrading. Most emphasis has been

placed on the size of the new dwelling compared with the size of the previous

dwelling. Two approaches can be used to measure dwelling size - its area, in square

metres or its number of rooms. However, only the former measure will be considered

in the following discussion. It may also be that households consider the condition of

any prospective dwelling as part of any upgrading equation, or a dwelling's age and

its style of construction.
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4.5.1 House to house movers and upgrading.

As Table 4.8 indicates, nearly 16 percent of households moved to a house with the

same area as the one they had left, but more interestingly, 55.6 percent of movers

increased the area of their house as a result of moving. There is an inverse

relationship between frequency and size of both areal increase and decrease, which

might seem to suggest that both tendencies are related to ability to pay. Therefore,

house buyers are trying either to increase the size of their housing as much as

possible, within the limits of their budget, or resist a reduction in size of housing,

again within the constraints of available hnances (Maher and Whitelaw, 1995: 3). As

a result, 71.3 percent of all movers from one house to another house buy a house

which is either the same size as, or larger than, the previous house. This general

tendency by movers to upgrade to larger dwellings has doubtless been a contributing

factor in the observed increase in dwelling size in Australia, based on census data,

between 1911 and 1986 (ABS,I992a:36-37).

Table 4.8: House to house mobilify and dwelling area

Type of change Number Percent

None
Increase of 1-10 m2

Inçrease of ll-20m2
Increase of2l-30m2
Increase of 3l-40m2
Increase of 4l-50m2
Increase of >50m2

Decrease of 1-10m2

Decrease of l1-20m2
Decrease of21-30m2
Decrease of 31-40m2
Decrease of 41-50m2
Decrease of >50m2

58

49

t5.7
t3.2
10.8

7.8
8.4

6.5

8.9

5.9
8.4

4.9
4.3

1.9

J.J

40
29
3l
24
JJ

22
31

18

16

7

12

Total 370 100.0

Source: Extractedfromcrosstabulationanalysisofa originbyarea desvariablesforhouse-housemoversinmobility.savfite.
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No change in housing condition was experienced for 43.4 percent of movers, whilst

31.4 percent of movers bought a house which was in better condition than that which

they had left (see Appendix 10. Table 410.1)

In the case of many consumables, such as housing, it may be that the concept ol

upgrading can be investigated in terms of the latest model, as well as in terms of

bigger (area) and better (condition). In this case, age of dwelling can provide further

evidence on whether upgrading of accommodation occurs when households move.

V/ithin the sample , 7 L3 percent of households bought a house whose vintage was

either the same or more youthful than their previous house (see Appendix 10, Table

410.2).

The discussion has indicated a strong tendency for movers to at least maintain their

housing standards, and at best improve them, in the mobility process. On balance,

mobility has tended to result in an upgrading of residential standards, which is

confirmed in the results of correlation analysis between area, rooms, condition and

vintage of the households' origin house and their destination house. If there had been

no change, then correlation analysis would have produced high positive coefftcients,

and if there had been a degradation of standards the coefficients would have been

negative. As Table 4.9 shows, the relatively low levels of positive correlation

between the variables indicates that, in general, the new accommodation had higher

standards than that experienced at a household's previous house. Those shaded

coefficients indicate support for this, and that for movers from house to house the

mobility process provided signihcant opportunities for upgrading.

If a tendency to upgrade has been identified among movers who sell and buy a house,

can the same tendencies be identihed in the other categories of movers? It might be
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expected that those households which moved from a home unit to another home unit

would exhibit similar characteristics to house to house movers? Unfortunately, the

numbers of movers in this category is, af 22, fairly small, but nevertheless some

comments can be made about the mobility of this group.

Table 4.9: Correlation analysis between selected origin and destination dwelling
variables

Source: Correlation analysis conducted on house-house movers extracted from the mobility.sav file.

4.5.2 Home unit to home unit mobility

Generally, these movers bought a new unit with more floor space than their previous

unit. For 20 percent, mobility achieved no difference in area between their old unit

and their new one, and for another 20 percent there was a reduction in area. In terms

of condition,73.3 percent moved either to a home unit in the same condition as, or

better than, their previous unit, and 64.6 percent moved to a new unit which was either

the same age as their previous unit, or newer. These tendencies to upgrade through

mobility most likely occurred because these movers are actively using the move from

one home unit to another as part of the stepping stone process towards eventual home

Area-
oflgrn

Rooms-
ongrn

Rooms-
destination

Condition-
oflgrn

Condition-
destination

Vintage-
ongrn

Vintage-
destination

Area-origin I 0000 0.7732 0.2891 0.3025 0.t)603 -0 0260 -0 0632

Area-
destination

I 0000 0.3 5 53 0.7668 I 854 .2584 -.0706 037 I

Rooms-origin 1.000u .33't2 .2827 .0823 .0647 -.0363

Roorns-
destination

I 0000 I 468 .2756 -.0277 l 048

Condition-
oilgln

1.0000 .2054 5l12 I 543

Condition-
destination

t.0000 .2271) 5709

Vintage-
oflgln

1.0000 3814

Vintage-
destination

I 0000

ownership (Michelson , 1977: 35; Kendig , 7984:280; Rudel and Neaigus, 1984: 137;
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Rudel, 1987:259-260). In this context, it is likely that the decision to move is

founded upon the imperative to upgrade. When these movers are compared with

house to house movers a number of fundamental similarities can be discerned which

is largely due to their "sameness" in the sense that origin and destination locations for

each are in the same sub-market.

In the next section households which have moved between different types of dwelling

are analysed to determine whether their behaviour is different from that of the first

two groups. If differences do exist, what is the influence of the fact that these movers

are transferring from one housing sub-market to another?

4.5.3 House to home unit movers and home unit to house movers

As for the previous two groups, the task in this discussion is to assess the mobility

process in terms of whether it has resulted in accommodation upgrade. Table 4.10

provides a number of interesting insights into aspects of the mobility process relating

to households which switch sub-markets. Households moving from a home unit to a

house are, overall, reluctant to make a move which results in the area of their

accommodation remaining small. Instead, the shift from a home unit to a house

results in a substantial increase in the area avallable to the household. Indeed, within

this group there are two sub-groups. The first opted for a sizeable increase in floor

space ranging between 20 and 40 square metres and the second used the change to

increase substantially the household's available floor space. Perhaps surprisingly,

there is a small group in this category which moved to a house which was smaller

than the home unit it vacated. While many factors might explain this observation, it

may be that this group has been encouraged to change its dwelling type because of
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perceived accumulation advantages made possible for house owners in an increasingly

deregulated f,rnancial environment (Rudell and Neaigus,1984: I29).

Table 4.10: House to horne urrit arrd horrre unit to house ntobility and area of
dwelling

Type ofchange Home unit to house movers House to home unit movers

Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increase of l-10 m2

Increase of l1-20m2
Increase of21-30m2
Increase of31-40m2
Increase of 41-50m2
Increase of >50m2

Decrease of l-10m2
Decrease of l1-20m2
Decrease of 21-30m2
Decrease of 3l-40m2
Decrease of 41-50m2
Decrease of >50m2

J

5

6

13

ll
5

22
5

2

4.2
6.9
8.3

18.1

I 5.3

6.9

30.6
6.9
2.8

I
I
9

12

1l
4
6

t4

t2.8
7.7
2.6
2.6

1.3

1.3

I 1.5

t5.4
14.1

5.1
'7.7

t'7.9

10

6

2
2

Total 72 100.0 78 100.0

Source: Extractedfromcrosstabulationanalysisofa_originbyarea_desvariablesforhousetohomeunitandhomeunittohouse
movers in mobility sav file.

These observed behaviour traits for home unit to house movers can be contrasted with

those observed for house to home unit movers. Within this group there are three sub-

groups which can be identif,red

o There is a small group whose members are somewhat reluctant to reduce the area

of their dwelling too much as a result of moving from their former house to the

new home unit. This may be predicated by the fact that for these households there

is no real need for a reduction in the dwelling's area; that they have not yet reached

a stage of life cycle where size of dwelling is critical. However, the actual size of

the allotment on which the dwelling is located may be a critical factor explaining

this mobility characteristic.

o A second group representing 41 percent of all house to home unit movers for

whom the move has resulted in their new dwelling having an area of up to 30
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square metres less than that of their previous residence. This group may represent

those movers whom mobility theory would categorise as "empty nestèrs"

(Hooimeijer et al, 1988: 306; McHugh et al, 1990: 89; Grundy, 1992: 169-171),

caused by children leaving home and the parents acknowledging that they no

longer have a need for alarge house

o A third group who have substantially reduced their home size through mobility

For this group, representing just over a quarter of all movers from a house to a

home unit, the move has resulted in a dwelling with a floorspace of 40 plus square

metres less than their previous house. This may represent a group which wants to

be rid of a large dwelling because of the difficulties associated with these

properties. Their members may be aged, in ill health and unable to properly

maintain a larger house, as well as its associated garden area. In the process of

moving, they have removed some of these problems, and in the process they may

have freed up some of the capital which had been locked up in the former residence

(Doling et al, 1986: 54; Evans, l99l: I73;Hamnett,1992:63). However, this

matter will be more fully explored in the next chapter

Table 4.11: Home unit to house and house to home unit mobility and dwelling
condition

Type ofchange Home unit to house movers House to home unit movers

Number Percent Number Percent

No change
Improved by I grade
Improved by 2 grades
Improved by 3 grades
Declined by I grade
Declined by 2 grades
Declined by 3 grades

30
5

J

2

l3
9

l0

41.7

6.9
4.2
2.8
18.1

12.4

13.9

24
24
ll
7

2

4
0

JJ.J

JJ.J

1 5.3

9.7
2.8
5.6

0.0

Total 72 100.0 72 100.0

Source: Extractedfromcrosstabulationanalysisofcond_ori bycond_desvariablesforhousetohomeunitandhomeunitto
house movers in mobility sav hle
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When the condition of the destination dwelling is compared with the origin dwelling's

condition (Table 4.1I), a number of contrasts can be identihed between home unit to

house movers and those who move from a house to a home unit. Conventionally,

movement from a home unit to a house has been seen as a positive aspect of housing

upgrading, but if a dwelling's condition can be related to the concept of upgrading,

then some qualifications are required to existing theory. There are three aspects to

this apparent contradiction. Firstly, over 40 percent of home unit movers experienced

no change in accommodation condition as a result of buying their new house

Secondly, only 13.9 percent bought a house in better condition than the home unit

they sold, and thirdly, and perhaps most significantly,44.4 percent actually moved to

a house jwith a lower condition rating than their home unit. As can be seen in Table

4.12, this phenomenon is in large part due to the relative youthfulness of the stock in

the home unit sub-market compared with dwellings in the housing sub-market.

Nevertheless, this is an interesting qualihcation of the generally accepted wisdom that

upgrading accompanies the move from a home unit into a house. Once established in

the house sub-market, however, owners can generally expect to improve the condition

of their house when they move. Earlier (see Appendix 10, Table 410.1), it was

shown that although 43.4 percent of movers experienced no change in the condition of

their new house on moving from their old house, 31.4 percent improved the condition

of their house. Moreover, only a quarter of these movers actually experienced a

reduction in house condition on moving to their new house, compared with the 54.4

percent of home unit to house movers who experienced a reduction. The clear point

here, therefore, is that opportunities for upgrading, as measured by dwelling

condition, are substantially greater for house to house movers than for home unit to
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house movers. However, the potential influence of the gentrification phenomenon,

where households move into an older, sub-standard, dwelling with the intention of

upgrading it, needs to be acknowledged in this discussion

On the other hand, nearly 60 percent of households who sell their house and move

into a home unit move to a unit which has a better condition rating that the house they

left. Further, a third of these movers experience no change in condition between the

dwelling they left and the one to which they went. Part of this explanation may be

because these people are moving from a sub-market whose stock lies within a greater

age range than occurs for dwellings in the home unit sub-market. Howevet, there is

likely to be another process contributing to the explanation, which lies in the fact that

these owners have been in the housing market longer than the home unit to house

movers and have more substantial financial resources at their disposal. They are,

therefore, able to exercise more choice in the quality of their next home

Table 4.122 Home unit to house and house to home unit mobility and dwelling
age

Type ofchange Home unit to house movers House to home unit movers

Number Percent Number Percent

Same vintage
More youthful by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
>5 categories
More aged by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories

10

5

a
ll
5

0

19

13.7

1 1.0

4.1

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

6.9
1 1.0

15.1

6.9
0.0

26.1

6

6

8

l0
l0
23

8.9

7.6

7.6
10.1

12.7

12.7

29.0

7

8

J

I
I
I
1

J

I
4

I
0

0

3.8

1.3

5.0

1.3

0.0

0.0

Total t3 100.0 '79 100.0

Source: Extracted from crosstabulation analysis of yrblt_or by yrbt_des variables for house to home unit and home unit to house

movers in mobility.sav file.
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As with other comparisons between home unit to house movers and house to home

unit movers, there are several contrasts between the two groups in terms of the age of

their destination dwelling (Table 4.I2). Two thirds of the former group can expect to

move to a house which is considerably older than the unit they left, and only a fifth

can expect to move into a younger house. In contrast, four hfths of house to home

unit movers purchased a home unit which was younger than the house they had sold.

Indeed, the tendency displayed in the table above is that these movers were more

likely to move into a unit considerably younger than their former house than they

were to move into a unit of comparable vintage. Only a small proportion of house to

home unit movers bought a unit which was older than their house, and when this

occurred the age of the unit was unlikely to be much older than their house had been.

4.6 Individual household mobilify

In this section, the single moves on which the previous analysis was based have been

aggregated into the housing histories of specific households so that the mobility of

individual households can be investigated. Most (72.6 percent) of the sampled

households made just one move during the study period, with a further 26 percent

making 2 or 3 moves. Only a very small proportion of households made more than 3

moves. Details on frequency of household mobility are shown in Table 4.13. Bell

(1995: 38) has estimated an individual's propensity to move at 11.1 moves for males

and 11.5 moves for females, a considerable exaggeration of the moves recorded by the

sample. However, it needs to be bome in mind that the moves in Table 4.13 represent

moves which have only occurred between owned dwellings, and exclude moves
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within the rental market and interstate moves, and also do not relate to the entire

lifetime of individuals and households

Table 4.13: Number of residential moves by sample households.

Residential moves Properties
occupied

Households Dwellings
occupied

Percent

2

J

4
5

6

7

8

1

2
J

4
5

6

7

575
157

49
8

2

0

I

I 150

471
196
40
t2
0

8

72.6
19.8

6.2
1.0

0.3

0.0
0.1

Total 792 1877 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo.sav file.

These households have moved within, or between, the house and home unit sub-

markets (see Appendix 10, Table 410.3), with house to house mobility being the most

prolific type of mobility. However, house to home unit mobility is the second most

dorninant relationship between the two markets and is probably a reflection of age

selectivity in mobility caused by older ownels moving from a house into more

manageable home unit ownership. As the ageing process develops (Hugo, 1986:24-

35; Rowland,lggl: 57-78), this form of mobility might be expected to increase

In addition to these tendencies, Table 4.14 also reveals that as the number of moves

made by a household increases, the dominance of mobility within the house sub-

market increases.
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Table 4.14: Household mobility befween sub-markets

Sub-market to sub-
market

Move

First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Sevent Total
h

House to house

House to home unit

Home unit to house

Home unit to home unit

592
106

69
l1

20
27
9

45

7

6

2

t5'7 8

3

J 807

133

105

22

Total 778 213 60 11 3 t067

Source: Derived from crosstabs from resid mo sav hle

In sections 4.5 and 4.6 there was discussion as to whether mobllity pel s¿ resulted in

an upgrade in housing. The conclusions reached, however, related to all movers, and

there was no discrimination between households with different ownership and

mobility characteristics. In this section, households will be iclentified in terms of the

number of moves they have made, and between which markets they have moved, in

ol'der to assess whether their mobility has resulted in a housing upgrade.

4.6.1 Households which moved once

This category representedT2.6 percent of the sample. Just over three quarters of these

households moved from a house to another house, and 13.1 percent moved from a

house to a home unit. Households which moved from a home unit represented a tenth

of all single move households, with the remainder moving within the home unit sub-

market. In Table 4.15 details for the home unit to home unit movers have not been

provided because their absolute numbers were too small to provide meaningful

comparisons with other categories.

The overwhelming evidence is that these single move households upgraded the area of

their residence in the process of mobility. The tendency was more pronounced for
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HU-H movers than for H-H movers. Of course, with house to home unit movers, area

increases would not be expected, but here there is evidence that for many of these

movers the transition has not compromised actual dwelling living area available to the

household, as shown in Table 4.15. It would seem that these movers have deliberately

sought these changes, and therefore it is diff,rcult to classify their dwelling arca

decrease as a housing downgrade. However, this kind of assessment might less easily

be made for the 25.1 percent of households whose mobility from a house to a home

unit resulted in an area decline of five or more categories. For these, the move may

have been in response to other processes which necessitated a genuine downgrade of

housing to meet a range of constraints experienced by the household

Table 4.15: Dwelling area changes for single move households

Type of
change

Movement between sub-markets

House to house House to home unit Home unit to house

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased
by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
More than 5
categories
Decreased
by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
More than 5
categories

30 14.6

16.7

10.0
1.5

9.2
7.9
10.0

2

2

J

7

5

4
14

7 t4.6 5.3

5.3

7.9
18.4

13.2

10.5

36.9

2.6

40
24
l8
22
t9
24

2

I
I

4.2
2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

4
l0
6

J

J

9

l5
20
7

6

J

7

6.3

8.3

2.9
2.s
1.3

2.9

8.3

20.8
12.s
6.3

6.3

18.8

Total 240 100.0 48 100.0 38 100.0

Source: CrosstabsanalysisofArealbyArea2ofhouseholdswhichhadowned2propertiesinresid_mo.savfile
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Nearly two thirds of house to home unit movers moved into units which were in better

condition than the house they left (see Appendix 10, Table 410.4). The main reason

for this is that the stock in the home unit sub-market is generally more youthful than

the stock of the housing sub-market, simply because home units are a more recent

phenomenon. However, the observation supports the earlier notion that many of these

movers are making a conscious decision to move from one housing type to another

with no intention of downgrading their housing. Indeed, the motivating factor may

very well be to reduce the size of their allotment and its garden area. Accordingly,

although the move may result in smaller rooms, often the number of rooms will be the

same as, or marginally less than, the number in the former house, and this evidence

suggests that they reinforce their decision not to downgrade by purchasing units in

peak condition. After all, there is every possibility that they are in a financial position

to insist on this. On the other hand, those moving from a home unit to a house are

more likely to buy a house in poorer condition than their unit, and this may well be

because these households are striving to buy their own house as soon as possible and

are prepared to use the first house purchased as a stepping stone towards their ultimate

housing goals. House to house movers seem to occupy the middle ground with

almost equal proportions achieving no change in condition, an improvement or a

decline

Finally, the concept of housing upgrade through residential mobility by age of

dwelling can be examined. Households which move from a house to a home unit are

more successful in upgrading than house to house movers (see Appendix 10, Table

410.5). However, it is impossible to assert that H-HU movers have achieved housing

upgrade at the expense of the H-H movers, particularly given that buyers "upgrading"
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into gentrihed housing will typically be buying housing older than that which they

have vacated. If, however, the movement into an older house had been caused by a

financial loss from owning the previous house, then the move may be interpreted as a

housing downgrade. This matter will be taken up in the next chapter. For households

which moved from a home unit to a house 71.9 percent moved into a house which was

older than the unit they sold, although it would be unwarranted to suggest on thrs

basis that these moves resulted in a housing downgrade

4.6.2 Households which moved twice

'Whereas there are only four possible pathways for one move households to take -

house to house, house to home unit, home unit to house and home unit to home unit -

for households which have made two moves there are eight ways in which they could

mo\/e within and between the house and home unit sub-markets. [n Figure 4.l4,the

numbers and proportions of households in each of these combinations is shown.
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Figure 4.14: Mobitity between sub-markets for households moving twice
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Figure 4.14 provides further support for the notion that most mobility is within the

house sub-market, but it also reinforces the earlier assertion that the second most

common type of move is from the house sub-market to the home unit sub-market. In

the following discussion, the emphasis is on comparing changes in dwelling

characteristics between moves to examine whether the concept of upgrading

accommodation is a continuing phenomenon which households seek to achieve from

one move to another. Further, these comparisons will only be made for house-house-

house, house-house-home unit and home unit-house-house moves as the numbers of

moves in the other types of moves are too low to make meaningful observations and
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Table 4.162 Area characteristics for households moving twice between three
houses

Type ofchange Move 1 Move 2
Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories
Decreased by:
1 category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories

l3

6

7

1

2

2

I

5

6

4
5

4
1

5

I
J

5

4
J

I
2

3

2

17.3

3.5

10.4

t7.3
l3.8
10.4

3.5

6.9
10.4

6.9

20.6

9.5

l1.l
1l.l
J.Z

J.Z
1.6

7.9
9.5

6.4
7.9
6.4
1.6

Total 29 100.0 63 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo sav file

There are a number of points to be made from Table 4.16. Firstly, in terms of area of

dwelling, the proportion of households which maintain the status quo as a result of

mobility is fairly low, at about one fifth of all movers. Of the remainder, there was a

tendency for the area of dwelling to generally increase as a result of the first move, but

on the second move the group seemed to split evenly between those which further

increased their available area and those which incurred a reduction in area through

mobility. This suggests that a quite significant adjustment process has occurred after

the first move, with households reconsidering their area needs in a way which seemed

not to occur with the hrst move.

In terms of condition (see Appendix 10, Table 410.6), approximately 50 percent of

households maintained dwelling condition at each move. For the remainder of

households, however, about one third moved to poorer quality housing at each move

As for age of house, there is a tendency for movers to seek more youthful

accommodation with each move made by house-house-house movers
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Apart from households which made two moves, each time from a house to a house,

the only other types of moves with a reasonable number of households within them

were for households which moved from a house to a house to a home unit and for

those which moved from a home unit to a house to a house. Among households

which moved from a house to a house and finally to a home unit, it is noteworthy that

as these households moved from their first house to their second house, there appeared

to be a developing tendency towards downsizing, and this appears to have continued

with the move from their second house to their first home unit (see Appendix 10,

Table 410.7). In other words, whereas it is expected that downsizing will occur with

the move from a house to a home unit, these households seemed to have also

downsized with the move from their hrst house to their second. It is as if these

households have adjusted through a two fold process involving purchase of a smaller

house as the first stage, and then purchase of a smaller home unit as the second stage.

This interpretation is further supported by the changes in the number of rooms owned

by these households as a result of each move. In terms of condition and vintage (see

Appendix 10, Table 410.8), these movers follow much the same kinds of trends

identif,red for earlier groups of movers. In particular, with the move from their last

house to the home unit, these movers have experienced high levels of improvement in

condition of dwelling and movèment into a more youthful dwelling.

How do these characteristics compare for households which owned three properties

but moved in the sequence home unit to house to house? For this group there might

be an expectation that with each move there would be strong evidence of upgrade,

particularly in terms of area and number of rooms. Whilst numbers are somewhat
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small, the data do support the notion that these households have improved their level

of housing with each move in the sequence (see Appendix 10, Table 410.9). Even

with housing condition and vintage (see Appendix 10, Table 410.10), for these

movers a majority of their number have either maintained the levels of their prevlous

dwelling or improved its standing.

4.6.3 Households which moved three times

The only other group for which reasonably significant numbers are involved is for

households which occupied four dwellings and therefore made three residential

moves. Within this group, there were nine combinations of moves between, and

within, the house and home unit sub-markets which actually occurred, and these are

shown in Figure 4.15

Figure 4.15: Mobility between sub-markets for households moving three times
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In the following discussion aspects of housing quality will be assessed for each of

move in an attempt to examine the patterns of upgrading which occur for extremely

mobile households moving within the house sub-market.

What is most clear from the data (see Appendix 10, Table 410.11) is the volatility in

dwelling area changes as these households have moved from one house to another

Relatively low proportions maintained their housing area from one move to the next,

with approximately equal proportions increasing and reducing area as a result of the

first and second moves. However, by the time of the third move, more than half these

households actually increased the area of their dwelling, with a further 15 percent

maintaining the area they had utilised at their previous house

Households generally at least maintained the condition of their house from one move

to the next, and there was a tendency for condition to improve with each move

Further, these households tended to move increasingly towards more youthful

housing. In this context, housing goals are linked with housing age and quality, and

would seem to drive the filtering process. It has been argued that f,rltering is a

consequence of trading up through mobility (Clark, 1982:39) and there is

considerable evidence of this here.

After households which moved three times, each time from a house to another house,

the next most significant groups of movers, in terms of absolute numbers, are those

households which moved twice from a house to a house, and a hnal move from a

house into a home unit, and those whose movement pattern comprised a first move

from a home unit into a house, with their subsequent two moves involving house to

house mobility. These groups represent the other two most notable movement

categories, comprising those households which adjust, or upgrade, from a unit to a
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house, and those who are likely to be near the end of their housing careers and who

adjust downwards from a house into a more manageable home unit. However, the

actual numbers involved in each category are very low, and not big enough for their

mobility to be tabulated and conclusions drawn.

4.6.4 Distance moved by households

The distance a household moved from one residence to another is constrained in large

part by characteristics of the housing sub-markets and a household's knowledge of

their local region (Adarns, 1969: 317). Therefore, residential moves are generally

short. However, the data have indicated that different groups of movers behave in

different ways in terms of how far they move from their previous residence, as Table

4.17 reveals.

Table 4.17: Distance moved by selected household types

'lype of move Move I Move 2 Move 3
Distance In same Distance In same Distance In same
(km) suburb (km) suburb (km) suburb

Aver Med Num Per Aver Med Num Per Aver Med Num Per

age ian ber cent age ian ber cent age ian ber cent

H-H-H
H.H-H-H
H-H-HU
H-H-H-HU
HU-H-H
HU-H-H-H

856
t0 74

t0 24
2.06
9.88
6.8 8

6.7 6

6.t2
t0.22
2.22
4.52
4.08

104
t6.7
8.3

0.0
0.0
0.0

7.47
8.45

8.62
14.51

10.79

11.01

451
5.42
8.l6
17.09

8.21
10.49

15.1

16.7
16.7

25.0
0.0

0.0

l3
4
)
I

0

0

10

4

I
0

0

0

7.19 5.08 8 28.6

4.07 3 92 | 25 .0

6.92 300 0 00

Source: Derived from resid mo.sav file

There are two interesting obseruations for the two groups of households which have

only owned houses Firstly, the distance moved between each ownership reduced and

secondly, these owners revealed a tendency to sell and buy within the same suburb.

Explanations for these characteristics range from financial constraint to a high degree

of contentedness with their residential location. In all likelihood, however, as these
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households move they tend to also move closer to achieving their housing goals and

each successive "rung" of the ladder brings them closer to their optimum location

(Michelson, 1977:35; Coupe and Morgan, 1981 :213; Landale and Guest, 1985: 205).

A form of spatial influence is also evident with the other two groups. For house to

home unit movers, their last move is relatively short, shorter for those who have

owned four dwellings than for those who have owned two. These households would

appear to have developed an affinity for the local area and are therefore reluctant to

move far from it. A proportion of these households may be in the reduction stage of

the family life cycle, and Hooimeijer et al (1988: 316) have found that 80 percent of

moves in this stage are short moves. Conversely, households which moved from a

home unit into a house have tended to maximise the distance between their home unit

and their house, over the space of one or two moves, suggesting that environmental

amenity is a more significant location factor for house buyers than home unit owners.

4.6.5 Length of ownership

The time that households have owned a dwelling has implications for the residential

mobility process in that it influences the number of moves any household will make

during its lifetime, as well as the volume of mobility within any market at any trme.

Although the length of ownership has previously been considered for all mobility, in

this section the emphasis is on comparison of ownership duration between different

types of movers and between movement from one dwelling type to another dwelling

type.
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Figure 4.16: Duration of ownership at first dwelling for households which made
one move
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Figr,rre 4.16 represents movers who have been essentially conservative in their

mobility. They have only made one move during the entire study period. More

significantly, though, the distribution of duration of ownership of the first dwelling for

H-H and H-HU type movers is decidedly bi-modal. This suggests the existence of

two different groups within the category. The first group made only one move and

owned their previous house for a substantial period. They are, therefore, clearly

conservative in their approach to mobility. Regardless of the factors which

encouraged their solitary move, it would seem that the possibility of capital

accumulation through residential mobility was not one of them.

The second group owned their previous house for only a relatively short period before

O
o{

o
c.t

g House to house

¡ House to home unit

¡ Home unit to house

selling and moving to their next house, or home unit. These owners would seem to be
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different from the first group, and it may be that the relatively short ownership of their

first house represented the beginning ofa housing career characterised by regular

housing shifts in response to a varying set of factors influencing the household. It

may be that this group will quickly move out of the one move category and into the

two and three move categories.

With the HU-H type of one move households, the length of ownership at their home

unit is quite different from the first two types. It is probable that these households are

at the beginning of their housing careers, and should not be branded as conservative

movers simply on the basis of their solitary move

Figure 4.17 provides details of households which made two moves during their

housing career. The number of movers in the H-H-HU and HU-H-H types are too

small to enable meaningful observations to be drawn. This is not, however, the case

',vith the H-H-H type of mover. The distribution of ownership duration of their first

house is bi-modal, which may allow the same conclusions to be drawn for this group

as were drawn for the one move, H-H, group. However, when the seconcl move is

analysed, a development was noted. For more than three quarters of the group making

a second residential move, their second home had been owned for four or less years,

suggesting that once the mobility process is engaged, it occurs quite regularly, even

for households which may have been labelled as conservative movers on the basis of

the time they spent in their first dwelling prior to making their f,rrst move

For H-H-HU movers, the first house was owned for a substantial period before

making the first move. However, these households remained in the next house for

only a relatively short time before deciding to move into a home unit. It is possible

that towards the end of their long ownership of their first house, these owners have



debated the merits of a smaller house or possibly home unit and have ultimately opted

to move to a new house. However, on making this purchase it would seem that they

have quickly realised its irrelevance to their needs, and within four years half of this

group has sold their second house and moved into a home unit. HU-H-H movers

show the same qualities as their one move counterparts, in that the duration of home

unit ownership is very brief. However, with this group, the ownership of their second

dwelling is almost as equally brief, suggesting that these households have been not

only anxious to quit the home unit market, but also anxious to quit the hrst house

market and fuither their housing career as quickly as possible (Coupe and Morgan,

1981 : 213;Landale and Guest, 1985: 205)

Figure 4.17: Duration of ownership at first and second dwelling for households
which made two moves
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Households which have made three moves have no pretension to conservatism,

particularly within the H-H-H-H type. The only tendency towards lengthy ownership

has been during the occupancy oftheir first house, but once the f,rrst house had been

sold, ownership of their second and third house occupied relatively short periods of

time (see Appendix 10, Table 410.12). The reasons for this group's frequent mobility

can only be surmised. Are they accumulating, upgrading, or reacting to stimuli

generated by changes within the household? It may be one of these, or some, or

something else

This discussion on ownership longevity has identified three groups of households.

There is the group which is fairly conservative in that it has tended to remain

geographically static throughout the study period. The next group is one which has

identified early characteristics of conservatism in their ownership history, but then

appeared to have adopted a more frequent mobility behaviour. Finally, there is the

group which has been actively mobile throughout its housing career, and has remained

at each location for only a short period of time. The question is whether any of these

groups have benefited more than the others in terms of their ability to generate capital

gains out of the mobility process, and the discussion will return to these groups in the

next chapter

4.7 Household disintegration and mobilify

Most of the investigation in this thesis is based on analyses of housing histories

generated for individual households moving within the owner-occupier housing

market. However, households are subject to change and for some households the
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nature of these changes meant that their housing history became impossible to trace

within the LOTS database. Details of these data collection problems were presented

in Chapter Two. It is due to these problems that the distribution of housing

ownerships within the sample is decidedly negatively skewed (see Table 4.13) when it

might be expected that the number of homes owned by households' would display a

more normal distribution. In the present case, the explanation for the negatively

skewed distribution of home ownership among mobile households has been

adequately explained by the constraints imposed on the data collection process.

Flowever, it begs the question as to what happened to those households which ceased

to be identif,rable within the LOTS database at some point in their housing histories.

In this section an attempt has been made to resolve this problem by acknowleclging

that not all households remain in owner-occupancy. Instead, there may be inter-tenure

mobility, or within owner-occupancy mobility but in a changed household form. For

exarnple, single person households may become two person households through

marriage, or couple households may disintegrate through divorce. This analysis will

allow the nature of mobility for households which change their form, or move from

one tenure to another, to be more fully explained.

At June 1986, each of the households in the housing history file were active in the

South Australian real estate market, but between then and July 1991, the end of the

study period, 38.9 percent of these households left the market. Some of these owners

had died, others may have moved interstate and a proportion may have dissolved

through divorce or break-up by other means. Further, some of the households may

have left the ownership market and entered the rental market. To determine the
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reasons why households left the ownership market, and implications from these for

the residential mobility process, a multi-faceted methodology was developed.

For each household, the certihcate of title for the dwelling they had owned previous to

leaving the market was obtained from the housing history database, and a manual

search of the Certificate of Title registers was made at the Lands Titles Office in

Adelaide to provide the full names of ownersl. The LOTS database had not provided

this information at the data collection stage, but it was critical information to

determine why households had left the real estate market. Memorials, which are part

of each Certificate of Title also provided important information for some households,

especially information relating to death of an owner, transfer to another owner,

marriage of an owner, and where this information was provided on the title it was

noted. 'When this task had been completed, full names of persons comprising the

households which had left the market had been determined.

In Australia voting at State and Federal parliamentary elections is compulsory for all

citizens over l8 years of age. The Electoral Roll records the place of residence of all

electors and is maintained by the Australian Electoral Office. It is updated before

each State and Federal election, and is therefore an excellent register ofadult persons

in Australia. Electoral Rolls were used to determine whether those persons who had

left the real estate market were still in South Australia. This stage created two groups.

The first comprised names of persons who were still in South Australia and the

second represented those persons who might reasonably be expected to have died, or

moved interstate or, in the case of women, possibly changed their name, either

t I am grateful to Mr Michael Maddigan, Customer Services Manager, Lands Titles Office for allowing
access to the Certificate of Title registers, and for much valuable advice he provided during this
exerclse.
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through marriage or by, for example, deed poll. Two possibilities existed for those

individuals in the f,rrst group. It could be assumed that they had remained in the rental

market, or they could have returned to the ownership market at some point subsequent

to their last ownership. To resolve which of these two possibilities could be assigned

to each member of the first group enquiries were made of LOTS, which matched each

person's name against current ownership records. In this way, the strategy determined

a sub-group of households which had left the ownership market at some point

between June 1986 and July I99I and entered the rental market permanently, and a

sub-group which had left the ownership market only temporarily. This latter sub-

group was further subdivided into a group which re-entered the market after July 1991

in the same household form as it had left the market, and a group which re-entered the

market in a different household form, at any time after June 1986

For those persons in the second group, who were not on the Electoral Roll, two

possibilities existed. Firstly, they may have died or, secondly, they could have left the

state. To resolve the "dead or alive?" issue, each name was checked against death

records held by the Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages in South Australial.

Those individuals who had not died comprised the second group of persons presumed

to have moved out of the state. However, for single women, and those from dissolved

marriages or other partnerships, in this group there was a potentially complicating

factor in that if any of them had married, or re-married, then their surname may have

been changed and the task of tracking them would have been made impossible

without access to marriage records. Unfortunately, this option was not able to be

I I am grateful to Mr David Ayling, Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages in South Australia for
allowing access to these records, and to Mr Chris Cobb for his assistance in the use of those records.
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pusued due to resource and time constraints, and therefore this group divided into

two sub-groups - one comprising males who have left the state, and the other

comprising females who have either left the state or married/re-married. Moreover,

those persons identified as having moved interstate could have been located to a

particular state within Australia by systematically searching the Electoral Rolls of

each State. Limitations of resources and time have not allowed this option to be

pursued. Nevertheless, within these constraints, it has been possible to identify a

number of categories which help explain the fate of those households which left the

South Australian real estate market during the period between June 1986 and July

1991. A summary of the reasons for leaving the real estate market is provided in

Table 4.18, and an explanation of some of the categories employed in the table has

been provided in Appendix 8

Table 4.18: Reasons for market departures

Reason Number Percent

Husband and wife died, estate sold
Husband/single male died, estate sold
Wife/single female died, estate sold
Divorce of married couple
Separation of non-married couple
Interstate mobility
Rental
Temporary absence from ownership market
Single (lone) female: manied/interstate mobility
New Household created from existing household
Partnership dissolved
Don't know

38

32

80

135

35

175

t12
32

64

4t
2l
l3

4.9
4.1

10.3

17.4

4.5
22.5
14.4

4.1

8.2

5.3

2.7
1.7

Total 778 100.0

Source: Derived from reasons.sav file, variable rsnrcde

Table 4.18 provides a number of interesting reasons to explain households' exodus

from the South Australian real estate market. Three of them are almost equally

significant, with death accounting for 19.3 percent, divorce/separation for 2L 9 percent

and interstate mobility for 22.5 percent of all households leaving the market
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Households leaving ownership for rental are only marginally less significant, with

14.4 percent of households in this category. Out of these observations there are a

number of implications for mobility theory, simply because, with the possible

exception of death, housing is still a commodity which the household will require and

its pursuit will generate residential mobility characteristics. Even with death, there are

mobility implications, especially where a surviving member of the household moves,

be it to a new owned dwelling or into rental accommodation. Moteovet, these results

have implications for new household formation and their residential mobility

What are the implications of death for mobility? Clearly, there are none when both

husband and wife have died, or a surviving husband/wife or single man/woman, dies.

Flowever, the research has identified 80 households (10.3 percent of departing

households), in which a husband/wife died leaving a surviving wife/husband. Table

4.19 details the subsequent mobility behaviour of the surviving partner

Table 4.19: Mobility behaviour of widow(er) after death of partner

Situation Number Percent

Husband dies, wife moves to rental accommodation
Husband dies, wife buys new dwelling
Husband dies, wife buys new dwelling in partnership with another

Husband dies, wife re-marries/changes name/moves interstate

Wife dies, husband moves to rental accommodation
Wife dies, husband buys new dwelling
Wife dies, husband remarries, buys new dwelling
Wife dies, husband moves interstate

30
8

2

22
8

3

I
6

37.5
10.0

2.5

27.5
10.0

3.8

1.3

7.5

Total 80 100.0

Source: Derived from reasons sav file, variable reasons

When a partner died, movement into the rental market was the option adopted by 37.5

percent of households. Precisely what type of rental is unclear, but the possibility is

that many in this group would opt for retirement village type accommodation. So

much depends on the age and health of the surviving partner, and these factors will
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influence the type and frequency of mobility in these households (Hugo, 1986; Salt,

1992:3; Hugo and Smailes,1992:43-44; Hugo, 1994: 11-14; Bell, 1995:19-20:.

Maher and Whitelaw, 1995: 44-50; Bell, 1996: 5-6). Although rental is the dominant

tenure course for these households, 13.8 percent did buy a new dwelling on their own.

These are the independent survivors, young and healthy enough and prepared enough

to continue alone as they had previously. The chances are that the dwelling they

bought was smaller than that which they had previously owned, and most likely

would be a home unit of some kind. In addition, another 2.5 percent of widows

bought a dwelling in partnership with another person. Widowers moving interstate

comprised 7.5 percent of the group and widowers re-marrying and buying a new

dwelling represented 1.3 percent of the group. As has been explained, it was not

possible to identify the proportion of widows who had remarried, and they are

theref'ore included in a category of ...wife remarries/changes name/moves interstqte

If, however, it is assumed that the proportion of widows re-marrying and moving

interstate is the same as that for widowers, then it is possible to claim that 4.1percent

of the group were widows who remarried and23.4 percent were widows who moved

interstate. In terms of mobility, interstate re-location is a significant option for

surviving partners, to live either with relatives and/or to take advantage of life in

warmer climates, especially those afforded by so many locations in Queensland

(Murphy andZehner, 1988: 322-324; SaIt,1992:64; Hugo and Smailes,1992:34-35;

Maher and V/hitelaw,1995: l5; Bell, 1995: 19-20).

V/hat of those households which had disintegrated through divorce or separation?

There were 170 (27 .9 percent) of households in this category, and the range of

possible outcomes for the parties involved have been detailed inTable 4.20.
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It suggests that there are several situations which have signif,rcant mobility

implications. Two of these situations involved the husband moving into rental

accommodation. Where this has occurred, the dominant tendency has been for the

wife to remarry/move interstate. In this case, there is a strong possibility that the wife

has, in fact, remarried but, as has been explained earlier, this has not been established

due to the difficulty in obtaining data concerning the possible remarriage, or reverslon

to another name, of a female partner in any former marriage. Less likely when a

husband moves into rental accommodation is for the wife to also move into rental

accommodation. However, if a wife's former husband moves interstate, then the

chances of the wife moving into rental accommodation are increased substantially.

On the other hand, where a husband has re-married and bought another dwellir,g, the

probability that the wife will also behave in the same way is very high.

The households represented in Table 4.20have dis-aggregatecl into new households,

which have in turn been re-allocated to the ownership and rental sub-markets in a way

suggested by TabIe 4.2I
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Table 4.20: Mobility behaviour after divorce or separation

Situation Number Percent

Husband and wife each buy new dwelling
Husband buys new dwelling, wife remarries/moves interstate
Husband buys new dwelling, wife into rental
Husband & another buys new dwelling, wife remarries/moves interstate

Husband & another buy new dwelling, wife into rental
Husband remarries, buys new dwelling, wife buys new dwelling
Husband remarries and buys new dwelling, wife remarries/moves interstate

Husband remarries and buys new dwelling, wife into rental
Husband into rental, wife buys new dwelling
Husband into rental, wife & another buy new dwelling
Husband into rental, wife remarries/moves interstate
Husband into rental, wife into rental
Husband moves interstate, wife buys new dwelling
Husband moves interstate, wife & another buys new dwelling
Husband moves interstate, wife into rental
I st partner buys new dwelling, 2nd partner buys new dwelling
lst partner buys new dwelling, 2nd partner marries/moves interstate
1st partner buys new dwelling, 2nd partner into rental
I st partner & another buy new dwelling, 2nd partner marries/moves interstate
lst partner marries, buys new dwelling, 2nd partner marries/moves interstate
I st partner marries, buys new dwelling, 2nd partner into rental
l st partner moves interstate, 2nd partner buys new dwelling
I st partner moves interstate, 2nd partner & another buy new dwelling
lst partner moves interstate, 2nd partner into rental
1st partner marries/moves interstate, 2nd partner into rental
I st partner into rental, 2nd partner buys new dwelling
lst partner into rental, 2nd partner marries/moves interstate
lst partner into rental, 2nd partner into rental

2
8

-)

2

I
2

23

5

7

I
42
l2
J

J

2t
1

7

I
2

4

2

J

I
I
I
2

7

J

1.2

4.7
1.8

1.2

0.6
1.2

13.5

2.9
4.1

0.6
24.7
7.1

1.8

1.8

t2.4
0.6
4.1

0.6
1.2

2.4
1.2

1.8

0.6
0.6
0.6
1.2

4.1

1.8
'lotal 170 100.0

Source: Derived from reasons.sav file, variable reasons.

Table 4.21: Distribution of divorced/separated households between owned and
rented sub-markets after dis-aggregation

Category Number Percent

Ownership
Rental
Males - Moved interstate
Females - remarried/moved interstate

88

124
32

96

25.9
36.5
9.4

28.2

Total 340 100.0

Source: Derived from Table 4 20

It would seem that household breakup through divorce/separation tends to promote

activity in the rental market, at least in the short term. However, this conclusion must

be modified by two factors. Firstly, a number of those persons moving interstate
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would have entered interstate housing markets and, secondly, a number of women in

the Femqles - remarried/moved interstate category have indeed remarried, or resumed

their former name, and re-entered the ownership market in Adelaide. Nevertheless, on

the evidence in Table 4.21 it is certainly reasonable to argue that household

breakdown by divorce/separation encourages significant activity in the rental market,

with up to 50 percent of the members of these former owner tenure households

seeking subsequent accommodation in the rental market.

Households which have dissolved through divorce or separation are not the sole

source of rental market clients, and in addition to the flow alre'ady described, the

research has identified three other flows which represent 14.4 percent of all

households which left the home ownership market during the period June 1986 to July

1991. Moreover, these are households which made a conscious decision to sell and

enter the rental market. Each of these streams were of roughly equal size, but the

largest (5.9 percent) comprised married households selling their home and moving to

rented housing. The next largest group comprised single males, and this group

represented 4.5 percent of all households which left the market. Finally, single

females moving to rented accommodation represented 4.1 percent of the total. Whilst

it is not possible to identify reasons for these groups' decisions to change tenure, an

analysis of capital gains generated by these households will be made in Chapter 5 and

this may reveal some powerful financial incentives for these changes.

In Table 4.18 there are two categories which provide some insights as to the role of

marriage in rendering void existing households and creating new households to move

through the housing market. The category Female - maruied/interstate mobility

comprised single female households whose disappearance from home ownership can
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only be explained by the fact that they became married or moved interstate. As has

been explained earlier, the strong probability is that a sizeable proportion of these

households were absorbed into new households through marriage, but they have not

been tracked subsequently. Similarly, the New household created from an existing

household category was comprised of two groups. The hrst represented single males

who married to create a new household and ownership, whilst the second comprised

dwellings owned by an unmarried couple ( for example, Smith, R J & u*t¡ *ho

subsequently became married, thereby creating a new household. Collectively, these

two groups represent a significant proportion (13.5 percent) of households whose

ownership and mobility characteristics ceased to be monitored between June 1986 and

July 1991 because of changes in their household conhguration. 'fhere is every

possibility that these new households entered the ownership market, but the nature of

the research methodology utilised here has meant that details of these new

households' real estate activity have not been recorded. The major reason for this

omission is principally resource and time based, but had their housing histories been

pursued then the distribution of moves among households, as described in Table 4.13,

would have been less negatively skewed, and more likely to have approached a

normal distribution.

The analysis of households which left the ownership market between June 1986 and

July 1991 has demonstrated that225 percent were highly likely to have moved

interstate. This is additional to those who have been positively identified as moving

interstate. V/ithin this stream there were two main groups. The first comprised

I 'c¡n.r' is an abbreviation for "Another" used in the LOTS database. Similarly, "Ors" is used for
"Others". See "Notes to selected housing history file variables" in Appendix 1 for more details.
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couples, both married and unmarried, who on balance were categorised as having left

the South Australian real estate market, but were not on the Electoral Roll and had not

died and therefore had left the state. The second group was represented by single

male households which met the same criteria. Of the two groups, the first was 3.8

times larger than the second, indicating the significance of couple households in the

interstate mobility stream exiting South Australia. However, this difference would be

offset by the component of interstate mobility represented in the category Female -

married/interstate mobility in Table 4.18. Were half this category attributed to single

female households moving interstate, then the size of the first group of movers in

relation.to the second group would only be in the vicinity of 2.3 times greater

Regardless of these qualihcations, the role of interstate mobility is a substantial reason

for households leaving ownership in South Australia and which has significant

consequences for the buoyancy of the housing market in the state as well as for the

rate of population growth in South Australia.

Finally, for 4.1 percent of households who left the market, their departure was

temporary, and the¡' later returned, albeit after the end of the study period. The

conclusion here must be that not all households move immediately from their old

home into their new one. For some, there can be a gap between ownerships, during

which time the households may engage in the search process for a new house, as well

as the appraisal process, possibly rent, take employment interstate or overseas, as well

as a host of other possibilities, or simply gather the necessary resources to buy the

next home. For these households, the length of time out of the ownership market

ranged fuom2 month to 107 months. Only 14.3 percent remained out of the market

for less than a year,2l.4 percent were absent for two to four years and 17.9 percent
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returned to the market after absences of more than four years but less than six years

However, the significant statistic in this analysis is the fact that nearly half the

households (46.4 percent) were absent from the housing market for more than hve

years. There is clearly more research needed to track these households during their

absence from ownership in order to fully appreciate some of the implications for the

mobility process.

This section has endeavoured to show how a housing history can be further pursued

when LOTS could no longer track a household. As a result, the enquiry into the fate

of households which disintegrated before the end of the study period has yielded

useful insights into the causes of household breakup, and anumber of pertinent

implications for the mobility process. It has also illustrated the importance of basing

housing history analyses at the individual o\¡/ner level to avoid possible gaps in the

detail ofany history

4.8 Conclusions

This chapter has sought to describe aspects of residential mobility as they have

occurred in Adelaide and South Australia during a23 year period. It has done this

against a backdrop statement which detailed the nature of housing sub-markets and

housing demography in the Adelaide area. Signif,rcantly, the relationship between

markets, housing demography and the mobility process is substantial, because the data

defining each have been derived from the same source, in this case households whose

housing ownership activities have been recorded on the LOTS database

One key finding of the chapter is an intention among movers to achieve an

accommodation upgrade with each move. The notion of upgrade has been shown to
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be multi-dimensional, being related to area, condition and age of dwelling, as well as

being linked to evidence which has suggested that households seem to move to

locations which are perceived to be their optimum location. It is therefore reasonable

to expect that these housing goals would be linked to capital accumulation through

housing ownership so that a better home could be bought upon its sale.

Of course, households have been identified whose mobility has not resulted in

housing upgrade, and it has not been possible to determine whether or not this has

been intended outcome. However, in the next chapter these qualities of mobile

households will be assessed against their home's capital accumulation performance

during their ownership, and this should throw more light on whether or not housing

downgrade is an intentional decision for some owners



CHAPTER 5 CAPITAL GAINS AND RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

5.1 Introduction

Enquiry into the relationship between capital gains and residential mobility has its

origins in investigations into the impact of capital accumulation from home ownership

upon traditional class relations and in particular whether accumulation could influence

the development of a new middle class (Saunders, 1978). The earliest research

occurred principally in the United Kingdom, but it encouraged Pratt (1986a) and

Thorns (1981) to investigate the relationship between accumulation and social

cleavage in Canada and New Zealand respectively. Thoms, in particular, proposed

that there were significant links between ownership, labour markets and household

mobility (Thorns, 1981a: 2ll-212) based on evidence from both New Zealand and the

United Kingdom. His conclusions were noted, criticised and refined by Hamnett

(1984) and a number of other researchers (Champion et al, 1988; Barlow, 1990; Allan

and Hamnett, l99l; Coombes et al, I99I; Forrest and Murie, I99I: Hamnett, I99l;

Randolph, 1991)

The essential nature of the relationship between labour markets, housing markets and

mobility is that the two markets share reasonably common spatial boundaries,

influenced by the significance of the journey to work for most individuals and

households (Coombes eL al,I99I: 169). Hence, when the labour market position of a

household changes it might be expected that their housing market position would also

change. For example, if a household's labour market position shifted spatially, there

might be compelling reasons for the household to follow the employment opportunity

and move from one housing market to another. Similarly, were a household's labour
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market position to change in situ, through job promotion, demotion or job loss, these

events may cause the household to consider, and then possibly change, their housing

market position. Each type of consideration has clear implications for residential

mobility (Allen and Hamnett,I99I: 6; Hamnett,1992:56; Owen and Green,1992:

22-23). For owner-occupiers, mobility is largely related to their ability to pay for

varying quantities and qualities of housing at various locations (Thrall, 1983:224-

225;Owen and Green, 1989: 122;Randolph, 1991: 18; Forrest and Murie, 1991: 63).

There have, however, been many qualif,rcations to this generalisation, mainly through

the recognition that the home owning group in any community is not homogenous

(Doling and Stafford, 1987: 103; Forrest et al, 1990:2I7). Propensity to move is

most directly linked to a household's occupational status, and the higher the

occupational status the greater the propensity to move (Forrest and Murie, l99l:87

Owen and Green, 1992:30; Munro, 1992:6).

With respect to this theoretical context, this Chapter is unable to contribute to our

understanding of the relationship between household labour market position and

property market position because data relating to labour market position were not

available in the dataset used here. However, a major strength of the database is the

quality of its information over a23 year period. These data will enable theoretical

contributions concerning the relationship between capital accumulation and mobility

to be made. Moreover, these relationships will be examined as they occur at the intra-

urban level, in contrast to many previous studies which have examined data obtained

at a national level.

Whereas the previous chapter sought mainly to describe patterns of mobility exhibited

by households, this chapter will endeavour to explain how capital accumulation
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considerations might explain and predict these patterns. The strategy will be to

assess, in the hrst instance, capital gains performance for houses, home units and

vacant land. In this assessment there will also be a consideration of the impact which

time of entry into any sub-market has had on the accumulation potential of an

investment, together with a discussion of the spatial dimensions of capital

accumulation in the Adelaide urban area. The purpose of this approach is to provide a

backdrop against which to examine, subsequently, the specific accumulation

performance of households which move within and between these sub-markets

The next level of investigation will restrict the enquiry to the accumulation

performance of owner-occupied dwellings and the level of capital gain they accrue to

their owners. Here the objectives will be to assess issues relating to dwelling value

and mobility, levels of re-investment at successive stages of the mobility process, the

extent of a household's accumulation at the end of its housing history, as well as

attempting to provide an explanation for capital losses generated by mobile

households

5.2 Capital gains and sub-markets

Nearly all the properties (97.2 percent) owned by the sample fell into one of three

dominant sub-markets - houses, home units and vacant land. The largest of these was

the house sub-market, which represented 70.9 percent of all properties in the survey

Less signihcant were the home unit and vacant land sub-markets, which were

represented by 14.2 percent and 12.2 percent respectively of all properties

The earliest analyses of capital gains from property ownership based their findings on

simple absolute and pro rata measures of accumulation (Hamilton, 1976: cited in
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Pratt, 1986a:368; Thorns, 1981a: 208; Pratt, 1986a: 368), which involved either a

calculation of the difference between selling price and purchase price, or computation

of the selling price as a percentage of the purchase price. Since then refinements have

been made to the equations employed to compute the capital gain generated by a

property during any ownership period, and these have been detailed in Section 3.6.

Although it is the case, for many owners, that the measure of capital gains remains a

simple equation, based around the difference between selling price and purchase price

(Maher, 1994:8), a more precise formula is required. In this chapter capital

accumulation will be defined as the difference between selling price and purchase

price, discounted for inflation and adjusted to 1989190 values. Further, to allow for

valid comparisons between households, accumulation will be measured as a rate

based, wherever possible, on the number of years the property has been owned, and/or

square metres of housing

5.2.1 The house sub-market

One key problem associated with any discussion of the accumulation potential of the

house sub-market is that the level of any gain generated by a dwelling is dependent

upon the size, or price of the dwelling, (Thorns, 1981a: 206,210: Badcock, 1989: 81-

85) and the length of time that the dwelling has been owned (Thorns, I98la:207;

1984:297). Vy'hen, as has been the case with most earlier studies, the data used are rn

aggregate form, it has not been possible to control for dwelling size and length of

ownership. However, in the present study these constraints do not apply and data

related to length of ownership and size of dwelling have been collected for each

dwelling. This has enabled the computation of a capital gain value pro-rated for
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dwelling area (m2; and time owned (years). Further, because the impact of inflation

should be considered once a dwelling has been owned for any length of time two

measures of capital gains have been computed. The first represents nominal capital

gain, with no adjustment made to purchase price and sale price, and the second is an

adjusted capital gain measure, with purchase price and sale price adjusted to 1989/90

values. All purchase prices and sales prices have been adjusted using the formula in

Equation 5.1

Equation 5.1 AVrsss¡so : (P/CPI)*100

where AVrssslso
P

CPI

: Adjusted value at 1989190 prices
: Actual price paid in any transaction
: Consumer Price Index value at time of

transaction

Table 5.1 details the accumulation perfurmance of houses between 1968 and 1991

Although some 2150 houses were eligible for consideration in this analysis, over 1000

were not included because of incomplete data relating to area, or because the current

ownership had not been concluded at the end of the study period. Further, those

dwellings which had been bought before 1968 were excluded because purchase price

details were not available
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Table 5.1: Capital accumulation by houses in the Adelaide metropolit^n area,
1968 to 1991.

Gain or loss/m2lyear Nominal Adjusted
Number Percent Number Percent

>$200 loss

$101-$200loss
$l-$100loss
$0-S50 gain

$51-$100 gain
$l0l-$150 gain
$l5l-$200 gain
$201-$300 gain
>$300 gain

8

2
56

442
354
108

30
28
20

0.8
0.2
5.3

42.2
33.8
10.3

2.9
2.1
1.9

9

26
317
391
178

52

20
20
25

0.9
2.5

30.4
3 8.0

17.0

5.0
1.9

1.9

2.4

Total I 048 100.0 1044 100.0

Source: Frequencies ofvars cglrcdv2 and cg2rcdv2 in cap_gain.sav file

It would seem that, based on nominal capital gains, most home owners have benefited

through home ownership. For more than 90 percent of owners, home ownership has

guaranteed wealth generation along the lines suggested by Pahl (I975:291) and

Saunders (1978: 243-245). It also supports the point made by Maher (1994:8). that

home owners often base the decision to sell solely on their computation of nominal

capital gain, and it contributes to the explanation of how a certain amount of

mythology has attached itself to the capital generation virtues of housing. For the

average sized house of 130 m2, these results suggest a capital gain ranging from

around $6,500 up to $26,000 per year, areturn with which most owners would be

rather satisfied, notwithstanding that this level of return would be offset by a number

of costs incurred by the owner of the dwelling. Within this evidence, there is clear

support for the prevailing view that most home owners expect to derive substantial

capital gains from home ownership. However, if house prices are adjusted to account

for inflation which has occurred during the period of ownership, the capital gains
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generation capacity of houses is diminished, as shown in the last two columns of

Table 5.1.

The most striking revelation in this part of the table is that for fully one third of

houses, their occupancy by owners has resulted in a capital loss after adjustment for

inflation. For most of these dwellings, the loss has been up to $100lm2lyear. These

results mean that in any housing market a substantial proportion of owners are more

marginal through home ownership than they might believe. Similar findings have

been reported for Canberra by Beer (1993: 161), who found that between 1962 and

1981 only 60 percent of households received a capital gain from ownership.

Elsewhere, Doling and Stafford (1987: 103) and Forrest et al (1990:2I7) have arrived

at similar conclusions. In terms of further research, it would be interesting to

determine how these capital loss making households might modify the conclusions of

a gtoutl of early researchers who argued that home ownership and the perceived

benetìts which flowed from it could lead to changes in traditional class allegiances

and behaviours (see Saunders, 1978:233-234,246; Kemeny, 1980: 373; Thorns,

1981a: 206; Saunders, 1984: 203-205; Pratt, 1986a: 367). It might also explain the

motivation behind a developing view that some significant advantages attach to

renting which are not achieved through home ownership (Clafton, 1995: 46), thrs

notwithstanding any considerations of imputed rent savings which should ideally be

incorporated into any capital gains equation (see Lerman and Lerman, 1986: 324;

Badcock, 1989: 80; Saunderc, 1990: 124)
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5.2.2 The home unit sub-market

Table 5.2 presents the results of a similar analysis for home units. It is clear that

home units have behaved in similar ways to houses during the study period in terms of

their generation of capital gains, and that when prices have been adjusted for inflation

this dwelling type also retumed significant losses to a substantial proportion of their

owners

Table 5.2: Capital accumulation by home units in the Adelaide metropolitan
area, 1968 to 1991.

Gain or loss/m2lyear Nominal Adjusted
Number Percent Number Percent

>$200 loss

$101-$200 loss

$l-$l00loss
$0-$50 gain
$51-$100 gain
$l0l-$150 gain

$l5l-$200 gain
$201-$300 gain
>$300 gain

J

J

t9
83

101

31

l1
5

I

1.1

1.1

7.2
3 1.6

40.7
I 1.8

4.2
1.9

0.4

6

6

94
85

45

t6
6

4
I

2.3

2.3

35.7
J Z.J

t7.t
6.1

2.3

1.5

Total 263 100.0 263 100.0

Source: Frequencies ofvars cglrcde and cg2rcde in cap_gain sav file

Table 5.3: Capital accumulation by vacant land in the Adelaide metropolitan
area,1968 to 1991.

Gain or loss per year Nominal usted

Number Percent Number Percent

Loss

$0-$5000
$s001-$10000
$10001-$20000
>$20000

5

34
12

4

4

8.5

57.6

20.3
6.8
6.8

t7
2'7

1

4
4

28.8
45.8

I 1.9

6.8

6.8

Total 59 100.0 59 100.0

Source: Frequencies ofvars cglrcde and cg2rcde in cap_gain.sav file
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The only other sub-market with a reasonable number of ownerships was vacant

residential allotments. For this sub-market no data were available for area, and

therefore a per yeff calculation of nominal and adjusted accumulation has been made,

and the results of this analysis presented in Table 5.3. Perhaps the most pertinent

observations from this table is the fact that the proportion of vacant residential

allotments which generate a capital loss for their owners is less than the level for

houses and home units, and that the range of gains for vacant land is greater than that

obtained for the other two sub-markets. Despite these observations, the fact remains

that land and real estate does not represent a certain way of accumulating wealth.

Further, the analyses in this section have highlighted the critical importance of

discounting capital gains for the impact of inflation to show the real potential of

housing to generate wealth for its owners.

5.3 Capital gains and time of entry to sub-markets

The significance of accumulation through home ownership has been reported in depth

only since the onset of rapid inflation in western economies in the 1970's. It has been

inflation which has made possible huge windfall profits to owners (Hamnett and

Randolph, 1988: 381-382; Hamley, 1992:21-22; Maher, 1994:ll-14; King, 1989a:

455-456), and which has caused investigation of the many implications stemming

from this phenomenon. One key factor which has emerged from the analyses has

been the relationship between the property cycle time at the time of purchase and level

of capital gain (Thorns, 1981a: 201-210), and in this section the per *t, p", y"u,

retum to house owners has been related to the period in which the house was

purchased. The expectation is that nominal levels of accumulation should have
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become more widespread throughout the study period as inflation became more

pronounced, but simultaneously there should have developed a tendency for adjusted

accumulation to show a lower earning capacity from home ownership. Table 5.4

shows the development of the relationship between nominal accumulation and period

of house purchase. The clearest pattern which emerges from the table is that until the

onset of rapid inflation in the early seventies, home owners could expect their

investment to accrue relatively modest and predictable nominal capital gains, and that

there was little possibility of a capital loss being produced. However, this

environment changed in the second half of the 1970's, and rapidly increasing inflation

rates increased the opportunity for nominal capital gains to accrue to owners who

bought during this period.

'With the eighties, new factors were introducerl to the home ownership equation,

especially interest rate volatility, so that nominal losses from ownership became an

irrcreasing possibility. So, too, did the opportunity for increasingly larger windfall

profits. In Table 5.5, the tendencies described above have been qualihed to take into

account the impact of inflation by adjusting selling and purchase prices to 1989/90

values. This adjustment has established some developing tendencies which have

modihed the capacity of housing to generate capital gains, especially for home buyers

who purchased from 1970 onwards.
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Table 5.4: Nominal gain or loss based on period of house purchase.

Gain or loss 1968-19'70 1971-t975 I 976- I 980 I98l-1985 1986-1991

No V" No Yt No Yo No% No%
>$200 loss

$l0l-$200 loss

$l-$100 loss

$0-$50 gain 6

$51-$100 gain I
$l0l-$150 gain

$151-$200 gain

$201-S300 gain
>$300 gain

I
28
ll6
185

50
t2
r8
9

8

I
28
136

95

48
l8
9

ll

85.7
14.3

95. I
4.9

t26
70
l0

60.9
33.8
4.8

0.5

0.2
6.7
27.7
44.2

I 1.9

2.9
4.3
2.1

2.3
0.3

7.9
38.4
26.8
13.6

5.1

2.5
3.1

58
3

Total 7 100.0 61 100.0 207 100.0 419 100.0 354 100.0

Source: Extracted from cap_gain.sav file

Table 5.5: Adjusted gain or loss based on period of house purchase

Gain or loss 1968-1910 1971-1975 1976-1980 1981-1985 1986-1991

Noo/oNo%No%NooÁNo%
>S200 loss

$101-$200 loss

$l-$100 loss

$0-$50 gain 6

$51-$100 gain 1

$l0l-$150 gain

$l5l-$200 gain

$201-$300 gain
>'$300 gain

1

16

40
2

46
124
31

4

I
l0
94
135

102
30
t4
11

l5

8

15

l6l
92
42

85.7
t4.3

1.7

27.1
67.8
3.4

22.3
60.2
I 5.0
1.9

0.5

0.2
2.4
22,5
32.3
?.4.4

7.2
J.J

4.1

3.6

2.3

4.2
45.5

26.0
I 1.9

5.1

1.7

0.8
2.5

l8
6

J

9

Total 7 100.0 59 100.0 206 100.0 418 100.0 354 100.0

Source: Extracted from cap gain.sav file

As processes associated with global restructuring and internationalisation of capital

have progressed the capital accumulation options for home owners have changed in

largely negative ways. Firstly, the proportion of home owners which might have

expected to make a reasonable gain of up to $ 1OO/m2lyear has reduced progressively

from 100 percent during the 1968-1970 period to 37 .9 percent in the 1986-1991

period. Secondly, the proportion of owners who could expect to lose from ownership

fluctuated between a low 22.3 percent and a high 28.8 percent between l97I and
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1985, but from 1986 the possibility of a financial loss from ownership increased to 52

percent of all buyers. The possibility of deriving real gains from ownership of more

than $100/^'ly"u, during the period peaked at 18.2 percent in the 1981-1985 period,

and tumbled to 10.1 percent in the succeeding period.

5.4 Spatial distribution of capital gains in the house sub-market

Saunders (1990: 131) has suggested that the spatial assessment of capital gains is

problematical because of an anay of factors which have to be considered in order to

fully appreciate any measure of capital gain. However, as has been indicated above,

the use of individual house data, together with data for house area and length of

ownership, has meant that some of these difficulties have been overcome. Therefore,

nominal ancl acljusted capital gain per -t p., year datafor houses has been allocated

io each of the mosaic areas generated by the intersection of the zones and sectors

ernployed in Chapter Four. For each mosaic area, the median adjusted capitai gain per

rn' p.. year was determined, and these data used to produce Figure 5.1.

The tìrst point to note is that for most mosaic areas within the metropolitan area, the

median level of real, or adjusted, capital gain is relatively low. and therefore this map

is an important qualification of the trends depicted in Table 5 . 1 , in that it emphasises

the degree of variation associated with capital returns from housing. As well, it is a

confirmation of the view that the capital gains generation capacity of housing is not as

great as it was once supposed. The second point is that this representation of capital

accumulation potential reflects the typical patterns of land values found in urban

areas, with highest values near the centre and lowest values at the periphery, therefore

suggesting a link between land value and capital gain.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of adjusted median values of gain or loss/m2lyear in
Adelaide metropolitan area, 1968 to 1991
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Gain or loss ($)/m2lyear
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9.43 - 17 .26
20.24 - 32.68
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Source: Extracted from cap_gain.sav fìle
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There is, however, a third and more interesting point related to the actual location of

highest accumulation potential areas. The data have suggested that the inner zones of

sectors 1,2,3 and 4 have produced a better accumulation record throughout the study

period than the corresponding zones ofsectors 5 and 6 especially, and to a lesser

extent sectors 7 and8l. Traditionally, the south-eastern sectors of Adelaide have been

regarded as the high land value areas of the city, and there is evidence that these areas

retain that reputation (see Chapter Four, 'Iable 4.6). However, the evidence of Figure

5.1 indicates that capital gain, pro-rated for area and time owned, is not firmly linked

to the prevailing land, or house, value surface. A correlation analysis was performed

on the level of real gain or loss/m2lyear and the adjusted sale price of houses in each

mosaic area. The purpose of this exercise was to measure not the magnitude of any

correlation but whether the association was positive or negative. These results are

superimposed on the shading patterns of Figure 5.1 . Those rnosaic areas with a

positive relationship between real gain and adjusted seiling price represents areas

lvhere the level of gain reflects the land value surface. Flowever, those mosaic areas

with a negative relationship are areas where levels of capital gain are inversely related

to the prevailing land value levels. This tendency is dominant in the northwest-west

sector, and has occurred in half the zones of the southwest-west, southeast-south and

northeast-east sectors. In the first sector land values are middle range, and therefore

this sector has generated capital gains well above expectations, and it may well be that

this sector is experiencing the early stages of gentrihcation. The other sectors ate

located in generally high to very high land value areas, and it may be that processes

I 
See Appendices 4 and 5 for a description of zones and sectors as used in this study together with

maps showing their areal extent.
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associated with gentrification and supply and demand are nearing the end of their

cycle in these regions, that capital is shifting (Daly, 1988: 140; King, 1989a: 445-453;

King, 1989c: 859; Beauregard, I99l:93) from these areas to the northwest-west

sector which is potentially more likely to generate higher retums on invested capital.

The principal aim of the discussion to this point has been to provide a context, against

which to examine the more specific accumulation record of moversper se. Ithas

established an environment of uncertainty surrounding the capital gains potential of

housing, which has developed since the 1970's. Consequently, capital gains from

home ownership are by no means guaranteed and, moreover, the relationship between

space and capital gains would also seem to be evolving new characteristics which are

likely to modify previous perceptions of the relationship

5.5 Capital gains and mobility

The aim of this section is to focus on the accumulation record of movers. In Table 5.6

details regarding the accumulation potential of households which moved from a house

to another house are shown

Table 5.6: Accumulation performance of households which moved within the
house sub-market

Gain or loss/m'lyear Nominal Adjusted
Number Percent Number Percent

>$200 loss

$101-$200loss
$1-$l00loss
$0-$50 gain

$51-$100 gain
$101-$150 gain
$151-5200 gain

$201-$300 gain
>$300 gain

2

13

135

ll1
38

l4
2
t

0.6

4.0
41.8
34.4
I 1.8

4.3
2.2
0.9

2

4
87

128
64
2t
6

7

J

0.6
t.2

27.0
39.8
19.9

6.5

1.9

2.2
0.9

Source: Extracted from mobility sav file, based on frequencies for variables cgÌ rcdv2 and cg2rcdv2

100.0Total 323 100.0 322
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The importance of using adjusted values in computing accumulation is again

reinforced in the table. Based simply on nominal values, very few households

incurred a loss through ownership and mobility. However, when prices are adjusted

for inflation, the pattern is modified to the extent that nearly 30 percent of owner

households, moving from a house to another house, incurred losses. Of those

households which made a capital gain, based on adjusted values, just on 60 percent

made only a modest gain of up to $100 p", -'per year.

Because the number of households moving within the home unit sub-market (16), and

between the house and home unit sub-markets (54) and home unit and house sub-

markets (71) are small in comparison to those moving within the house sub-market,

full details of their accumulation performance have not been presented. Horvever,

several salient points need to be mentioned. Firstly, for movers from a house to a

home unit, the likelihood of an adjusted loss was slightly less than that for house to

house movers, whereas their chances of making a modest profit of up to $100 per m2

per year was slightly greater. Secondly. households which moved from a home unit,

either to a house or to another home unit, could be expected to incur considerable

accumulation disadvantage. For the home unit to house movers, 36.6 percent made an

adjusted loss through home unit ownership, while 56.6 percent of home unit to home

unit movers made a loss. There has been atrain of thought in housing studies which

has suggested that home unit ownership acts as a stepping stone to home ownership

(Kendig, 1984:280; Rudel andNeaigus, 1984: 137; Rudel,1987:259-260), especially

for younger households embarking upon their housing career. The evidence from

these results would suggest that home unit ownership, for many owners, should be

seen as a millstone, rather than a stepping stone. How much these results confirm the
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views of Rudel and Neaigus (1984: I29-I37; and Harris (1986: 303), who argued that

the prevailing economic climate of the seventies caused some owners to rush into

home ownership earlier than perhaps they should have is interesting to contemplate.

Were these owners relatively short term owners? Had they "bought high and sold

low" in order to get into house ownership quickly to take advantage of the huge

capital gains windfalls houses were reported to achieve?

Table 5.7: Period of purchase for origin dwelling of mobile households

Market to
market

Period

1968-1970 l97l-1975 1976-1980 l98l-1985 1986-1991 Total

N%N%N%NOAN%N%
House to house
House to home
unit
Home unit to
house
Home unit to
home unit

0.3

2.9

38

t0
1

2

9.4

14.3

123

26

30.3

) t.)

l6l
16

39.7

22.9

20.s

22.9

83

l6
I00.0

100.0

406
'10

2 2.3 t7 19.8 47 54.7 20 23.3 86 100.0

2 9.5 3 14.3 9 42.9 7 33.3 2t 100 0

Source: Extracted from mobility.sav file using variable cgrt2rcd

Table 5.7 provides some insights into these questions. By the end of the seventies, 42

percent of house owners had bought their dwelling, and at best this enabled their

investment to accumulate for up to a decade before it was sold. On the other hand,

however, only 22.4 percent of the home unit stock had been purchased by this time,

with a fuither 52.3 percent of home units purchased during the hrst half of the

eighties. This was the very time that so many of the capital gains virtues of home

ownership were being extolled (Hamnett, 1983: 98; King, 1990: 361; Linneman and

Megbolugbe,1992:369), and there may be in these observations some evidence to

support the claims that home unit owners were pressured to sell their unit, despite the

costs they would incur, in order to capitalise on the advantages that would be theirs in
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house ownership. Whether this promise eventuated for these movers is explored in

Table 5.8.

Table 5.8: Annualised gain per move for households which moved from a home
unit into houses for the remainder of their housing career

or Number Percent
>$l0000loss
$8-$10000 loss

$6-$8000 loss

54-$6000 loss

$2-$4000 loss

$0-$2000 loss

$0-$2000 gain
$2-$4000 gain
$4-$6000 gain
56-$8000 gain
$8-$10000 gain
$10-$20000 gain
$200-$5000 gain
>$50000 gain

2

2
I
2
4

l3
15

16

15

2

6

5

2

1

2.3
2.3
1.2

2.3
4.7
15.1

t7.4
18.6

17.4
2.3
1.0
5.8

2.3
1.2

Total 86 100.0

Source: Derived from resid_mo.sav file, using gnyrmvrc variable for those mobile households whose housing hìstory follows
tlie gcneral t'ormat HU-H....H

Clearl1,. nearly one third of households who commenced their housing careers with a

bome unit have realised an annualised capital loss from ownership of their subsequent

houses. On the other hand, for more than half (53.4 percent) these households,

rnobility from a home unit into one or more houses has generated gains of up to $6000

per year per move

The findings reported to this point can be complemented by computations of rates of

capital gain. The earliest explorations of rates of return based the calculation on the

purchase price (Saunders, 1990: I24),but subsequent analysts preferred to base the

rate on the household's equity in the dwelling (Dupuis, 1992:30). In Table 5.9, the

rate of return has been computed using the purchase price of the dwelling, as well as
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allowing for the time that the dwelling had been owned, using the formula in Equation

5.2

Equation 5.2 (((SPadj - PPadj) * 100)/PPadj)/T

where SP"¿t
pP"ai

T

: selling price (based on 1989/90 prices)
: purchase price (based on 1989/90 prices)

time (years) dwelling owned

The table shows how movers within and between the sub-markets have fared in terms

of real, or adjusted, accumulation rates based on the purchase price of their origin

dwelling.

Table 5.9: Rate of accumulation, based on purchase price, for movers within
and between sub-markets

Loss or gain House - house House - home
unit

Home unit to
house

Home unit to
home unit

No % No % No % No oi
70

>1O%o/year loss

5-10%/year loss

0-5%o/year loss

)-5o/olyear gain
5-T}Yolyear gain
l0-15%olyear gain
I5-2Ù%o/year gain
20-50%o/year gain
50-1O0%/year gain
>lÙÙo/olyear gain

88

29
t2
l13
71

39
27
20
6

1

21.7
7.1

3.0
27.8
17.s

9.6
6.7
4.9
1.5

o.2

20.0
8.6
4.3
34.3
15.7

8.6
5.7

20
8

4

21

l9
6

2
4
I
I

23.-t

9.3

4.1
24.4
22.1
7.0
2.3

4.7
1.2

1.2

19.0

4.8
9.5

9.5

4.8
4.8

t4
6

J

24
1l
6

4

t0 47.6

4
I

2

2
I
t1.4

1.4

Total 406 100.0 70 100.0 86 100.0 2t 100.0

Sourcc: Extracted from mobility.sav fìle, based on frequencies forvariable CGRT2RCD

In addition to confirming a number of points which have already been made, Table

5.9 suggests that all forms of housing are capable of returning a loss to a sizeable

proportion of their owners, and that the size of the proportion is lower for movers who

shift from a house than for those who shift from a home unit. Further, about half of

all owners can expect to make a retum on their housing investment of up to 10 percent

per year, based on purchase price, with the exception of those home unit owners who
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move to another home unit. For this group, only about one quarter can expect to

achieve this reasonable rate of appreciation. However, this group does have the best

chances of making substantial rates of appreciation compared with the other groups,

although it needs to be noted that this assertion is based on very low numbers.

Capital accumulation can also be measured as a per year return based on the owners'

equity invested in the dwelling, where equity is dehned as the difference between

purchase price and mortgage. This computation is possible for selected dwellings as

mortgage data were collected for all homes and home units bought during June, 1986

(Harris, 1989), and Table 5.10 shows, for all houses and home units purchased with a

mortgage, the rates of capital gain per $ 100 of household equity in the dwelling, per

year based on Equation 5.3

Equation 5.-l (((SP"dj-PP^o¡)* 100)/(PP.dj-M"dj))/T

where adj Selling Price (adjusted to 1989190 prices)
Purchase Price (adjusted to 1989190 prices)
Mortgage (adjusted to 1989/90 prices)
Time dwelling owned.

adj

Table 5.10: Annualised rate of accumulation based on owner equify

SP

PP

Mu¿j

T

Gain or loss per
equity per year

100 Houses Home units

Number Percent Number Percent
>20Yo loss/year
10-20% loss/year
0-1\Yo loss/year
0-10o/o gain/year
l0-20%o gainlyear
20-30% gainlyear
30-40% gainlyear
40-50% garnlyear

50-15% gain/year

15-100% gain/year
>1000Á gainlyear

46
22
46
50
l8
5

8

8

4
5

5

21.2
l0.l
2t.2
23.0
8.3

2.3

J. t
J. /
1.8

z.J
2.3

9

8

l8
l0
J

2

1

17.6

15.1

35.3
19.6

5.9

3.9

2.0

Source: Extracted from cap_gain sav file, using variable rl_eqrcd.

51 100.0Total 217 100.0
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Again, these data reinforce the consistent hndings of earlier analyses, in that for more

than half the houses bought with a mortgage, and more than two thirds of home units,

the accumulation performance has been dismal, and has resulted in an annualised loss

on owner equity invested in the dwelling. Of those owners who were able to profit

from ownership, most profited by no more than $40 per year for each $100 equity

invested in their accommodation. For house owners, some 37 percent fell into this

category, whilst all home unit owners were exclusively in this category. Howevet, as

Table 5 . 1 0 makes clear, the maj ority of owners accrued profits within the lower bands

of the range, indicating that owners have been more likely to make a loss from

ownership, or at best a small profit, rather than a substantial financial "killing". 'With

these kinds of returns from owner equity in housing, it is curious that so many owners,

especially fìrst time owners, seem to be anxious to invest as rnuch as possible of their

c,wn resources into housing purchases (Dupuis, 1992:29). Among non-first home

buyers, there is an even greater tendency to buy with a small mortgage and

correspondingly large equity (Saunders, 1990: 124), but for all owners the conclusion

seems to be the same - that there are, in all probability, better forms of investment

outside the real estate market (Badcock, 1989:77; Edel, 1984; Thorns, I989b:297).

It has been suggested (Saunders, 1990: 131; Dupuis,1992:29)fhat return on equity is

indirectly proportional to the size of the equity and this proposition can be examined

in the Adelaide context. However, as a sizeable proportion of dwellings had recorded

negative capital gain per $100 of equity invested per year it was not possible to run a

correlation analysis between return and size of equity, which included all dwellings,

as the negative returns on equity would distort the size of any correlation and, more
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importantly, its sign. Therefore, those dwellings which recorded a loss were isolated

from those which recorded a gain and separate correlation analyses were run for

houses and home units in each category. In employing these refinements, an indirect

relationship between return and size of equity will be indicated by a negative

correlation for dwellings which made a profit, and by a positive correlation for

dwellings which retumed a loss on equity. The logic of this lies in the following: as

the size of the loss increases it produces an increasingly smaller absolute number. For

example, minus 20 percent is smaller than minus l0 percent. If a20 percent loss is

linked to a small equity amount, then it will return a positive correlation, indicating

that a small equity is related to a small absolute number, but w-hich should be

interpreted in the context of the present discussion as a snrall equitv generating alarge

Ioss; that is, a negative relationship between equity and return. The results of the

aLnal;-:;is are presented in Table 5.1 1

Table 5.11: Relationship between capital gain on equity and size of equity

Capital gain/$ I 00 equity/year
(Gain/loss)

Correlation analysis

Houses bought with mortgage Homc units bought with
mortgage

Gain -0.1 805

N:103
P: .068
+0.2295
N:I14
P:.014

-0.1942
N:16

P: .471
+0.1951

N:35
P:261

Loss

Source: Derived from cap_gain.sav file, using variables rale_eq and siz_eq.

The conclusions to be drawn from the above table are twofold. Firstly, there is

support for the expected relationship between level of return on owner investment and

size of that investment but, secondly, the relationship is far from conclusive. As to

why the results are so inconclusive, it would seem that in the environment of

deregulation which existed in 1986, the period for which mortgage data are available,
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home buyers were behaving in a very irregular fashion, not seeming to be influenced

by any dominant behaviour as to equity levels, borrowing levels and accumulation

results. At this time, the noÍns of the past were being revised, and replaced with new

sets of parameters which, in association with levels of inflation not previously

encountered, resulted in a very mixed set of investment performances. For example,

of those house owners who registered a loss of more than 20 percent per year,47.8

percent had an equity level of less than $ 10,000, and a further 19.6 percent had an

equity level between $10,000 and $20,000, and similar results were recorded for home

unit buyers. For house owners who recorded a loss of up to 10 percent per year on

equity. 28.3 percent had equity levels between $50,000 and $100,000, and a further 13

percent had equity levels greater than $100,000. Among owners who made gains on

their equity, those who made huge gains were, in the main, owners who had low

levels of personal equity in their house. Fifty percent of owners who made more than

75 percent on their equity investment had equity levels of $20,000 or less. A turther

20 peroent of these households had equity levels between $20,000 and $40,000. 'Ihe

results for these owners seemed to be in accordance with prevailing wisdom

concerning the relationship between return, or accumulation, and size of equity

Flowever, as Table 5.I2 reveals, around these trends there is huge variation caused by

households whose accumulation performance has not matched expectations, and it is

this variation which is responsible for the small size of the correlations reported in

Table 5.11
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Table 5.12: Relationship between return to equity and size of equity - houses

purchased with a mortgage

Equity
loss
Count
Row 7o

Column 7o

>20% loss

l0 - 20% loss

0 - l0% toss

0 - 10"/o gair'

46
21.2

22
I 0.1

46
21.2

50

23.0

10 - 20Yo gain

2O - 309/o sain

30 - 40Y' gain

40 - 50% gain

50 - 75% gain

75 - 100% gain

>1009/o gain

Source: Extracted from cap_gain.sav file, using variables rl_eqrcd and sz_eqrcd.

Finally in this section, there is the question as to what kind of investment

performance, in terms of return per $ 100 of equity, households which left the market

have made. The reasons why these households left the South Australian real estate

market were detailed in Section 4.8 of Chapter Four and it is possible to relate these
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2
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4
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l9
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7
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t3.2
2

40.0
3.8
4

50.0
7.5

I

12.5

4.3

2

25.0
8.7
I

25.0
4.3

I
12.5

2.9

I

25.0
2.9

1

20.0
2.9
I

20.0
2.9

22

47.8
62.9

1

4.5

2.9
5

10.9

t43
3

6.0
8.6

6

130
176

6
27.3
17.6

6

13.0

t7.6
3

60
88

5

278
14.7

4
8.7

17.4
J

136
130

4

8.7

17.4

5

10.0

21.7
I

5.6
4.3

J

65
16.7

I

4.5

5.6

6

130
33.3

5

10.0

27.8

I

4.5

5.9

6

r 3.0
3 5.3

7

14.0

41.2

J

16.7

17.6

I

20.0
5.6

I
t2.5
5.6

I
12.5

5.6

I
12.5
2.9
4

500
I1.8

I
25.0
2.9
I

20.0
2.9
I

20.0
2.9

I
12.5

2.7
I

25.0
19
I

20.0
1.9

2

40.0
5.4
I

20.0
27

2

400
87

35

16.1

37

t7 1

34
t5.7

23
10.6

18

83
t7
78

53

244

reasons to levels of return on invested equity. Households which had left the market
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had owned 153 properties which had been bought with a mortgage, and within this

group the most significant reasons for leaving the market were

¡ Interstate mobility (23.5 percent)

o Divorce of married couple (20.9 percent)

o Mobility into the rental market (14.4 percent)

The returns achieved by these categories of households which left the market are

provided in Table 5. 13. V/hat is significant for each of these groups is that the

majority have incurred losses on their investment in housing

Table 5.13: Annualised returns to equity for households which left the South
Australian real estate market

Gain/loss per
$ 100 equity per
year

Reason leaving estate

Total

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Interstate
mobility

Divorce Mobility into
rental market

>20%o loss
l0-20% loss

0-10% loss

0-l0Yo gain
l0-20Yo gain
20-30Yo gain
30-40Yo gain
40-50%o gain
50-75Yo gain
75-100Yo gain
>700Yo gain

1

I
5

4

1

2

1

I

l5
J

6

J

I

9

J

7

l0
4

25.0
8.3

19.4
21.8
lLl

46.9

9.4
18.8

9.4
3.1

3.1

31.8
4.5

22.7
t8.2
4.5
9.1

4.5
4.5

3l
1

l8
l1
6

2
J

2
2
I
I

34.1
,1 .8

20.0
18.9

6.1

2.2
J.J

2.2
2.2
1.1

1.1

2.8
2.8

2

I
6.3

3.1

2.8

Total 36 100.0 32 100.0 22 100.0 90 100.0

Source: ExtractedfromcrosstabulaTiooof rsnrcdeandrt_eqrcdincap_gainsavfileselectedforhouseholdswhichhadleft
market and which had owned properties purchased with a mortgage

For households moving interstate, and for those who moved due to divorce, their large

scale losses are in all probability due to the forced nature of their housing sale which

occurred soon after its purchase in 1986, when the property market was somewhat

subdued. Therefore, their investment had little time to mature, and this factor was

exacerbated by the sale occurring during a low in the property cycle. More
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significantly, for as long as high divorce rates (ABS , 1992b: 50-51; Maher, 1994: 19;

ABS, 1995a:33-37; ABS, 1995b: 19) and high levels of interstate mobility (Flood,

1992:44-46; ABS, 1994a: 18-20; ABS, 1994b:41-44; ABS, 1995b: 12) remain as

important characteristics within the community, there is a strong possibility that real

capital gains from housing ownership will be difficult to achieve for a sizeable group

of owners

For those o\ryners who sold and moved into the rental market there are a number of

observations. They, too, left the real estate market as clear financial losers and

although this analysis cannot determine why they sold out, it can provide some

characteristics of their ownership which may provide some pointers at to why they

quit the market. The majority were relatively new to ownership as nearly three

quartels (72.7 percent) of these households had owned only one property during their

housing history. They were, in most cases, first tirne owners, particularly given that

the median value of their housing was $63,500 for house owners and $57,000 for

home unit owners. Therefore, these observations suggest that they may well have

become owner-occupiers in pursuit of the capital gains the tenure offered, or as

households at the margin of ownership, they had been encouraged into the market by

government subsidies or housing grants (ABS, 1992b:330-336). 'Whatever the

reasons, most had bought a house, and this may suggest that they were guided by the

prevailing view that a house offered more accumulation potential than a home unit.

The median mortgage for the house owners within the group was $44,500 and for

home unit owners $33,400, and as a proportion of the purchase price 40.9 percent of

households had borrowed 80 percent or more to purchase their dwelling. As well,

there was a clear negative relationship between the purchase price of the dwelling and
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the level of gearing, defined as the ratio of mortgage to purchase price. For house

owners, the correlation coefficient was -.6805 (P: .004) and for home unit owners it

was -.6160, but less significant with P : .193. The results suggest that these owners

may have over-committed themselves in buying their home. They also predict that,

should they sell, the probability of sizeable levels of accumulation would be low

(Harris, 1993:223-226). Indeed, this prediction has been borne out by the data, which

have revealed that of all the dwellings incurring a loss per $ 100 of equity per year,

72.7 percent of these dwellings had a purchase price below the median. These results

do tend to support suggestions (Rudel and Neaigus, 1984: 137; Rudel, 1987:260-262)

that many buyers were encouraged into the housing market during the eighties

through experimentation with the potential of housing to accumulate huge profits.

Alternatively, it may have been that increasing finanóial deregulation during the

eigirties in most western countries encouraged a new group of marginal owters into

the housing market only to f,rnd that they could not maintain payments, due to

increased interest rates and increasing levels of unemployment (Thorns, 1989a: 88-94;

Harris, 1993:223-226;Maher,1994:20-23). Regardless of the processes at work, it

would seem that many of these buyers did rush into ownership, and having bought in

haste they were left to repent at their leisure, contemplating their decision, before

deciding to quit the tenure before their situation worsened. However, more detailed

enquiry is needed to assess any role played by deregulation of the Australian housing

finance market in 1986 in encouraging these households' movement into the rental

market. Nevertheless, the present results indicate that 60.9 percent of these

households made a capital loss, based on adjusted prices, on the sale of their last

property. For half of these households the loss was greater than $10 000. Moreover,
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for 64.3 percent of loss making households, their last dwelling had been purchased

during 1986 or 1987. Further,5T.2 percent of these households had commenced their

housing history after 1975, and regardless of the number of moves they had made,

their housing plans and expectations had been formulated in the developing

environment of inflation and expectation of accumulation through home ownership.

5.6 Proportion of equify in purchase price.

To determine the proportion of equity in any housing purchase requires data on the

size of mortgage used to purchase a specific dwelling. Most housing studies have

encountered difficulty in obtaining mortgage information relating to individual house

purchases (Peiser and Smith, 1985: 348; King, 1989c: 868; Badcock, 1989: 80;

Bourassa and Hendershott, 1993:36), so that the concept of owner equity has been

based around estimates of its magnitude. However, in this study, specihc rnortgage

data lelated to particular purchases have been obtained, and it is therefore possible to

relate this study's results to some of the estimates provided by earlier investigations.

More than 800 houses and home units were bought with a mortgage, and the

proportion of owner equity in these purchases was computed using Equation 5.4

Equation 5.4 ((PP - M) * 100yPP

where PP : purchase price
M: mortgage

Given that all houses for which mortgage data were available had been purchased

during June, 1986 there was no need to convert the actual values to 1989190 values for

this exercise.
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Table 5.14: Equity to purchase price for home owners

Equity: purchase
price

House owners Home unit owners

Number Percent Number Percent

0-10%
l0 - 20Yo

20 - 30o/o

30 - 40y"
40 - 50%
s0 - 60%
60 - 70o/o

70 - 80%
80 - 90%
90 - t00%

71

99

t2t
93

107

98

55

47
25

4

9.9
13.8

16.8

12.9
14.9
13.6
7.6
6.5
3.5
0.6

J

l5
26
l3
l4
8

8

J

5

3.2
15.8

27.4
13.7

t4.l
8.4
8.4
3.2
5.3

Total 720 100.0 95 100.0

Sour3e: Extracted lorm cap .gain.sav file using variable eqltprcd.

The most salient point from Table 5 . 14 is fhat 46.4 percent of home unit owners have

equiq/ levels of 30 percent or less in their investment, compared with 40.5 percent for

hou-se owners. As well, the median proportion of owner equity in house purchases

was 37.9 percent, and 33.8 percent for honre unit owrrers. 'Iogether. these

observations would seem to suggest that home unit buyers are marginally more reliant

on moftgage borrowing to own their dwelling than are house buyers. It may also lencl

support to the Ruclel and Neaigus (1984: 137) hypothesis that these owners were

desperate to enter the market during the eighties in order to capitalise on perceived

profits from home ownership, and therefore borrowed rather heavily. The data in

Table 5.15 would seem to reinforce these inferences. Indeed, for home unit owners

who were also defined as movers, the median proportion of equity in the purchase fell

to 29 percent, compared with a median percentage of 35.8 percent for house owning

movers. For home unit owners who were also movers, half had bought the unit with

an equity of 30 percent or less, compared with 41.6 percent of house owners.

Similarly, the respective median values were29 percent and 35.9 percent. Therefore,

it would seem that not only were home unit owners borrowing rather more heavily
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than house orwners in order to become owners, and therefore be eligible for the gains

reputed to be available from ownership, but this tendency was more pronounced

among those who actually sought to realise their accumulation by selling their unit

and moving to a new location

Table 5.15: Equity to purchase price for residentially mobile home owners

Equity: purchase
pnce

House owners Home unit owners

Number Percent Number Percent

0-r0%
t0 - 20%
20 - 30%
30 - 40%
40 - s0%
s0 - 60%
60 - 70%
70 - 80%
80 - 90%
90 - 100%

6

10

t6
7

l5
8

7

6

2

7.8
l3 .0
20.8
9.1

19.5

10.4

9.1

7.8
2.6

22.2
27.8
ll.l
1l.l
5.6
I l.l
5.6
5.6

4

5

2

2

I
2
I
I

Total 100.0 t8 100.0

SourcÈ: Extracted from mobility.sav file using variable eqltprcd

Finally, estimates of owner equity, as reported in the literature, have varied from 20

percent (Peiser and Smith, 1985: 348; King, 1989c: 868) to 30 percent ( Bourassa and

Hendershott,Igg3: 36). In light of the present results, it would seem that they should

be revised upwards, as these results suggest a developing tendency among home

buyers for deposits on housing to become larger in proportion to the cost of the

dwelling (Saunders, 1990: 124; Dupuis,7992:29). This conclusion provides an

explanation for the earlier relationship identified between size of equity and return on

capital, based around several behavioural characteristics of home buyers. Firstly, a

household's goal of genuinely owning its home is striven for with seemingly little

recognition on the part of some owners of the cost which this implies. Secondly, if

people are aware of these costs yis-a-v¡s reducing return with increasing equity, then it
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may be the case that households do not expect to sell when they buy a house. It

follows, then, that for a significant proportion of households mobility is not planned

as part of any housing career. Rather, it would seem that the need to move arises

unexpectedly for these households, at which time they do what needs to be done to

change residence. Seen in this light, it may be that a substantial proportion of

households see any single purchase as being for the long term, possibly in the same

way as investors regard their purchase of a share portfolio. For these households it

may be that their mobility is similar to that of households who move through

interstate transfer or divorce. For each group, mobility is a household event that is

largely unanticipated, and when its need arises it may have costly ramifications for the

households. Such an hypothesis would suggest modif,rcations to mobility models

influenced by the stage of a household's life cycle. It is an interesting possibiiity

cleserving of further consideration and enquiry

5"7 Residential mobilify and accumulation

This section is perhaps the chapter's most important in terms of advancing mobility

theor-v- and its relationship with the process of accumulation. This section establishes

the return households actually derive from ownership as they move from one location

to another. As well, it is established whether, and how, accumulation is a factor

which drives the residential mobility process as well as examining the spatial

dimension of mobility and accumulation

The level of accumulation a household derives from ownership is the net balance of a

whole range of housing, and other, costs offset against the difference between the

selling price of a dwelling and its purchase price. The nature of these costs has been
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detailed in Chapter Three, Section 3.6. However, there is an inherent dilemma in the

application of many of these models to real households and their dwellings. Often,

the various percentages and proportions envisaged by a capital accumulation model

may not represent the actual dwellings and households to which they are applied. For

example, it is the case that in the Adelaide housing market in 1986 some 27 percent of

dwellings, comprising houses and home units, were bought without a mortgage

fHarris, 1989:40; Harris, 1993:216). Therefore, to apply a model which contains

factors for size of mortgage and period of mortgage repayments to every dwelling

musr produce some patently \Mong results and conclusions. Further, as Badcock

(1994: 61 3) has reported,

The few attempts to measure capital accumulation and rates of return fi'orn owner
occupation vary considerably with respect to the working assumptions.

It does seenr that measures of accumulation which take account of the vast airay of

factors which, strictly. must be considered are only possible if based on data drawn

from a comprehensive survey directed at the level of the individual household. 'Whcn

secondary data are employed, as in the current project, the opportunity to use complex

equations to measure capital gains is limited. Even Badcock, who has championed

the issue of accunrulation through empirical enquiry rather than theoretical

speculation, has employed only gross and net returns from ownership, based on the

difference between selling price and purchase price, notwithstanding that the value of

home improvements were incorporated into the computation of net returns (Badcock,

1994a:613). Saunders (1990: I27) opted to ignore the array of housing costs which

might ideally be taken into account in computing the level of real capital gain, while
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recognising that it would have an inflating effect on the magnitude of any capital

gains computation.

Therefore, in this section the emphasis must be on working with the data that are

available, and assuming that any generalisations or patterns which might result from

such an analysis would also be obtained, albeit at a lower level of occurrence, if a

more precise model of accumulation were employed. In other words, the shape of any

statistical surface produced by the anticipated analysis is unlikely to be radically

clifferent from that produced by a model which used estimates for a range of factors

reported as contributing to the calculation of capital gain from home ownership

:5.7.1 Do households buy more expensive housing each time they move?

This is perhaps the first question which is asked of households in terms of the

accurnulation qualities attributed to home ownership. It might be expected thaf if

accnmrilation results from the ownership of a dwelling, then when the househoid

nroves from that dweiling, the accumulated capital will be ploughed back into a rnore

expensive next residential location. Of course, this need not be the case. as there

exists araîge of alternative options towards which any accumulated capital from

home ownership might be directed. Kendig (1984: 276) found that only 60 percent of

owners moved to a dwelling which was more expensive than that which had been

vacated, and in the 1950's Grigsby (1963: 79) found that mobile households coulcl

move to equally expensive housing, or cheaper housing. In the high inflation

environment of the 1970's Rudel and Neaigus (1984: 129) argued that young couples

with moderate incomes moved to older, run-down, inner city locations in order to

adjust their housing to increasing real costs of housing. The gentrification process
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also involves inner areas dwellings, except that their buyers are typically from higher

socio-economic groups who buy older dwellings to refurbish and possibly sell for a

considerable capital gain (LeGates and Murphy, 1981 : 266-267; Gober, 1992: 183)

Older people quite typically downgrade to smaller, more easily managed,

accommodation (Seek, 1983: 457; Landale and Guest, 1985: 203; Hooimeijer et al,

1988: 316). Nevertheless, there is a view that residential mobility occurs in order to

optimise housing needs (Clark, 1982:39; Moore, 1986: 498; McHugh et al, 1990: 81),

conceptualised in the notion of filtering. Filtering is a consequence of trading up

(Jones, 1978: 551; Gober, 1992:180-181), which involved wealthier households

moving out of housing they considered to be obsolete, and moving into newer, more

rnoclern and more expensive housing. Their move creates an opportunity for another

household to trade up by purchasing the vacated dwelling.

In adclressing the question of whether households buy more expensive hc'using with

eaclr nrove, the prices compared have been adjusted to 1989190 prices, to eliminate

any irrfluences of prevailing inflation. It is also necessary to control for mobility

between different dwelling types, for example house to house and house to home unit,

to avoid any spurious conclusions which might be obtained from a single analysis

which aggregated the two dwelling types.

In Table 5.16, the purchase price relationship, based on the price clifference between

origin and destination houses, is shown for households which made up to three moves

It should also be noted that any observations which stem from this table have been

generated by the mobility characteristics of a single set of households. In other words,

there is household continuity between those households which created the "First

move" data and those which made the "Second move" and "Third move" data. This
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continuity quality is characteristic of any group which moves between housing stock

of the same type, such as house to house or home unit to home unit.

Table 5.16: Comparison of purchase price of origin and destination houses.

Difference First move Second move Third move
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

cheaper

$20000 -$30000 cheaper

S10000 -$20000 cheaper

Sl - $10000 cheaper

$0 - $10000 dearer

$10000 - $20000 dearer

520000 - $30000 dearer

$30000 - $40000 dearer

540000 - $50000 dearer

$50000 - $75000 dearer

$7s000 - $100000
dearer
>$100000 dearer

29
t9
l2
t9
28
39
22

13

4
6

ll
l7
l2
l3
8

4

6

5

8

30

29

9.3

6.1

3.8
6.1

9.0
12.5

7.1

9.6
1.7
I 3.5

6.1

9.3

t2.l
J-t
5.6
10.3

1s.9
11.2

t2.t
7.5

J. t

5.6
4.1

7.5

5

2
J

J

J

4
2

2

6

I

15.6

6.3

9.4
9.4
9.4
t2.5
6.3

6.3

18.8

3.1

3.1

24
42
l9

Total 416 100.0 t0l 100.0 32 100

Source: Extracted from resid mo sav file

'fhe most noticeable observation from'Iable 5.16 is that in making their first move,

households which move from a house to another house would seem tcl be

predominantly endeavouring to purchase a more expensive house. For just on three

quarters of these households, their second house was more expensive than their lirst

Moreover, for 46.2 percent of these households, the second house cost $30,000 or

more than the first. A second signif,rcant point is that as these households made their

second and third moves from a house to another house, the proportion of households

which bought more expensive houses reduced and those that bought cheaper houses

increased. This suggests that among mobile households there is a tendency to buy a

cheaper house than that which had been vacated. Indeed, although the numbers were

very low (5), among households which made a fourth move from a house to another

house, the proportion which bought a cheaper house rose to 60 percent of the total. It

would seem, therefore, that there is a desire to buy more expensive houses in the early
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part of a household's housing history, but after that an adjustment process operates,

and the essential characteristic of this adjustment process might be that the

household's available f,rnancial resources, together with any accumulation from home

ownership, are spent in ways other than on more expensive housing. For households

which moved from a home unit to another home unit, the same general tendencies

were identified.

Analyses of households which moved between a house and a home unit or a home

unit and a house are subject to an important caveat. With this kind of mobility

household continuity between "First move", "Second move" and "Third move"

findings does not occur, and therefore the same households are not involved in each of

the move categories. Nevertheless, there are some worthwhile comparisons to be

made, as T'able 5.17 shows.

Table 5.17: Households which moved from house to home unit

Difference First move Second move Third move

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
>$30000 cheaper

$20000 -$30000 cheaper

$10000 -$20000 cheaper

$1 - $10000 cheaper

$0 - $10000 dearer

S10000 - $20000 dearer

520000 - $30000 dearer

$30000 - $40000 dearer

$40000 - $50000 dearer

$50000 - $75000 dearer

$75000 - $100000
dearer
>$100000 dearer

1

I
I
4

I
2

1

10

5

10

1

6

7

J

J

r7.9
8.9
17.9

12.5

10.7

12.5

5.4
5.4

5.4

3.6

3 8.9

5.6

5.6
22.2
5.6
1l.l
5.6

5.6

25.0

2s.a

25.0
25.0

J

2

Total 56 100.0 l8 100.0 4 100.0

Source: Extracted from resid mo.sav file.

The main tendency revealed by the table is that when households move from a house

to a home unit they purchase a unit which is cheaper than the house they vacated.

Therefore, data for these households can be aggregated to describe the relationship
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between price paid for a home unit and price received for a house. Utilising this

approach, some 23.1 percent buy a home unit which is more than $30,000 cheaper

than the house they had earlier occupied. However, fairly large proportions, at l4.l

and 1 5.4 percent respectively, bought home units which were up to $ 10,000 cheaper

and between $10,000 and $20,000 cheaper. As was indicated in Section 4.7.1, this

might reinforce the view that in making a move from one type of dwelling to another,

many households are not prepared to overly compromise on size nor, it would appear,

on price. Almost matching this group is another, representing20.6 percent of all

households, which actually bought a home unit up to $20,000 dearer than their

previous house, together with the remainder which bought units priced considerably

more than their previous house

Table 5.18: Households which moved from a home unit to a house

Difference First move Second move Third move
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

0000 cheaper

S20000 -$30000 cheaper

S10000 -$20000 cheaper

$l - $10000 cheaper

$0 - $10000 dearer

$10000 - $20000 dearer

$20000 - $30000 dearer

$30000 - $40000 dearer

$40000 - $50000 dearer

$50000 - $75000 dearer

s7s000 - $100000
clearer
>$100000 dearer

1

2

1

2

1

2
2

I
J

6

2

J

J

1

2

4
6

4
4
9

5

4
l0
5

4

1.7

3.4
6.9
10.3

6.9
6.9
I 5.5

8.6

6.9
17.2

8.6

6.9

8.0

4.0
8.0
8.0

4.0
12.0

24.0
8.0

12.0

12.0

20.0
40.0

20.0

20.0

Total 58 100.0 25 100.0 5 100.0

Source: Extracted from resid mo.sav file.

The same caveat defined for Table 5.17 needs to be employed for Table 5.1 8

Therefore, it is most realistic to talk about the purchase price comparisons between

home unit and house for all households which engaged in this type of mobility

Although the expectation is that households might normally move into a house which
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was more expensive than the home unit they left, the data suggest that for about one

fifth of households this is not the case, even though about half of these households

move into a house which is cheaper than their previous unit by no more than $10,000

However, 79.5 percent of households do behave according to expectation, with about

a third (32.5 percent) purchasing a house which was more than $40,000 dearer than

their home unit. Of the remainder,28.4 percent bought a house between $20,000 and

$40,000 dearer than their unit, and 13.6 percent bought a house which was up to

$20,000 more expensive than the price they had paid for their home unit. For those

households whose house was more expensive than their unit, the expectation is that

they have used the time during home unit ownership to save the deposit for their

house, and added to this any capital accumulation which may have accr'.red at the

sarne time

In respect of whether people buy more expensive housing each time they move, the

discussion has identified two groups, and their main characteristics can be

surnmarised.

o One group has moved from a house to a house, or a home unit to a home

unit, each time they have moved. For this group there is e'¿idence that

they do buy a more expensive house the first time they move, but the

degree to which this occurs on successive moves reduces at each move

o The second group comprises households which have, at one time or

another, moved from a house to a home unit or a home unit to a house.

Within this group, there is an expectation that those moving from a house

to a home unit would buy a cheaper unit than the house they left, and

those moving from a home unit to a house would buy a dearer house than
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the unit they owned previously. Whilst these expectations have been

supported by the data, there is a sizeable group in each category which has

behaved contrary to expectations. Reasons for this aberrant behaviour can

only be assumed in the absence of more specific personal data relating to

each ofthe households.

5.7.2 Levels of re-investment by mobile households - the relationship
between price received for old dwelling and price paid for new
residence

It is possible to compare the selling price of a household's former residence with the

pulchase price of their current dwelling to derive some indication of the extent to

r,vhich sale proceecls have been ploughed bac-k into housing or released for other

purposes. In this section, the discussion is concerned with movers who have

consistently purchased houses in their mobility throughout the urban area. For any

move completed by these households, the proportion of the selling price of their

lonner residence has been computed as a percentage of the value of their new

residence, using prices adjusted to 1989/90 values. In Table 5.19, low SP:PP ratios

indicate that the subsequent dwelling had been bought at a price considerably higher

than the price received for the former dwelling, and therefore these ratios might be

interpreted to show households which ploughed back sale proceeds into their new

residence. On the other hand, high SP:PP ratios are produced when the purchase price

is less than the selling price, and in these circumstances it may well be the case that

the mobile household has sought to release some of its housing equity and redirect it

toward other uses. Details have been provided for households which made one, or

two or three residential moves during the study period. Those households which
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made more than three moves, all from one house to another house, have not been

considered because of their low numbers

Table 5.19: Selling price to purchase price ratio for households moving from a

house to a house, based on number of moves in household's housing history

Ratio SP:PP Household
One move Three moves

to Housel to
house2

House 2 to
house 3

No

House 3 to
house 4

No
house2

No% No

0-50%
50.1 -80%
80.1 - 100%
100.1-120%
120.1-200o/o
>200o/o

23

119

85

51

77

64

100

30.0

r 0.0

23.3

26.7

22.7

l3.0

13.0

32.4

t94

16.2

25.8

16.2

22.6

16.1

5.5

28.5

203
122

184

15 3

5

8

5

7

5

J

9

3

7

8

7

4

4

l0
6

Total 419 100.0

Source: Extracted from resid_mo.sav file, using syntax fìle frid lst.

The hrst point to notice in Table 5. l9 is that households which made only one move

\'r'ere more inclined to buy a new house which was considerably more expensive than

their previous house, compared with movers'who made two or three moves. Indeed,

households which moved three times only indulged in this form of buying behaviour

to a minor degree. This tendency among single move households may be the cause of

their single move status, in that the substantially larger purchase price for their new

home compared with the selling price of their former home may have caused such an

over-commitment to housing that they have either been forced to quit the market, or

that they have been forced to remain in their present home until they are able to

recover financially from the strains imposed by such apparent over-commitment.

The evidence would suggest that the latter option best fits this group, as nearly 90

percent of those households whose SP:PP ratio was less than, or equal to, 50 percent

were still in the market at the end of the study period. It would seem, therefore, that

the level of financial commitment in their housing may be keeping them fixed at their

Two moves
House 2 to
house 3

Housel to
house2

No Y. No%
-l

2t
23

21

23

t2

2.9

20.4

22.3

20.4

zz.3

n.7

5

16

20

t7

30

l1

5.0

16.1

202

t7.2

30.3

11.1

100.0103 100.0 99
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present location. A similar point has been noted in the UK where, after the housing

appreciation boom of the eighties, households experienced rapidly rising interest rates

and house price stagnation, causing many households to become locked into therr

location because they could not "afford" to sell (Gentle et al, 1994: 182; Hamnett,

1997:142).

Much the same result is obtained for those households with an SP:PP ratio of 50.1 to

80 percent. For this group, 85,7 percent remained in the market at the end of the study

period, and for those who had left the South Australian real estate market, interstate

mobilit¡'(4.8 percent), divorce (3.4 percent) and death (2 percent) were the principal

reasons for causing the sale of their second property. However, there is another

explanation which is equally plausible. These households are essentially one move

hoirseholds because they have tended to occupy their original dwelling for some

con-siderable time. Of the households with an SP:PP ratio of 50 percent or less,45.6

pcl'cent had owned their original house for more than 10 years, and for those

lrouseholds with a ratio greater than 50 percent, but less than 80 percent, 29.3 peraent

hacl owned their previous residence for 10 or more years. Therefore, the one move

status for these households is associated with an apparent contentment with location

which has not fostered a will to move regularly. However, when they have moved,

there would seem to have been a tendency to upgrade significantly and this may well

have been facilitated using cash reserves which had been accumulated throughout the

period of lengthy ownership of the previous residence.

A second point from Table 5.19 is that for most households there is a general

tendency to upgrade on the hrst move, and a reduction in this tendency after the first

move. This is based on the trends shown for households whose SP:PP ratio fell
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between 80.1 percent and 100 percent, and is a confirmation of a tendency noted when

comparing purchase price of any subsequent dwelling with a household's former

dwelling in the previous section. Thirdly, the evidence suggests that within the group

of households moving from a house to a house, there is a substantial proportion,

typically more than 30 percent of all movers, who buy new housing which is

considerably cheaper than their previous housing. The explanation of this most likely

centres around issues ofequity release, ageing, restructuring and reducing financial

commitment to housing.

The specific details presented in Table 5.19 can be generalised into atable which

groups all first moves, second moves and third moves, regardless of the mobility

characteristics of the household which produced them. Hence Table 5.20 shows that

the tendency to purchase substantially more expensive homes, shown by SP:PP ratios

of 80 percent or less, reciuces with increasing moves made by a household. This

observation notwithstanding, it is also the case that around one fifth of movers

achieve a modest increase in the value of their housing through each move.

Table 5.20: Selling price to purchase price ratio by move for households moving
from a house to a house

Ratio SP:PP Mobility
First move Second move Third move

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

0-s0%
50. l-80%
80.1- 100%
100.1-120o/o

120.1-200Yo
>20jYo

26
t43
117

75

ll1
85

4.7
25.7
21.0
t3.4
20.0
1 5.3

5

23

26
23

40
18

J. t
17.0

19.3

17.0

29.7
13.3

I
6

8

7

8

6

2.8

16.7

22.2
19.4

22.3
16.7

Total 557 100.0 135 100.0 36 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo.sav file using variable slplmlrc (Selling price:purchase price ratio based on move number)
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Another tendency identified in Table 5.20 is that the proportion of movers who reduce

the value of their new dwelling compared with that of their previous dwelling shows a

steady increase with number of moves. Finally, regardless of the type of move a

household is making, there is a consistently significant proportion who trade down rn

terms of the value of their new home compared with that of their previous house.

5.7.3 Levels of accumulation by mobile households

In this section, the aim is to show how much households actually accumulated from

their housing ownership, either at the end of their housing history, for households

vl'hich haC left the South Australian housing market, or to 1991 for owner-occupiers

still in the market at the end of the study period. To determine this, Equation 5.5

enabled a calculation of real gain from each ownership to be made

Equation 5.5 sP 
"dj 

- PP 
"dj

i¡,here
SP,o, is the selling price of the property being vacated, acljusted
to 1989190 values
PP"u, is the purchase price of the property being vacated,
adjusted to 1989190 values,

For each household there could be up to seven computations of real gain, one for each

ownership. These values of gain for each property owned were then summed to

produce a value for total gain from residential mobility, which was then divided by

the number of moves the household had made during its housing history to give a

level of real gain per residential move.
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Table 5.21 examines the hypothesis that mobile households are increasingly likely to

accumulate capital from ownership the longer they remain in the process, or the more

moves they make. In this respect, housing may be likened to participation in the share

market which, while not guaranteeing prohts in the short term, is generally assured of

providing investors with proht over the longer term of, say, ten years or more

Table 5.21: Capital accumulation per move by residentially mobile households

Gain/loss per move Number of moves by households

One Two Three Four
Num Num

Five

bercent
Per

centberberber

Per
cent

Per

cent
Num Num Per Num Per

centber

>$30000 loss

520000-$30000 loss

$10000-$20000 loss

$1-$10000loss
$0-$10000 gain
S10000-$20000 gain
S20000-$30000 gain
$30000-$40000 gain
$40000-$50000 gain
S50000-$75000 gain
$75000-$100000 gain
>$100000 gain

2
2
9

l3
JJ

35

21

l1
l0
8

6

2

8

9

30

64

63

70

47

32

l5
39

24
JI

1.8

2.1

6.8
14.6
14.4
16.0
10.1
7.3

3.4
8.9
5.5
8.4

1.3

1.3

5.9
8.6

21.7
23.0
13.8

7.2

6.6
5.3

3.9
1.3

2.1

t4.6
25.0
t 0.4
14.6

12.5

4.2
10.4

4.2

12.5

3',7.5

12.5

I 2.1

I
J

I

1

2

I
7

t2
5

7

6

2

5

2

12.5

25.0

1 50.0

ì 50.0

Total 438 100.0 152 100.0 48 100.0 8 100.0 2 100.0

Soulce: gxtracted from resid mo.sav fìle

These results would seem to hold out some hope for households which persist in the

real estate market, as several signif,rcant trends can be identified. Firstly, the

likelihood of a household making substantial losses from housing ownership reduces

with the number of moves a household makes, so that a quarter of households which

made one move could expect to make a loss from ownership, that expectation was

reduced by nearly half for households which had made four moves. Secondly, as a

household's number of moves increases, so too does the possibility of making a gain

of up to $20,000 per move, although a cautionary note on the number of observations

on which this conclusion is based needs to be made. The same kind of tendency is
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noted for households making $20,000 to $50,000 per move: the possibility of

achieving these levels of accumulation increases with the number of moves the

household achieves. Thirdly, the possibility of a household sustaining large capital

gains each time it moves reduces with the number of moves, slumping from22.8

percent of households which made one move to 10.5 and 14.6 percent for households

making two and three moves.

The difhculty with an analysis lrased on real gain per move is that it ignores the role

of time in generating gain, particularly given that households which had owned a

property for a long period of time are likely to generate a high rate of gain per move

compared with a household which had only owned a property for a short period of

time. Therelbre, omission of the time factor may distort any comparisons made on

the t'rasis ol gains, or losses, per move. To counter this potentiality, the data have

been re-assessed so that the level of gain per year per move can be obtained, using the

follo.*ing formula in Equation 5.6.

Equation 5.6 gain/loss per yeur per move - GA 
"a¡ 

/ (TT ,,, 
* N)

rnhere 6A"at : sum of gainlloss from each property owned
TTy,. : sum of time owned for each property owned
N : number of residential moves made by the household.
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Table 5.22: Annualised capital accumulation per move by residentially mobile
households

Gain/loss per year per Number of moves by households
move

Two Four

Num Num

FiveThreeOne

Per
centberber

Per

centber
Per

centber
Per

cent
Num
ber

Num Per

cent
Num

>$l0000loss
$8000-$10000 loss

$6000-$8000 loss

$4000 - $6000 loss

S2000 - $4000 loss

$1-$2000 loss

$0 - $2000 gain
$2000 - $4000 gain
$4000 - $6000 gain
$6000 - $8000 gain
$8000 - $10000 gain
$10000 - $20000 gain
$20000 - $50000 gain
>$50000 gain

t2.s
50.0
12.5

12.5

12.5

7

3

J

8

25
65

82

60
47
25
32
50
27

4

1.6

0.7
0.1
1.8

5.7

14.8

18.7

13.7

10.7

5.1
t.J

t1.4
6.2

0.9

2.6
t 3.8
44.7
15.8

12.5

2.6
2.0
5.3

I
8

20
l0
5

J

1

2.1

16.7

41.1
20.8
10.4

6.3

2.1

50.0
50.0

I 0.7

4
2t
68
24
19

4
J

8

I
4

I
I
I

'Iotal 438 100.0 152 100.0 48 100.0 8 100.0 2 100.0

Sou¡ce: Derivedfiomresid_nrosavfile,usingfrequenciesofvariablegnynnv¡cselectedforahouseholds¡rumberofmoves.

Although Table 5.22 is derived from Table 5.21 the class intervals used have been

modifìed to reflect both the reduced levels of values obtained by dividing any per

move figure by the time owned factor for each household, and to define more

precisely the high degree of concentration which occurred in both losses and gains up

to $10000. One notable observation is the huge range of potential gains and losses

per year pei'move for households which had owned only one property. This variation

is partly caused by market vagaries and their volatility, but it could also be the case

that some of these extreme rates have been generated by owners making significant

gains or losses over a short period of time, but which have become exaggerated when

converted to a per year rate.
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It is clear that the distribution of gains and losses in Table 5.21 and Table 5.22, arrd

the conclusions which can be made from them, are very similar indeed. Therefore, if

similar conclusions can be drawn from the two datasets, one of which annualises

capital gains and the other does not, the significance of length of ownership in

generating capital gains might be questioned. For each of the moves identified in

Table 5.22, a correlation analysis was undertaken between the capital gain a

household made from ownership and the time it had owned that dwelling. The

relationship was shown to be only weakly positive and not consistent between moves,

as Table 5.23 reveals

Table 5.23: Correlation coeffrcients for time owned and capital accumulation for
each dwelling owned by residentially mobile households

Time
owned,
years

'Number 
of mcves by household

One Two fhree
Capital gain ($'000) generatecl by
Dwelling I Dwelling I Dwelling 2 Dwelling I Dwelling 2 Dwelling 3

Dwelling I

Dr.l,elling 2

r: +.1321

N --- 420
P: .007

r: +.2334
N: 120
P: .010

r - +.1122
N:38
P: .-s03

r': +.0894
N: 148

P:.280

r : + .2751.

N :4E
P: .058

Dwelling 3 r: +.1857
N:48
P: .206

Source: Correlation analysis of variables time and realSn in resid_mo sav file

These are mixed results in that although they indicate a positive relationship between

the time a household owned its dwelling and the level of accumulation it generated for

the household, the size of any correlation is very small, and the clear conclusion is

that there is wide variation in the financial performance of any property a household

may own as it moves about the urban area. It is, though, a confirmation, albeit it

fragile, of the investment proviso that real gains are achieved only with time
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The matter of the level of gains which households had made, either at the end of their

housing history, or at the end of the study period, can be summarised with the

following conclusions:

o The extent of real losses reduce with the level of mobility

o The more moves a household makes, the better its chances of generating a

capital gain from ownership.

o Modest gains are more probable than larger gains.

o Substantial gains are likely to be difficult to sustain over several moves

o The duration of any dwelling ownership is positively related to the size of

any capital gain, but only weakly

. Capital gains from home ownership are not guaranteed.

5.7.4 Explaining capital losses by mobile households

Thc extent and size of the losses reported in the previous section demand some

explanation. To this end, those households experiencing a capital loss from

ownership at each stage of their housing history were identified, and certain

characteristics of their dwelling and buying behaviour were then examined. Only

households which had moved once, twice or three times were examined, simply

because to examine the behaviour of households which had moved more than three

times would have meant considering patterns based on very low numbers

Households which had moved once could have owned and sold two properties. If

they had in fact sold their second property then, clearly, that household had left the

South Australian real estate market. Similarly, households which made two moves

could have sold three properties and those which had moved three times could have
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sold a maximum of four properties. The distribution of these loss making properties

between the various mobility types and the moves within each type is shown in Table

5.24

Table 5.24: Distribution of capital loss making ownerships between mobility
type and moves within each type

Household mobility type
One move

lst 2nd
dwelling dwelling

105 43

Two moves

1st 2nd
dwel

Three moves

3rd

l0 16

4rh
dwelling

l8 5

Source: Extracted from resid mo sav file

For each of these households data were extracted relating to type of dwelling, the

location of the drvelling, the year in which it was bought and sold, the time the

dr,velling was owned by the household, and the year the dwelling was built.

Regardless of how a loss making property was related to a. household mobility type or

an ownership within any mobility type, a fairly consistent relationship was observed

bet.ween capital loss and the selected variables, with the possible exception of

drvelling type

Overall, 83. 1 percent of capital losses were incurred by owners of houses rather than

home units. It might be argued that this is because the house sub-market is

substantially larger than the home unit sub-market, but size of sub-markets should not

in itself be a, factor linked to the prospect of a certain dwelling making a loss

compared with another dwelling type. This evidence would seem to suggest that there

are factors associated with houses, which are not associated with home units, that

have caused the probability of capital loss for houses. Moreover, these factors are

most likely to be associated with intra-urban variations in supply and demand levels

lst
dwelling

2nd 3rd
dwelling dwelling

45 40 20

for housing.
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There is a spatial dimension to capital losses from housing, with 37.3 percent of losses

located in the two northeast sectors of the metropolitan area, and3T.2 percent in the

southwest-south sector. Therefore, three sectors contain more than two thirds of the

loss making properties, compared with 58.3 percent of all dwellings in the sample. In

Figure 5.2, the spatial limitation to capital loss can be further defined by considering

the zonation of losses in each sector. The areas within each sector which contain the

largest proportions of loss making households tend to lie beyond 10 kilometres from

the CBD, and are areas characterised by a substantially larger stock of houses than

home units. Compared with the three critical sectors, each of the other five sectors of

the metropolitan area have relatively low occurrences of loss making ownerships.

Dwellings which made a capital loss on sale tencled also to have been built within a

certain period. Dwellings built during the seventies accounted for 46.8 percent of

capital losses, compared with 20.8 percent of losses associated with dwellings built

during the sixties and 13 percent constructed during the eighties. The proportion of

the sample dwellings built during each of these periods is 21.8, 19.7 and 7'.1 percent,

respectively. The bulk of building activity during these times has occurred in the

newer and more peripheral suburbs of the Adelaide metropolitan area, and it is likely

that this building activity has, at times, created localised areas of oversupply, which

may be a factor in the link between capital loss and age of clwelling.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of capital losses within the metropolitan area

Percentage

0 5 l0 15 Kilometres

NIL
1.0
1.7
3.4
9.5

0.3
1.4
2.0
4.1

I
ffi

Source: Derived from distribution of va¡iable mosa¡c amongst loss making households in resid-mo.sav file
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There is also a relationship between the year of purchase and loss making properties.

In particular. properties bought during 1986 are heavily associated with losses, but

this relationship needs to be discounted because half the sampled households bought a

property in June, 1986. Leaving aside 1986, there are two time periods which stand

out in terms of their association with loss making dwellings. Of all the properties

which made a loss, 2l.2 percent were bought in either 1984 or 1985, and 16.5 percent

were bought in either 1976 or 7977 , as shown in Figure 5.3. In addition, it is clear

from the graph that properties purchased between 1973 and 1978 showed a propensity

to make losses for their owners

Figure 5.3: Purchase year for all dwellings anrl dwellings recording capital loss

on sale
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Source: Extracted from resid mo.sav file, using variablespuryr and rlgnrcd
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Are these periods related to "bearish" sectors of the real estate cycle? Certainly, in

1976 house sales increased by 49.8 percent on the sales from the previous year, but

the increase in I9l7 over the previous year fell to 24.1 percent, which signalled the

beginning of a housing slump in South Australia (see Table 1 .7). Similarly, in 1984

sales were considerably higher than in the previous year, but in 1985 they slumped

minus I2.3 percent on the level recorded in 1984. Therefore, both periods represent a

v,¡atershecl between the end of a boom and the beginning of a subdued period for

house sales in the Adelaide region. Figure 5.4 depicts trends in house and home unit

prices, adjusted to 1989/90 values, for the periocl 1975 to 1994, and these trends bear

out the fäct that buyers who purchased housingin 1976 and 1977, and 1984 and 1985,

were doing so at the watershed between the end of a boom perioC and the beginning

of a bust period.
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Figure 5.4: House and home unit prices,,1975 to 1994:. Adelaide metropolitan
area
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is it the case, though, that these loss making households bought when the market was

buoyant and, presumably, sold when the market was low? It would seem that they

bought on a high, but did they sell on a low? To examine this proposition, a

crosstabulation analysis was carried out on the relationship between loss making

properties' year of purchase and their year of sale, and the results are shown in Figure

5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Relationship between purchase and sale years of capital loss making
dwellings

Year
bought

90

9l

Year sold

12 73 14 90 91

73

14

17

18

79

J

4

1)q 182

85 86 8777 78 79

Sourco Dervedfromcrosstabanaysisofvariablespuryrandsalyerforlossmakinghousehodsinresid_mosavfie

In Figure 5.5, shaded years represent sellers' markets within the housing cycle, and

are related to trends shown in Figure 5.4. Therefore, the intersection of shaded bands

dehne dwellings which were bought and sold during a buoyant housing market.

Unshaded areas represent periods when the housing market was depressed at both the

time of purchase and the time of sale. Between these two extremes are sections

identifying dwellings purchased on a high market and sold on a low market

(horizontal shaded band intersecting an unshaded vertical band) and dwellings whose

purchase occurred on a low market and whose sale occurred on a high market

(Unshaded horizontal band intersecting a shaded vertical band). The distribution of

loss making dwellings between these four possible scenarios is shown inTable 5.25
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Table 5.25: Distribution of loss making dwellings between various market
conditions at time of purchase and sale

Market conditions at time of
purchase and sale

Number Percent

Rought high & sold low
Bought low & sold low
Bought high & sold high
Bought low & sold high

59
ll6
25
t02

19.5

38.4
8.3

33.8

Total 302 100.0

Source: Derived from Figure 5.5

It might be expected that most losers would be located in the group which bought high

and sold low. and that the least number of losers woulcl be found in the group that

bought low and sold high. Clearly, this hypothesis is not supported by the data in

Table 5.25, and it is therefore necessary to explore the nature of the losses incurred by

movers. To this end, each move made by mobile households which incurred a loss

was ussigned to one of four categories, based on whether the householcl's residence

had been bought and sold in a. boom or bust peliod, and the clistribution of annualised

lr:sses r,vithin each category determined. In Table 5.26, all capital losing movers have

been r;ombined to show not only the most frequent relationship between purchase

market and sale market but also how the losses incurred'oy these households are

distributed.
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Table 5.26: Annualised losses of movers related to market conditions at time of
purchase and time of sale.

Loss Relationship between purchase market and sale market
Boom/boom Boom/bust Bust/bust Bust/boom

Nurnber Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
age age age age

>$30000/year 4 3.2 I 0.8
$20000-$30000/year

$ I 0000-$20000/year

$5000-$ I 0000/year

$4000-$5 000/year

$3000-$4000/year

$2000-$3 000/year

$ 1 C00-$2000/year

$l-$1000/year

2

4
5

1

J

6

5

1 1.6 6 4.8

1.1 s 7.9 19 15.2 8 6.4
ts.4 9 14.3 2s 20.0 21 16.8

19.2 4 6.4 8 6.4 12 9.6
3.9 1 tl.i 7 5.6 9 7.2
1 1.5 6 9.5 9 ',7 .2 16 12.8

23,1 16 25.4 18 14.4 l8 14.4

l9.2 15 23.8 29 23.2 20 16.0

26 100.0 63 100.0 125 100.0 105 100.0

Scurce : Derived from resid_mo.sav file, using variable gn jrcd

The largest proportion of losing movers is located in the bust/bust category, which

clefines a group which bought their dwelling during a period cf market decline, and

solC ciuring a sirnilar period. Regardless of whether a household's first move is

çonsiLlel'ed, or any subsequent moves, this category always containecl the iargest

propcri.ion of losing movers. The second largest category of losers, again regardless

oImo.¿e number, were those households which bought durirrg a bust and sold during a

boom. Householcls which bought during a boom and sold during a bust and those

which bought in a boom and sold in a boom were ranked third and fourth respectively

These observations point to two significant conclusions. Firstly. it would seem that

for any dwelling bought during a bust period there is a heightened probability that its

owners will generate a capital loss on sale of the property, and this is the more likely

if the sale is made during a bust period. Secondly, the corollary would seem to be that

a household buying during a boom period is less likely to incur a financial loss on sale

of that property, particularly if the dwelling was sold during a boom period.
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Vy'hatever the relationship between market conditions at time of purchase and time of

sale, most losers have not suffered substantial losses, but those who bought during a

bust market period have borne more substantial losses than those who bought a

dwelling during boom market conditions. Table 5.26 illustrates these observations, as

well as the full range of losses incurred by owners who had bought and sold under

various market environments. The question raised by these findings is that if losers

are more strongly linked to purchases made during bust times are gainers more likely

to be associated with dwelling purchases made during boom times? Table 5.27

suggests that this is the case, and yet there is a certain illogicality attached to thrs

simply because it might reasonably be expected that to make a substantial gain from

home ownership it is neoessary to buy on a low market and sell on a high markct.

Table 5.27: Annualised gains of movers related to market conditions at time of
purchase and time of sale.

Gain Relationship between purchase market and sale market
Boom/boom Boom/bust Bustibust Bust/boom

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Perce¡rt

ageage age age

$0-$10000/year 54 56.9 205 64.1 139 43.4 '71

$ 1 0000-$20000/year

$20000-$30000/year

$3 0000-$4000O/year

$40000-$50000/year

$5 0000-$75000/year

$75000-$ I 00000/year

>$ I 00000/year

27
6

6

2

I

45
30
22
l0
6

I
I

20
1l
3

4
3

21.1
I 1.6

3.2
4.2
3.2

14.1

9.4
6.9
3.1

1.9

0.3

0.3

29
7

I

5

I
2

9.1

2.2
0.3

1.6

0.3

0.6

62.8
23.9
5.3

5.3

1.8

0.9

Total 95 100.0 320 100.0 184 100.0 I 13 100.0

Source: Derived from resid_mo.sav file, using variable gnltrcd

That the largest group of gainers comprise households which bought high and sold

low is at odds with conventional wisdom is interesting, just as interesting is the fact

that the group which conventionally ought to be experiencing the largest gains, those

households which bought low and sold high, is ranked at only the third largest

category. Furthermore, there is clear evidence that the owners in the boom/bust
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category of gainers have achieved accumulation performances at higher levels than

those returned by the group which bought in a bust market and sold during boom

market conditions

The reason these findings seem to overturn conventional wisdom may be due solely to

the fact that they reflect particular long term swings in the housing market which are

embraced by the particular sample employed in this research. However, this

possibility has been rejected on the grounds that the sample was obtained in such a

way that makes it representative of the Adelaide housing market. Therefore, what

alternative conclusions might these findings suggest?

Principally, it may be that owners do not behave logically, as economic rationalists,

whe;n they clecide to sell their home. Indeed, it may well be the case that the majority

of sellers are unaware of when a housing market is bullish or bearish. It may also be

the casc¡ that even if they.'r^/ere aware of these prevailing conditions, more pressing

factors, such as those related to change of workplace, family needs, and retirement.

ale at r,vork and these operate to effect the sale regardless of market conditions and

any associated costs these might impose on a household. The data used in this section

indicate that 58 .9Yo of losers, and 70.8 percent of gainers, have sold their dwelling

during depressed market conditions. It may well be the case, therefore, that

substantial numbers of households have no real choice as to when to sell, and this

therefore contributes to the likelihood that a sale will occur during a depressed

housing market. The possibility of such an eventuality is further heightened by the

fact that the periodicity between successive housing price highs and lows has tendecl

to reduce since the beginning of the eighties (see Figure 5.4)
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Another possible interpretation of these f,rndings revolves around investor

characteristics which have been noted for share market players. There is a tendency,

especially among "amateur" investors (Dunstan, 1996), for entry to the market to

occur when the market is high, or bullish, encouraged by the positive media

commentary which reports and encourages this environment, and for departure from

the market to accompany, and further encourage, any slide in share market indicators.

Although it is not possible to assess this interpretation, it might be hypothesised that

the size of the group of gainers which bought high and sold low could be the result of

home ourrership motivated by the prospect of high returns and terminated at the first

sign that the investment was at risk. In this environment, this group has cut and run.

5.8 Summary

This ohapter has examined capital gain essentially from the individual household

vie vv¡oint. Levels of capital which have accumulated for households have been

prescribed and analysed and the impact of this on some aspects of householcl mobility

explained. Although some of the explanations and the implications drawn from them

have been tentative, stemming from the nature of the dataset which has been used, a

number of rehnements have been made to both the theory of accumulation and

resiciential rnobility theory and its relationship to capital accumulation through home

ownership. In terms of accumulation theory, the investigation has revealed the

following signifi cant conclusions.

o There is support for the theory that households expect to make a capital gain from

ownership on the basis of nominal prices, and this applies to ownership of both
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houses and home units. However, this theory is strongly modified when house

values are adjusted for inflation.

o In any market, around one third of owners are likely to experience real capital

losses from home ownership, and home unit owners are more susceptible to these

losses than house owners

o There is a higher probability of generating real capital gains from vacant land than

fiom an investment in "bricks and mortat"

o lfhesc conclusions are arrived at regardless of whether capital gains measures are

b¡rsed real differences between selling price and purchase price, return on purchase

price or return on level of owrer equity in the dwelling.

¡ Prospects of real capital losses for owners have occurred only since the carly

19'l0s. and therefore capital losses are significantly related to the onset of

iutlatiolary conditions. This relationship between capital losses anci inflation also

explains why home unit owners are more susceptible to real losses, as home unit

development in Adelaide occurred at much the same time as the onset of rapitl

inflation.

o lhe use of individual house data related to location, dwelling area anrl length of

o'"vnership have enabled some theoretical advances concerning the spatial

distribution of capital gains in an urban context.

o Generally, the spatial pattern of accumulation tends to have a negative

relationship with distance from the city centre.

o More specifically, however, there is a varying relationship between a

locality's prevailing land value and its level of accumulation. The nature of
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this relationship is influenced by various process (including gentrification

and capital shifting) which may or may not be occurring within the locality

The significant conclusions in terms of the relationship between accumulation and

mobility can be listed.

. Households which commenced their housing careers with a home unit run a strong

risk of generating acapital loss from their hrst housing ownership

o There is support for existing theory that the level of return is indirectly proportional

to the size of equity in the dwelling, but the relationship is not as tight as might be

expected.

o Based on owner equity. capital retums are especially poor, although this conclusion

may be caused the fact that all mortgage data related to 1986 which was a period in

which the Australian financial environment changed rapidly

¡ [n the light of these findings, it would seem that much mobility occurs rvhich

would seem to be unaware of the capital loss potential of ownership. It therefore

follows that this mobility must have occurred without a consideration of fiture

mobility.

o Where mobility is forced, particularly through interstate transfer and divorce, the

likelihood of a capital loss from ownership is significant.

o Likewise, those who have left the ownership market to return to the rental have

shown a high propensity to incur a capital loss.

o As households move, they seek more expensive housing in the early part of their

housing career) but as the number of moves increases cheaper housing is

purchased. This tendency has been noted for both H-H movers and H-HU movers
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This finding is evidence that mobility is used to free up capital for expenditure on

needs other than housing

o Mobility is influenced by the level of financial commitment households have in

their housing, in that this level may cause householcls to become fixed at a

particular location.

o The prospect of a household making a capital loss from their housing career

reduces with the number of moves made. Similarly, the possibility of a household

making substantial capital gains at each stage of their housing career also reduces

with the number of moves

c Loss making dwellings have particular qualities. Most are houses, they are located

in particular areas within the metropolitan area ancl they were built during a

specihc period, most typically the 1970s. If mobility involves dwellings and

locations with these qualities, the level of accumulation associated with that

mobility may be compromised.

o For any dwelling bought during a trough in the housing market cycle, there is an

increased probability that it will generate a capital loss on sale. The converse also

appears, on the evidence to be true, despite a certain illogicality in the observation

In the next chapter, the emphasis on households will be replaced with an emphasts on

properties. Rather than being concerned with the accumulation performance of

individual households as they moved from ownership to ownership, or through their

housing history, Chapter Six will investigate the accumulation performance of

individual properties as they progress through their life cycle.



CHAPTER 6 CAPITAL GAINS AND HOUSING STOCK

6.1 Introduction

The principal aim of this study is to examine the relationship between residential

mobility of households, and the level of capital accumulation which has accrued to

them through their owner-occupier housing tenure. Hence, in Chapters four and hve,

the emphasis has been on households and the levels of gain or loss they have made

from owning housing at various locations in the urban area. In this chapter, the

emphasis on the household is replaced with a focus on the units in the housing stock,

to address the second aim of the thesis. In other words, in this chapter the emphasrs rs

directed away from the housing history of individual households and towards the

ownership history of each dwelling in the sample. The relevance of such an approach

has been noted by Gober (1992:180), who suggested that:

"Just as an individual experiences a housing career moving from one
dwelling to another so also does a given housing unit pass from one set of
occupants to another".

Filtering research, which analyses the socio-economic and demographic

characteristics of persons who have occupied a dwelling at various stages throughout

the dwelling's history, has been used to explain the social structure of an area at any

time, as well as predict processes which can cause changes to existing social structure

in an area. The application of a hltering approach (see Chapter Three, Section 3.2) to

the accumulation history of a dwelling is unique. That little or no research has been

completed on this question is due, mainly, to the difhculty in obtaining appropriate

data.
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Chapters four and five have shown that households' net accumulation performances

produced from ownership of dwellings have generated losses as well as profits. The

question raised by instances where a household has owned a loss making dwelling is

whether that particular dwelling has made a loss for all the owners which have hltered

through it as a result of the residential mobility process. Indeed, the converse

question of whether every house which has made a profit for one particular owner has

made a profit for each of its other owners can also be asked. Just as Chapters four and

five have investigated the accumulation performance of owners, so the task of this

chapter is to assess the accumulation performance of the housing stock. An analysis

using this approach will determine whether there are temporal patterns of

accumulation associated with particular dwellings and their location within the urban

area. In making the investigations, there are a number of key questions which are

considered, including

o Do dwellings exhibit any generalised patterns in their accumulation
careers? For example, do houses make a prof,rt for their owners at each

sale? How does the magnitude of prof,rt change from one sale to the
next? Are there spatial patterns created by the accumulation behaviour
of houses?

. How are dwellings' careers related to the rhythms of the real estate

cycle?

o Can other factors impact on the accumulation potential of houses,

especially "demographic" characteristics such as a dwelling's age, style
arrd size?

o If these other factors exist as possible determinants of accumulation
performance for individual members of the housing stock, does spatial
location play a role in their operation?

The resolution of these questions hinges on deriving a capital accumulation

performance rating for each dwellings and determining whether these ratings are
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differentiated within the urban area. It is expected that the patterns identified should

represent signposts to guide households towards locations which would not only

satisfy their housing needs but also their expectations for capital accumulation from

ownership. Of course, the significance of such signposts insists that the

accumulations performance of dwellings in any area is consistent through time, and

whether this is the case will be determined through data analyses in this chapter. It is

also intended to relate any patterns of accumulation generated by dwellings during

their lifetime to the patterns of spatial variation for a number of housing demographic

characteristics, which were identified in Chapter Four

6.2 The data

The data for this chapter are derived from the ownership records of 1079 properties

which, between 1968 and July 1991, underwent some 3062 sales. However, for

several reasons, which have been noted in Table 6.1, not all these properties could be

included in the analyses described in this Chapter. In fact, the findings of this Chapter

are based on the accumulation performance of 437 houses, and Table 6.1 summanses

the process by which the temporal data series was obtained.
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Table 6.1: Derivation of temporal series database from original database

Data base decisions Number of
records

Dwelling type

Houses Home units

Original database

less properties sold once, but with no purchase price
details(I)
Sub total
/ess properties sold once only 

(')

Subtotal
/ess properties sold twice, but no first purchase price
details 

(3)

Sub total
/¿ss Home units 

(4)

1079
196

528
9l

752
96

656
219

437

131

1

130

39

91

91

936
184

143

t2

883

97
786
258

Time series database 437 431 Nil

Notcs i

(l) These properties were purchased before 1968, and therefore no purchase price details for them were available.
(2) Thehousingcareerofthesepropertiesinvolvedonlyonecompletedsale. Theywereexcludedonthegroundsthattheirdata
could not be categorised as time series data.
(3) Although these properties had been sold twice, details oftheir first purchase were not available Therefore, they were

excluded because their data could not be categorised as time series data
(4) Home units were omitted from the analysis on the grounds that their numbers were low and that they were likely to perform
similarly to houses.

6.3 The profitability of houses - nominal and real accumulation

There are two approaches which can be used to determine a dwelling's accumulation

capability. Nominal capital gain uses actual values and is based upon the difference

between the price received at sale and the price paid at the time of purchase, whereas

real capital gain is measured by adjusting the selling and buying prices to take into

account changes in the value of money caused by inflation. The procedure by which

all house values were adjusted to 1989190 prices has been presented in Section 5.2 of

Chapter Five.

Of the 1198 completed ownershipsl in this analysis, only 6.4 percent made a loss from

ownership. Moreover, of the dwellings analysed, 82.5 percent made a profit each

t For any property a completed ownership occurs when the purchase price and sale price of that
ownership have been recorded on the database.
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time they were sold during their housing history. These are compelling statistics rn

terms of generating, and then perpetuating, a myth around the accumulation potential

of housing ownership. They are the kind of statistics which early studies generated

and which precipitated substantial investigation of home ownership and wealth

generation and its impact on social class (Saunders, 1978: 233,Prafl,1986a:367)

But, of course, these hndings must be subjected to closer scrutiny which takes into

account the impact of inflation so as to make any comparison of a dwelling's selling

price with its purchase price more realistic. Further, given that the size of any

difference between adjusted sale price and purchase price may be influenced by the

time that a property has been owned, the time that a property had been owned was

factored into the equation to provide an annualised statement of profit or loss

generated by a dwelling during any ownership in its history using the formula in

Equation 6.1

Equation6.l P:(SP-PPyT

Where P : Annualised, adjusted prof,rt or loss

SP: Selling price (le8e/eovarues)

PP : Purchase price (1989/90 vatues)

T : Duration of ownership g.urr¡

When this analytical approach to accumulation is adopted, the proportion of houses

which reported a prof,rt each time that they were sold fell to 30 percent and the

proportion of house sales which resulted in a real loss for the vendor increased to 40.3

percent. The consistency of the positive accumulation results obtained with the

nominal approach is replaced with a set of accumulation consequences exhibiting

enoÍnous variety, as shown in Table 6.2. The table suggests that provided there are
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more properties than the expected number of relationships between profit and loss,

there is a strong possibility that all combinations of profit and loss will be observed.

Therefore, although the ratio of observed to expected outcomes for dwellings which

have had f,rve or six owners is less than the levels recorded for properties with four or

less owners, this may be due to the fact that the number of properties in these

categories was simply less than the number of profit/loss relationships that could be

expected. The compelling finding which emerges from Table 6.2 isthat a mobile

household must expect to incur losses at some stage during the mobility process,

based particularly on the observation that dwellings which have had 2,3 and 4 owners

have generated either the full range, or very close to the full range, of possible

profit/loss relationships

Table 6.2: Accumulation performance of houses

Number
completed

consecutive sales

Number houses Expected
profit/loss

relationships

Observed
profit/loss

relationships

Ratio
observed:expected

(%)
2
J

1
5

6

244
109

54

t9
9

4
9

16

25
36

4
8

15

l3
9

100.0
88.9
93.8
52.0
25.0

Source: Derived from stk_dwg.sav fìle

6.4 Investigative strategy

The values of annualised profit or loss for each ownership in any dwelling's history

could be used to allocate each dwelling to a category based on the relationship

between profits and losses which it had generated. Three categories of dwellings were

established

. dwellings which had generated more losses than prof,rts
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a dwellings which had produced a balance between losses and profits for

their owners

. dwellings which had returned more profits than losses during their

ownership history.

These three categories can be regarded as depicting dwellings which have been bad

performers, those that have been balanced performers, and those which have been

good performers in terms of their ability to generate capital gains. In most of the

analyses which follow these three categories of accumulation performance are

utilised.

6.5 Definingdwellingprofitability

Although the findings of Table 6.2 might suggest that mobile households should

expect to incur losses at some point in the mobility process, the overall potential of

houses to deliver a profit to their owners is demonstrated in Table 6.3, which shows

that, historically, houses have returned more profits than losses to their owners. This

can be taken one step further by determining a cash value of a dwelling's

accumulation career for its various owners.

Table 6.3: Profit and loss performance of houses

Number
completed
consecutive

sales

Observed profit/loss relationships

Losses outnumber profits Losses equal profits Profits outnumber losses

Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage
2

J

4
5

6

t7
37
8

4
1

7.0
33.9
14.8

2t.t
ll.l

127 52.0

48.2

100
'72

20
15

1

41.0
66.1

37.0
78.9
77.8

Source: Derived from stk dwg.sav file

26

l1.l
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Regardless of how many times a property had been owned, the level of proht or loss

accumulated by a dwelling during its lifetime was computed by subtracting its first

purchase price from its final selling price, using values which had been adjusted to

1989190 prices, so as to account for inflation. Furthermore, so that the duration of any

dwelling's accumulation history could not influence the level of profit or loss

recorded, the computed profit or loss was divided by the time elapsed, in years,

between the date of first purchase and date of last sale, to give a value which

represented the per year profit or loss generated by any specific dwelling. These

specihc values were then allocated to particular intervals, and the results are presented

in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Annualised profït/loss at end of dwelling accumulation career, based
on 1989/90 values

Profit/loss per year Profitability category
Losses greater than profits Losses equal profits Losses less than profits
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

>$8000 loss

$6000-$8000 loss

$4000-$6000 loss

$2000-$4000 loss

$0-$2000 loss

$l-$2000 profit
$2000-$4000 profit
$4000-$6000 profit

$6000-$8000 profit
$8000-$10000 protlt
$ l 0000-$20000
profit
$20000-s50000
profit
>$50000 profit

2
J

12

30
19

3.0
4.s
11.9

44.8
28.4

1.5

I
I
2

36
52

24
l1
5

8

l3

3

0.7
0.7
1.3

23.1

JJ.J

15.4

7.1

3.2

5.1

8.3

1.9

0.5

0.9
18.8

19.3

20.2
8.9

9.4
16.9

5.2

1

I
2

40
41

43

19

20
'36

ll

Total 67 100.0 156 100.0 213 100.0

Source: Derived from stk_dwg.sav file

The overall accumulation performance of dwellings varies according to the

profitability category. For dwellings which recorded more losses than profits,70.2
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percent returned an overall annualised loss during their accumulation career,

compared with 25.8 percent for those dwellings which recorded a balance between

profits and losses and |.4 percent for dwellings whose profits exceeded losses. At the

other end of the scale, the overall level of accumulation for dwellings which had more

profits than losses in their ownership careers was very impressive, with more than a

fifth recording average profits per yeff of more than $10,000, compared with just over

10 percent for balanced performance properties. There were no properties which had

more losses than profits which generated more than $10,000 per year. Indeed, none of

these dwellings generated more than $6,000 per year.

The mean accumulation per year for any property's accumulation career is, of course,

the result of a series of accumulation performances for each time the property has

been owned during its history. Does, therefore, the accumulation rate during each

ownership match that recorded for the dwelling over its lifetime? Or is there variation

in performance? If variability in accumulation performance can be identihed, what

are its characteristics? To illustrate how the per ownership accumulation rate for any

property compared with its lifetime accumulation rate, the annualised rate of capital

gain or loss for each property during each ownership was computed. These were then

plotted as series on the Y-axis to produce a scattergram, with annualised accumulation

per dwelling as the X-axis. Three of these graphs were produced, one for each

profitability category, and they are presented as Figure 6.7, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3

For any horizontal axis value there may be as many as six symbols directly above it,

each symbol representing the level of accumulation derived by the o\¡/ners during their

occupancy of the dwelling. The spread of these individual values above any given X-
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value, and specifically around the $0 Y-value, is an indicator of the accumulation

variability that has characterised a particular dwelling's accumulation performance

6.5.1 Accumulation variability of dwellings with losses greater than
profits

The dwellings represented in Figure 6.I are those classed as bad performers in terms

of their ability to provide capital gains to their owners. The X-axis segregates the

dwellings into those that have made an overall loss during their lifetime and those that

have made a profit. The Y-axis segregates properties according to individual

ownerships which made a loss and those that made a prof,rt. In this graph there will

always be more symbols below the S0 Y-value than above. And yet, a cursory glance

at the scatter of values in Figure 6.1 reveals that there are a substantial number of

symbols above the $0 Y-value, leading to the inescapable observation that there is

associated with any dwelling significant variability in capital gains perforrnance

between the various numbers of owners who have occupied it, even allowing for the

extreme performances located at the margins of the graph.
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Figure 6.1: Annualised accumulation per owner and annualised accumulation
per dwelling, for dwellings which have generated more losses than profits
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6.5.2 Accumulation variability of dwellings with losses equal to profits

Figure 6.2 also displays significant variability in its distribution of retums achieved at

each ownership of a property, especially at the extremes of overall annualised returns

But even for dwellings whose annualised accumulation rate fell between minus

$5,000 and plus $5,000, the individual retums to owners consistently fluctuated

within a band of minus $15,000 and plus $20,000

Figure 6.2: Annualised accumulation per owner and annualised accumulation
per dwelling, for dwellings which have generated losses equal to profits
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6.5.3 Accumulation variabilify of dwellings with losses less than profits

V/ith dwellings which have been classed as good accumulation performers for their

owners, there is nevertheless enorrnous variability associated with the individual

ownerships. Figure 6.3 shows, firstly, that properties in this category have been

capable of generating losses for individual owners of up to $20,000 per year.

Secondly, where properties have generated capital gains for their owners, there has

been enormous variation in the size of these gains. Whereas many properties may

have created gains of $25,000 per annum for some of their owners, for other o\¡/ners

of the same properties the level of gain has been much higher

Figure 6.3: Annualised accumulation per owner and annualised accumulation
per dwelling, for dwellings which have generated profits greater than losses
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6.6 Spatial variation of dwelling performance

In the preceding sections the approach has been to show. firstly, that dwellings ln

different profitability categories have produced different pattems of accumulation per

year over time and, secondly, that these overall rates of accumulation have been the

product of considerable variation in annualised accumulation rates for the various

owners who have occupied the dwelling. In this section, the annualised accumulation

rates associated with each dwelling have been allocated to mosaic regions, which were

defined in Table 4.6.1 of Appendix 6, and a median annualised rate of return for each

mosaic region has been determined. These median values were then mapped to show

the spatial variation in accumulation rates for dwellings in each of the three

profitability cate gorres

6.6.1 Dwellings with more losses than profits - the poor performers

The geography of poor performing dwellings, presented in Figure 6.4,has several

noteworthy characteristics. Firstly, there are areas which have no representation of

dwellings with more losses than prohts - in particular, the inner areas of the city, and

the north-western sector, as well as the northem area of the metropolitan area and the

south-east margins located in the Mount Lofty Ranges. Secondly, the main

concentrations of houses with poor accumulation performances are located in the

city's north-eastern sector and its south-westem sector, two sectors where substantial

housing development has occurred, especially since the mid 1960's. Thirdly, within

these areas, there is a weak positive relationship (r: +0.285) between the distribution
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of poor performing dwellings and distance from the CBD, largely caused by the

absence of these dwellings from the inner areas.

6.6.2 Dwellings with losses equal to profits - the balanced performers

In contrast to the poor performers, the distribution of balanced performing houses,

depicted in Figure 6.5, is more dispersed, with only a handful of mosaic regions not

represented. There is only a weak positive relationship (r:+0.144) between the

distribution of these dwellings and distance from the CBD. Although there are

Cisciete regions of varying concentrations of this dwelling type throughout the urban

area, these discrete regions are offset by isolated occurrences of the same

concentration elsewhere in the urban area and at varying distances from the CBI)

6.6.3 Dwellings with losses less than profits - fhe good performers

In contrast to the geography of the other two profitability categories, this group

clisplays the most clear cut distribution. As Figure 6.6 shows, its relationship with

distance from the CBD is significant, producing a correlation coefficient of -0.353 and

providing the clearest indication that these types of dwellings are most likely to be

concentrated nearest the CBD and experience reducing levels of concentration

towards the suburbs and peripheral locations
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of dwellings with losses greater than profits
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of dwellings with losses equal to profits
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of dwellings with losses less than profits
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6.7 Accumulation variability and residential mobilify

For residentially mobile households, anxious that their investment in owner-

occupancy returns an appreciation on their capital, the information in Figure 6.4,

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 might seem to direct them to suburbs containing the highest

concentrations of good performing dwellings and steer them away from suburbs with

the highest concentrations of poor performing dwellings, particularly if there were a

relationship between level of good performing dwellings at any location and the

investment return generated by those dwellings. Such a relationship would

undoubtedly have significant consequences for the mobility process. To test the

existence of this relationship, a correlation analysis was conducted between the

median annualised accumulation performance for dwellings in each profitability

category and the percentage distribution of dwellings in each profìtability category by

mosaic region. The analysis has been conducted at two levels - lor dwellings which

ge;rerafed a positive annualised accumulation outcome during their accumulation

lifetime, and for those whose accumulation outcome was negative. It might be

expected that the distribution of good performing dwellings would be accompanied by

a strong positive correlation with positive accumulation records and a strong negative

correlation with negative accumulation outcomes. In a similar fashion, the opposite

relationships might be expected for distribution of poor performing dwellings

However, this has not occurred and the results presented in Table 6.5 would seem to

indicate that were a mobile household to base their location decisions on the spatial

patterns displayed in Figure 6,4, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, such a strategy would not

necessarily lead to expected accumulation outcomes. Essentially there is no

relationship between the distribution of dwellings in any particular profitability
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category and the levels of accumulation that those dwellings have produced for their

owners

Table 6.5: Relation between occurrence and annualised accumulation level for
dwellings in specific profitability categories

Profitability category Annualised dwelling accumulation rate
Positive Negative

Losses less than profits - good performers
Losses equal to profits - balanced performers
Losses greater than profits - poor performers

+0.1614
+0.0858
+0.1293

-0.9954 (l)
+0.1676
+0.1302

(l) Based on three observations

Source: Derived from hse stk sav fìle

The reason for this is that the variation in accumulation performance which has been

identified earlier in this chapter is characteristic of all dwellings, regardless of the

prohtability category in which they are located. How, then, can a household know

what level of return will occur during its occupancy of the dwelling? Clearly, it

cannot and this adds a dimension of uncertainty, or "randomness", to household

prohtability in that mobile households are moving through a pool of dwellings in a

city's housing stock, each one of which consistently generates v¿uiable retums to its

owners and therefore for each owner there is a substantial probability that a real loss

or a real gain will be generated. The degree of variability which accompanies the

return on investment for each owner introduces a large element of chance into the

possibility that mobile households will make real capital gains each time they move.

It has been demonstrated in this chapter that mobile households normally will make

nominal capital gains with each move, but this cannot be said when price paid and

price received are adjusted for inflation and length of ownership, not to mention the

cost of any borrowings made to effect a housing purchase.
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This said, are there any patterns associated with the variability in accumulation rates

generated for each owner by a specihc dwelling? A correlation analysis was

conducted between successive accumulation rates produced by a given dwelling, and

the results are displayed in Table 6.6. Firstly, it has to be stressed that none of the

correlations are large, and therefore the emphasis is directed at either the sign of the

coefficient, or the lack of correlation which the coefficient suggests. For dwellings in

the latter two profitability categories, the balanced performers and the good

performers, the results would seem to suggest that any profit made by one owner may

well be less than that made by the previous owner

'fable 6.6: Correlation analysis between annualised accumulation rates at
successive property ownerships

Profitability category Correlation between rates generated by ownerships
7and2 2an<13 3and4 4and5 5and6

Losses greater than profits -
the bad performers
Losses equal to profits - the
balanced performers
Losses less than profits - the
good performers

+0.0070 -0.2010 +0.0177

-0.1996 -0.2918 -0.6837

-0.0813 -0.0611 -0.0080

-0.4152

(1)

-0.0988

(l)

(1)

+0. I 790

(l) Insufficient pairs available to compute correlation coefficients

Source: Based on data in vari_llp.xls, vari_lep.xls and vari_lgp xls, which was derived from data extracted from stk_dwgs sav

For owners of properties in the hrst profitability category, the picture is more

representative of a roller coaster, in that the second owner might expect to achieve the

same level of returns as the first owner, but the third owner could expect the

property's accumulation rate to reverse that generated for the previous owner. The

fourth owner could expect returns to be the same as those obtained by the third, but

the fifth might hnd that returns were the reverse of those obtained by the fourth

owner. Certainly, these results do suggest that the best returns are most likely to be
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had by a dwelling's first owner, and after that how can any owner, on the evidence of

Table 6.6 be certain of the kind of returns which may be generated by ary property at

which they are the owner-occupier? It is a further illustration of the uncertainty facing

households when they purchase a dwelling with the expectation of accumulating

capital gains. The problem is that despite the accepted wisdom, reinforced by a

prevailing mythology, there would appear to be no evidence which resembles a

guarantee that any household will, as a matter of course, derive a capital gain from

ownership of its housing

6.8 Explaining capital gains behaviour of dwellings

The erratic, and essentially pattem-less, behaviour of houses in generating profits or

losses for their o\ryners, demands an explanation. The literature has suggested that

there are features of a house which are likely to positivelf influence its capital gains

performance. For example, Thorns (1981 : 207) and Badcock (1994:281) have both

recognised the role of location and time of purchase on levels of house price

appreciation. Munro and Maclennan (1987: 78) concur on the role of location and

add that the price of a dwelling is also an indicator of its ability to generate capital

gains. Badcock (1989: 7l) also agrees on the role of price, and its relation to the srze

of a dwelling, in influencing a property's capital accumulation potential.

In these studies, the concept of location has usually refemed to large areas within

countries, be they capital city areas or major centres, or planning regions (Thoms,

198lb,711, Thorns, 1989b: 301-306; Hamnett, 1989: 345-348; Badcock, 1989: 81-

84), and the relationship between location and house price has been attributed to

strong linkages between property markets and labour markets (Champion et al, 1988:
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256-260). Thorns (1989: 301) has argued that location and price relationships can

also exist at the suburb level within cities. However, this is a proposal which has been

queried by Badcock (1994:285) mainly because the theoretical work on linkages

between property markets and labour markets at the suburban, or "within city", level

has been "scanty", and in a number of investigations at the local level "...the labour

market factor has been under-developed or ignored" (Coombes et al,l99l: I70)

Housing attributes which have been reported to cause patterns of accumulation can be

used by house buyers to gauge the probability of a particular dwelling representing

good or bad value in respect of its ability to generate future capital gains. Flowever,

because the investigations in this chapter have not produced any solid patterns of

accumulation during a dwelling's ownership history, it may be that the task of this

section is to show that the traditional factors reported to influence the production of

capital gain in a dwelling do not, in fact. operate thrclugh the course of a dwelling's

lifetime

6.8.1 Market cycles

The influence of the market in generating capital gains from any investment is well

documented (Thorns, 1981a: 2}7;Badcock,l994b:281). Therefore, could a case be

made to illustrate the influence of the property market on a property's accumulation

record throughout its lifetime? For each property in each profitability category,

details of each purchase date and sale date in their career were extracted from the

database. These dates were then related to the seven "boom" and "bust" real estate

periods between 1968 and 1991 and which were identified in Section 5.7.4, so that it

was possible to identify whether each purchase and sale in a house's ownership career
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had occurred during a buoyant market or a relatively depressed housing market. This

information is presented in Appendix 11, Table A11.1

It is hypothesised that if a property's profitability were linked to the state of the South

Australian real estate market, then properties with poor profitability would, in all

probability, have a strong relationship with sales and/or purchases made during

depressed, or bust, market conditions, and vice-versa. However, no such relationship

can be demonstrated (see Appendix 1 1, Table Al 1.1), and instead it is clear that

properties which have provided good capital returns for their owners over time seem

to have been bought and sold in much the same economic circumstances as properties

which have retumed even capital gains perfornances and properties whose

performance has been poor. This observation is especially pronounced with

properties which have experienced two, three and four consecutive ownerships in their

history. 'fhe even distribution of properties in each profitability category located in

the various market condition permutations would seem to indicate that market factors

have not influenced the temporal accumulation perfoÍnance of individual properties.

If the evidence seems to discount a relationship between performance and cyclical

activity in the real estate market, can other factors be identified which have an

influence on the performance of dwellings for their owners?

6.8.2 Profitability and location

The spatial units used to explore this question are the sector, the zone, the mosaic

region and the suburb. Each dwelling was allocated to its specifrc sector, zone,

mosaic region and suburb location within the Adelaide Statistical Division and this

information was cross-tabulated with the dwelling's profitability category. The
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sectoral distribution of dwellings by their profitability category is displayed in Table

6.7.

Table 6.7: Profitability of properties by sector

Sector Profitability category
Losses greater than

pro{its
Losses equal profïts Losses less than profits

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
I
)
3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0

2

26
6

2

7

23

1.5

3.0
3 8.8

9.0
3.0
10.4
34.3

9

10

13

47
13

7

25

32

5.8
6.4
8.3

30.1

8.3

4.5
16.0

20.5

11

14

t4
10
34
2t
30
t9

5.2

6.6
6.6

32.9
16.0

9.9
14.1

8.9

Total 67 100.0 156 100.0 213 100.0

Source: Extracted from stk dwgs.sav fìle

At this level of investigation, there seemed to be little evidence of any spatial

influence on the profitability of properties, as relatively similar concentrations of each

profitability category were located in a number of sectors. In particular, heavy

concentrations of properties in each category were found in sector 4 and uniform

ooncentrations in sectors 5 and 7. Only sector 8 showed any real gradation from one

profitability category to another. An index of dissimilarity (Io) analysis further

conf,rrmed the similarity of the three distributions (see Appendix 11, Table A1I.2),

suggesting that only small proportions of the balanced and good performing dwellings

would need to relocate in order to have the same percentage distribution as the total

number of dwellings in the survey. The poor performing dwellings were more

spatially concentrated, indicated by their lp of 23.4. The similarity of the sectoral

distributions of each profitability category is also confirmed by correlation analysis

(see Appendix I 1, Table A1 1.3)
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The inability of a sectoral analysis to provide any explanation for the occurrence of

properties with different capital gains performances may lie in the factthat each sector

represents a huge slice through parts of the Adelaide urban area with varying land

value characteristics which tends to mask any role which might be played by locality

or distance from the urban centre. Furthermore, the sectors embrace areas with an

enorTnous diversity in housing stock, demographic and socio-economic qualities, and

therefore the degree of similarity between them in terms of the number of dwellings

r,vith specific capital gains performances is easily explained. At the sectoral level,

then, the spatial location of a property seems not to provide an explanation for the

nature of its temporal capital gains perforrnance

The problem of diversity at the sectoral level can be controlled to a certain extent by

using zones as the basis for an analysis of the role played by space on a dwelling's

profitability for its owners. By using zonal data, the analysis will emphasise more the

role of distance from the Central Business District (CBD), a f'actor which was masked

in the sectoral analysis. Table 6.8 shows the distribution of dwellings in each of the

prohtability categories, by the zone in which they are located.

Table 6.8: Profitability of properties by zone

Zone Profïtability category
Losses greater than Losses equal profïts Losses less than profïts

profïts
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

1

)
3

4
5

6

7

8

10

t6
18

12

8

3

14.9
23.9
26.9
17.9
1 1.9

4.5

9

42
35

JJ

16

16

5

0

5.8

26.9
22.4
21.2
10.3

10.3

3.2

55

60

4t
32

1l
6

6

2

25.8
28.2
19.2

15.0

5.2

2.8
2.8
0.9

Source: Extracted from stk_dwgs.sav file

100.0 156 100.0 213 100.0Total 67
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There is a little more variation in capital gains perforrnance of dwellings when

analysed zonally than was noticed with the sectoral analysis. In particular, poorly

performed dwellings had no representation in the inner zone of the urban area, while

average performers had a low representation compared with the well performed

dwellings. Further, 50 percent of poor performing dwellings were located in zones 3

and 4, nearly 50 percent of average performing dwellings were located in zones 2 and

3, and more than 50 percent of good performing dwellings were located in zones I

and2. The highest concentrations of dwellings which had lost money for their owners

more times than they had gained were located in zones 3,4 and 5, compared with

highest concentrations in zones 2,3 and 4 for properties which have balanced losses

ar.rd profits. These two observations are in further contrast with those properties

which have afforded their owners more profits than losses. T'he highest

concentrations of these properties are located in zones 1,2 and 3. The evidence

suggests, therefore, that the geography of each prof,rtability group is essentially the

same, but with some developing tendency to noticeable differences in particular

locations. Hence, slight increases in indices of dissimilarify are also noticed (see

Appendix 1 1 , Table A 1 1 .4). In particular, the distribution of well performed

dwellings becomes more pronounced when considered at the zonal level, especially

due to their concentrations in the inner zones.

This evidence that zonation, as both a measure of space and distance from the CBD,

might explain the capital gains perforrnance of a dwelling is fuither reinforced by

Table 6.9
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The low correlation between well performed and badly performed dwellings would

seem to suggest that these two types of properties are spatially segregated. However,

properties which have produced a balanced performance are just as likely to be

located in zones with good performing dwellings as in zones with poor performing

dwellings.

Table 6.9: Correlation analysis of profitability categories distributed zonally

Losses greater than
profits

Losses equal profits Losses less than
profits

Losses greater than profits
Losses equal profrts
Losses less than profits

**** 0.808
,<t(*t!

0.216
0.655
,(***

Source: Conrputed from data extracted from stk_dwgs.sav file

This notwithstanding. the real dimension which has been linked to dwelling capital

gain performance in this analysis is distance from the CBD. 'fhe concept of space

varies from zone to zone, simply because the area of each zone increases with distance

from the CBD. To examine more precisely the role of space, or more particularly, the

role of locality, or community, or environment, on the level of performance of

dwellings, it is necessary to use the concept of mosaic region

Table 6.10 shows the distribution of properties with specihc capital gains

characteristics related to the mosaic regions of the Adelaide urban area within which

they are located. The table shows that 38.8 percent of dwellings which had performed

badly, with losses greater than profits, were located in sector 4, and that the majority

of these dwellings were situated in mosaic regions 44 and 45. A further 34.3 percent

of the poorly performed dwellings were located in sector 8, with the majority of these

located in mosaic regions 83, 84 and 86. It is also clear that these types of dwellings
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were relatively absent from mosaic areas, or localities, located in sectors l, 2 and 3, as

well as being uffepresented in inner urban areas up to 5 kilometres from the CBD

Table 6.10: ProfÏtability of properties by mosaic region

Mosaic ('/ Profita bility category
Losses greater than

profits
Losses equal profits Losses less than profits

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
11

12

l3
t4
15
)1

23
31

32
4t
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
5l
<t
53
54
61

62

63
64
7l
11

73
74
81

82
83
84
85
86

4
5

6

4
I
l2
I
6

5

13

l5
2

5

2

J

2

1

ll

t

2.6
3.2

0.5

0.9
3.8

I
2

8

I
7

4
1

J

2
2

I
5

5

7

4
1

2

J

4

8

l0

I
7

9

I
t4

3

2

2

6

8

I
8

1.5

3.0

4.5
3.0
10.4
16.4

4.5

9.0
1 1.9

1.5

I1.9

t.5
1.5

1.5

1.5

4.5
3.0
3.0

1.9

2.6
5.1

6.4

3.8

2.6
0.6
7.7
0.6
3.8

3.2
8.3

9.6

1.3

3.2

J.J
J.J
J.J
J. -t

3.8

1.5

4.2
7.0
4.7
1.9

2.8
0.9

7.0
7.0
1.9

0.6
4.s
2.6
0.6
1.9

1.3

1.3

6.1

1.4

1.4

0.9
5.2

2.3

1.4

5.2

0.6
4.5

5.8

0.6

9.0

2.3

J.J

1.9

0.5

0.9

7

7

1

7

B

16

9

l5
l0
4
6

2

15

15

4

13

J

3

2

ll
5

J

ll

Total 67 100.0 r56 100.0 213 100.0

(1) The first digit in any mosaic code refers to the sector in which the mosaic region is located and the

second digit refers to its zone.

Source: Extracted from stk dwgs.sav file
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V/ith dwellings which have returned a balanced performance in terms of generating

capital gains and capital losses for their owners, there remains the dominance of

sectors 4 and 8. Sector 4 contained 30 percent of these dwellings, with 20.5 percent

located in sector 8. In sector 4 mosaic regions 44 and 45 were as dominant for this

group as they were for the poorly performed group of dwellings. In sector 8 it is a

similar story, with mosaic regions 83, 84 and 86 containing the largest proportions of

balanced performance, and poorly performed, dwellings in the sector

Although these two profitability groups share selected mosaic regions in some parts of

the urban area, there are other locations where this does not occur. For example,

dwellings which have returned a balanced accumulation record have quite significant

occunences in the inner mosaic regions of sectors I,2 and 3, which is in contrast to

the geography of poorly performed dwellings.

The locational preference for dwellings which have generated more profits than losses

for their owners is indisputably in mosaic regions closest to the city. Over a quarter of

these dwellings are located in mosaic regions within 5 kilometres of the CBD. and

half of these are located within mosaic regions 5 I and 61, immediately south-east and

east of the city area. Mosaic areas located between 5 and 10 kilometres from the CBD

contain an even greater 28.2 percent of these dwellings. Again, just over half of these

dwellings are restricted to mosaic regions 42 and 52. These patterns are unique to the

dwelling profitability type, and its contrast with the geographies described for the

other two profitability types may reinforce the possibility that the difference has been

influenced by space, or locality, or even community

Based on this evidence, the relationship between dwelling accumulation performance

and space appears to be more clear cut at the mosaic region level, and this observation
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is reinforced by the levels of correlation obtained between the three groups and shown

in Table 6.11. There is a very strong locational correlation between properties which

performed very badly and those which recorded a balanced performance. The best

performed properties have a minimal association with the poor performers, and only a

marginally better association with those that generated a balanced performance

through time

Table 6.11: Correlation analysis of profitabilify categories distributed by mosaic
region

Losses greater than Losses equal profits Losses less than
profits profits

Losses greater than profits ***'' 0,691 0.077

Losses equal profits **** 0.168

Losses less than profits {<***

Source: Computed from data extracted from stk_dwgs.sav file

These conclusions are supported by an index of dissimilarity analysis (see Appendix

1 1, Table Al 1.5) which indicates fhat, at the mosaic region level of analysis, the

spatial patterns of the three prof,rtability groups are at their most refined level, with the

poor performing dwellings exhibiting the most constrained geography. The

geography of the well performed dwellings is less clear cut than poorly performed

dwellings, and the balanced performers are the most uniformly distributed group

As the definition of space in this discussion has become more refined, progressing

from a sectoral to zonal to mosaic region definition, the possibility of interpreting a

relationship between dwelling accumulation performance and location has increased,

apparently due to definitional changes which has reduced the level of heterogeneity as

the area has reduced. The relationship between space and accumulation has been

reported by Thorns (1981 :215,1989: 305), Hamnett (1989: 349) and Badcock (1989
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82-84), with each concerned to show that accumulation was related to the

characteristics of an urban space which had been influenced by labour market, or

socio-economic influences. Were the definition of space to be further refined in the

current analysis, it might be that the relationship could be described with more

precision. The concept of suburb is more spatially restricted than the mosaic region,

and therefore the correlation between a dwelling's capital gains record and its suburb

was examined (Table 6.12).

Table 6.12: Correlation analysis of profitability categories distributed by suburb

Losses greater than
profits

Losses equal profits Losses less than
profits

Losses greater than profits
Losses equal profits
Losses less than profits

*t<*r( 0.797
***t<

0.647
0.594
****

Source: Computed from data extracted fiom stk_dwgs.sav fìle

On their own, these results are inconclusive. llowever, an inclex of dissimilarity

analysis appears to support the notion that dwelling prohtability characteristics are

linked to location. These results, presented in 'fable 6.13, indicate that the spatial

concentration of all three profitability categories, relative to the distribution of all

dwellings, increases at the suburb level. The degree of concentration is most

significant for the poor performance dwellings, but is also high for the other two

categories. At the suburb level indices of dissimilarity have identified a relationship

between space and levels of accumulation

Table 6.13: Index of dissimilarity of profitability categories distributed by
suburb

Profitability category Index of dissimilarity
Losses greater than profits
Losses equal profits
Losses less than profits

60.4
35.3
30.2
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Whilst it has been shown that levels of accumulation are related to spatial location, is

it the case that certain factors might be at work to cause this relationship? In

particular, does distance from the CBD influence the patterns which have been

discemed? Data were obtained to compute the distance that each property was located

from the CBD and this value was cross-tabulated with each dwelling's prohtability

category. The distribution of each dwelling type based on distance was then

correlated, and the coefficients obtained are presented in Table 6.14. These results

indicate a role for distance in influencing a dwelling's ability to return good

accumulation results to its owners. Indeed, there is a negative relationship, albeit

small, between good perfonners and bad performers on the basis of a dwelling's

distance from the CBD

'Iable 6.14: Correlation analysis of profitability categories distributed by
distance from the Central Business District

Losses greater than
profits

Losses equal profits Losses less than
profits

Losses greater than prof,rts

Losses equal profits
Losses less than profits

*{<** 0.786
*:ß**

-0.045
0.5 l6
***i(

Source: Computed from data extracted from stk_dwgs sav file

Further, if distance were incorporated into the definition of suburb, by categorising

suburbs by their distance from the CBD, there is every possibility that the correlation

analysis would show similar pattems to those which have been obtained for the zonal,

mosaic region and distance analyses. The results in Table 6.15 conhrm the prediction.
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Table 6.15: Correlation analysis of profitability categories distributed by suburb
arranged by distance from the Central Business District

Losses greater than
prohts

Losses equal profits Losses less than
profits

Losses greater than profits
Losses equal prohts
Losses less than profits

,(**r( 0.793
****

0.093
0.502
tt(**

Source: Computed from data extracted from stk_dwgs sav file

Essentially, the conclusion from Table 6.15 and Table 6.14 is that the spatial

distribution of each prohtability category show some differences when compared on

the basis of distance from the CBD. However, this is not to say that distance from the

CBD, per se, influences the distribution of any profitability category. Indeed, when a

correlation analysis was performed on a dwelling's level of profitability and the

clwelling's distance from the city centre, inconclusive results were obtained, as shown

in Table 6.16.

'f able 6.16: Correlation analysis of dwelling profrtability and distance from the
CBD

Profltability cate gory C orrelation coefficient
Losses greater than profits
Losses equral profits
Losses less than profìts

0.1 308
0. I 848

0.0466

There are three conclusions stemming from the series of analyses presented in this

section. Firstly, it would seem that location does influence the distribution of each

profitability category, and this has been well illustrated by the index of dissimilarity

analysis. Secondly, despite the influence of location on each profitability category it

is nevertheless the case that each category will have a significant occuffence in each

location. This phenomenon has been illustrated by correlation analyses performed on
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the relationship between the spatial patterns, at different levels of aggregation, for

each of the profitability categories. Thirdly, correlation analyses on dwelling

prof,rtability and their distance from the CBD would suggest that the best performing

dwellings are likely to be located closer to the CBD than the other two categories.

This conclusion is despite the low levels of correlation which have been presented in

Table 6.16. This hnding confirms, of course, well established theory (Alonso, 1964;

Marsden, 1970: 80-82; Badcock, 1989: 86) that the demand for locations close to the

CBD normally exceeds supply mainly for reasons relating to accessibility and

dwelling style. At these locations it is the land component of the property which is

contributing most to the property's capital performance. Therefore, it is to be

expected that these dwellings will consistently accumulate positive returns for their

owners. The implications in these findings for mobile households is that if they

concentrate their mobility within a radius of 15-20 kilometres from the CBD they

increase the probability that their ownership will result in a capital gain.

6.8.3 Profitability and housing demography

In the context of mixed results for the influence of location on profitability, what other

du'elling characteristics might impact on a dwelling's accumulation performance? In

particular, can the demographic characteristics of houses, which were detailed in

Section 4.3 .1 . be shown to influence the way in which a house performs during its

accumulation career? To assess this question, each dwelling accumulation

performance was crosstabulated with its style, age, condition, size and roof and wall

material characteristics.
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Table 6.17: Relationship between dwelling style and accumulation performance

Dwelling style Profitability category

Losses greater than profits Losses equal to profrts Losses less than profits
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

cottage

Bay window villa
Villa
Return verandah villa

Louvre roof

Queen Anne

Single fronted cottage

Bungalow
'Iudor

Spanish mission

Art deco

Austerity

Conventional

Contemporary

Ranch

Spanish style

Boomerang

Georgian

Colonial

Poor conventional

Iìigh quality conventional

State bank bungalow

SAHT conventionai

/'. frame

High quality ranch

High quality conterìtporary

Mediterranean

Shack

Backender

1.5

50.0
8.8

7.4

22.1

J 15

2

t4
J

2

I
5

JJ

I
2

J

I
10

2

0.6
6.4
1.3

9.6
0.6

0.6

7.2

1.0

6.7
1.4

1.0

0.5

2.4
l s.9
0.5

1.0

1.4

35.6
6.3

5.3

1.0

1.9

1.9

0.6

34
6

5

1

5

74

1l
l0
4

1

0.6
3.2

41.4
1.1

6.4
2.6
0.6

3

74
l3
l1
2

I
1

2
1

1.5

1.5

2.9
1.5

2.6
1.9
2''

3.4

t.4
1.4

0.5

4.8l5

1

"J
I

10

1

J

5

l5
1

I
1.5

1.5 1

2

0.5

t.0
0.6

Total 68 100.0 156 100.0 208 100.0

Source: Extracted from stk_dwgs sav file

When style2 is related to accumulation performance (Table 6.17) anumber of points

emerge. Firstly, the first dozen styles represent 39 percent of dwellings which were

good performers during their accumulation careers, compared with 16.4 percent of

balanced performers and a low 1.5 percent amongst poor performers. Furthermore,

these styles represent dwellings whose populadty as a current building style waned

2 Appendix 9 contains a description of the main house styles in the Adelaide area.
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between 40 and 80 years ago (Department of Lands, 1987). For dwellings in these

styles, 91 .5 percent were built before 1950 and 86.4 percent before 1940. Moreover,

among those dwellings built before 1940,46 percent were located within 5 kilometres

of the city centre, and28.5 percent were located between 5 and 10 kilometres from the

city. It is therefore highly likely that these dwellings have subjected to gentrification

processes (Badcock and Urlich Cloher, l98l:47-49; Hamnett and Randolph, 1984

263-264; King, 1989c: 867-868). Therefore, it may be the case that the factors

accounting for the distribution of accumulation performances within the hrst 12 styles

is similar to the forces which were identif,red in the previous section, and which acted

on the accumulation performance of dwellings in the inner areas. Secondly, each

performance category has high numbers represented in the conventional style, with

the poor performing dwellings having 50 percent of their number in this housing style.

As accumulation perfbrmance improves, the proportion of conventional dwellings

contributing to the performance declines. Thirdly, similar patterns can be detected for

SAHT conventional, Contemporary and Ranch housing styles. Howevet, despite

these observations, the correlation coefficients between the three performance

categories is strongly positive, as shown Table 6.18

Table 6.18: Correlation analysis of profitability categories distributed by housing
style

Losses greater than
profits

Losses equal profits Losses less than

Losses greater profits
Losses equal profits
Losses less than profits

tr<**t( 0.969
****

0.919
0.924
t(r<*r<

Source: Computed from data extracted from stk_dwgs.sav file
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These correlation results suggest that the relationship of each performance category

within each of the styles is, overall, very similar. In other words, there is an

expectation that any particular style would generate similar levels of poor performing

dwellings to balanced performers to good performers, and on this evidence it is not

possible to accord to housing style some kind of role in influencing the accumulation

performance of any dwelling

In Table 6.19 the results for similar correlation analyses between other dwelling

characteristics and level of accumulation performance is presented to show that with

each of these, too, it is difficult to assign any level of contribution to these factors m

catrsing the type of performance any dwelling is likely to generate.

'fable 6.19: Correlation analysis between profitability categories distributed by
selected dwelling characteristics

Dwelling
demographic

Correlation between dwellings with:

Losses greater than profits
and

Losses equal to profits

Losses greater than
profits

and
Losses less than profits

Losses equal to profits
and

Losses less than profits

Condition
Number of rooms
Roof material
Wall material
Age

0.986
0.979
0.975
0.998
0.829

0.940
0.963
0.789
0982
0.716

0.969
0.912
0.922
0.991
0.508

Source: Computed from data extracted from stk_dwgs sav file

These correlations are extremely high, and would seem to demonstrate beyond any

doubt that the capital accumulation performance of a dwelling is influenced not at all

by any of the characteristics which have been assessed. Some of these are surprising,

especially the non effect of condition and number of rooms on a dwelling's

accumulation potential. Real estate agents emphasise, almost as their first

recommendation to prospective sellers that a concerted effort be made to present the
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dwelling in its best light, presumably because it will add to the price the dwelling will

fetch at sale. However, the evidence has suggested that this factor contributes little

towards the accumulation performance of the dwelling. 'fhere is a suggestion in the

literature that size of dwelling (Badcock, 1989: 71) is a factor in generating capital

gains, and therefore it should follow that larger dwellings should return more good

performances than balanced performances than poor performance. If number of

rooms is considered as a surrogate for size of dwellings, the results of the correlation

analysis would suggest that this perceived relationship is not substantiated by the

present researoh. The size of a dwelling can also be quantified by its area, measured

in square metres. When correlation analyses are performed on the relationship

between a dwelling's area and its level of accumulation the results are marginally

clifferent from those obtained in earlier analyses, as is shown in Table 6.20. Il

pafticular, there was less association between dwellings whose losses were greater

than profits - poor performers - and good performing dwellings whose losses were

less than prohts. Relative to the other two relationships it suggests that on the basis of

alea, rneasured in square metres, there is less of an association between good

performing dwellings and badly performed dwellings, compared with the level of

association which could be expected between poor and balanced performers, and good

and balanced performers.

Table 6.20l- Coruelation analysis of profïtability categories distributed by area
(rn')

Losses greater than
profits

Losses equal profits Losses less than
profits

Losses greater than profits
Losses equal profits
Losses less than profits

**** 0.837 0.665
0.157
***t(

Source: Computed from data extracted lrom stk_dwgs.sav file

,. ,< ,. ,.
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In all the sets of correlations, except that based on dwelling age, there is a consistent

pattern in which the level of correlation between the two extreme dwelling

accumulation performance - good and bad - is lower than the coefficients obtained

for the good and the balanced and the bad and the balanced. However, they are not

low enough to illustrate a spatial segregation between the two performance types

Therefore, it is not possible to argue a causal relationship between selected housing

demography variables and a dwelling's accumulation performance.

6.9 Conclusions and implications

The emphasis in this chapter has been upon investigation of the careers of houses,

rather than the housing careers of households. The investigation has pursued four

main lines of enquiry:

o The annualised accumulation performance of single dwellings over their lifetirne

and the annualised accumulation performance of the various ownerships w'hich

have occurred during a dwelling's career

The analysis showed substantial variability in both the lifetime accumulation

performance of dwellings and the level of accumulation generated for individual

owners.

o The spatial characteristics of the three accumulation categories identified in the

Investigative Strategy.

Although there were identihable differences between the distribution of each

accumulation category, further analysis revealed that no real relationship existed
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between the proportion of dwellings in a given accumulation category located in any

locality and the level of capital accumulation at that locality.

o The variability in accumulation rates generated for each owner by a specific

dwelling

Notwithstanding that near Central Business District locations produced the best

capital gains performances within the housing stock, this analysis indicated that the

best opportunities for real capital gain from ownership are obtained from owning a

dwelling in the early part of its career, and after that point the likelihood increases that

the next owner's gain will be less than that of the previous owner

o The explanation of capital gains by dwellings

The data have suggested that market cycles have had no signif,rcant influence on the

accumulation performance of dwellings. Moreover, the role of space has been

examined with the conclusion that space. or location, as such is less influential than its

underlying component - distance from the CBD. Similar conclusions were reached

alound an analysis of accumulation perfonnance and house denrography

characteristics. Those styles most positively related to dwelling accumulation were

generally located in areas situated close to the CBD

Overall, the conclusion from this chapter's investigation is a lack of patterns and

regularity in the accumulation characteristics of dwellings, which ultimately is

influenced by the variation in accumulation perforrnances which has been identified.

There are several reasons which explain accumulation variation. Principally, sellers

base their decision to sell and buy almost solely on the basis of nominal prices. Most

sellers are unaware of the concept of adjusted prices. This, therefore, makes the house
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market a poorly informed market. As an investment, house buyers are given

remarkably little information. It is possible to get more information on the existence

of salt damp or white ants in a building, and the state of its electrical system, than it is

to obtain advice on its investment potential. In contrast, for example, share investors

have an enormous amount of past history available for each stock, which is used to

predict its investment future, and on which a decision to buy might be based. In a

similar fashion, punters attending any horse racing meeting in Australia can purchase

fonn guides which detail the performance history of each starter in each race, which

can be used to inform any investment decisions which might be made. However, for

buyers anticipating an investment in housing, no assessment, or statement, of a

property's past performance is available.

Several implications follow from these observations:

o Owner-occupiers really are unable to predict the kind of accumulation outcome

which will result from any given ownership.

e l\4obile households move through a house-scape in which dwellings with clifferent

prohtability histories are juxtaposed in any region, including suburbs, and within

each profitability category there is huge variation in prices which have been paid in

the past and which, presumably, will be paid in the future.

¡ These features of dwellings make predicting profit potential well nigh impossible,

particularly as buyers have no way of knowing the past accumulation features

which have characterised the house they contemplate purchasing

o Therefore, probability, or luck, is a factor which works to influence accumulation

outcomes of ownership along with other recognised processes.
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The significant and fundamental finding of this chapter is that, regardless of a

dwelling's prof,rtability category, the returns to owners have been subject to

substantial variability, based on real prices. As households move through the city's

housing stock there is a strong possibility that they will purchase a house which will

return them a capital loss, simply because high price variability attaches to every

dwelling. This explains the high proportion of mobile households which experience

capital losses from ownership

O'ivners cannot foresee how price variability will affect their accumulation outcomes

from ownership and mobility. Therefore, how can dwellings likely to return a capital

loss be avoided by mobile households? On the present evidence it would seem that

they cannot be avoided. They have to be taken as the occur, and the household must

hope that the loss at one location will be absorbed by a proht at the next. Such a

conclusion implies that mobility models which are driven by economic l'ationalist

approaches, particularly those centred around the significance of capital gains

realisatitln,needtobe@selydef,rned.Thathorrseholds

nevertheless continue to maintain high levels of home-ownership must be due to an

inability to understand the real equation for computing capital gain, or that there are

other qualities associatecl with owning a house which take a higher priority for

households than the need to make a capital gain from ownership



CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION

7.1 Introduction

The intention in this chapter is to summarise the way in which the aims and objectives

established in Chapter One have been addressed and to briefly recapitulate the major

outcomes of the investigation. Subsequently, a number of theoretical implications

deriving from the outcomes will be discussed, followed by a statement relating to

several policy implications which have emerged and which have relevance to

government bodies and other organisations. Finally, the research outcomes have

produced a substantial number of questions which might be taken up by future

research activity. However, at the outset it is important to make some comments on

the nature of the data which were employed in the thesis

7.2 The data

The findings of the thesis have been derived from analysis of a database which is

quite unique. Its dataare based at the individual household level and their reliability

and accuracy have been guaranteed throughout the 23 year time frame of the research.

In this sense they are superior to any temporal data which might have been collected

by survey approaches, since respondents in such studies are unable to recall all past

events with clarity and accuracy (Saunders, 1990; Badcock, 1994a)

The reliability of the data is especially pertinent on three counts

o In the calculation of capital gains the house price data and the sales transaction

dates have been unambiguously useful. They have enabled annualised capital

gains to be computed, thereby enabling realistic comparisons of accumulation
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performance between dwellings which had been owned for differing periods of

time.

o For many dwellings, the database provided reliable details for area, in square

metres, which has allowed capital gains comparisons between dwellings without

fear that any observed differences might be unduly influenced by size variations

between the dwellings.

These two unique characteristics of the database reflect the fact that housing is not an

homogenous product (Fleming and Nellis, 1981: 1109) and that housing compansons

should be made only if allowances for house differences have been incorporated into

the analyses (Jones and Bullen,1993: 1411).

o A third characteristic of the database is its adjustment of house price data for

inflation to enable meaningful comparisons of accumulation performance between

particular dwellings

For the exercise of linking mobility and house price information the data are superior

to those which could have been assembled from any other source. Other sources exist

to examine mobility, particularly electoral rolls and electricity authority records. Data

enabling insights into capital gains generation from housing could be obtained from

the Real Estate Institute or from Local Government Authority valuation records

However, the over-riding quality of the data obtained for this thesis, which is not

available for data from other sources, is that it simultaneously provides mobility and

house price information for the same household
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on

7.3 Outcomes and theoretical implications

In Section 1.5 of Chapter One eight major aims were established for investigation m

this thesis. The main outcomes and implications for each of these have been detailed

in Chapters Four, Five and Six. In this section, each aim is revisited briefly and the

main findings are summarised before commenting on any implications which are

suggested by the findings. A number of the findings have implications for policy and

further research, and these have been assembled in sections 7.4 and7.5

7.3.1 Mobilify patterns

The first aim sought to examine owner-occupier mobility patterns, with an emphasis

. mobility at both the intra-urban and urban-rural levels

o mobility patterns within and between the house and home unit sub-markets

Several conclusions either reinforce or extend the understanding of mobility theory

and the mobility process in Australian cities.

o Nearly half of all movers relocated five kilometres or less from their original

dwelling

o Of all moves, 1 1 percent were very short, involving distances of one kilometre or

o For households whose mobility occurred exclusively between houses, the distance

moved between each ownership reduced and they demonstrated a tendency to buy

less

and sell within the same suburb.
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o Households which had owned houses before finally moving to a home unit

generally moved only a short distance from their last house to their home unit

o In contrast. for households which moved from a home unit to a house, the distance

moved has tended to be maximised

o More than 50 percent of moves occurred within the same sector, suggesting that

residential moves are more likely to be radial than circumferential

o Particular sectors within the urban area act both as dominant origin sectors and

destination seclors.

o Most of the households in the survey had moved one, two or three times during the

23 years of the study period.

o Households demonstrating the lowest propensity to move were located in two

opposite sectors of the urban area.

¡ As the propensity to move increases so too does the probability that mobility will

occur in the house sub-market.

There are several implications stemming from these results.

. Households move within that part of the urban area with which they are most

familiar

o As households progress through their housing career, they quickly determine their

preferred urban location and refinements to their housing goals are made through

relatively short moves within that location.

o Household mobility is constrained by its socio-economic position.

o Mobility, in general, is unlikely to cause any change to existing social

differentiation
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. Opportunity for wealth accumulation is not equally available to all households but

is influenced by the characteristics of the urban location to which they are

constrained.

There is an element of constraint imposed on participants in the mobility process

which is undoubtedly influenced by factors related to a household's labour market

position and the spatial variation of the housing market. These results are are-

assertion of the U-shaped relationship between mobility and labour market position

argued by Quigley and Weinberg (1977:54). In terms of wealth accumulation, these

conclusions mean that most households' wealth accumulation will be generated from

the urban location to which they are limited by their financial circumstances. Section

5.4 of Chapter 5 showed that there is a geography of accumulation in the Adelaide

metropolitaî aÍea and therefore the degree of wealth generation for any household

will depend on the accumulation characteristics of the area in which it is located.

An unexpected finding was that house to home unit mobility is the second most

dominant type of mobility in the Adelaide housing market. This tendency is probably

influenced by age selectivity in mobility, as older owners move from houses to home

units. However, it does have planning policy implications for any ageing community

and should influence the type of housing built in areas likely to be sought by older

home buyers.

Not all mobility occurs within the metropolitan area, and the sample displayed

tendencies to move from urban to rural locations and vice-versa. In fact 12 percent of

movers were in these categories. Greater mobility occurred from urban to rural
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locations than from rural to urban locations (Birtles, 1990: lI; Sant and Simons,

1993: Il5-Il7; Bell, 1995: 9l-92). More signihcantly, this tendency continued when

the phenomenon of metropolitan overflow into adjacent non-metropolitan areas was

taken into account. Further, the results seem to indicate that substantial proportions of

these movers located to towns and regions'whose recent population growth has been

substantially due to in-migration by retired persons and those who, for other reasons,

are not in the workforce. These'hndings lend support to many aspects of current

population turnaround and counterurbanisation theoretical development. For mobility

from rural areas to the metropolitan area, the nature of the origin locations would also

suggest that factors associated with structural change in rural areas have contributed to

the household's decision to relocate to the city

7.3.2 Accumulation patterns and household net accumulation

A second task was to detail the nature of any patterns of accumulation whickr had been

generated by movers. In particular, households moving between similar and different

dwellings types were compared to determine if levels of accumulation from

ownership varied between groups. Such an approach has been advocated by Fleming

and Nellis (1981: lI2I), and is a considerable rehnement on the approach employed

by Badcock (1994: 618, 62I), who has also analysed the housing history of

households to determine the level of their capital gains or losses. However, he does

not distinguish between the different types of dwelling that could be owned during

any housing history. The findings indicate that housing type and housing

characteristics do influence the magnitude of any accumulation that may accrue to
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households. Based on nominal values, more than 90 percent of owners made a profit

from owner-occupancy. Two significant implications derive from this hnding.

o Home ownership is a virtual guarantee of wealth creation.

o The accumulation potential of ownership may drive the rêsidential mobility

process, especially as any dwelling must be sold to realise the accumulated wealth.

However, this representation of wealth accumulation from ownership is changed

dramatically when the influence of inflation is taken into account. Using prices

adjusted to 1989/90 levels, the data indicate that 33.8 percent of house owners and

40.3 percent of home unit owners made a loss from ownership. These levels of loss

are obtained regardless of the method used to calculate loss, be it based on the simple

difference between purchase price and selling price, or sale price expressed as a

percentage of purchase price, or return on invested equity. This finding represents one

of the key results from the investigation, and it has two critical implications

o The prevailing view that home ownership is a guarantee for wealth creation must

be qualified.

o The relationship between capital accumulation and residential mobility needs to be

carefully examined to determine whether accumulation is a powerful factor in

driving the mobility process.

The level of real losses incurred by households has tended to increase with the onset

of rapidly increasing inflation from the early seventies (see Table 5.5). It is likely,

therefore, that the relationship between accumulation and mobility has changed since

that time. In the post'World War Two period, up to the end of the sixties, inflation
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levels were relatively low and caused house prices to increase at rather low rates

House prices tended to keep up with inflation, and if demand factors were also at

work, then a "profit" could be made from ownership. However, from the middle of

the 1970's, galloping wages and prices inflation characterised most western countries

and in this environment house prices rose at rates not hitherto experienced. Housing

came to be regarded as an investment (Harris and Hamnett, 1987: 175; Smith , 1987

165-179; Clark et al, 1994: 139; Maher, 1994:7) rather than a consumption

commodity, and in this investment context there existed a probability of financial loss

from ownership as well as a probability of profit.

It could be argued that before the 1970s the residential mobility process may have

been driven by the accumulation potential of housing created in a relatively low

inflation, and steady demand, environment. Since the seventies, however, it is likely

that the relationship between accumulation and mobility has changed under the

infl'¡ence of a different inflation regime

The evidence that up to one third of owners accrue an accumulation debt through

ownership is balanced to a degree by other results which indicate that positive

accumulation outcomes will results for households which move a number of times.

Tables 5.22 and 5.23 have shown that the likelihood of a household making a

substantial loss from ownership reduces with the number of moves made by a

household during its career. This could well be explained by the factthat the home

owning households are gaining in economic capacity over time and are at the same

time on a path to upgrading dwelling size and amenity. Part of that upgrading rs

achieved by moving dwellings but part may be occuning through renovation.
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Because the study's ample has been confined to household's which have been owning

all stages of the mobility process, it is likely that upgrading will be a major feature

The research has also shown that as the number of moves made by a household

increases so too does the occasional chance of making substantial profits. However,

for any household, the possibility of sustaining large capital gains from one ownership

to the next reduces with the number of moves it makes. Therefore, the mobility

process can give some assurances to households in terms of wealth accumulation "at

the end of the day", but those assurances are tempered with a number of provisos,

each of which point to the variability which surrounds house prices and therefore the

probability of accumulating wealth from any single ownership.

7.3.3 Housing upgrade and equity release

The third aim involved two strategies:

o an examination of the relationship between residential mobility and housing

upgrade

o investigation of the levels, and incidence, of equity release to households on the

sale of their dwelling at each stage of their housing history

House size and price data were used to determine whether a household upgraded its

accommodation through mobility. House size is typically measured by number of

rooms, number of bedrooms or area 1m2; of dwelling. The database developed for the

thesis had recorded information for number of rooms and actual atea. However,

rather than use two sets of data which might produce somewhat similar conclusions,
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preference 'was given to the area (m2) variable, as it was considered to give a more

precise statement on dwelling size change with mobility

The first point to make is that the concept of upgrade might normally be defined as

household mobility from a home unit to a house. In this context, the results are

conclusive with 80.5 percent of home unit owners moving to a house. However, the

concept of upgrading can also be applied to movers who move between the same type

of dwelling.

House to house and home unit to home unit movers exhibited a number of similar

characteristics in terms of upgrading their dwelling through mobility. Most of these

movers increased the area of their dwelling in incremental steps, rather than through

giant increases. Whereas there was a tendency to increase the size of dwelling with

mobility, there was a lesser tendency to increase the condition of the dwelling.

Finally, the majority of movers shifted to a dwelling which was more youthful than

their previous house. These observations have implications for the direction of

mobility in urban areas, suggesting a tendency to radial movement outwards along the

lines suggested by filtering theory (Kendig, 1984:273; Clark, 1982:39; Cadwallader,

1982: 460; Hamnett, l99l:206-207)

The behavioural similarity of H-H and HU-HU movers would indicate that the two

groups are stepping up at each move. For the former, these steps would seem to

represent a process of achieving the household's ultimate housing goals (Michelson,

1977: 35; Strassmann, l99l 760) whilst for the other group it may be that their steps

are designed to acquire a suitable capital base before moving into house ownership

Of course, such an implication is subject to conhrmation through further research.
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In comparison, HU-H households upgrade boldly, in terms of the area of their new

dwelling and H-HU movers divided into three distinct groups

o The first group maintained the size of their former house at the new unit.

o The second group actually increased their dwelling size by the move into a home

unit.

o The third group represented the reductionists, whose unit was smaller than their

previous house

Finally, HU-H movers have bought a house of generally low condition and reasonable

age, while the H-HU group have acted in the opposite way

'fhe concept of housing upgrade through residential mobility can also be measured

using price paid comparisons for the origin and destination dwellings. The

fundamental conclusion is that, in making a move from a house to a house, a

substantial majority of households seek to buy a house more expensive than the one

they previously owned. Moreover, this observation is regardless of the number of

moves that the household has made during its housing career. One important

qualification must be made to this observation. The proportion of households

upgrading in this way reduces with the number of moves, so that with the second and

subsequent moves made by a household the tendency to upgrade reduces, with a

corresponding increase in the tendency to buy a cheaper house by these households

'When households move from a home unit to a house they buy a house which is more

expensive than their home unit, whereas for house to home unit movers the priority

would seem to be more signif,rcantly related to equity release considerations
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Considerations of equity release have been confined to house to house mobility.

Equity release has been identified by computing ratios of the selling price of the

origin dwelling and the purchase price of the destination dwelling. High SP:PP ratios

represent equity release. The principal finding in this regard is that for households

which made two or more moves, there is a tendency to upgrade on the first move, and

then to have increasing SP:PP ratios for any subsequent moves. These results indicate

that equity release is a phenomenon associated with the residential mobility process.

It follows, then, that considerations of equity release should have considerable

implications for the mobility process. Several factors underlie these implications.

Firstly, equity release is a separate concept from capital accumulation. The latter is

the difference between the purchase price and the sale price of any dwelling, whereas

equity release is represented by the difference between the sale price of the former

dwelling and the purchase price of the next dwelling. More signif,rcantly, it is

possible to have a situation where equity release could occur regardless of whether a

household had incurred a capital gain or a capital loss from ownership. Secortdly,

equity release is realised at the household's discretion, unlike capital accumulation. It

can be accessed provided the household is prepared to reduce their housing

requirements. In this sense, it is a consequence of downgrading. Thirdly, the

household is able to easily calculate the size of any equity it might want to release by

simply relating the proceeds they have collected from the sale of their previous

dwelling and the price they are prepared to pay for their next accommodation. Given

these characteristics of equity release, it may very well be the case that it has a more

significant relationship to the residential mobility process than has capital
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accumulation. Its relationship to mobility may be as strong as the nominal level of

accumulation, or the price received for the last dwelling

7.3.4 Wealth gains and their impact on traditional class barriers

Through its fourth aim the research endeavoured to resolve whether huge wealth gains

are possible from ownership, with the express purpose of:

o providing further evidence to assess the theorised relationship between wealth

accumulation and the erosion of traditional class barriers (Saunders, 1978:246;

Pratt, 1 986 a: 367 ; Ball, 1985: 27)

o contributing to the debate between those who argue a powerful role for

accumulation (Pahl, 1975:291) and those who believe it is over-rated (Edel, 1982

2ts).

The clearest hnding has been that huge rvealth gains may be possible from home

ownership, but they are far frorn universal. Not only has one third of owners made a

real loss from ownership, but among those who have made areal gain, more than half

fall into the two lowest categories of real gain. It is, therefore, difficult to envisage

how these kinds of results could work to erode traditional perceptions of class

(Saunders, 1978:246;Kemeny, 1980: 373; Saunders, 1984: 203;Pratt,1986a:367;

Doling et al, 1986: 51; Hamnett and Randolph, 1988: 382). For many households

there is no truth to the claim that a family could earn more in a couple of years than in

a lifetime (Pahl, 1975 291). However, it has not been possible to extend the research

results to a consideration of the relationship between levels of gain and loss and a

household's labour market position so as to provide some commentary on recent
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conclusions by Badcock(1994:626) and Forrest and Murie (1991:64)that levels of

wealth accumulation from ownership are occurring in such away that they are

favouring high socio-economic groups and therefore working to create a more

intensely differentiated society. However, given that this investigation has

demonstrated that household mobility and capital accumulation potentials are spatially

differentiated (see Section 7.3.1) this relationship may be confirmed.

7.3.5 Capital gains and dwellings age, length of ownership and location

The literature centred around capital gains generation has theorised a relationship

between a dwelling's age, the length of its ownership and its location, and the size of

any capital gain it creates. The intention of the fifth aim was to analyse these

relationships using actual house price data which were adjusted to discount for

inflation, and using variables which controlled the level of gain for size of dwelling

and length of ownership

There is no clear cut relationship between the age of a dwelling and the level of gain it

generates. It is clear that the relationship between age and capital gain is variable, and

this revelation represents further uncertainty for households which endeavour to tailor

their residential mobility to increased prospects of capital accumulation. Analyses

conducted (see Table 5.23)have shown that although there is a positive relationship

between levels of accumulation and time owned, the size of the correlation is very

small. The reason for this lies in the wide variation observed in house prices, and the

implication for mobile households is that although real gains are directly linked to the

time that any dwelling is owned, the size of any gains is extremely variable
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Findings related to the spatial variation of capital gains are significant because

individual dwelling data, rather than aggregated data, have been employed. It has

therefore been possible to create, for each dwelling, a per year p", -'measure of

accumulation which has ensured that the accumulation performance of every dwelling

is comparable, and any variations have not occurred due to differences in size or the

time that a dwelling has been owned (Saunders, 1990: 131). The capital accumulation

statistical surface in the Adelaide metropolitan area reflects the prevailing distribution

of land value, in that highest levels of capital gain arc located nearer the CBD, and

there is a tendency for capital gain to diminish with increasing distance from the city

centre. These results reinforce earlier findings for Adelaide (Badcock, 1994a: 625), in

which owners in the inner areas obtained better levels of capital gain from ownership

than those o\ilners located in the outer suburbs (Hamley, 1992:21). However, within

this generalised distribution there are areas which have generated capital gains well

above any expectations based on the area's generalised land value and areas which

have produced levels of gain which are less than those that might be predicted by the

area's prevailing land values. This finding lends support to existing theory related to

circulation of capital, capital switching and property cycles related to supply and

demand factors at work in particular areas (Daly, 1988: 140; King, 1989a: 445-453;

King, 1989c: 859; Beauregard, 1991: 93), but it also begs further research to examine,

more precisely, the nature of the processes at work to cause these patterns.

In terms of implications for residential mobility, it is clear that there are accumulation

signposts (see Section 5.4 and Figure 5.1) that can direct households to areas where

real gains are possible, but these signposts must be interpreted carefully in the light of

the variation which has been demonstrated
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7.3.6 Accumulation and property cycles

The sixth aim required that actual house price data and the accumulation levels

generated by them be matched with real estate market conditions which have

prevailed throughout the study period so that the impact of cyclical "boom" and

"bust" periods on both mobility and accumulation could be gauged.

Normally, it might be expected that home buyers would buy in a depressed market

and sell in a buoyant market to ensure maximum profit from ownership. The results

here indicate that significant proportions of owners buy and sell in each of the four

possible market conditions based around boom and bust conditions. For example:

¡ Of those owners who made a proht from ownership, only 15.9 percent bought low

ancl sold high.

o Jn comparison, among those owners who made a capital ioss from ownership only

19.7 percent bought high and sold low.

. The largest group of households generating a capital gain from ownership bought

their dwelling during boom market conditions and sold during depressed market

conditions.

o For households which made acapital loss from owning their home, the largest

group bought their dwelling during a bust period and sold during similar market

conditions.

These findings are at odds with those of Badcock (1994a:618) who identified a

general relationship between gains and losses and the state of the market at the time of
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purchase and sale. However, his findings were based on a three year property cycle

between boom and bust markets and is therefore a more generalised approach than

that which has been used here. It is argued. then, that the present results are more

likely to reflect reality than those presented in the earlier investigation. It raises a

number of interesting observations concerning the relationship between capital gains

and losses and market conditions (see Section 5.7 .4) and these have signihcant

implications tbr the residential mobility process and its relationship to capital

accumulation. In particular, it is clear that owners seem not to be aware of whether

the market is bullish or bearish at the time they buy or sell. Indeed, trying to

anticipate the market, and using this to implement a 'gains realisation strategy' into

the decision to sell and move, is almost impossible to do as one ûan never be sure

when the market has peaked or bottomed. These considerations notwithstanding, if

owners were a\ryare of market conditions at the time they moved, the results which

have been obtained would suggest that households place more importance on other

factors, possibly related to workplace changes, family needs or retirement, in aniving

at the decision to move. In other words, the great majority of households are guided

by factors other than the amount of capital gain they are likely to realise, perhaps with

the exception of those seeking to withdraw equity from their housing investment. It

may well be that alarge proportion of households have, effectively, little choice tn

when they sell, as other factors take the question of timing out of their hands.

Therefore, market conditions and their implications for wealth generation may play

only a minor role, or perhaps no role, in the household's decision to move
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7.3.7 Households which left the real estate market

With the seventh aim, its goal was to identify households which left the ownership

market between 1986 and 1991 and determined reasons for their departure. Further,

the subsequent location and housing tenure of these households would be

investigated, with the expectation that their destination details might provide useful,

and possibly new, insights into the internal migration process. Finally, it was hoped

to relate the circumstances of their departure to capital accumulation levels realised

during their time as owner-occupiers

The major reasons for leaving the market were movement interstate, divorce, death

and return to the rental sub-market. Moreover, the majority of each category incurred

a loss on their investment in housing. For households in the first two categories, their

loss from ownership is most likely to be caused by the f'orced nature of their sale,

particularly so soon after its purchase. For or¡mers who sold to move into the rental

market, there are some additional conclusions. The majority of these were new to

ownership, had bought relatively cheap accommodation, had high levels of gearing

and were very probably overcommitted in terms of their ability to afford their

housing. In these results there is the suggestion that deregulation of the housing

finance market from 1984 made it possible for economically marginal households to

become owner-occupiers, often for the hrst time. In this financial environment it may

be that these households have moved into ownership, encouraged by its potential,

only to quit the market upon realising that they could not afford the costs of owner-

occupancy
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Overall, the principal conclusion is that in any community where there is a high

incidence of mobility caused by divorce/separation, interstate mobility or marginal

ownership, capital losses are likely to be substantial. In these circumstances, a

relationship between mobility and accumulation in which one drives the other has no

substance, and the capital loss incurred by the move has to be absorbed as one of the

costs associated with the move.

7.3.8 The capital gains performance of the housing stock.

The last aim envisaged an investigation to explore the capital gains generation

capability of the actual housing stock, rather than the households which had moved

through the stock, to resolve a number of pertinent guestions:

o FIas each dwelling provided enduring rates of return for each of its owners or have

returns been cyclical, or even spasmodic?

o Flave all dwellings generated the same rate of return at the same time, representing

a form of temporal harmony in terms of the creation of capital returns'?

o Is there variation between housing classes, or housing types, in the generation of

benefits, in that the style, or the size, of a dwelling may influence the financial

performance of the dwelling?

o What is the role played by location in the ability of a property to generate capital

gains?

As was the case for individual households, the significance of using adjusted values to

discount for inflationary effects on accumulation levels cannot be overstated. There is

a strong similarity between the results for dwelling histories and those obtained from
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an analysis of household histories reported in Chapter Five. Signif,rcantly, these two

sets of similar results have been obtained from two very different samples. There is,

in these results, a strong cautionary message to households which believe that wealth

accumulation is guaranteed from home ownership. If other costs, which any

household can incorporate into the equation, are taken into account, then the level of

losses would be considerably higher. It raises again the question of the level of

information which households employ in the arriving at the decision to move,

particularly if the decision to move is influenced by considerations of the "proflt"

which has been made from the household's current ownership.

Dwellings whose lifetime accumulation performance was categorised as "poor"

displayed a geography with distinctive sectoral dimensions, with highest

concentrations located in suburbs which were typically developed from the mid sixties

onwards. Dwellings which had produced a balanced accumulation performance

showed a zonal distributional pattern with highest concentrations nearest the CBD,

while the best performed dwellings were characterised with a "potted" distribution

which seems to pick out the metropolitan area's highest socio-economic locations.

In addition to these patterns, it was shown that dwellings, per se, ate capable of

returning gains or losses to their owners which fluctuate widely around their

performance annualised over an entire career, and these findings have echoed those of

Forrest and Murie (1989: 30) who concluded that "...substantial variations in housing

equity will result from the specihc house price inflation histories of particular

dwellings, in particular streets, in particular towns, in particular localities in particular

regions". Dupuis (1992:43) has referred to stratified capital gains rather than use the

concept of variation. The implications of variable accumulation for residential
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mobility are substantial. Essentially, mobile households should be wary of basing

mobility decisions on the assumption that the move will generate capital gains, and

they should be alert to the fact that capital gains or losses from ownership are subject

to huge variability.

Substantial variability has been observed with both the spatial variation of

profitability categories and the level of capital gain or loss which a dwelling could

produce. As the variability in each of these had implications for residentially mobile

households, some explanation of the variability was sought. The role of location

lvithin the metropolitan area was examined for evidence of its influence on the

observed variability. A variety of measures for location were employed, inclucling

sectors. zones, urban mosaic regions, suburbs and distance from the CBD. The

conclusion reached from this analysis was that location did not overly influence the

clistribution of dwellings with specific profitability characteristics. Therefore, it

seems that no real implications for residential mobility derive from considerations of

the influence of location on dwelling prohtability, except that areas closest to the

CBD provided an increased possibility for profit than did locations more distant from

the central business district. The influence of factors relating to house style, and other

housing demographic variables, have been shown to have no significant influence on

the profitability of dwellings, with the proviso that those styles whose age tends to

locate them close to the CBD have a heightened potential to produce capital gains for

their owners. Therefore, these findings cannot provide direction for mobile

households by guiding them towards housing choices in areas where their chances of

accumulation from ownership might be increased.
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7.4 Policyimplications

The hnding that substantial proportions of owners realise a capital loss on moving

suggest some policy implication, be they for government, or their agencies. or real

estate industry organisations, related to:

o consumer education of the significance of inflation

. goverrìment and media promotion of the housing market

o incentives to lower the qualifications for home ownership.

In South Australia the Department for the Environment and Planning (DENR) does

publish aggregate data for houses and home units, at the local government area, which

are adjusted to show the influence of inflation over the previous year. But it may be

that the meaning and interpretation of these data need to be mote rigorously explained

to consumers so that its relevance at the household level can be more fully

appreciated, particularly in determining the level of real gain that a dwelling might

afford to its owners upon sale. The significance of consumer education on the

relationship between inflation and house prices becomes more critical as the western

world moves into a low inflation economic environment. When inflation is high,

cyclical falls in real prices for housing are masked by nominal gains in prices

(Scamps, 1997:7), as has been emphatically demonstrated in this research. However,

in a low inflation environment, stagnant or declining house prices have an immediate

effect on a household's economic investment position in the housing market.

Opportunities for this type of education campaign lie with the Australian Bureau of

Statistics, the Housing Industry Association and especially the media.

The importance of any strategies designed to raise the consciousness of home buyers

is heightened by a number of developing tendencies. In particular, whenever the real
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estate cycle begins to recover from a trough, various media outlets begin to encourage

the virtues of ownership, which tends to reinforce a number of well established myths

Governments not only welcome such "talking up" of the market, they encourage it

further, whenever possible, through strategies to bring interest rates down so as to

encourage home purchase and new house construction. Moreover, governments

regularly devise schemes to make it easier for home ownership to be contemplated,

thereby tempting into ownership groups for whom previous regulations had not

enabled ownership. In other words, there seems to be a developing tendency to bring

down barriers which had previously existed and in the process increase the range of

home owners. While these developments are good for industries which revolve

around the fortunes of the housing market, as well as for goverrunent which taxes

most transactions of the housing market, it may be that these developments work to

further marginalise sections of the home ownership community

These groups need to be aware that the incentives to home ownership are being made

at the same time as labour markets are becoming increasingly deregulated and rvage

increases more spasmodic. In a rapidly evolving economic environment such as this,

there are groups in the community who need to be more informed in making their

decision to buy into the market on the basis of rule changes principally designed to

stimulate the market. For without such an education campaign, some of these owners

risk marginalisation through changing interest rate levels, mortgage repayment

diflrculties (Hamnett, 1997 142), forced sale in a stagnant or declining market and the

possibility of real capital losses of the kind which have been identified in this thesrs.

The clear finding that the majority of owners realise a capital gain on moving may
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indicate policy implications related to

o taxation of capital gains from owner-occupied housing

o taxation of imputed rent from ownership

o death duties imposed on inherited dwellings

At no time in Australia's history has capital gain from owner-occupied housing been

taxed, and the key characteristics of this concession, together with comparisons from

other countries, were detailed in Section 3.3.1. Signihcantly, therefore,

homeownership can provide owner-occupiers with an untaxed source of income

which is not available to other housing tenures. further, the evidence (Badcock, 1984

184 and 217; ABS, I992b:323) is that owner-occupied weekly housing costs are

lower than tenants' rental repayments. The difference between the two costs can be

regardeci as a cash advantage, or imputed income. which accrues to the home owner

and which is untaxed. As well, the notion of inherited housing wealth means that

financial and taxation advantages enjoyed by owner-occupiers at the expense of other

tenures can be carried across generations and perpetuate inequalities engendered by

the housing system

The non taxation of capital gains and imputed rent and housing wealth inheritance are

not tenure neutral and contribute to significant and enlarging equity differences

between tenures. If these matters were to be confronted to achieve change then

number of policy initiatives would need to be implemented. In particular, capital

gains derived from owner-occupancy may need to be taxed, perhaps in the same way

that prohts from share equities are taxed, and the politically difficult notion of taxing

imputed rent from ownership would need to e considered. Furthermore, policies

related to estate duties, or death duties, could be considered so that the renting sector
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is not financially disadvantaged through concessions specifically directed at

homeowners

7.5 Future research directions

In any research both the limitations of its data and the outcomes point towards further

investigation which could be undertaken to extend the level of understanding around a

particular issue. This section comments on a number of such directions.

7.5.1 Labour markets and housing markets

The importance of relationships between a household's labour market position and its

housing market position has been emphasised by a number of researchers, in

particular Thorns (1982), Hamnett (1984; 1991), Hamnett and Randolph (1988),

Forrest and Murie (1991), Coombes, Champion and Munro (1991) and Baclcock

(1994). Ideally, the next stage of research suggested by this thesis is to survey the

sample households so that not only might social and economic data relating to them

be obtained, but also data relating to attitudes, motivation and knowledge of the

housing market. These additional data would be enormously important in validating

many of the results which have been presented. However, mounting this type of

exercise would be a huge task, involving either a mail based survey or a personal

interview approach. The former is subject to difficulties associated with locating

these households and the certainty of poor response rates, while the latter is extremely

time consuming.
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7.5.2 The capital gains equatio

In the computation of capital gain there is a temptation to use apparently more

sophisticated formulae to compute capital gain, so that the effect of housing costs

such as mortgage interest and buying and selling charges, insurances, rates and taxes,

repairs and maintenance, and opportunity costs might be taken into account (Peiser

and Smith, 1985: 348; Duncan, 1990: 200-201; Dupuis, 1992:29-30; Bourassa and

Hendershott,lgg3: 36). As well, there is the phenomenon of rent imputation, and its

implications for capital gains outcomes for owner-occupiers, and the influence of

renovation and extension costs in the real, or full, calculation of accumulation created

by a dwelling during any ownership. The overwhelming problem with all of these

factors is their measurement with an acceptable degree of accuracy. Typically,

models which have sought to take these costs into account employ estimates of them,

simply because it is too difficult, if not impossible, to obtain them for each and every

household. Even where local authorities might have data at the household level

relating to the cost of extensions and renovations, there are difficulties associated with

their use, because they are usually estimates made at the approval stage of the wotk,

and there is no follow-up by the local authority to determine whether the work was

completed at, above, or below, budget. The dilemma, then, for the researcher using

these kinds of estimates is how representative are any answers obtained? The

challenge is to develop a research methodology whereby these factors can be

incorporated more readily into the capital gains equation than is presently the case.
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7.5.3 Home owners' attitudes to capital gains and inflation and their
impact on mobilify

In terms of the relationship between mobility and capital accumulation, there is scope

for substantial further research, particularly in terms of exactly what owners

understand about the concept of capital gains and its relationship to prevailing

inflation levels and its significance in the decision to move and to relocate to a

particular dwelling and location. If future research showed that the concept of real

gain or loss was not appreciated by movers, and that their concept of capital gain was

represented only by the difference between purchase price and sale price, then it

woulcl be possible to accord to accumulation a significant role in driving mobility.

Hc,wever, if it were shown that movers are aware of real gains made from ownership

then, even on the basis of results from the present research, it might be that for a

signihcant proportion of movers the influence of accumulation on mobility is low and

is influenced by other more significant factors. On the other hand if, on becoming

aware of the implications represented by the difference between nominal and real

capital gain, potential movers reconsidered their decision to move, then the

implications for mobility may be significant.

Another significant consideration is whether the relationship between selling price of

the previous residence and purchase price of the new residence is a more important

influence on mobility than capital gain considerations from ownership of a

household's previous residence. The important point here is that if these two prices

do influence the mobility process, then they are not subject to any inflation

considerations, as sale and purchase normally occur within a fairly short time of each
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other. Such an "inflation free" consideration to mobility may be more easily

accommodated by households than any decision based around adjustment of purchase

price to take account of inflation during the period of any ownership

7.5.4 Investment and holiday properties in housing histories

The research has shown (see Table 4.3) that a significant number of households have

owned properties within their housing history in which they have not lived. These

properties are clearly apart of the household's accumulation equation but whether

they are consciously considered in the household's accumulation equation is moot. It

may be the case for non-residential properties such as units and rural properties which

might be seen as an investment, but it may not be the case for properties which have

been bought more for leisure activities, such as a holiday house or nrral retreat. As

these properties are a feature of many housing histories it is tempting to know what

contributions they have made to wealth generation for the households which have

owned them. Further, it would be useful to know whether these aspects of housing

histories are conf,rned to particular types of households or whether they have a

widespread occurrence throughout the socio-economic spectrum

7.5.5 Explaininghousingdowngrades

It might be expected that all moves would result in an upgrade (Maher and Whitelaw,

1995:3). Why would a household shift if it meant a downgrade? Despite this

expectation, the results indicate that there is a substantial proportion of moves which

do, in fact, result in a housing downgrade. Additional data are required to test the

hypotheses that downgrading may be associated with the age of mobile owners, their
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labour force status or changes in it, the death of a partner or the breakdown of a

relationship, or factors related to housing affordability. It may also be the case that

some households deliberately downgrade their accommodation with the express

intention of remodelling the building. The gentrification process has undoubtedly

created many movers of this type. In this context, downgrading may not be an

appropriate description. Answers to these questions therefore represents several areas

for fuither investigation.

7.5.6 Capital loss and equity release

The present research has shown that mobility has implications for equity release and

has identifìed two pertinent questions. Firstly, is there a relationship between capital

loss and equity release, in that if a household is aware of a capital loss is there a

tendency to compensate for this by acting to achieve equity release? Secondly, how

do households which have made a capital gain behave in terms of both upgrading and

er¡uity release? Do they upgrade exclusively, or do they balance in some way their

levels ofupgrade and equity release?

7.5.7 Financial markets deregulation, ownership and mobility

The current results offer some support for the view that f,rnancial markets deregulation

in Australia during the eighties affected the cost relativities between owning and

renting and therefore encouraged a new group of owners into the market. Similar

financial environments in the UK created a new diversity and social complexity in the

owner-occupancy market to the point where previous generalisations around the

desirability and hnancial advantages of ownership were no longer sustainable (Forrest
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and Murie, 1986: 62; Munro, 1992: 8; Gentle et al, 7994: 189). Accordingly, there

remains considerable scope for further investigation of the significance of this era on

capital accumulation and residential mobility

7.6 A closing comment

If there are few signposts directing movers towards dwellings at locations which can

reliably be expected to generate capital gains, what are the implications for

accumulation from mobility? Firstly, when households move, they move within a

market environment whose component dwellings consistently produce variable profits

or losses for their owners. Secondly, factors influencing the capital gains potential of

their dwelling at the time of purchase may not operate throughout the period of their

ownership, so that predicting the accumulation performance of the du'elling may r.vell

be impossible. There is therefore an element of chance associated with any

accumulation success from ownership. It is not the first time that chance, ol iuck, has

been assigned a role in the variable generation of capital gains (see Munro and

Maclennan,798l:74). Can the outcomes from these implications be over-turned? It

would seem unlikely for as long as movers retain a number of their present

behavioural characteristics. In particular, financial caution seems to be relegated to a

low priority by other factors affecting the decision to move. This possibility has been

discerned in a Cardiff study, which concluded that movers did not seem to have

capital accumulation actively in mind w-hen they shifted. Instead, the move seemed to

be convenient for other reasons (Davies and Pickles,l99l: 647). Elsewhere, it has

been observed that there is little evidence that residential mobility is related to

household goals concerned with maximising f,rnancial gain (Murie, 1986: 354; Forrest
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and Murie, 1989: 30; Forrest and Murie, I99l: 87 Clark et al, 1994: 139). Also,

nominal values are used almost exclusively in arriving at any economic justification

for a decision to move and, it would seem, very little recognition is paid to whether

ownership has produced a positive return on invested equity. Furthermore, it would

seem that most home owners attach more significance to the belief that once into

ownership, they will always be able to buy another dwelling for at least the same price

as that which they received for their previous dwelling, and that this is a more

fundamental reality to home ownership than the level of real capital gain or loss

(Dunstan, 1996:14). It is also likely that owners attach more significance to the

possibility of equity release through housing downgrade than whether their ownership

has generated a real capital gain.

For as long as these impliecl behavioural characteristics exist in household decision

making, assessments of acoumulation levels based on adjusted values might very well

be purely academic and of little relevance to the decision to move. Moreover, it may

not be productive to seek a strong, possibly causal, relationship betr.veen accumulation

and mobility. If, however, there were opportunities for households to determine the

accumulation performance of their dwelling during their ov¿nership, or the past

accumulation performance of the dwelling to which they expected to move, then the

relationship between mobility and accumulation might become more significant.

Informing owners of the real level of accumulation for any dwelling could be

achieved in a number of ways, and it could be that such an information service could

become apart of the housing industry. Were changed attitudes on this matter to be

instilled into movers, so that the real possibility of large losses, as well as large gains,

were an inherent part of the mobility process, then perhaps the propensity to move
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might reduce, and new parameters would be included in any housing adjustment

model employed by households to decide whether or not to move
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Appendix 1: The housing history file

Table A. 1 .1 presents the coding schema used to code each household's real estate

ownership details into the housing history file.

Table 4.1.1: Housing history file coding system

Yariable
Number

Description Code

I
2

J

4

Reference Number
Surname
In itials
Owner characteristics

Notes on this record?

Number of properties owned by this
household
Reasons for leaving market on sale of last
property

Tenure at this property

Enter Reference Number
Enter Sumame
Enter initials
1:One set of initials (eg, KR)
2:Two sets of initials (eg, KR & CJ)
3:One set of initials, plus Anr
4=One set of initials, plus Ors

5:None ofthe above

1:No
2:Yes
Enter number ofproperties owned

1=Death

2:Divorce
3:Interstate or overseas move
4:Don't know
l:Owner-occupier who owns no other property
2=Owner-occupier who owns other property
3=Landlord who is owner-occupier at another property
4=Landlord who owns other property but who is not owner-
occupier at any ofthem
5:Landlord who owns no other properties
6:This property is vacant land and owner is owuer-occupier
elsewhere
7:This property is vacant land and owner has other property(ies)
but is not owner-occupier at any ofthese properties
8=This property is vacant land and owner o\ryns no other
properties
9:This property is second family home or holiday house

l0:Cannot state

I l:Business property

5

6

7

8

Iftenure code is 3 or greater, code the
following details

9

l0
1l
12

13

Owner's residential suburb
X co-ordinate
Y co-ordinate
Postcode
Tenure change during ownership?

Enter suburb
Enter X co-ordinate
Enter Y co-ordinate
Enter postcode
1:No
2:Owner-occupier to Landlord
3:Landlord to Owner-occupier
4:Built house on vacant land and became owner-occupier
S:Built house on vacant land and became Landlord whilst
Owner-occupier at another property
6:Built house on vacant land and became Landlord whilst
owning other property
7=Built house on vacant land and became Landlord with no other
property
8:Other
9:Cannot state

lO:Became second family home or holiday house
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For all properties, code the following

14 St¡eet number Enter Street number
15 Street name Enter Street name
16 Suburb Enter suburb
11 X co-ordinate Enter X co-ordinate
18 Y co-ordinate Enter Y co-ordinate
19 Postcode Enter postcode
20 Allotment number Enter allotment number
21 Purchase price Enter purchase price
22 Purchase date Enter purchase date

Note: Enter l/l/67 if property purchased before 1968
23 Mortgage Enter mortgage amount
24 Purchase price notes l=OK

2:Obtained through wilt
3:Obtained through gift
4:Influenced by divorce
5:Obtained through an agreement
6:5ub-divided from an previous property

25 Number of rooms Enter number of rooms
26 Condition ofproperty Enter condition ofproperty
27 Area of dwelling, m2 Enter area of dwelling
28 Year dwelling built Enter year
29 Roof material of dwelling l:Tile

2:Galvanised iron
3:Conugated asbestos

4:Steel decking
5:lmitation tile
6:5late
7:Shingles
8:Other

30 Wall material of dwelling l:Brick
2:lron
3:Rendered
4:Asbestos, weatherboard, log
5:Stone, freestone
6:Bluestone
7:Basket Range stone

8:Block (inctuding Mount Gambier stone)

9=Other
3 I Style l:Settlers Cottage

2=Colonial Cottage
3:Symmetrical Cottage
4:Kingston's architecture
5:Bay window villa
6:Vilta
7:Return verandah villa
8:Louvre roof
9:Queen Anne/Art nouveau
I 0:Single fronted cottage/villa
I l:Two storey cottage/townhouse
l3:Row cottage
l4:Terrace house

l5:Mansion
l6:8ungalow
l7:Tudor
I 8:Gentleman's residence
l9=Spanish mission
20=Art deco
21:Austerity
22:W aterf all au sterity
23:Conventional
24:Contemporary
25:Cape Cod
26:Ranch
27:Spanish styles
28:Boomerang
29:Georgian
30:Colonial
3 l:Architectural
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32
55

34

35
36

LUC, Land use classification
Zone, legal land use

Sale price

Sale date

Sale price notes

Number of rooms unchanged?

Unchanged description?

Has subdivision occurred?

33:High quality conventional
34:State Bank bungalow
35=Homestead
36=5AHT conventional
37=A frame
3 8=Polygon
39:High quality ranch
4O=High quality contemporary
45=Mediterranean
48:Shack
49:Backender
Enter LUC
Enter zone
Enter sale price
l:property unsold to end ofstudy period

2:Unable to locate sale price
Enter sale date

1:OK
2=Sold due to death ofsole proprietor
3:Sold due to death ofone or more proprietors

4:lnfluenced by divorce
5:Transferred as gift to new o\ryner, either gratis or for small
consideration
6:Property created by sub-division ofexisting property

l:Yes
2:No, one room added

3:No, more than one room added

4:Cannot state

5:Unfìnished house became completed
1:Yes
2=Cannot state

3:No, shed or carport added

4:No, swimming pool added

5:No, room(s) added

6:No, "other" changes noted
7:No, built house on land since purchase

8=No, built units on land since purchase

9=Shop converted to house

lO:House converted to a shop

ll:Zone changed
l2:LUC changed
l:No
2:Yes

38

37

39

Repeat Variables 8 to 39 for each
additional property owned

Notes to selected housing history fÏle variables

Some aspects of the housing history coding system require explanation and these are

detailed below in relevant variable order.

Variable 4 Owner characteristics

The Valuation Services Division of the South Australian Department of Environment
and Natural Resources, which produces the annual Sales Reports, does not report the
full name of vendors and purchasers, even though these are recorded on LOTS, from
which the Sales Reports are derived. This is unfortunate because it deprives the
analysis of a sex breakdown of the real estate players, and of a reasonably positive
identification of buying and selling couples who are either married or in some other
relationship. The coding approach adopted represents an attempt to identify those
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owners who might be single (1), married (2), or in some other form of partnership

with one other person (3) or several other persons (4).

Variable 5 Notes on this record?

Some of the written records in the database had notes associated with them which
could not be coded, and this variable alerts the analysis to the existence of a note.

Variable 6 Number of properties owned by this household

The coded value for this variable was determined by actually counting the number of
properties a household had owned, based upon data contained on the handwritten
housing history for each households.

Variable 7 Reason for leaving market on sale of last property

For most records, there was no reason available to account for a household leaving the
South Australian real estate market. However, sometimes the various data sources

provided some insights which allowed for a coding option other than "Don't Know"
to be employed.

Variable I Tenure of this property

'Whether 
an owner could be characterised as an owner-occupier or a landlord was

based on an interpretation of owner address and property address details in the
Ownership Lists. The decision to code a property as a second family home or holiday
house was usually a result of the property's location within South Australia.

Variables 10, 11, 17 and 18 X and Y co-ordinates

These variables were created to provide a straightline distance measure between any

two properties. The co-ordinates are not standard easting and northing values, based

on the Australian Map Grid, but were created especially for the investigation. Copies

of the Adelaide, Barossa, Echunga, Gawler, Noarlunga, Onkaparinga, Vincent,
V/illunga and Yankalilla 1:50 000 topographic series map sheets, produced by the

(former) South Australian Department of Lands, were photo reduced to a scale of
1 : 100,000 (one centimetre represents one kilometre) and spliced together. Over the

resulting map a 1 centimetre (or one kilometre) square grid was drawn, referenced to a
zero point one kilometre west of Myponga Beach. Each of these lines were labelled
consecutively east and north of the reference point. The map was then used to assign

an X and Y co-ordinate,to the nearest tenth of a kilometre, to each suburb in the

Adelaide Statistical Division. A small booklet was prepffed containing this data,

together with suburb postcodes, which was used to facilitate the coding process.

Variable 13 Tenure change during ownership

The correct code to employ could usually be determined by scrutinising any changed

relationships between owner's address and property address
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Variable 23 Mortgage

For some 900 purchasers of dwellings during June 1986, mortgage data existed
(Harris, 1989). Whenever a property purchased during June 1986 was encountered in
the data entry process, its reference number was used to determine whether the
purchase had been effected with a mortgage and, if so, the value of the mortgage was

entered.

Variables 24 and 36 Purchase price notes and Sale price notes

Sometimes, the data contained information by which it was possible to assert that an

ownership had been a result of inheritance, death, a 9ift., divorce or some other factor
Generally, however, there were no notes attached to the purchase price or sale price

details of an ownership.
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Appendix 2: The housing stock file

Table 4.2.1 presents the coding schema used to code each dwelling's ownership
details into the housing stock file.

Table A.2.lz Housing stock file coding system

Variable
Number
I Reference number Enter reference number
2 Street number Enter street number ofproperty
3 Street name Enter street name
4 Suburb Enter suburb name

5 Postcode Enter postcode

6 X co-ordinate Enter X co-ordinate
7 Y co-ordinate Enter Y co-ordinate
8 Number of sales for this property Enter number of sales

9 Vacant land l:No sale of property in form ofvacant land
2=At least one sale of property as vacant land

l0 Rooms Ënter number of rooms
1 I Condition ofproperty Enter condition
12 Roof material l=Tile

2=Galvanised iron
3=Corrugated asbestos

4=Steel decking
5:Imitation tile
6:5late
7:Shingles
8:Other

13 Wall material l:Brick
2:lron
3:Rendered
4=Asbestos,weatherboard,l og
5:Stone, freestone
6:Bluestone
7:Basket Range stone

8:Block (including Mount Gambier stone)

9=Other
14 Area, m2 Enter area of dwelling
15 Year built Enter year built
16 Style l:Settlers Cottage

2:Colonial Cottage
3:Symmetrical Cottage
4:Kingston's architecture
5:Bay window villa
6:Villa
7:Retum verandah villa
8:Louvre roof
9:Queen Anne/Art nouveau
I 0:Single fronted cottage/vill a

I l:Two storey cottage/townhouse
l3:Row cottage
l4:Tenace house

l5:Mansion
l6:Bungalow
I 7:Tudor
I 8:Gentleman's residence
l9:Spanish mission
20:Art deco

21:Austerity
22:W aTer f al I au s te rity
23:Conventional
24:Contemporary
25:Cape Cod
26:Ranch
27:Spanish styles
28:Boomerang
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Variable
Number

Description Code

t7
18

l9
20
2t

Improvements at 1986

Improvement I
Improvement 2

Improvement 3

More than 3 improvements?

LUC, Land Use Classification
Area of allotment
Zone, legal land use

Frontage
Owner reference number
Owner characteristics

Tenure

29=Georgian
30=Colonial
3 l:Architectural
32:Poor conventional
33:High quality conventional
34:State Bank bungalow
35=Homestead
36=5AHT conventional
37=A frame
3 8:Polygon
39:High quality ranch
40=High quality contemporary
45=Mediterranean
48=Shack
49:Backender
Enter number of improvements at 1986

Enter code for improvement I
Enter code for improvement 2

Enter code for improvement 3

1:No
2:Yes
Enter LUC
Enter area, hectares

Enter zone

Enter allotment frontage, metres

Enter owner reference number (eg, 117402)
1:One set of initials (eg, KR)
2:Two sets of initials (eg, KR & CJ)

3=One set of initials, plus Anr
4=One set of initials, plus Ors

S:Company, not category 6 or 7

6:Company which built dwelling
7:Company which developed the land
8:lndividual who built dwelling
9=Don't Know
I 0=Housing association
I l:Individual who developed the land
l:Owner-occupier
2:Landlord
3:Owner ofvacant land
4:Don't Know
5=Other
6:Company
7:Group acting as a company
8:Housing association
9:Holiday house

I l:Individual acting as a land developer

22
23

24
25

26
27

28

For tenure fypes other than 1, enter variables 24 to
27

29
30
31

32

Owner suburb
Owner postcode
Owner X co-ordinate
Owner Y co-ordinate

Enter owner's suburb
Enter owner's postcode
Enter owner's X co-ordinate
Enter owner's Y co-ordinate

For all records, enter variables 28 to 33

33 Purchase price

Purchase date

Sale price
Sale date
1986 description unchanged befween sales?

Enter purchase price
Nil:Purchased before 1968

l:Built by company after 1968

Enter purchase date

Enter sale price
Enter sale date

1:Yes
2:No
3:Don't Know

34
35

36
37

4:Property remained vacant land befween sales
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38 Type ofchange between sales Blank=Don't Know
1=One less improvementthan 1986

2:Two less improvements than 1986

3:House built on vacant land
4:Property sold as vacant land
5:One room added to 1986 number
6:Two rooms added to 1986 number
7:More than two rooms added to 1986 number
8=One room less than I 986 number
9=Two rooms less than 1986 number
1O=More than two rooms less than 1986 number
I l:One more improvement than 1986

l2:Two more improvements than 1986

Repeat for each ownership ofthe housing stock

Notes to selected housing stock file variables

Some aspects of Table 3 require explanation and these are detailed in the following
sectlOns

Variable 8 Number of sales of this property?

The number of times the property had been sold was determined by tallying the
number of sales of the property which appeared on both sides of the handwritten A4
sheet.

Variable 9 Vacant land?

Not all properties commenced their history as vacant land, and this variable was

included to identify any properties whose history included some time in this category

Variable 17 Improvements at 1986

The June 1986 Sales Report, from which the sample of households was drawn,
provided a statement of the improvements which LOTS had recorded for each
property. For example, the improvements field of the Sales Report may display I/G
S/P CP, indicating that the property had improvements noted as Iron Garage,

Swimming Pool and Carport. For each property, the number of these improvements
was noted, and entered into the housing stock file.

Variables 18, 19 and 20 Improvement 1, 2 and3

The alpha code for any improvements noted for variable 17 were entered as IG for
Iron Garage, SP for Swimming Pool and CP for Carport.

Variable 26 Owner reference number

This six f,rgure value comprised two parts, the first four numbers representing the
reference number of the property (Variable 1) and the last two numbers described the
historical position of the owner in relation to all ownerships of the property. For
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example, an owner reference number of 117402 would indicate the second owner of
property number 1174.

Variable 27 Owner

Codes I ro 4 have been described for Appendix 1. These four codes, together with
codes 8 and 11 were not mutually exclusive, and where sales occurred involving
individuals or groups which could be allocated to more than one of these categories,

the data were assessed to provide the most appropriate code. If the assessment

determined that the owner was a straightforward household engaged in buying
accommodation, then codes I to 4 would be employed. However, if it appeared that
the owner engaged in developing land or dwellings, rather than simply buying
accommodation, then codes 8 and 11 would be used. With codes 5,6,7 and 8, which
were mutually exclusive, it was only necessary to determine from the data which code

to allocate to an owner.

Variable 28 Tenure

A number of codes - I ,4,5 and 8 - are mutually exclusive, and allocation of the owner
to one of these was generally straightforward. However, the data needed to be

interpreted for additional cues before a reasonable distinction could be made between
codes 2,6,7 and 9 and to distinguish between codes 3 and 11.

Variables 29r30.-31 and 32 Non owner-occupier's suburb, postcode and X and Y
co-ordinates

These variables have been included to examine any spatial relationships which might
exist between the location of non owner-occupiers and the properties they own.

Variable 33 Purchase price

The Sales Reports did not allow the transfer price of properties purchased before 1968

to be determined. These properties are therefore identihed with a blank entry in the
field. Code 1 was employed for dwellings built by a company, after 1986, on land for
which no purchase price was available

Variable 37 1986 description unchanged between sales?

Variables 10 (Rooms) and 1 8 to 20 (Improvements) established a description of the

property based on the June 1986 Sales Reports. This variable identifies, for each

ownership, whether the property differed from its 1986 description, mainly on a "Yes"
or "No" basis, although differences caused by the property being owned as vacant
land are identified. Information relating to the nature of any differences is captured in
Variable 38.
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Yariable 38 Type of change

Code 3, which indicated that ahouse had been built on previously vacant land, could
be extended to a four digit number, depending on availability of data. For example, 3

indicated that ahouse had been built, and that no other information was available,
whereas 36 indicated that a 6 roomed house had been built and 3908 indicated the

construction of a two storeyed, 8 roomed dwelling with 9 representing a two storey

building and 08 representing the number of rooms.
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Appendix 3: Ownership characteristics of the sampled households

The analysis of residential mobility was based on2002 households which had owned
property between 1968 and July 1991. Many of these households owned more than

one property in this time, and therefore there are 3692 individual properties included
in the analysis, as shown in Table 4.3.1

Table 4.3.1: Number of properties owned by sample households, 1968-1991

Number of
properties owned

during period

Number
households in
each category

Number of
properties in

sample

Percent oftotal
properties

Percent

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0
11

993
601

24s
l0l
31

25

1

2

1

1

1

49.6
30.0
12.2

5.0
1.5

1.2

0.0
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0

993
1202

735
404
155

150

7

t6
9

l0
t1

26.9
32.6
t9.9
10.9

4.2
4.1

0.2
0.4
0.2
0.3

0.3

Total 2002 100.0 3692 100.0

Source: Frequency statistics from variable nopropso.

Not all of these properties were dwellings occupied by their owners. Therefore, in
Table A.3.2 the number of owner-occupiers in the sample is detailed, along with the

other categories of ownership identified for this study.

Table A.3.2: Household tenure at properties owned, 1968-1991

Tenure category Tenure description Number of properlies Percent

)
Owner-occupier
Landlord who is owner-occupier at

another property
Landlord who owns other property
but is not an owner-occupier at any

of them
Landlord who owns no other
properly
Vacant land and owner is owner-
occupier elsewhere
Vacant land, owner has other
property, but owner-occupier at none.

Vacant land and owner owns no other
property
Second family home or holiday
house
Cannot determine tenure
Business property

2730
305

51

111

172

73.9
8.3

1.4

3.0

4.6

0.2

7.3

1.3

4

6

5

6

7

8

9

268

48

10

11

4

I
0.1

0.0

Source: Summation offrequency ofeach tenure variable

3692 100.0Total
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For a number of households represented in Table A.3.2, tenure change occurred
during any given ownership, and those whose tenure changed to owner-occupier were

added to the group identified as being potentially residentially mobile and those

whose tenure changed from owner-occupier were deleted. In Table 4.3.3, details of
any tenure change during a property's ownership have been provided.

Table 4.3.3: Tenure change during ownership, 1968 to 1991

Description of change Category of change Number Percent

None I 3300 89.4

Owner-occupier to landlord 2 49 1.3

Landlord to owner-occupier 3 29 0.8

Built house on vacant land and became owner-occupier 4 268 7.3

Built house on vacant land and became landlord whilst 5 6 0.2

owner-occupier at another property
Built house on vacant land and became landlord whilst 6 2 0.05

owning other property
Built house on vacant land and became landlord with no 7 3 0.08

other property
Other 8 26 0.6

Cannotstate 9 5 0.1

Became second family home or holiday house l0 4 0.1

Total 3692 100.0

Source: Frequencies for variable lenchng

Those owners in categories 3 and 4 became owrìer-occupiers by the end of one or
more of their ownerships and therefore became part of the group of owner-occupiers
who were potential residential movers. On the other hand, those owners in category 2

reverted from owner-occupancy, and therefore left the group who were potentially
mobile.
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Appendix 4: Postcodes and zones' Adelaide metropolitan area

All properties in the housing history frle and the housing stock file contain postcode

information. The distribution of postcodes in the Adelaide metropolitan area are

shown in Figure 4.4.1. Postcode areas have been used to define zones located at 5

kilometre intervals from the Central Business District. The allocation of postcodes to

each of the eight zones defined for the study is shown in Table 4.4.1 and Figure

A.4.2.

Figure 4.4.1: Postcodes, Adelaide metropolitan area
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Table A.4.1: Postcodes and zones, Adelaide metropolitan area

Zone I
0-5 km

Zone2
5-10 km

Zone3
10-ls
km

Zone 4

15-20
km

Zone 5
20-25
km

Zone 6

25-30
km

ZoneT
30-35

km

Zone 8

35-40
km

5006
5082
5007
503 I
503 5

5033
5034
5061

5063
5000
5065
508 I
5070
5068
5069
5067

5065

5008
5084
s0l0
5012
501 I
50 l4
s023
5022
5037
5040
5045
s025
s032
s024
5039
503 8

5041
5042
5043
5044
5064
s062
5052
5150
5066
s 140

5087
5074
50'73

5072
5083
5085
5086

5011

s01 8

5 159

5 158

5l6l
5 153

5157

5 138

5144
5155
5154
5 139

5091

5131

5126
5 106

5107
5109
5 108

5125
5127

5013

501 5

5016
s02t
5020
5019
5050
5046
5048
5047

5049
5 156

505 l
5137

5l4l
5142
5l5l
5152
5088
5136
5134
5076
5089
5090
5097

5098
5093
5092
5095
5096

5112
5160
5162
5163
5164
5166
5110
51il

5120
5121
5 165

5167

5 168

517 1

51 l3
5114

5169
5 170

5172
5113
5l 15

51 16

511',7

51 l8
5174
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Figure A,.4.2: Postcodes and zones, Adelaide metropolitan area
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Appendix 5: Postcodes and sectors, Adelaide metropolitan area

In a similar fashion to Table A.4.l,postcodes have also been used to define sectors,

based on the main arterial roads which radiate from the city centre. Eight sectors,

generally defined by these arterials, but coinciding with postcode boundaries were

defined for the study. The allocation of postcodes to each of the eight sectors is

shown in Table 4.5.1 and Figure 4.5.1.

Table 4.5.1: Postcodes and sectors, Adelaide metropolitan area

Sector I
Northwest-

north

Sector 2

Northwest-
west

Sector 3

Southwest-
west

Sector 4

Southwest-
south

Sector 5

Southeast-
south

Sector 6

Southeast-
east

Sector 7

Northeast-
east

Sector 8

Northeast-
north

5006
5008
5082
5084
5010
5012
501 3

5015
5016
5011

501 8

5094
51 l0
5117

5t20
5121

5007
5009
501 I
5014
5023
5022
5021
5020
50 l9

503 I
503 5

5033
5037

5040
5045
5025
5032
5024

s034
5039
503 8

504 I
5042
5050
5043
5044
5046
5048
5041

5049
5159
5158
5161

5160
5162
5 163

5164
5 165

5166
5169
5 168

5161

5 170

517 1

5172
5173
5174

506 I
5063
5064
5062
5052
5150
5156
5153
505 I
5157

5065
5066
5067

5068
5 140

5137

514l
5142
5 138

5144
5151

5155
5152
5154
5000

508 I
5087
s088
5069
5070
5074
5073
5072
5136
5134
5 139

5075
5076
5089
5090
5091

5131

5126
5097

5083

5085

5086
5098
s093
5092
5095
s096
5 106

5107

5 109

5 108

5125
5l12
5111

5113
5114
51 15

5l l6
5l l8
512'7
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Figure 4.5.1: Postcodes and sectors, Adelaide metropolitan area
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Appendix 6: Postcode and mosaic regions, Adelaide metropolit^n ùrea

As described in Table 4.4.1 and Table 4.5.1 each postcode area was allocated to a
zone and a sector. The intersection of the sectors and zones created a matrix of areas

which have been called mosaic regions. The mosaic region is the third spatial unit
used throughout the thesis. Each mosaic region is comprised of one or more postcode

areas, and the allocation of postcodes to mosaic regions is shown in Table 4.6.1 and

Figure 4.6.1.

5006, 5082
5008, 5084, 5010, 5012
5013,5094,5015, 5016
5017,5018
5110
5120,5121
5117

5007
5009, 501 1, 5014, 5022, 5023

5019,5020,5021
5031,5033,5035
503',7, 5040,5045, 5025, 5032,5024
5034
5038, 5039, 4041, 5042, 5043, 5044
4046, 5047,5048, 5049, 5050
5161,5158,5159
5 160, 5 166, 5162, 5163, 5164
5165,5171,5167,6168
5169,51'70,5172, 5173
5174
5061,5063
5064, 5062,5052, 5 I 50

5156,5051
5153,5157
5000, 5065, 5067, 5068
5066,5140
5131 , 5141, 5142, 5151, 5152
5138,5144,5155, 5154
5081, 5069, 5070
5087, 5072, 5073, 507 4, 507 5

5736, 5134, 5139, 507 6, 5088, 5089, 5090

5091, 509',7,5131,5126
5083, 5085, 5086
5098, 5092, 5093, 5095, 5096
5125, 5127, 5 106, 5 107, 5 108, 5 109

5111, 5112
5l 13, 5l 14

5l 15, 5l 16

5118

11

12

13

14

l5
t6
t7
2t
22
23

31

32
41

42
43

44
45

46
4'7

48
5l
52

53

54

6l
62

63

64
71

12
13

74
82

83

84
85

86

87

88

Note: The first digit refers to the sector and the second digit refers to the zone in which the postcode is located.
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Figure 4.6.1: Postcodes and mosaic regions, Adelaide metropolitan area
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Appendix 7: Mobility within and between mosaic regions

Data in Table 4.7.1 have been used to prepare Figures 4.10, 4.lI and 4.12

Table A.7.lz Mobility within and between mosaic regions
Mosaic

reference
Number
of depart

ures

Per
cent

Number
of

arrivals

Per
cent

Within
mosaic
moves

Net
departur
es

Net
Arrivals

Net
mobility
gain/loss

11

t2
l3
t4
15

t6
l7
2t
1a

23

3l
32

4t
42

43

44

45

46

47

48

51

52

53

54

6t
62

63

64

7l
,f,,

73

74
82

83

84

85

86

87

88

15

t9
l3
4

1

J

I

J

35

JJ

15

54

t7
69

46

66

59

l0
25

J

36

38

l8
J

39

17

t2
10

3l
26

24

42

24

57

66

J

22

1

2

1.6

2.0

1.4

0.4

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.3

3.6

3.4

1.6

5.6

1.8

1.2

4.8

6.9

6.1

1.0

2.6

0.3

i. t

4.0

1.9

0.3

4.1

1.8

1.2

1.0

.t.z
2.7

2.5

4.4

2.5

5.9

6.9

0.3

2.3

0.1

0.2

t4
l0
t4
7

2

J

I
2

27
36

10

49
12

65

44

89

58

t9
31

4
34

53

20
7

44
t6
t4
8

29
30

30

29
20
34

65

4

22

2

4

1.5

1.0

1.5

0.7

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.2

2.8

3.7

1.0

5.1

1.2

6.8

4.6

9.3

6.0

2.0

3.2

0.4

3.5

5.5

2.1

0.7

4.6

1.7

1.5

0.8

3.0

3.1

3.1

3.0

2.1

3.5

6.8

0.4

2.3

0.2

0.4

J

2

1

7

15

J

13

2

26

19

36

29

I

9

l1
9

6

16

4

J

I
6

9

ll
16

7

l5
30

ll

t2
19

11

J

I
3

1

J

28

l8
12

41

15

43

21

30

30

9

t6
J

25

29

l2
J

23

13

9

9

25

17

13

26

17

42

36

J

l1
I
2

ll
10

t2
6

2

J

I
2

20
2t

,7

36

l0
39

25

53

29

l8
22

4

23

44

14

7

28

t2
ll
7

23

2t
19

13

13

t9
35

4

ll
2

4

-l
-9

+l
+3

-1

0

0

-l
-8

+3

-5

-5

-5

-4
.)

+23

-1

+9
+6
+1
_)

+15

+2
+4
+5

-1

+2
_)

a

+4
+6

-13

-14

-23

-l
+1

0

+1

+2

Totals 962 100 962 100 321 64t 641

Note: The first number in the mosaic reference indicates the sector and the second number refers to the zone within any sectors

Therefore, 46 refers to the mosaic area created by the intersection ofsector 4 and zone 6.

Source: Extracted from crosstabulation ofmosvl or and mosvl_de in mobility sav file.
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Appendix 8: Notes accompanying Table 4.18: Reasons for market departures

This appendix contains detailed notes to four categories employed in Table 4.18

l. Husband and wife díed, estate sold does not imply that the husband and wife died

together, but rather that the research process identified that the estate had been sold

subsequent to the death of the surviving partner.

2. Husband/single møle died and tltife/singlefemale died categories were derived

from the research process which identified options for a wife on the death of her

husband, and vice versa, and instances where the estate of single males and females,

who might also have been surviving widowers/widows, was sold upon their death.

3. Although the thesis has collected no data on the marital status of its households, as

explained in the methodology chapter, it has generally been assumed that households

which contained two sets of initials (for example, Smith, R J & P M) represented a

household in which the two owners were married, and households represented as, for
example, Smith &. anr were households where the owners were not married.

Where households of these two types have broken up, the first group is represented as

Divorce of møruied couples and the second group is presented as Separatíon of non
married couples.

4. New household creøtedfrom an existing household - There were a number of
instances where existing owners, or households, left the market so that they could re-

enter it in partnership with a new set of owners. For example, Smith, R J and P M
may have sold, but bought another dwelling with J Jones. In this case, LOTS would
record the new ownership as Smith, R J & ors, and although Smith, R J and P M have

continued in the market as a new household, their status as a survey household has

been lost.
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Appendix 9: Selected house styles in the Adelaide area

Throughout the text, and especially in Chapter 4. reference is made to a number of
house styles. So that the reader may be informed on the essential qualities of the main

house styles in the Adelaide housing market, a brief description of each is provided,

together with an accompanying drawing. Most of the material in this Appendix has

been taken from Persse and Rose ( 1981).

Conventional Era: Mid 1950s to early 1960s

This style was less austere than the Austerity style of the 1940s and immediately post

World War Two period. It took advantage of the increasing availability and variety of
building materials. The style involved three bedrooms. lounge and dining rooms,

kitchen and bathroom under the main roof, together with the use of wider eaves.

Triple fronted and double lronted step back design was also typical of the style. The

style evolved throughout the sixties and continued to be built over the next two
decades.

Conventional - with hipped roof Era: 1960s and 1970s

Regularly of double or triple fronted stepped back style. The front of the house was

usually built with Basket Range stone, a sawn stone quarried from the Basket Range

region in the Adelaide Hills. with the mortar tuck pointed. However, this style was

also constructed using bricks for all its walls.
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Conventional - with gable roof Era: 1970s and 1980s

This style of dwelling was representative of medium priced housing and typically
consisted of three bedrooms with a carport under the main roof. Construction was

most usually in brick.

Bungalow Era: 1916 - 1920

Also know as the "homestead" style, it incorporated the front verandah under the main

roof. Usually, a double gable treatment was incorporated into the front of the house.

Freestone was a popular wall material at the front of the house, with brick used on the

other walls, and the roof was usually tiled. A variation of the style was the State

Bank Bungalow (1918 - 1930), built to cheaper specifications to house Retumed

Soldiers from V/orld War One. Many examples of this style were built in several

suburbs within the Adelaide metropolitan area.



SAHT (South Australian Housing Trust) conventional

This type of dwelling represented budget priced housing constructed by the South

Australian Govemment housing authority during the period of rapid urban

development in South Australia. These dwelling were constructed for middle socio-

economic groups. especially migrant groups brought to Australia to work in the

developing manufacturing industries. Typically they were timber framed, with either

timber or asbestos (fibre cement) cladding.

Contemporary Era: 1950s and 1960s

This term described houses with an angular appearance and a low pitched clad with
galvanised iron or asbestos. Timber framed construction was used regularly and the

style was essentially based around low cost construction techniques. However, some

expensive designs in the style were built th¡oughout the city.
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Symmetrical cottage Era: 1860 - 1915

This style evolved from the more simple colonial cottage. It generally comprised four

main rooms, with a central passageway, and was symmetrical in design and

appearance. It was always built with a verandah extending across the front of the

house. The roof style used evolved with the current fashion. Laundry, bathroom and

kitchen facilities were usually contained in a lean to constructed onto the back of the

main dwelling.

Colonial Era: 1960s and 1970s

This style is similar to the Ranch style, rectangular in shape and with a carport under

the main roof. It was usually single fronted or near single fronted, and regularly

emphasised bay windows with the characteristic treatment shown in the illustration

below.
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Austerify Era: 1941 - 1950

The style owed its characteristics to building restrictions imposed during, and

immediately aftenvards. World War Two. Its area was generally limited to

approximately I l0 m2, and examples of the style continued through to the mid fìfties.

It was generally constructed from brick, block or asbestos fibres cement board.

Where low quality bricks were used, the finish was often cement rendered. Other

features of this style was a small front porch and narrow eaves. Typically it contained

two bedrooms, sitting and dining rooms and a kitchen. A lean to at the rear was also

characteristic.

.7i

*

Spanish Era: 1970s and 1980s

This style was particularly popular in the early 1970s. Basically, the style was an

embellishment of the contemporary style house which had been given distinguishing

external treatment involving the incorporation of arches into the design. Walls were

typically dark red/brown clinker bricks, or cement rendered and painted white.
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Appendix L0: Tables related to Chapter 4

This Appendix provides a number of tables which have been referred to in Chapter

Four.

Table 410.1: House to house mobility and dwelling condition

Type of change Number Percent

No change
Improved by I grade

Improved by 2 grades

Improved by 3 grades

Improved by >3 grades

Declined by I grade

Declined by 2 grades

Declined by 3 grades

Declined by >3 grades

155 43.4
19.I
7.8

3.9
0.6
16.0

5.3

2.7
1.2

68
28
t4
2
5l
19

10

4

Total 357 100.0

Source: Extractedfromcrosstabulationanalysisofcond_ori bycond_desvariablesforhouse-housemoversinmobility.savfìle

Table 410.2: House to house mobility and age of dwelling

Type ofchange Number Percent

Same vintage

More youthful by
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
>5 categories

l4 19.6

48 12.8

l3.0
7.7
6.7
3.9
7.5

10.4

4.3

3.9
2.9
2.9
4.4

More aged by:
1 category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories

49
29
25
15

28

39

t6
l5
ll
11

16

Total 376 100.0

Source: Extracted from crosstabulation analysis of yrblt_ori by yrblt_des variables for house-house movers in mobility.sav file.
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Table 410.3: Household mobilify between sub-markets by number of moves

Number
of moves
by
house-
holds

Sub-market to sub-
market

Move

First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh
House-house

House-Home unit

Home unit to house

Home unit to Home unit

428
74

7

56

2 House-house

House-Home unit

Home unit to house

Home unit to Home unit

tt7
26
8

2

lll
14

21

7

39
4
4
2

39
4
4
2

39
5

4
1

J House-house

House-Home unit

Home unit to house

Home unit to Home unit

4 House-house

House-Home unit

Home unit to house

Home unit to Home unit

5

J

4
t
I

5

I
2

5

1

I
I

5 House-house

House-Home unit

Home unit to house

Home unit to Home unit

2 2 2

7 House-house

House-Home unit

Home unit to house

Home unit to Home unit

1 I

Source: Derived from crosstabs from resid mo.sav file
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Table 410.4: Dwelling condition changes for single move households

Type of
change

Movement between sub-markets

House to house House to home unit Home unit to house

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased
by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
More than 5
categories
Decreased
by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
More than 5
categories

86

54

23

10

1

3t
l0
5

37.6

23.6
10.1

4.4
0.4

5

I
2

ll

t6
7

5

1

24.s

35.6
1s.6
ll.l
2.2

13 JJ.J

12.8

2.6
5.1

I 0.4

16.2

4.4
2.2

0.4
0.4

2
J

4.5
6.7

12.8

15.4

18.0

5

6

7

Total 229 100.0 45 100.0 39 100.0

Source: Crosstabs analysis ofConl by Con2 variables for households which had owned 2 properties in resid_mo.sav file

Table 410.5: Dwelling vintage changes for single move households

Type of change Movement between sub-markets

House to house House to home unit Home unit to house

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
More than 5 categories
Decreased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
More than 5 categories

3l
34
l8
20
l3
23

35

21

I
t2
8

7

t3

14.4

12.8

14.0

7.4
8.2

5.4
9.5

8.2

8.2

4.1

8.2

16.3

14.3

28.6

2.0

5.1

10.3

2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6

10.3

10.3

7.1

5.1

2.6
3s.9

2

4

I
I
I
I
I

4
4
J

2

I
t4

4

4
2
4
8

7

t4

1

4
1

8.7
J.J

4.9
J.J
2.9
5.4

8.2

2.0

Total 243 100.0 49 100.0 39 100.0

Source: Crosstabs analysis of yrbltl by yrblt2 variables for households which had owned 2 properties in resid_mo.sav file
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Table 410.6: Condition and vintage characteristics for households moving twice
between three houses

Type ofchange Condition Vintage

Move I Move 2 Move 1 Move 2
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased by:
1 category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories
Decreased by:
1 category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories

t4 s6.0 29 46.0

8

7

4

2

3

5

10

2

4
I
2

2

9

5

2
J

I

J

I
1

I
2

1

I

30.0 14 21.9

I
1

I

40
40
40

11

J

1

10

6

2

I

17.5

4.8
1.6

15.9
9.5
3.2
1.6

16.7

6.7
10.0

J.J

10.0

12.5

10.9

6.3

3.1

4.7
7.8

15.6

3.1

6.3

1.6

3.1

3.1

5

2

I

20.0
8.0
4.0

J.J

J.J

J.J

6.1
J.J

J.J

Total 25 100.0 63 100.0 30 100.0 64 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo sav file

Table A10.7: Area characteristics for households moving twice between two
houses and a home unit

Type of change Move 1 Move 2

Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased by:
1 category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories
Decreased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories

ll.l

22.2

I
1

2

I

2 66.6

JJ.J

11.1

11.1

22.2
11.1

11.1

I

2

Total 9J 100.0 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo sav file
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Table 410.8: Condition and Age characteristics for households moving twice
between two houses and a home unit

Type ofchange Condition Vintage

Move I Move 2 Move I Move 2

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories
Decreased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories

2 66.6

JJ.J

42.9

2

2

I

J

2

I

JJ.J

I JJ.J

I JJ.J

22.2
22.2
11.1

J JJ.J

ll.l

28.6
14.3

14.3

Total J 100.0 '7 100.0 3 100.0 9 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo.sav file

Table 410.9: Area characteristics for households moving twice between a home
unit and two houses

Type ofchange Move I Move 2

Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories
Decreased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories

J

J

50.0

50.0

25.0
25.0

25.0

2s.0

I
I

Total 46 100.0 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo.sav file
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Table 410.10: Condition and age characteristics for households moving twice
between a home unit and fwo houses

Type ofchange Condition V lntage

Move.l Move 2 Move 
.l

Move 2

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories
Decreased by:
1 category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
> 5 categories

J 50.0 2

16.6

16.6

16.6

40.0

20.0 2

20.0

20.0

16.6 2

.1J.J

1

40.0

20.0

20.0

20.0
I
I

16.6

16.6

1 16.6

Total 6 100.0 5 6 100.0 5 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo.sav file

Table 410.11: Area characteristics of households moving three times between
four houses

Type of change Move I Move 2 Move 3
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

None
Increased by:
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
>5 categories
Decreased by
I category
2 categories
3 categories
4 categories
5 categories
>5 categories

J

2
2
1

4

2

I
2

2

2

2 28.6

14.3

14.3

14.3

14.3

14.3

7.2

7.2
14.4

14.4

14.4

1 5.0

10.0

10.0

5.0
20.0

10.0

15.0

5.0

10.0

J2
2
2

14.4

14.4

14.4

2

Total 7 100.0 14 100.0 20 100.0

Source: Derived from Resid mo.sav file.
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Table 410.12: Duration of ownership at first, second and third dwelling for
those households which made three moves

Duration, years First move

H-H-H-H H-H-H.HU HU.H-H-H

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

< I year
1-2 years
2-3 years

3-4 years

4-5 years
5-6 years

6-7 years

7-8 years

8-9 years
9-10 years

10-15 years

I 5-20 years

2

5

6

1

I
j

j

2

I

3

t

6.7
16.'7

20.0
3.3

3.3

10.0

r0.0
6.7
3.3
10.0

10.0

25.0
25.0
2502s.0

25.0

2s.0

2s.0

25

>20
4l0 100.0

Duration, years Second move

H-H-H.H H-H-H-HU HU-H-H-H

Number Percent Number Percent N umber Percent

< I year
l-2 years
2-3 years
3-4 years

4-5 years

5-6 years

6-7 years

7-8 years
8-9 years

9-10 years

I 0-1 5 years

I 5-20 years

1

12

6

6

3

I

2

3.2
38.7
19.4
19.4

9.7
32
65

2J 75.0

25.0

500

25.0
25.0

>20

31 4 100.0 100.0

Duration, years 'I hird move

H-H-H-H H-H-H-HU HU-H-H-H

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

< I year
l-2 years
2-3 years
3-4 years

4-5 years

5-6 years

6-7 years
7-8 years

8-9 years

9-10 years

l0-15 years

I 5-20 years
>20 years

2

I
I

2

I
l

4

4

ll
8

3

12.9
t2.9
3 5.5
25.8
9.7

3.2

50.0 50.0
250
25.025.0

25.0

Totals 31 100.0 44 100 0 100.0

Source: Derived from resid mo sav file
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Appendix 11: Tables related to Chapter Five

This Appendix provides a number of tables which have been referred to in Chapter
Five.

Table 411.1: Profitability of houses and market conditions

Market conditions at time of
transactions 

(l)
Profitability category

Losses greater than profits Losses equal profits Losses less than profits

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Properties with two
consecutive sales

llll
ttt2
l2tl
t22t
1222

2t1t
2112

2221

47.1

17.7

26

10

I
3

2

2

2

I 1.8 25

I

24

l6
25

I 1.8

I 1.8

10

ll
16

l0.l
ll.l
t6.2

20.s

7.9

19.7

0.8

18.9

12.6

19.'7

22

I
I

3l

22.2

8.1

1.0

31.3

Sub Total t7 100.0 127 100.0 99 100.0

Properties with three
consecutive sales

llllll
lllI12
ttt22t
122111

122112

122221

2lllll
211112

211221

211222

2221t1

222112

222221

I
4

10

9

5

8

4

2

2

8

4

7

4

2

3

9

4

2

2

I

4

1

I
3

I

10.8

5.4

8.1

24.3

10.8

5-4

5.4

2.7

10.8

2.7

2.7

8.1

2.7

1 1.3

5.6

t4.l
t2-7

7.t

l l.3

5.6

2.8

2.8

I 1.3

5.6

9.9

Sub Total JI 100 0 7l 100.0
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Properties with four
consecutive sales

llllltll
tttlr22l
11122111

111221t2

lt2222t
r22r11tt
12211t12

122111t2

t22ll22l
t222211t

12222tt2

t2222221

21111221

21122111

212221t2

222tlttl
22211ll2
22211221

22222t11

22222112

22222221

2

2

10.0

10.0

2 25.0

12.5

t

2

I

I

3

I

4

I

I

2

I

5

I

I

2

10;l

3.6

14.3

10.7

3.6

179

3.6

3.6

7.2

100

5.0

5.0

50
5.0

10.0

5.0

5.0

10.0

50

10.0

5.0

12.5

t2.s

25.0

12.5

I

2

I

2

I

2

3.6

1)

'7.2

'7.2

2

2

2

Sub Total 8 100.0 28 100.0 20 100.0

Properties with five
consecutive sales

tttllll22l
tt11122111

111t122t12

t1ttt2222t
11t2211221

1112222111

n2tt2222l
t2tt11t22l
t21112222t

t221t22221

t222222|,1

2112222t11

5

2

I

2

33.3

13.3

25.0

250

6.7

13.3

b/

6.7

6.',I

6.7

2s.0

25.0 6.7

Sub Total 4 I00.0 15 100.0

Properties with six
consecutive sales

1tt22tt22112
1tt2222lttt2
1t1222211221

tt222lt22tt2
122222211211

222222211112

22222221t211

I

2

16.7

33.3

100.0

t67
16.7

100.0

16.7

Sub Total 100.0 r 00.0 6 100 0

'l'()14L 67 156 2tt

(l) Thecodesindicatewhetheraproperty'spurchaseorsaleyearoccurredduringaboomorbustperiodintheSouthAustralian
real estate market. I = bust conditions and 2 : boom conditions. Therefore, I 121 represents a property which experienced two

sales in its history, and the first purchase occurred during a bust, the first sale occurred during a bust, the second purchase

occurred during a boom and its second sale occurred during abust.

Source: Extracted from stk_dwg.sav file
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Table A1l.2z Index of dissimilarity of profitability categories distributed
sectorally

Profitability category Index of dissimilarity
Losses greater than profits
Losses equal profits
Loss less than profits

23.4
8.9
8.3

Source: Computed from data extracted from stk-dwgs.sav file

Table 411.3: Correlation analysis of profitability categories distributed
sectorally

Losses greater than Losses equal profits Losses less than
profits profits

Losses greater than profits ***'( 0.940 0.672

Losses equal profits **** 0.793

Losses less than profits **r'r(

Source: Computed from data extracted from stk-dwgs.sav file

Table All.4z Index of dissimilarity of profitability categories distributed zonally

Profitability category Index of dissimilarity
Losses greater than profits
Losses equal profits
Losses less than profits

25.9
9.4
14.1

Table 411.5: Index of dissimilarity of profitability categories distributed by
mosaic regions

Profitability category Index of dissimilarity
Losses greater than profits
Losses equal profits
Losses less than profits

3 8.3

15.0
19.6
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